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ABSTRACT

This dissertation in the sociology of science examines the emergence

of reproductive research as a scientific enterprise in the United States,

c1910-1940. Focused on mammalian research, it analyzes the contexts of

and requisite preconditions for the construction of socially illegitimate

reproductive problems into an appropriately scientific line of work.

The thesis argues that modern reproductive science emerged

c1910-1925 with a physiologically-based problem structure. In the U.S., its

roots lay in embryological research. Reproductive research coalesced into a

scientific enterprise with an endocrinological problem structure c1925-1940.

The enterprise was composed of a cross-professional intersection of efforts

among researchers in biology, medicine and agriculture. During this era,

preeminence in the field shifted from European to American research

centers. Major foundation sponsorship of research began in 1922 and

enabled the building of the enterprise.

Researchers devised a number of articulation strategies to establish

and enhance the legitimacy, autonomy and social and scientific authority of

reproductive science vis-a-vis its audiences, sponsors and consumer markets.

Several chapters examine researchers' use of transpositions across species

and arguments for basic research in building the enterprise.

The data analyzed include research reports and monographs, histories

by researcher participants, secondary literatures and archival materials

from three major research centers and the major sponsor. The analytic

perspective taken is structural interactionism. The qualitative method used

is grounded theory.
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PART ONE

SOCIAL WORLDS OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Not a single English-language book on reproductive science was published

until Marshall's PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION appeared in Britain in 1910.

Yet by 1940, reproductive research had both emerged and coalesced as a line of

scientific work in biology, medicine and agriculture in the United States.

Numerous major research centers together formed an established and growing

scientific enterprise. Reproductive scientists had garnered well over a million

dollars in external research support from major foundations. A prestigious

National Research Council Committee focused attention and funding on

reproductive problems. And preeminence in reproductive science passed from

British and other European centers to the United States.

This dissertation is an historical sociological analysis of the events which

composed this emergence and coalescence of the reproductive research enterprise in

the United States clºl 0-1940. I view reproductive research as a scientific social

world (Gerson, 1983a; Strauss, 1978), and my goal is to provide a sociological

portrait of this world which captures all its fundamental aspects in the tradition of

relating the "Big (Sociological] News" (Park, 1952).



A. GOALS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH:

There has been no sociological or historical examination of the emergence of

reproductive science in the United States.” Yet reproductive research is today a

major scientific enterprise, a fundamental part of the large and international

population research world. Population research also includes contraceptive

development and evaluation and social and behavioral sciences research. The

reproductive sciences have consistently received the largest portion (usually over

60%) of recent population funding which derives from both federal and private

sources, and is most carefully monitored (Atkinson, 1979:295; Greep et al., 1976,

1977). In 1980, for example, reproductive scientists received $65 million in

external research funding (Clark, 1982:76).”

Between c1910-1940, workers in biology, medicine and agriculture constructed

reproductive research as a modern scientific enterprise. They established the scope

of reproductive science and formulated approaches to the research. And they

forged problem structures in each professional field tailored to meet the needs of

both specific audiences and the broader enterprise. An institutional infrastructure

was developed to articulate efforts among reproductive biology, medicine and

agriculture, between reproductive research and the life sciences, and between the

enterprise and its varied audiences, sponsors and research consumers. Journals,

professional associations and networks, research funding organizations and

laboratories all were founded during this period.
**-ee-----

1. Greep and his associates (1976) provide a brief overview of the pre-World War II
era, but focus on postwar developments.

2. This figure does not including funding of contraceptive research or social
science investigations of population problems.



Throughout these efforts, and continuing into the current era, reproductive

researchers routinely confronted an over-arching problem-the illegitimacy of

reproduction as a focus of scientific work. How they negotiated this challenging

social opposition to the construction of an autonomous scientific enterprise is a
major theme of this thesis.

In this chapter, I situate the dissertation in the extant literature and discuss

the theoretical approach, methods and limits of the research. I end with a brief

overview of the argument.”

B. RELATION TO EXTANT LITERATURE:

The emergence and organization of modern reproductive biological research

in the twentieth century have not been sociologically or historically examined.

Historical research thus far has largely focused on single disciplines or individual

researchers rather than on the broader line of scientific work on reproductive

problems. Studies of general and reproductive endocrinology, by Borell (1976a,b,c,

1978; 1985; 1986) and Hall (1974; 1976), emphasized British work." Studer and

Chubin (1976) focused a citation analysis on American reproductive endocrinology.

The histories of turn of the century physiology, anatomy and cytology of

reproduction have been examined by Brush (1978), Churchill (1979), Farley (1982)

and Maienschien (1984). Related embryological research and scientists have been

the focus of Churchill (1969, 1973), Haraway (1976), Maienschein (1978, 1981, 1983)

and Oppenheimer (1967, 1968, 1984).

3. A full summary of the dissertation is offered in the final chapter, Readers for
whom the history and sociology of science are unfamiliar territories may wish to
turn first to that summary.

4. Borell's work and personal assistance have been invaluable.



In addition, there are numerous histories of specific discoveries and/or lines

of research written by reproductive researchers themselves, which I term "insider

histories.” Historians and sociologists have also pursued the history of birth
control movements and contraception,” and the history of sexuality.

-

But there has been minimal social historical research on the reproductive

sciences per se. Maienschien, in her review of the history of biology (1985a:149),
notes moreover that distinctively American research has not yet been addressed.

This dissertation is the first book-length treatment of the topic and the first to

directly analyze a problem in the history of biology on the American scene.

C. THEORETICAL APPROACH AND METHODS:

The analytic perspective taken is based on the concept of social worlds

(Strauss, 1978) as applied to the sciences (Gerson, 1983a). My focus is on the

sociology of work, organizations and professions. The grounded theory method

(Glaser and Strauss, 1968; Glaser, 1978) was applied to a wide range of historical

and interview materials.

1. The Social Worlds Perspective:

In the structural interactionist (Strauss, 1985a) perspective taken here, social

worlds are the fundamental "building blocks" of society, the principle upon which
--------

5. These include Allen (1970), Amoroso (1963), Asdell (1977), Corner (1951, 1958,
1963, 1965, 1981), Dodds (1941), Fulton and Wilson (1966), Greep et al. (1976,
1977), Hamblen (1939), Lisser (1967), Maisel (1965), McCance (1977), Medvei
(1982), Parkes (1962a,b, 1963, 1966a,b), Short (1977), Young (1970), Zondek (1941)
and Zuckerman (1970, 1978). I discuss the historiographic problems of these
sources as primary data in Appendix A.

6. See Chapter 11 for full citations to these literatures.



social life is organized.” The approach is concerned with the nature and structure

of the organization of various group affiliations and their dynamics. Its origins lie

deep within Chicago tradition concerns with groups and communities (e.g. Fisher

and Strauss, 1978, 1979a,b; Park, 1952; Mead, 1917). Shibutani (1955; 1962) coalesced

these insights into the concept of reference groups as perspectives which form the
basis for individual and collective action.

The concept of reference groups was later elaborated into social worlds--

social groups with shared resources, constraints and work of some kind by

participants within the tradition. Specifically, Strauss (1978:122) notes:

In each social world, at least one primary activity (along with related
-activities) is strikingly evident; i.e., ...researching, collecting. There are sites

where activities occur: hence space and a shaped landscape are relevant.
Technology (inherited or innovative modes of carrying out the social
world's activities) is always involved...In social worlds at their outset, there
may be only temporary divisions of labor, but once underway, grganizations
inevitably evolve to further one aspect or another of the world's activities.

Social worlds are highly fluid phenomena. They may intersect and segment into

two or more worlds (e.g. Becker, 1982; Bucher, 1962; Gerson, 1976; 1983a; Kling and
Gerson, 1977; 1978; Strauss, 1978; 1979; Bucher and Strauss, 1961).

There are three major types of social worlds (Gerson, 1983a,c, Kling and
Gerson, 1977, 1978):
1) roduction worlds: the activities undertaken produce

something (e.g. manufacturing and industrial worlds;
scholarly worlds as producing knowledge);

2) communal worlds: the activities undertaken have as
their focus the establishment and/or maintenance of
communities of people committed to each other and to
their shared goals (e.g. ethnic communities, hobby
worlds);

*----------

7. This approach has been developed generally by Strauss (1978, 1982) and Bucher
and Strauss (1961); in relation to medical specialties by Bucher (1962) and Bucher
and Stelling (1977), in relation to the arts by Becker (1982), and in relation toscientific work by Gerson (1983a), star (1983a,b, 1984) and Volberg (1983a,b).



3) social movements: the activities are focused on shared
commitments to alter the larger world in which they are
embedded (e.g. the birth control movement, the anti
nuclear movement).

-

Mixed worlds are both possible and common. For example, the social world of the

life sciences is both a production world (producing knowledge) and a communal

world (producing shared commitments to the activities). There can also be social

movements within social worlds-aimed at changing those worlds (Bucher, 1962;
Bucher and Strauss, 1961). An example is a reform movement within a discipline

or profession such as the movement for "scientific" medicine within the medical

profession at the turn of the century (e.g. American Foundation, 1955; Numbers,
1980; Sabin, 1934). Production worlds organize the work commitments of their
members which are fundamentally to those worlds and to each other.

Very important activities within all social worlds are establishing and

maintaining boundaries between "our world" and other worlds, and gaining social

legitimation for the world itself (Strauss, 1982; Gerson, 1983b). The processes
involved include the social construction of the world and a variety of claims

making activities (Becker, 1960, 1963). These are central to this thesis.

2. The Sociology of Work and Organizations Approach:

A recent approach to the sociology of work and organizations (Freidson, 1976:
Gerson, 1983a; Strauss, 1971, 1979, 1985a; Strauss et al., 1985) focuses predominantly
on the tasks and activities of the work itself rather than on particular occupations
or professions and their incumbents. My concern here is especially with the level

of work organization, loosely conceptualized as follows:"

8. This further develops ideas of Gerson (1983a) and Strauss (1985).



LEVELS OF SCALE IN WORK ORGANIZATION

Levels of Scale Example in Science

social world discipline/profession
(production world)

lines of work subdisciplines/specialties

programs long-term problem foci
(problem structures)

shorter-term sets ofprojects
(arc of work) related experiments

activities single experiments

tasks concrete tasks)

I offer analyses of the technical work of reproductive research at all of the levels

noted above.

Last, much is made in the history and sociology of science of whether what I

term a line of work or social world/subworld is a discipline, field, specialty area,

profession and/or something else.” I have not engaged in such discussions here as I

find the social worlds and lines of work analysis more productive. My focus is

instead on how scientists came to envision a set of problems of reproductive

research, how they organized themselves to work on those problems and how they

interacted with themselves and their audiences, sponsors and consumers to sustain

this research and develop it into a recognized line of work--an enterprise.

3. Structural Interactionism and Sociology of Science;

9. See, for example, Chubin (1976), Farber (1982a,b), Geison (1978, 1981, 1983); Hall
and Glick (1976), Kohler (1982), Lemaine (1982), and Rosenberg (1979). Certain
aspects of this literature on disciplines are discussed in the concluding chapter.



Pragmatist forebears (Pierce, Mead, Dewey and Bentley) addressed the

relationships between scientific work, the representation of scientific processes,

and the development of "facts," concluding that in science --as elsewhere-- meaning

is constructed from experience (Star, 1983b:11). Work and its organization are

viewed as the most fundamental social processes.

Many participants in this tradition have, over the past twenty years, done

research in the sociology of medicine as the substantive area of technical work

within which they pursued “basic’ research on the sociology of work (e.g. Becker et

al, 1961; Bucher and Strauss, 1961; Bucher, 1962; Bucher and Stelling, 1977; Gerson,

1976; Strauss, 1971;Strauss, et al., 1964; 1981). Recent research in the sociology of

science addresses a new area of technical work and its organization as part of the

larger endeavor.

The fundamental assumptions pertinent to the sociology of science within this

tradition can be summarized as follows (Gerson, 1982, 1983a,b; Star, 1983a,b, 1984,

1985; Volberg, 1983a,b).:

1) The sociology of science is one aspect of the sociology
of work, specifically technical work. It is not
part of the sociology of knowledge; rather the
sociology of knowledge production is itself part of the
sociology of work.

2) Scientific ideas are socially constructed; knowledge is
roduced or manufactured within specific historical,

institutional and social settings.

3) The sociology of scientific work includes the examination
and analysis of both the contents of the work itself
and the conditions under which the work is undertaken
which are dialectical processes with material
foundations.

4) Social life, including scientific work, is rooted in .
conflict, competition and cooperation; such negotiative
interaction is the fundamental source of social



order and the division of labor.”

5) The problem to be solved is the controlling factor# shapes and organizes all the other activity in a
field of inquiry. Concrete problem solving is the
touchstone against which all decisions are ultimately
made, and around which essentially all conflicts are
disputed and debated.

6) A theory has meaning if it makes a difference to the
world (Mead, 1917). "Truth," then, is a practical
matter.

Through addressing research contexts, this approach embeds scientific work

in society,” and attempts to dissolve the internalist versus externalist distinction.

That is, my perspective stresses that the traditional division of analyses into

"internal" (generally the content) versus "external" (generally the institutional

contexts) approaches to the sociology of science is a false dichotomy (c.f. MacLeod,

1977; Rosenberg, 1964; Star, 1983a,b, 1984, 1985). Internal and external aspects are

not ultimately fungible but exist in ongoing dynamic relation with one another.

Many of the concepts of the emerging structural interactionist perspective on

work and organizations have not as yet been drawn together in a coherent

manner.” I have therefore used these concepts to guide my analysis, but have

elaborated and refined them in light of my own data.”

10. See Freidson (1976), Park (1952), Sapp (1983) and Strauss (1979).

11. The word contexts is itself misleading given its connotation of surrounding but
not entering into or being an integral part of a given phenomenon. There is,
however, no easy alternative unless one prefers the term environment which has
similar weaknesses.

12. Recently published work includes Gerson (1983a), Latour (1983, 1984), Star
(1983b, 1984, 1985), Strauss (1985a), Strauss and associates (1985). I have drawn
upon works in progress as well.

13. For example, Part III of the dissertation, which focuses on articulation work in
enterprise-building, offers the initial analysis of articulation work at the "line
of work" level of scale of organization.
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4. The Social Historical Perspective:

This dissertation is not a history of scientific problems and ideas but rather

an historical sociological study of scientific work and its organization in society.
The social worlds of technical scientific work are, like all other worlds,

historically embedded and specific. The work is done at a particular time, in a

particular place, in relation to particular other approaches, disciplines and

professions, and in larger societies. All of these contextual factors shape and

impinge upon the work itself.”

It is these on-going relations that I attempt to portray in the dissertation.

The two "contextual" chapters (2 and 3) are therefore dense. I refer elsewhere to

many of the issues raised in these chapters. It is only through a grasp of the

contexts that the history of reproductive science is rendered comprehensible.”

5. Methods and Data Sources:

The Grounded Theory Method:

The qualitative research method utilized is grounded theory as developed by

Glaser and Strauss (1967; Glaser, 1978; Strauss, 1985b), which is especially amenable

to historical sociological research. In this method, the data are coded for major

variables, densified and ultimately integrated into an analysis of the substantive

area. Analysis is on-going throughout the research; data gathering is guided by

14. I was particularly sensitized to these historical and historiographic issues by the
work of Gerald Geison (1981, 1983), Charles Rosenberg (1964, 1967, 1976,
1979a) and Jane Maienschein (1983, 1984, 1985a).

15. Additional historiographic problems are addressed in Appendix A. Implications
of this research for the history and sociology of science are discussed in the
concluding chapter.
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sampling for highest ranges of variation and negative cases. Comparative analysis

across substantive areas may subsequently generate more formal theory. The

grounded theory method was especially helpful to me in distinguishing the

sociological story of reproductive research from the historical story. This

dissertation attempts to tell both, but its organization is founded on the

sociological codes or variables discovered through the use of grounded theory. I

followed Glaser's (1978) recommendation that the argument of the monograph

should be clear to the reader from the table of contents.

Data Sources:

My data sources for this research were far-ranging, from scientific research

reports to anecdotal accounts of events. I routinely used the small secondary

literature, noted above, on the history and sociology of reproductive science both

in the United States and Great Britain. This aided in developing some key

comparisons with the British situation.”

A major resource was what I term "insider" histories -- accounts of events and

discoveries, status reports and so on written by reproductive researchers themselves

which I considered primary data.” I considered biographies and autobiographies
as insider histories. Another major resource was published journal reports and

monographs of reproductive scientific work. Symposia, prefaces to texts,

introductions by senior researchers all were especially useful in providing
scientists' talk about their work rather than the results of the work.
----------

16. Personal communications with Merriley Borell, foremost historian of British
reproductive science in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, were
especially helpful.

17. These are listed and discussed in terms of historiographic problems in Appendix
A.
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In addition, I conducted extensive archival research at the sites of three of

the major reproductive research centers in existence prior to World War II. Given

the nature of the reproductive scientific enterprise as an intersection of efforts in

biology, medicine and agriculture, I selected one center from each field: the

Departments of Zoology and Physiological Chemistry at the University of Chicago

(biology); the Carnegie Institution of Washington's Department of Embryology at

Johns Hopkins Medical School (medicine); and the Department of Animal Science

at the University of California at Davis (agriculture). Appendix A lists the

particular papers examined in each archive.

Background materials were located in the historical and sociological

literatures on biology (including genetics, embryology, and reproduction), medicine

(especially gynecology and obstetrics), agriculture (especially animal science),

university development and the history and sociology of science in the United

States.

I also interviewed several reproductive scientists (some of whom had been

students during the pre-World War II era) and other individuals concerned with

reproductive research. Most of these data provided background and cross-checking

of hypotheses; some yielded important information on how reproductive research

has been built as an enterprise.

D. SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION:

The scope of this dissertation itself emerged through the research process. In

this section I discuss the historical and definitional parameters of the project.
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1. Historical Scope;

I begin intensive focus on reproductive science with the year 1910 because

Marshall's PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION, published that year, signaled the

emergence of an explicit field of endeavor or line of work in reproductive science

in Western Europe and the United States. I am not arguing that scientific problems

of reproduction were ignored in the United States prior to 1910 (e.g. Farley, 1982).

And, in fact, I discuss turn of the century work and approaches at some length.”
But it was after 1910 that research on reproduction became focused on an

organized, coherent set of problems, with growing clarity of scope and boundaries.

Moreover, this nucleus of problems was then increasingly addressed by

researchers in sufficient mutual communication and interaction (Farber, 1982:132)

to be identified as a scientific social world (Gerson, 1983a) of reproductive

research. This scientific social world then began to differentiate itself from other

scientific worlds and lines of research work. By 1940, through researchers' and

others' efforts, reproductive science had become a recognizable collective line of

work or subdiscipline with identifiable workers and centers of research in biology,

medicine and agriculture.

I end my examination of the emergence and coalescence of the reproductive

research enterprise in 1940. World War II has been a common boundary line

between historic eras, and this was also the case for the reproductive sciences

(Greep et al., 1976:374). After the war, the practice of science in general and

reproductive research in particular was radically altered in the United States.

World War II had immediate disruptive effects. But, more important, there were
-**--------

18. See in Chapter 2, "Emergent Approaches to Scientific Work" and in Chapter 3
"Scientific Preconditions."

-
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significant alterations of funding patterns and scientific organization as the

federal government assumed increasing responsibility for the support of basic

research in both medicine and the life sciences (e.g. Dupree, 1957; Greep et al.,

1976).” Moreover, there were tremendous changes in the contexts of research in

each of three professions--biology, medicine and agriculture. Post World War II

reproductive science deserves further examination.

2. Definitional Scope:
Definition of Reproduction:

Reproduction in this dissertation refers to sexual reproduction of

predominantly mammalian species.” In fact, one of the recurrent problems of the

researchers I studied was the lack of clarity of terminology in this area. For

present purposes, I have used the following terms as carefully as possible.”

Sºx = biological attributes of male and female;

gender = social and psychological behavior associated
with males and females;

sexuality - sexual interaction including but not limited
to intercourse;

reproductive system/reproduction - the biological system
allowing birth of new members of the species.

All of these are, of course, ultimately interactive and some boundaries are blurred.

There were three lines of research simultaneously developing early this century
associated with these terms:

19. The federal government had long supported both basic and applied agricultural
research. See Chapter 2 for discussion.

20. Both non-mammalian and plant reproduction were also studied during the early
twentieth century, but I do not include them here. Farley (1982) ambitiously
included both to c1915 in his work.

21. Lack of clarity persisted. See, for example, Lillie (1932) and Young (1932).
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sexuality research: focused on behavior aspects including
gender in humans, non-human primates and other
animals.

reproductive research: focused on biological sex and the
reproductive systems;

contraceptive and fertility research: focused on developing
enhanced control over human reproduction through
prevention and enhancement of conception.

My focus in this dissertation is reproductive research. However, distinguishing

reproductive from the other kinds of research was a major focus of reproductive

researchers' activities during this period. I therefore tangentially address the other

lines of work, especially contraceptive research.

Definition of Research:

The term "research" can be ambiguous. For the purposes of this dissertation,

I have limited my scope to what has been traditionally termed "basic" research

undertaken by workers in biology, medicine and agriculture on aspects of

mammalian reproduction or viewed as directly contributing to knowledge of

mammalian reproduction.

By "basic" research, I mean investigations toward understanding of normal

reproductive form and function through morphological, anatomical, physiological,

endocrinological and biochemical approaches. For such research on humans,

Fletcher et al. (1981:286) use the term normality studies to refer to investigation of

questions of the biology of non-diseased humans. Such a term would also be

appropriate for agricultural investigations of basic mammalian reproductive

functions in domestic species. Thus my definition of "basic" research largely

excludes investigations of disease, pathology and treatment.

Specifically, given the already ambitious scope of my research, and given the

relative absence of knowledge and understanding of basic reproductive function in
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mammals during the era under examination, I have not examined explicitly clinical

medical or applied agricultural research on mammalian reproduction. These lines

of work have their own distinctive histories which deserve further attention.”

The Meaning of Enterprise;

The term enterprise is used to capture and emphasize several particular

aspects of the reproductive research endeavor:

1) reproductive research is a commodity in a marketplace
with producers, audiences, sponsors and consumers
(e.g. Estes, 1979:2):

2) the reproductive research endeavor, during the era
examined, became a "going concern" (Hughes, 1971:53);

3) the status of "going concern" is achieved through
collective commitments, actions and activities toward
that goal (e.g. Becker, 1982; Strauss, 1979, 1982).

Enterprises are social worlds. At the center of a social world is a "smaller,

more active nucleus of people" who mobilize those around them (Hughes, 1971:54),

often termed "entrepreneurs" (Becker, 1963). There were, in the reproductive

research enterprise, major entrepreneurs who both shaped and guided the emergent

enterprise from within and served as scientific statesmen in broader arenas with

audiences, consumers and sponsors of the research. But in an important sense, all

reproductive researchers became entrepreneurs of the enterprise through routine

processes of gaining support (fiscal and otherwise) for their work, through

publication and so on. Workers represent the lines of work they pursue (Becker,
1982).

22. The problematic nature of defining "basic," "clinical" and "applied" research are
examined in Chapters 8 and 9.
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To some historians and sociologists of science using a term such as enterprise,

generally applied to industrial manufacture, will seem inappropriate. But the very

point I wish to make through its use is that scientific lines of work are like other

lines of work and owe their continued existence to organized markets for that

work. Latour's (1984) analysis of Louis Pasteur's transformation of the countryside

into his "laboratory" is an analysis of the organization of research markets. Sapp's

(1983) analysis of competition for control of the field of heredity is similar. Social

movements within professions and disciplines, commonly framed as scientific

reform movements, are often efforts to organize new markets for the work (e.g.

Bucher and Strauss, 1961; Bucher, 1962).

The Meaning of Intersection:

A core point of this dissertation is that the reproductive research enterprise

was composed by an intersection of efforts among scientists in biology, medicine
and agriculture. As Gerson (1983a:363) has stated, "...intersections arise when two

or more lines of work come together--more precisely, when a single activity or

cluster of closely related activities simultaneously comes to be part of two or more

lines of work."

Some prior research on reproduction had been done in the professional and

institutional contexts of biology, medicine and agriculture. What occurred during
the emergence and coalescence eras was the development of an intersection among

the subworlds in each profession focused on reproductive research. Strauss

(1978:123) notes that intersections signify not only new activities, sites,

technologies, and organizations, but also new universes of discourse.

The intersection consisted of a system of negotiating contexts in which

resources flowed among the three social worlds; such contexts formed a relatively
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stable milieu in which information (including skills and techniques), support, and

sentiments (such as prestige and loyalty) flowed among work settings (Gerson,

1983a:363).”
-

Intersections are usually generated by problems or interruptions to the work

at hand which require something new or different--non-routine and unconventional

procedures which force new kinds of joint action (Becker, 1982). The articulation

of an agenda for reproductive research c1910 was just such an interruption.

Intersections occur along a continuum: they can be limited to a local research site

or, in an advanced state, be characteristic of the research endeavor (or discipline

or field) at global levels and manifest in most sites. The blurred boundaries

among disciplines in the life sciences were and remain routine, further reflecting

and facilitating intersections.”
Participation in the intersectional effort depends upon who can afford to

make commitments to it and who cannot, individually, collectively and

structurally. The institutional and professional autonomy of scientists in biology,

medicine and agriculture greatly facilitated their intersection.”

E. OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION:

This is a story of the construction of a new line of scientific research in the

United States cl910-1940 -- mammalian reproductive science. The turn of the

century era was one of fundamental changes in the professions, academia and of
^*---------

23. Whether this was one social world or three is a figure/ground relation and
determined by the interactional context.

24. These blurred boundaries are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.

25. The intersection in reproductive research is examined more fully in Chapter 6.
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the life sciences--the contexts of the emergence of reproductive science. Chapter 2

therefore provides an overview of the professional situations in biology, medicine

and agriculture, of new approaches taken in the life sciences, and of the

institutions in which scientific research increasingly took place--academia.

Part II of the dissertation focuses on the emergence and coalescence of the

reproductive research enterprise. A key feature of reproductive as compared to

other organ system research is its relative "lateness." This was due in large part to

two sets of problems: the illegitimacy of pursuing reproductive topics either

socially or scientifically and the intent focus of turn of the century life sciences

upon the problems of heredity. In Chapter 3 I argue that both of these problems

had to be addressed before an explicit line of work focused on reproduction could

emerge and flourish.

Chapter 4 presents the emergence of reproductive research in the U.S.

centered on physiological problems--largely the estrus and menstrual cycles of

mammals. Prior impetus derived from British initiatives, especially the first

monograph on THE PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION (Marshall, 1910). A

distinctively American aspect of the emergence of reproductive science was its

origins in embryological work, examined in this chapter.

Between c1925-1940, reproductive research coalesced as a line of work

focused on a biochemical endocrinological problem structure. Reproductive

endocrinology became the "model research" of the enterprise providing it with

much sought legitimacy through linkages with nascent biochemical approaches and

the scientific "promise" general endocrinology. During this period, international

preeminence in reproductive research passed to workers in the United States. The

signal event of this transfer was publication by U.S. researchers of the second

"Bible" of reproductive science, SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS (Allen, 1932).
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Several issues cross-cut both the emergence and coalescence eras and

characterize more modern reproductive research as well. First was the continued

illegitimacy of the scientific pursuit of reproductive phenomena which researchers

had to confront individually and collectively. Here some of the particular

consequences are discussed. Second was the nature of the reproductive research

enterprise as an intersection of efforts in biology, medicine and agriculture. I

describe and analyze this intersection.

Third, morphology and anatomy continued to be significant to the pursuit of

many reproductive problems, yet this made more biochemically-minded researchers

uneasy because such approaches were considered "old-fashioned." Last, I argue that

this and other factors contributed to the development of on-going tensions in

reproductive science between two somewhat polarized positions. On one side were

arguments for a broad reproductive physiology or biology, while on the other were

arguments for a deeper biochemical endocrinological problem structure.

One of the most remarkable aspects of the development of the reproductive

research enterprise was its success at garnering significant amounts of external

research funding during years prior to federal government sponsorship of basic

research and despite its taint of social and scientific illegitimacy. Chapter 7

examines the often prestigious funding sources committed to the risky business of
sponsoring reproductive research before 1940.

Part III of the dissertation is focused on strategies used by reproductive

researchers in their efforts to build a legitimate and autonomous scientific

enterprise. Chapter 8 presents a conceptual overview of these activities as

“articulation work with the major audiences, sponsors and consumers of the

research: scientific disciplines and professions, funding sources, and several

categories of birth control advocates.
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One strategy some researchers used was asserting the transposability of

research findings from one species to other species, despite contrary scientific

canons. Chapter 9 analyses such transpositions 1) as research offerings to clinical

and applied practitioners; 2) as means of gaining funding for primate research; and

3) as demonstrations of "good natural science" through avoidance of the use of

humans as research materials and adherence to reductionist research approaches.

The major strategy reproductive researchers used to build their enterprise

was making arguments for basic biological research as the first and foremost need

for an adequate grasp of reproductive phenomena. Chapter 10 offers an analysis

of researchers' use of this strategy with the major reproductive research funding

source of the era--the National Research Council's Committee for Research on

Problems of Sex. Here researchers redirected the mission of the Committee from

the amelioration of social problems to the solution of scientific problems.

Chapter 11 analyses researchers' strategic use of arguments for basic research

in negotiations with birth control advocates. Here the development of a quid pro

quo between birth controllers and reproductive researchers is examined in terms of

shifts in the kinds of contraceptives birth controllers sought versus the kinds of

research which reproductive scientists in the United States would actually do.

Scientific means of contraception won the day, paving the way for reproductive

scientists to subsequently become an integral part of the population research world

where many remain successfully situated.

The final chapter (12) offers a complete summary of the dissertation and a

discussion of implications for the sociology of science.

;
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CHAPTER 2

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXTS

OF THE REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE

All researchers conduct their work in professional, scientific and institutional

settings or contexts and the organization and content of their research responds to

changes in those settings (Gerson, 1983b:15).” Modern reproductive research

emerged as an area of scientific work and was constructed as an enterprise during

the early decades of this century, an era of major social change. This chapter

provides an overview of the fundamental changes occurring in the professional,

scientific and institutional contexts in which reproductive researchers constructed

their enterprise. The chapter aims to familiarize readers new to these topics with

the research contexts. A summary chart is presented in the conclusions.

At the turn of the century, urbanization and industrialization were altering

the organization of work and the nature of social and scientific life. Higher

education expanded and the professions proliferated. Graduate education was

developed in modern form c1890-1920. Researchers constructed recognizably

modern professional careers in academic science, research and clinical and applied

practice in these emerging institutions (e.g. DeVane, 1965; Jarausch, 1983; Larson,

1977; Light, 1983; Veysey, 1965). And major shifts occurred in both the

organization of scientific work and in the approaches scientists brought to bear on

their problems.
-º-º-º-º---

26. The term "contexts" is connotatively misleading as it implies "surrounding"
conditions rather than pervasive conditions of work, inextricably integral to the
work itself. I use both the terms settings and contexts to mean such pervasive
conditions.
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My argument here is that the basic social processes (Glaser and Strauss, 1968;

Glaser, 1978) which characterized both the changing contexts and the approaches
of the life sciences during this period were those of industrialization:

rationalization, professionalization and specialization. Industrialization processes

are based on fundamental market assumptions (e.g. Larson, 1977:9-18). In this

view, activities must be rationalized and justified in terms of their market value

and effectiveness, as opposed to aesthetic, consummatory or display values (Gerson,

1983b:15).

Rationalizing tendencies of the industrial revolution were transmitted to the

professions, sciences and universities at this time. The professions consolidated as

market-based occupations. Universities transformed into knowledge production

industries or what Servos (1976) has called "knowledge corporations." The sciences

were professionalized and industrialized. Science qua institution became more

akin to an industry with specialized markets than the hobby-like world it had

been. The approaches scientists brought to bear on their work were also

rationalized (Gerson, 1983b:17).

Specifically, this chapter addresses the three major contexts of reproductive

research in which such changes were occurring:

1) rofessional: the situations of biological medical
and agricultural sciences as emergent professions at the
turn of the century;

2) scientific: broad intellectual changes in the life
sciences clº&0-1920 integral to the emergence of repro
ductive physiological and endocrinological research; and

3) institutional: the emergence of the university as
Tocus of research and shifts in the organization of
scientific work in these emergent institutional
Structures.

I begin with a brief theoretic discussion of professionalization processes in science.
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A. PROFESSIONALIZATION PROCESSES AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH:

The fundamental aspect of the professionalization of a science lies in its

control and authority over a research domain (Freidson, 1970; Gerson, 1983b;

Strauss, 1971). This includes scientists’ development of parameters of an area of

scientific study, claims to authority or jurisdiction over it, and recognition of those

claims by significant others (home institutions, sponsors, audiences and consumers

of the research). In a sense, then, professionalization processes are integral to and

overlapping with specialization processes--the development of a scientific line of

work.

There are important theoretic debates about whether scientists are

professionals upon which my argument hinges. My argument is that not only was

scientific research as an occupation broadly professionalized during the turn of the

century era. But also, for scientific disciplines or specialties, like other

professions, organized markets are necessary for the line of work to become a

"going concern" (Hughes, 1971).

What, then, is a profession? Freidson (1970:4,xvii) observes that it is "folly to

be dogmatic about any definition" of profession; at its most basic level, a

profession is "an occupation which has assumed a dominant position in a division

of labor, so that it gains control over the determination of the substance of its own

work." Unlike most occupations, professions have strong (though never completely)

autonomous and self-directing attributes (e.g. Hirsch, 1974; Restivo, 1974).

Professionals have both social and scientific authority as experts over their

jurisdictional domains; strength and stability characterize their preeminence, once

achieved (Becker, 1970; Freidson, 1970; Strauss, 1971).

Rothblatt (1983:134) states that the point at which an academic activity

becomes a profession occurs when a branch of learning is "considered to be a
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career, when that career becomes a virtual end in itself, and when its practitioners

believe they have fundamental control over the survival, growth and perpetuation

of their occupation." Gerson (1983b) emphasizes that the process of

professionalization is one of an occupation capturing the right to define its own

problem structure--what it will address--and then strategically using that right as

leverage toward the achievement of other professional attributes.”

2. The Profession versus Discipline Debate:

Though there is general accord among social scientists that the sciences were

professionalized, there is considerable debate as to whether the sciences as

disciplines and scientific research as an occupation are professions per se.” Those
who argue that they cannot generally base this claim on an assumption that

scientists do not deal directly or negotiate with markets or lay clients in their
work.”

This debate hinges on connections between work and market. Work has been

defined and connoted very narrowly (Hazan, 1985). Gerson (1983c) and Strauss

(1985a) distinguish between production work (the doing of the core activities) and

articulation work (the coordination of the work of all the actors involved in that

work). On the level of a larger project or enterprise, articulation work is

27. Gieryn and his associates (1985) provide an analysis of the use of rhetoric to
gain such leverage for science. For further discussion of professionalization
processes as more analytically useful than lists of attributes of professions, see
Bucher and Strauss (1961), Strauss (1971), and Roth (1974).

28. Contributors include Beer and Lewis (1974); Farber (1982); Freidson (1968);
Geison (1981, 1983); Gerson (1983b); Hughes (1958:139-44); Larson (1977);
Rosenberg (1979); and Strauss,(1971).

29. Laypeople are defined here as individuals who do not share expertise in the
particular areas of the scientists in question.
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elaborated into two types: 1) that done within the project or enterprise among its
actors, and 2) that done vis-a-vis audiences, sponsors and consumers of the project

or enterprise. Both types are, of course, in constant mutual relation. I consider

type 2 to be the establishment and maintenance of relations with the several kinds
of markets of the work.

Given prevailing market assumptions, neither production work nor

articulation work is possible without the other for very long. If one accepts

articulation work qua work, the debate whether science is a profession ebbs or

disappears. For scientists, especially at leadership levels, routinely deal directly

and negotiate with laypersons as part of their articulation work with their research
markets—the audiences, sponsors and consumers of their work.”

Strauss (1971:77) clarifies another important point. He finds that there are

three main routes to professional status: the medieval origins of classical

professions (e.g. medicine); the movement of lower-order occupations into

professional status (e.g. nursing); and third, the relatively recent emergence of

scientific disciplines to professional stature as research work and careers of

varying types developed both within and without ivy-covered university walls.

In the instance of professional science, researchers construct careers and

consultancies subsequent to university-based training in both academia on the one

hand, and private industry and government on the other. But control of the

30. See Part III here for accounts of such interaction. I do not mean necessarily
that scientists are not "simultaneously the producers and the main consumers of .
their products" (Larson, 1977:33) and each others' major audiences. They may
be, but these remain empirical questions with research trajectories paved with
definitional potholes. For example, do we limit ourselves to "direct"
consumption or include "indirect" consumption via products based on but
tangential to the "basic" research? Of course, we are thus drawn into a related
debate on the possibility of distinctions among basic, clinical and applied
research. See Chapters 8 and 9 for discussion.
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profession, and the generally most esteemed positions, remain largely within

universities and professional associations. The scientific professions encompass

both academic and industry and profession-based practitioners, as is true of law

and medicine. And on-going tensions exist between the multiple segments of

scientific professions.”

The second and overlapping definitional problem in this debate concerns both

the nature of scientific markets and the directness of scientists' relations to them.

Rosenberg (1979:443), for example, distinguishes between a profession and a

discipline, finding that a profession is a market phenomenon but a discipline less

directly so. In contrast, I find that universities are themselves markets --

intellectual market places-- and that all disciplines (sciences and humanities alike)

must be successful (to varying degrees and along varying criteria) in their

articulation work with those markets to become established and endure, muchless

to flourish.”

Finally, Farber (1982:128-35) has argued for separate studies of the emergence

of disciplines and their professionalization when possible. He amends this

(1982:132) in terms of disciplines emerging after c1850: "In present day science, it

is difficult to separate the two; the emergence of a new discipline is often

coincident with the emergence of a new profession,” making separate study

impossible. What does remain possible, however, is attempting to distinguish

31. This is also true of academia versus practice in both law and medicine. Herbst
(1983:201) also stresses the impacts of extra-university organizations such as
private industry and government on the profession, such as influencing pay
Scales within the university.

32. The point has also been raised that disciplines are subject matters (Gerson,
1983b); professions make similar claims. And the claims of both must be
recognized in the market to gain social meaning and consequences. These
remain knotty and blurred theoretic sociological and historical problems (e.g.
Geison, 1983; Rosenberg, 1979).
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analyses of relations among those within the emerging discipline/profession from
those between this group and its parent disciplines, professions and other markets.

In other words, since new professions are generally segmentations from older

established ones, we may view the historic parent professions as specific audiences

of the emerging field-- a special case of market. They are particularly concerned

audiences as well.”

In sum, I have argued that both academic and industrial or applied research

scientists were and are indeed professionals. While their markets (audiences,

sponsors and consumers) do not fit older "fee-for-service" models of professions,

scientists were and are in constant dialogue with them in creating and maintaining

both university and extra-university markets for their activities.”

In the specific case of reproductive researchers examined here, there were

extensive consumer market demands for scientists' professional services as well.”

Consolidation of the professional positions of biology, medicine and agriculture

was, however, problematic well into this century (e.g. Freidson, 1970; Geison, 1983;

Gieryn et al., 1985; Herbst, 1983; Light, 1983; Rosenberg, 1976; Strauss, 1971, Strauss

and Rainwater, 1962). Within these professions and across them, reproductive

researchers organized their markets through articulation work.

Both in the past and the present, we can discern differences between

traditional professions and learned scientific disciplines and their related research

33. I present such an analysis in Part III; see especially Chapter 9.

34. Of course, the traditional "fee for service" model no longer fits professional
medicine or law very comfortably given recent trends toward corporatization of
both (e.g. Freidson, 1975; Starr, 1982).

35. Such lay "demand" for services has recently been addressed by several scholars
of professions. See Geison (1983). Chapter 11 here provides an analysis of such
interactions.
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occupations, but they are differences of degree rather than of kind (cf. Rosenberg,

1979).

3. Professional Domains and Commitments:

The core aspect of the professionalization of science is control and authority

over a research domain (Freidson, 1970; Gerson, 1983b; Strauss, 1971). This

includes scientists' development of parameters of an area of scientific problems,

claims to authority and jurisdiction over it, and recognition of those claims by

significant others.

Key players work out the processes of professionalization in a variety of

institutions and organizations. Thus we must examine the collective level of action

to more fully grasp scientific professionalization. In addition to the proliferation

and diversification of higher educational opportunities during the turn of the

century era, scientific professional associations grew in numbers and specialized

(Kiger, 1963). The sociological import of these disciplinary and specialty

organizations is considerable. At heart, they multiplied--and divided--the

allegiances of academic scientists. Herbst (1983:203) captures this well:

As service and research rather than teaching became the professors' chief
occupations their loyalties turned from their college and students to their
specialty and their colleagues. As they shaped for themselves a new
professional identity as scientific investigators, they came to compare
themselves...to army officers who loved their branch of the service but felt
little or no attachment to the post on which they served. Institutional
identification was temporary; commitment to their field remained
permanent.

The "field" was generally embodied in the professional associations in which

researchers were active. Such associations located scholars in the world of work,

and one's "real" colleagues could (then as now) be scattered thousands of miles

away. Yet individual career concerns could cut across disciplinary commitments to

deepen the allegiances of scientists to their home institutions (cf. Rosenberg, 1979),
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especially if they wished to remain there and/or hoped to build or remain part of

an on-going center of research around particular scientific problems.

Last, let me emphasize the flux and fluidity of all the relations noted here

(e.g. Bucher and Strauss, 1961). The scientific professions and their associations

were not (then as now) unified entities; rather they contained multiple segments

with differing agendas for the organizations. Some segments left to form new

organizations, usually more specialized, but struggles also developed to retain

disparate segments (e.g. Rossiter, 1979). The professions were and remain in

process, built and rebuilt over time to take various developments into account. It is

these processes of professionalization that are of most sociological interest.

B. PROFESSIONAL CONTEXTS: BIOLOGY, MEDICINE AND AGRICULTURE

This section provides an overview of the general situations in each of the

three professional fields in which reproductive research developed c1910-1940:

biology, medicine and agriculture. In each, the reproductive system had been

relatively unexplored (especially as compared to other organ systems) and therefore

constituted a new territory and frontier for research. That is, by 1910, few organ

systems remained unclaimed as research territories and tremendous advantages

accrued to pioneers in terms of claims-making and staking. Visible career lines are

necessary in line of work for scientists to see it as worthy of their investment and

commitment (Becker, 1960, 1982; Coleman, 1985:63), and reproductive research

offered rich opportunities.

This open territory factor offered such advantages that it acted as a

countervailing force against the social and scientific illegitimacy of reproductive
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research.” While it did not resolve the problem of illegitimacy, a fresh and fertile

field offered adequate rewards to compensate for the struggles researchers had to

mount in terms of the propriety of their work.

Comparisons of the situations of professional biology, medicine and

agricultural science c1890-1940 reflect important differences among researchers

and their traditions involved with reproductive problems.

1. Biology:

At the turn of the century, professional biology was an emergent academic

discipline well on its way to becoming a "new fundamental unit of American

academic culture" (Pauly, 1984:369)* Mechanisms by which prospective biological
disciplinarians succeeded included: articulation of beliefs and plans for

coordination of the specialized disciplines under the general rubric of biology,

mobilization of constituencies for financial and political support for institution

building, and negotiations with competing intellectual interests (Pauly, 1984:371).

Intellectually, between 1870-1900, biology as a core discipline had been

articulated and begun to be established in major universities* It was articulated

as a fundamental intellectual focus around which many related fields could be

arrayed. The framework included an emphasis on basic concepts such as

protoplasm, the cell and evolution; ranking of research problems in order of

feasibility and importance (with embryology, cytology and physiology of

36. I discuss the problem of illegitimacy in depth in Chapters 3 and 6.

37. Little research has been done on the comparative institutionalization of
professional biology in the late nineteenth century (Allen, 1981; Churchill,
1981:188; Maienschein, 1985) with significant exception (Pauly, 1984).

38. For discussion of the origins and development of the term biology, see for
example Coleman (1971/7:1-3) and Pauly (1984:370).
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invertebrates at the forefront); and the development of instruments and

techniques and approaches centered on the microscope and experimentation

(Pauly, 1984:371).

Pauly (1984) finds this "new biology" to be a biology independent of medicine

and a fresh integration of physiological and morphological (cytological) concerns.

A few key scientists actively forged the discipline (Gilbert, 1978:308),” including
Hopkins graduates of the 1880s and 1890s such as E.B. Wilson, E.G. Conklin, and

T.H. Morgan.* C.O. Whitman, though coming from a different background, shared

their vision of biology, and "grounded it in the university system," calling for

expanded graduate work in biology in 1887. (Pauly, 1983:13). Whitman's model

zoology department was as follows:*
----------

39. Corner (1960:181) notes similar processes on the medical side in anatomy.

40. These students were exposed to a unique combination of faculty at Hopkins: H.
Newell Martin offering physiology in a medical framework (prior to the
development of a medical school) and W.K. Brooks offering evolutionary
morphology and comparative anatomy (Benson, 1981, 1985). As Pauly (1984:381)
put it, "...their students began to take seriously their pursuit of biology--seen as
an intermingling of animal (largely invertebrate) physiology and morphology."

41. Zoology was the common title for specialized graduate departments focused on
the animal side of biology. In a letter to Harper, Whitman wrote, "if this
university is to come up to the standards of the better universities of Europe."
there needed to be a large department of Zoology with divisions representing
those found as research institutes in Germany. Undated (likely between
1891-1892). UChia PP1: B18, F6. Pauly's (1984:383) description of Whitman's
1887 conceptions shows a more vague organization than that presented here
which is from a later letter. Botany was considered separately and minimally.
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2OOLOGY

Morphology Physiology

zoology human physiology
anatomy general physiology
histology physiological chemistry
neurology hygiene
paleontology psychology
pathology

Whitman further noted, "I must mention one of the most inviting fields..., namely

Experimental Biology.” Pauly (1984:371-2) concludes:
What ultimately resulted was a science considered basic in two different
senses. Biologists convinced their university constituencies that their
research problems were the most advanced and far-reaching of the life
sciences, and that their concepts and techniques were the best introduction
to a large number of areas of more sophisticated study (graduate and
medical schools alike).

Institutionally, biology arose in new forms and new places for research were

constructed both within and outside the academy. Within the academy, graduate

programs were established in biology first at the private or independent

universities with the public land-grant mostly following after the turn of the

century (Cravens, 1978:20). Between 1870-1900, biology departments began at

Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Clark, Chicago, Columbia, University of Pennsylvania,”

Cornell, Yale, Michigan, Wisconsin, California and Princeton (Pauly, 1984:392).

The professional goals of medical educators were key to the establishment of

these departments. Medical reformers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries promoted biology departments as part of their efforts to raise scientific

standards of professional medical education. Ironically, biology departments

prospered in institutions where they were established in anticipation of
--º-º-º-º-º-º-º-

42. Emphasis in original. It is intriguing to note the extensive incorporation of
physiological approaches in this model.

43. For accounts of these departments see Pauly (1984) and Benson (1981,1985).
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scientifically-based medical schools but where those schools subsequently did not

fully develop due to lack of sufficient support prior to c1900; such departments

included those at Hopkins, Chicago and Columbia (Pauly, 1984:370). In contrast,

where medicine prevailed instead of biology (for example, at the University of

Pennsylvania), the school of biology became "ephemeral" (Pauly, 1984:392).

Biology thus arose as a professional discipline in part because there was an

ideal of "biomedical" science coupled with a persistent inability on the part of a

number of universities to transform that ideal into the reality of scientifically

based medical schools (Pauly, 1984:373). Moreover, the science that developed--a

biology independent of medicine--was quite different from what medical reformers

initially envisioned.

The extension of biological sciences into the new land-grant colleges and

their development gave the "new biology" a uniquely American framework

(Churchill, 1981:189; Cravens, 1978:25; Rosenberg, 1967:38-40). Undergraduate

courses in general biology became the institutional norm and basis of support of

the graduate programs at both types of institution (Cravens, 1978:25; Pauly,

1984:371). And, central to the development of reproductive research, it provided a

fully scientific biological training base for the later development of animal

agricultural science.

The turn of the century era was a major one of institution building outside

the academy as well, and biologists created several types of institution to support

their work. First were the marine and lake biological laboratories such as Woods

Hole Marine Biological Laboratory (Cravens, 1978; Lillie, 1944; Maienschein,

1985b,c,d; Werdinger, 1980). Second was the establishment of an array of new

professional biological associations and journals (Churchill, 1981:188). These

included (Cravens, 1978:28-9; Kiger, 1963:265):
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MAJOR PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OF BIOLOGISTS

American Society of Naturalists (1883)
American Society of Zoologists (1890)
Botanical Society of America, Inc. (1893)
American Society for Microbiology (1899)
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine (1904)
Entomological Society of America (1906)
American Society of Biological Chemists (1906)
Federation of American Societies for Experimental

Biology (1912)
American Genetic Association (1913)

MAJOR BIOLOGICAL JOURNALS

|
Journal of Comparative Neurology and Zoology (1891)
Biological Bulletin (Woods Hole) (1899)
Journal of Experimental Zoology (1902)
Journal of Heredity (1913)

-

Genetics (1916)

The scientific identities and contents of these professional societies and

i
journals changed and shifted over the years as various strands of the "new biology"

took hold among different groups (Churchill, 1981:188). They overlapped

considerably with medical and agricultural associations and journals rather than

reflecting strictly bounded worlds. Churchill (1981:188) notes:

The point is, of course, that institutions coincide in some approximate
fashion with the on-going transformation of the study of biology, but a
tight parallel cannot be guaranteed. These institutions reflect the revolts
and evolutionary developments of the past as well as the present: they may
be the offspring of fads, crusades, or individual needs, but once raised to
maturity and independence, they lead their own peculiar lives.

Last of the major institutional developments events in biology at the turn of

the century was the establishment of the Carnegie Institution of Washington in

1902 to support basic science research. In 1902, Charles B. Davenport (then at

Chicago) successfully lobbied the Carnegie Institution to establish the Station for

Experimental Evolution with himself as Director as one of the Carnegie centers

(Cravens, 1978:32). Shortly the Station, supporting six full-time researchers, was
well on its way to becoming a leading center of genetics research.
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In sum, toward the close of the nineteenth century, new biological research

possibilities opened up because of the coalescence of an institutional revolution in

American science and higher education and an intellectual revolution in the

natural sciences (Cravens, 1978:10). The development of a broad institutional base

was crucial as a means for both diffusion of the ideas of the new biology and

support of those doing biological work.

2. Medicine:

Two major intimately linked processes characterized professional medicine at

the turn of the century: the establishment of medical monopoly over health care
through professionalization and specialization and a shift to scientific medicine.

Here I briefly examine these processes in general medicine but focus on obstetrics

and gynecology as reproductive medicine--the specific professional contexts of the

emergence of reproductive research in medicine.*

Toward a Medical Monopoly:

Medical professionalization in the early twentieth century focused on

upgrading medical education (e.g. Markowitz and Rosner, 1979; Numbers, 1980)

toward making what Abraham Flexner called "better and fewer doctors" (Larson,

1977:163).” This upgrading focused on expanding the scientific basis of medical

44. Medical researchers focused largely on the female cycle up to c1940 and then
added phenomena of pregnancy to their problems; they did not particularly
attend to male reproductive phenomena until after clºé0, though biological and
agricultural reproductive researchers did (American Foundation, 1955 II:139-40).

45. There is a vast historical and sociological literature on the issues of the
development of a general medical monopoly through professionalization and
specialization processes (e.g. Berlant, 1975; Brown, 1979; Conrad and Kern, 1981;
Freidson, 1970, 1981; Larson, 1977; Starr, 1982; Stevens, 1971). º
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training for practitioners, developing full-time medical faculty, and developing

medical research on the part of that faculty and outstanding students (Cangi, 1982;

Harvey, 1981; Numbers, 1980; Sabin, 1934). Specialization allowed broader medical

saturation and medicalization of different bodily parts and processes (Oakley,

1984; Stevens, 1971).

Institutionally, medical professional associations exploded during the turn of

the century period. Most also had journals focused on clinical medical science.

They included (Harvey, 1981:104-126; Kiger, 1963):

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS

American Physiological Society (1887)
American Association of Anatomists (1888)
American Association of Pathologists and
Bacteriologists (1901)
American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics (1908)

-

American Society for Clinical Investigation (1909)
American Society for Experimental Pathology (1913)

:
Hospital were built and medical school expanded to include new research

disciplines and laboratories (Harvey, 1981, Numbers, 1980; Shryock, 1947). Major

autonomous medical research institutions were founded, notably the Rockefeller

Institute (1901) and the Carnegie Institution of Washington's Department of

Embryology at Johns Hopkins Medical School (1913) (Harvey, 1981:78; Sabin,

1934:303).

Toward Monolopy over Reproductive Processes:

The extensive medical efforts to gain jurisdictional monopoly over the

reproductive realm during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are
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notable.* The reproductive realm offered extensive new possibilities for medical

research and practice.

The specialty of gynecology was formally organized into the prestigious

American Gynecological Society in 1876; the American Association of Obstetricians

and Gynecologists formed in 1888; in 1911 a combined AMA Section on Obstetrics

and Gynecology was established (Stevens, 1971:201).” In terms of practice, Stevens

observed (1971:79):

The gynecologist of the early 1880s had been limited to the speculum, the
sound and the curette. With the introduction of anesthesia, the discovery of
asepsis, and the opening of the abdomen, gynecology rapidly became a
surgical specialty. So rapid was the development that there were fears that
gynecology would disappear as a separate field and be merged into general
surgery; it was claimed in 1905 that "the specialty is so well advanced that
there is not very much more progress to be made in it."

Reproductive anatomy and surgery had been conquered--and that defined the core

of gynecological theory and practice to date.*

Briefly, c.1890-1940, obstetrics and gynecology medicalized pregnancy,

childbirth, menopause and (to a lesser extent) menstruation, rendered them disease

processes and thus the legitimate territory of specialist physicians (Oakley, 1984;

Wertz and Wertz, 1977). Medicalization included major efforts to hospitalize

childbirth (e.g. Haller, 1981; Kobrin, 1984; Leavitt, 1983; Oakley, 1984; Wertz and

46. The literature is ambitious (e.g. Antler and Fox, 1978; Apfel and Fisher, 1984;
Bell, 1986; Corea, 1977; Dreifus, 1978; Ehrenreich and English, 1979; Gordon,
1976; Kobrin, 1978; Leavitt, 1984; Mohr, 1978; Oakley, 1984; Reed, 1984; Scuily,
1980; Wertz and Wertz, 1977).

47. Due to a "jurisdictional battle over the abdomen with the general surgeons," the
AMA section was renamed Obstetrics, Gynecology and Abdominal Surgery in
1912, reverting to Obstetrics and Gynecology alone in 1938.

48. The emphasis on surgical solutions to reproductive problems during nineteenth
century gynecology is clear in the insider histories (e.g. Leonardo, 1944; Ricci,
1945; Speert, 1980:37-71). See also the debate regarding J. Marion Sims
gynecological surgery (Barker-Benfield, 1976, Kaiser, 1978; Scully, 1980), and
accounts of early gynecological surgery in Brieger (1972, 1976, 1980).
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Wertz, 1977, 1981; Wertz, 1983) at the same historical time hospitals were expanding

(Starr, 1982). The development of the teaching hospital during and after World

War I furthered these processes (Ludmerer, 1983). Hospitalization of childbirth

included the introduction of anesthesia for labor (Leavitt, 1983, 1984; Miller, 1979;

Sandelowski, 1984) and the elimination of lay midwives as pregnancy and

childbirth care providers (Declercq and Lacroix, 1985; Haller, 1981; Kobrin, 1984;

Leavitt, 1983; Wertz and Wertz, 1977, 1981; Wertz, 1983).

Asepsis in childbirth remained highly problematic until well into the 1930s

(e.g. Antler and Fox, 1978; Lansing, Penman and Davis, 1983; Wertz and Wertz,

1977). While infant mortality rates had been reduced, the United States ranked

25th in the world in maternal mortality rates in 1930, behind even Uruguay. This

led to major medical organizing efforts around maternal health issues (Antler and

Fox, 1978; Stevens, 1971:199-204) at the same time reproductive research was

coalescing during the 1930s.

Medical interest in maternal health had been relatively slow to develop

(Antler and Fox, 1978:376). When it did, it reflected the broader effort to expand

medical jurisdictions and reproductive specialties. A number of physician-led

organizations emerged to address these issues (Antler and Fox, 1978). For example,

in 1923 the National Committee on Maternal Health was established to develop

and enhance medical control over maternal health generally and contraception

particularly.”

During the 1920s, a strong social movement focused on maternal health

pushed for the provision of federally-funded health care for women and their
-----------

49. See Chapter 7 for information on the NCMH as a funding source for
reproductive research, and Chapter 11 for analysis of relations between NCMH.
physician birth controllers and reproductive researchers.
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children. The Sheppard Towner Act briefly did so. Opposed by some physicians

and short-lived, this Act simultaneously raised women's reproductive health issues

in major public forum and provided enhancement of the specialty statuses of

gynecology, obstetrics and pediatrics (Oakley, 1984; Speert, 1980:142-9; Stevens,

1971:200).”

During the 1930s, obstetrics and gynecology merged more deeply structurally

and in practice, fusing women's reproductive health care under one specialty and

further segmenting that specialty from both general practice and surgery. The

establishment of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1930

consolidated the medical monopoly over f emale reproductive health, instituting

needed reforms but also instituting medical care based on medical intervention in

non-pathological processes (Speert, 1980:85-9; Stevens, 1971:201).” That

obstetrics/gynecology as a specialty had non-surgical therapeutic alternatives at

this point was largely due to developments in reproductive research focused on

both functional reproductive physiology and endocrinology (Bell, 1986).”

The Shift to Scientific Medicine:

The shift to scientific medicine was generally from heroic therapeutics and

case studies to experimental approaches to medical problems. In two particular

50. In this regard, it is interesting to note that it was legitimate for state public
health agencies to provide contraception as early as 1942 (Reed, 1984:254).
Assistance with pregnancy and childbirth was much more limited as it was
considered by many physicians--especially obstetricians-- to be socialized
medicine (Reed, 1984).

51. In 1923, there were 696 full-time specialists in obstetrics/gynecology; in
1934-1691; in 1940-2551, and in 1949-5074 (Stevens, 1971:162).

52. à fºliº text of the era was Hamblen's ENDOCRINE GYNECOLOGY
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areas, professional medicine had radically improved the services it could deliver by

the late nineteenth century. First bacteriology and immunology enhanced control

of communicable diseases (Lillienfeld, 1980; Shryock, 1979). Second, tremendous

improvements in surgical success rates were achieved through the development and

practice of anesthesia and asepsis; anesthesia began to be used c.1846 and asepsis

was largely routine by c1890 (Breiger, 1972, 1976, 1980).

Then, from both within and outside medicine, strong prods developed toward

an increasingly scientific medicine. The Flexner Report of 1910 marked the push

for its development through reform of medical education (Brown, 1979; Sabin,

1934; Starr, 1982).” The foundations, especially the Carnegie and Rockefeller

entities, played a major role in promoting and subsequently supporting these

reforms and the wider shift to scientific medical research as a core medical

activity (Brown, 1979; Shryock, 1947; Starr, 1982; Stevens, 1971).

During the early decades of this century, differentiation between medicine as

clinical practice and medical science / academic medicine began. This generated a

two "track" medical education system that was based on Flexner's push for full

time medical faculty who both taught and undertook original research (Cangi,

1982; Numbers, 1980; Sabin, 1934).” The Rockefeller Institute was in fact founded
-----------

53. Sabin (1934:251-80) provides an excellent insider history of the development of
medicine as science in an elite institution in her biography of Franklin Paine
Mall. Sabin (1934:255-8) chronicles earlier efforts in this direction at Chicago
and Hopkins by anatomy faculty. Such faculty in numerous instances led the
way by seeing themselves as equally close to zoologists involved in the new
experimental biology as they were to medicine (Blake, 1980:41).

54. For accounts of the shift toward scientific medicine in each of the major
medical disciplines, see Numbers (1980) and Vogel and Rosenberg (1979).
Whether this was originally a two track or three track segmentation is unclear.
Certainly there developed in medical institutions over this century three
distinctive lines of work: basic research, clinical research and clinical teaching
and practice with tensions among them (Geison, 1979; Harvey, 1981; Numbers,
1980; Shryock, 1947:183; Vogel and Rosenberg, 1979; Warner, 1980:70). It is
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on the principle of linking basic and clinical research with the delivery of care to

the ill in a single institutional setting. As Sabin (1934:273) put it, there "the

patient [w]as a real part of the material of the research." In a variety of ways,

basic medical science during the period examined was biology in medically

sponsored niches--what has become known as academic medicine. Corner (1981)

called himself not a doctor or physician but a medical scientist--a status that

barely existed in the U.S. when he was a medical student.”

The shift to scientific medicine "provided a socially legitimate means of

limiting access to the medical profession and regulating competition from poorly
trained physicians and medical sects" (Kohler, 1979). The experimental sciences

also gave medicine a new and now "culturally compelling basis for consolidating its

status as an autonomous “learned profession," with all of the corporate and material

advantages that such status implies" (Geison, 1979:85).

Toward Scientific Gynecology and Obstetrics:

The shift to scientific medicine in gynecology and obstetrics was largely from

surgical anatomy to reproductive physiology. Strong forces promoted the

development of a functional understanding of reproductive systems and processes

to increase the potential therapeutics of the emerging obstetrics/gynecology

specialty. Medical reformers wanted science to reign in all segments of the

profession though such sentiments did not necessarily extend to general

practitioners or even all specialists or medical faculty (e.g. Reed, 1984; Sabin,

**** -- a---

interesting to note that there is not a single reference to a reproductive problem
addressed by clinical research c1905-1945 in Harvey's (1981) classic work.

55. Interestingly, he had when young, wanted to become a zoologist, but this was
not seen as an acceptable career in his family (Corner, 1958).
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One of the pro-science medical reformers in obstetrics and gynecology was J.

Whitridge Williams, head of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine's Obstetrics

Department, who campaigned for more anatomical and pathological studies of the

female generative tract starting in the 1890s (Longo, 1980:218-9).” In his

President's Address to the American Gynecological Society in 1914, Williams

delivered a "scathing reproach" to his colleagues: In reviewing articles in the

society's TRANSACTIONS, he had failed to find a single fundamental

contribution to obstetrics; lack of research was revealed by "an entire absence of

reference to the biochemical aspects of pregnancy" (Reed, 1984:164).”

Obstetricians and gynecologists placed "technical virtuosity" largely in
surgery above serious attempts "to extend the limits of knowledge" (Reed,

1984:164).” Williams' students, among others, remained less than enthusiastic about

basic research on both educational and economic grounds; they were ill-prepared

for it and it did not pay well (Reed, 1984:163).” In 1925, Williams lamented that
in terms of obstetrics and gynecology most American medical schools remained a

half-century behind those in Germany (Longo, 1980:223).

The call to research on reproductive issues was amplified by Hopkins'

Franklin Paine Mall, head of the Anatomy Department, in 1913 to his student

George W. Corner who later became a pioneer reproductive researcher (Corner,

56. The absence of a call for reproductive physiological studies in his reform
efforts is intriguing.

57. Williams also noted the characteristic lack of clinical opportunities for
obstetrics students during the late nineteenth century (Reed, 1984:163;
Ludmerer, 1983).

58. See Longo (1980) for further discussion of this point.

59. See Geison (1979) for specific contrasts between the earnings of physician
researchers and practitioners.

-
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1958:27). Mall offered Corner an assistantship for teaching and research in

anatomy just when he was offered a prestigious internship in gynecology at the

Hopkins Hospital:

To this Mall replied...by setting forth at length the need for a sounder
scientific base in the clinical branches of medicine...and he insisted that I
might well spend ten years in anatomy before becoming a gynecologist; he
was convinced, he said, that I could do more for the future of gynecology
by basic research on embryology and the physiology of the reproductive
system than I could if I merely followed what he considered the static
program of the distinguished gynecologists whose teaching had so interested
me...Though I did not realize it, Mall had thus won me for his anatomy
permanently.”

One year later in 1914, after his initial research, Corner (1958:30) recalled:

...I had a much better idea of the normal female reproductive cycle and the
concomitant changes in the ovaries and cervix than did the average intern;
indeed I may say that I knew more about the physiology of the reproductive
organs that did the chiefs of the service, Howard Kelly and Thomas S.
Cullen, world renown leaders as they were in pelvic surgery and pathology.
Gynecologists’... efforts to treat the functional disorders of menstruation and
sterility were mere puttering, scarcely advanced beyond the procedures of
the Hippocratic era. How could we hope for anything better when we
simply did not understand the human cycle?

Developments in surgery in the nineteenth century had allowed obstetrical

and gynecological interventions of form; the new reproductive physiology would

allow medical interventions of function--a new medical specialty territory. The

years from 1920-1945 saw the gradual diffusion and acceptance of improved

gynecologic and obstetric training (Longo, 1980:223). By the 1930s clinicians

increasingly demanded reproductive physiological research results (e.g. Ehrenfest,
1937), especially for organotherapeutic agents based on reproductive

endocrinological research (Apfel and Fisher, 1984; Bell, 1986; Borell, 1985; McCrea

and Markle, 1984). By this time scientific medicine was also more clearly
---------

60. See also Sabin (1934:254) for another version of Mall's views on basic research.
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segmented into basic and clinical lines of research around reproduction (J.B. Collip

in Hamblen, 1939;ix):*

Quite irrespective, then, of the degree of clarity that has been obtained in
the elucidation of the physiological or pharmacologic properties of
chemically pure hormones or extracts of hormones, the clinical value--if
any--of such work must be determined by clinical experiment by clinicians
working alone or with their colleagues of the laboratory.

After all, considerable clinical payoff would derive from basic reproductive

research in medicine.

3. Agriculture:

Anticipating that readers will have less background in agricultural history, I

provide here a general orientation with specific attention to animal agricultural

research. The processes of industrialization, professionalization and the creation

of monopolies characteristic of turn of the century biology and medicine also

affected agriculture. Farming was transformed from a subsistence to a commercial

enterprise in the United States, firmly focused on increasing production during the

era under examination here (Busch, 1981, 1982; Busch and Lacey, 1983:1-36;

Rosenberg, 1976; Rossiter, 1979).

In both medicine and agriculture, as applied fields, science provided a

"neutral" justification for the elimination of certain practitioners leaving the fields

to those who could and did apply the fruits of science; in medicine, institutional

forces squeezed out the "irregulars," while in agriculture, the smaller, poorer, less

mechanized farmers were eliminated (Brown, 1979; Busch, 1981; Randolph and

61. Emphasis added. This text included clinical studies of endocrine therapies; the
commercial preparations used were provided by major American
pharmaceutical companies (Hamblen, 1939:xiii).
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Sachs, 1981:96; Lewontin, 1983).” Large-scale farmers who were specialized and

organized around specific agricultural commodities such as dairying or corn were

also most promoting and accepting of the agricultural sciences as well as accepted

by them as sponsors, audiences and consumers--research markets (Busch and Lacey,

1983:26-7; Rosenberg, 1976).

Agricultural Professionalization and Institutionalization:

Professionalization and institutionalization processes had begun early in

American agriculture though fraught with problems and conflicts.” Agricultural

research in the United States began largely at the initiative of American chemists

trained in Germany with experience of German agricultural experiment stations

and a strong entrepreneurial commitment to institution-building; they were

committed to both networks of agricultural colleges and of experiment stations as

research sites (Rosenberg, 1976:135-52; Rossiter, 1975; Krohn and Schafer, 1976). In

62. Randolph and Sachs (1981:96-7) emphasize a contrast between physicians as
trained in science while farmers were not, creating a need for agricultural
science to be "translated" for farmers, largely by agricultural extension workers.
I would argue in contrast that these were and remain differences in degree
rather than in kind. Certainly during the pre-World War II era, many if not
most practicing physicians also needed lay-like translations of developments in
medical science. See Harrower (1917) and Robinson (1934) for examples; also
see Chapter 9 here for illustrations regarding reproductive researchers and their
medical audiences. Moreover, as more and more farmers were educated in
agricultural schools and the sciences specialized, differences likely diminished
further.

63. There is a superb if small secondary literature on the history of American
agriculture and agricultural research. See Busch (1981, 1982), Busch and Lacey
(1983), Kimmelman (1983), Rosenberg (1976), Rossiter (1975, 1976, 1979),
Volberg (1983). Indeed, Rosenberg’s (1976) analysis of the situation of
agricultural experiment stations and their scientists vis-a-vis the conflicting
demands of their audiences, consumers and professions informs my own in this
dissertation. Regrettably, little has been done on the early development of
animal (especially mammalian) agricultural research with some exceptions
(Asdell, 1959; Byerly, 1976; Rossiter, 1979).
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1862, Congress formed the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA); in

1875, Connecticut established the first state agricultural experiment station and

others soon followed (Rosenberg, 1976:148).” In 1887, through the Hatch Act, the

federal government provided each state with $15,000 per year for support of an

agricultural experiment station and entered into the research business (Rosenberg,

1976:148). This Act changed the USDA from a centralized agency into a the nexus

of a network of semi-autonomous research institutions in every state (Dupree,

1957:170).

Federal funding for agricultural research quadrupled during the 1880-1920

period (Rossiter, 1979; True, 1937), though it was cut during the Depression era

(1933-1940) (Pursell, 1968).” That agricultural researchers and their large-scale

farmer constituencies gained federal support of their research represents a highly

successful early example of the socialization of the costs of research to improve

production; efforts in other emerging professional fields did not fare as well.”

Agricultural chemistry was a major focus of work at the agricultural

experiment stations during the late nineteenth century--especially fertilizer and

soils analysis (Kohler, 1979:50; Rossiter, 1975). Indeed, to many American farmers

64. See True and Clark (1900) for a full report on the status of the experiment
stations to date, Dupree (1957) for analyses of the origins of the USDA and
experiment stations, and Knoblauch, Law and Meyer (1962) for the centennial
insider history of agricultural experiment stations.

65. Pursell (1968) provides an intriguing analysis of innovation and rearticulation
of goals under duress in agricultural research.

66. There were several efforts in the late nineteenth century to establish
engineering research stations modeled on those developed in agriculture which
failed (Busch and Lacey, 1983:14). Busch and Lacey (1983:8) attribute the
success of agriculturalists to their pragmatic, problem-focused, Baconian model
of corporate research for the public weal, a new and different model of science
than had formerly been promoted.
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and ranchers, agricultural science was chemistry (Rosenberg, 1976:155).
Applications to animal agriculture were indirect.”

The chronic tensions in the American agricultural research world around the

turn of the century were among the practical needs and demands of producers and

breeders both collectively and individually, the organizational demands of the

agricultural colleges and experiment stations, the scientific and professional

expectations and demands of emergent disciplinary groups and the scientists' own

research and career goals and needs (Busch and Lacey, 1983; Kimmelman, 1983;

Rosenberg, 1976, 1979). These sources of influence on agricultural research,

focused on experiment stations, are presented graphically by Busch and Lacey

(1983:12) in Figure 1 on the following page:*

The establishment of federally-funded, local and state agricultural extension

agents in 1914 added a layer of "middlemen" to the arrangements in the chart.

They saw their responsibility as mediating between the needs of farmers (as

individuals and groups) and the scientific researchers, often to translate the science

into practice for their farmer clients and bring the farmers' most pressing research

needs to scientists' attention (Busch and Lacey, 1983:24-6). As Rosenberg (1976:150)

notes, tensions may have ebbed but they did not disappear.

Experiment station research had to be shaped in response to the equally
categorical, yet only partially consistent, demands of the scientific

67. During the twentieth century, agricultural chemists moved into college-based
agricultural sciences and away from the experiment stations, though these
institutions never provided the kind of support for biochemistry that medical
schools did. A few very large and successful departments of advanced
biochemistry were established, including those at Wisconsin, Minnesota and
Iowa; they had specialized research problems such as vitamins at Wisconsin
(Kohler, 1979:50).

For excellent analysis of the lives and career issues of early agricultural station
scientists see Rosenberg (1976); for some information on extension agents see
Busch and Lacey (1983:24-6).

68.
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discipline on the one hand and, on the other hand, those of an imperious lay
constituency. This implied sharing (if not surrender) of institutional
autonomy bequeathed an ambiguous heritage even to the best agricultural
research laboratories, as in the twentieth century they sought to become
contexts for high-level research in the biological sciences.

Rosenberg (1976:151) concludes that only because of the "imperious" lay

constituencies of farmers and breeders did the federal government had provide

monies for applied muchless basic research in the first place.”

Agricultural Specialization:

Specialization entered agriculture and agricultural sciences early as well.

Rossiter (1979:212) terms this "force-fed" specialization through the combined

activities of agriculture, science and government: commodity-oriented or

commodity-specific research. A fundamental bifurcation along plant versus animal

lines occurred, with sub-segmentations by type of crop or animal as the specialty

areas. Both the predilections of researchers and the pressures of specialized

client/producers (e.g. corn growers, cattle ranchers) and their specialty associations

contributed to this segmentation (Busch and Lacey, 1983:27-8).”
Animal agricultural science was organized by type of animal (swine, poultry,

sheep, dairying and beef cattle), and researchers would specialize in one animal.”

69. The agricultural experiment stations also served as the initial model for federal
research funding institutionalizing many of the chronic tensions which
characterized it (Rosenberg, 1976:151).

70. For an analysis of what kinds of problems get ignored or shunted to the back
burner and the politicization of the research process as the result of such a
segmentation, see Busch and Lacey (1983) who focus on the selection of
research problems in agricultural science.

71. In many agricultural institutions today these divisions remain lively reflecting
continued commercial interest in their viability. [Interviews conducted at the
University of California, Davis, and H.H. Cole's (1977) oral history.) This is in
sharp contrast to the biological sciences where there was an organizational shift
during the turn of the century era from focus on types of animals to focus on
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But animal agricultural science generally lagged behind biology and medicine in

developing an agriculturally-based "new biological" research. That is, the "new

biology" was imported into agriculture rather than being "home-grown" (Rosenberg,

1967). Cravens (1978:20-1) notes that experimental approaches in biology developed

far more rapidly in private graduate universities than public or land-grant

universities largely because the private institutions did not have to curry favor

with political special interest groups and they had stronger financial support.”
By the early 1900s the diffusion of experimental biology in American
science entered a second stage as state universities and land grant colleges
began to incorporate it into their offerings. This was at least as important
as the first phase...because although for many years to come most leading
researchers in the new biology took doctorates at these private universities,
the state universities and land grant colleges provided full time
appointments for the graduates of the private doctoral programs and
enrolled far more undergraduate students. Thus the public institutions
helped diffuse experimental biology to a broader audience than the private
universities could, and some of the state universities soon rivaled the
private universities for prestige.

In a sense, the private school graduates established colonies for the new biology in

public institutions (Rosenberg, 1967:38-40).

Thus animal agriculture professionalized earlier yet initiated experimental

research later than biology or medicine in the United States, especially in terms of

reproduction.” Institutionally, agricultural scientists established some key
---------

;ºf problems across species (Gerson, 1983b), discussed further in Chaptersand 4.

72. The special interest groups were usually the specific agricultural commodity
groups seeking applied research directly and immediately relevant to their
endeavors (Busch and Lacey, 1983:26-7).

73. This was in very sharp contrast to the situation in Great Britain where
agriculturally-based scientists pioneered in reproductive physiology and
endocrinology (Borell, 1985; Medvei, 1982). There it was much more
scientifically legitimate and prestigious to do research in agriculture--on both
applied and basic topics--as there was a long history of involvement of the
nobility and landed gentry in agricultural research and innovation (e.g. Medvei,
1982).
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professional organizations early and others late relative to biology and medicine,

especially in animal agriculture. In 1920, there were 2400 agricultural societies in

the United States; of these, 2000 were state or regional groups focused on specific

products or crops (Rossiter, 1979:212). The following is a list of major

organizations and journals in both general agricultural research and animal

agriculture (Busch and Lacey, 1983; Fraser, 1933; Rossiter, 1979; True and Clarke,

1900).”

74. I also reviewed the first and anniversary volumes of many of the journals.
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AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTIONS, ASSOCIATIONS AND JOURNALS

1. United States Department of Agriculture (1862)
Journal of Agricultural Science (1905)
American Veterinary Medical Association (1863)
Society for Promotion of Agricultural Science (1880)
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists (1880)
Bureau of Animal Industry (1884)
American Association of Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations (1887)
Association of Experiment Station Veterinarians (1897)
American Breeders' Association (1903-1913)
American Breeders’ Magazine (1910-1913)
American Society of Biological Chemists (1906)
Journal of Biological Chemistry (1904)
National Association of Dairy Instructors and
Investigators (1906)
American Dairy Science Association (1917)
Journal of Dairy Science (1917)

11. International Association of Instructors and
Investigators in Poultry Husbandry (1908)
American Poultry Science Association
[Journal] Poultry Science (1921)

12. American Society of Animal Nutrition (1908-1912)
American Society of Animal Production (1912-present)
Journal of Animal Science (1942)

13. American Genetics Association (1913)
Journal of Heredity (1913)

14. [Journal] Genetics (1916)
15. Agricultural Committee, National Research Council

(Division of Biology and Agriculture) (1917)
16. Section on Genetics, American Society of Zoologists

(1921-1931)
17. Genetics Society of America (1931)
18. American Breeders' Service (for artificial

insemination) (1941)
19. Society for the Study of Reproduction (1967)

Biology of Reproduction (1968)

I 0.
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Professional Animal Science:

Professional animal science was focused on three lines of research work

during the turn of the century era: disease, nutrition and breeding. Bacteriologists

and veterinarians undertook disease research, including work on tuberculosis

(Rosencrantz, 1985), hog cholera and other specific economically harmful

conditions, and remained clustered around the USDA (Rossiter, 1979:230-33).

Nutrition research was encouraged through the American Society of Animal

Nutrition which attempted to standardize methods and share information (e.g.

Benedict, 1910). Despite changing its name to the American Society of Animal

Production in 1912, "its goals and the content of its meetings remained stagnant

and the field became a scientific backwater" (Rossiter, 1979:229).

Animal nutrition and husbandry, the predecessors of animal science,

splintered and regrouped during the 1900-1920 period in almost contradictory ways.

On the one hand, what had formerly been "animal nutrition," the study of

foodstuffs and animal metabolism, a leading research area in experiment stations

in the 1890s, was absorbed shortly after 1900 into the more medically-oriented

science of biochemistry; nutrition, including vitamin and mineral studies continued

in biochemistry but with laboratory animals and in university and medical school

settings (Rossiter, 1979:228). Such studies were also integral to zoological anatomy

and physiology (e.g. Evans, 1939). On the other hand, two applied fields -- poultry

and dairy husbandry -- began to flourish under changing economic conditions, gave

rise to a cluster of subsciences focused on egg and milk production and were

organized at agricultural experiment stations and colleges (Rossiter, 1979:228).

Nutrition studies again enjoyed support in the 1930s and 1940s (American

Foundation V.I., 1955:248-55). This left the rest of animal husbandry, focused
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largely on beef cattle, sheep and swine, to non-scientifically trained husbandmen

who focused on improved breeding practices through record-keeping (Rossiter,

1979:228).

Thus animal husbandry science was generally breeding work during the turn

of the century era, and husbandmen were more commonly employed at agricultural

experiment stations than zoologists or biologists.” In 1903, academic scientists

joined with practical breeders to form the American Breeders' Association which

was ultimately taken over by eugenists and transformed itself into the American

Genetic Association in 1913, loosing considerable scientific support and

membership (Kimmelman, 1983; Rossiter, 1979). Breeding the best to the best was

long the focus of breeding efforts, with a strong emphasis (promoted by the USDA

and widespread eugenic thinking) on purebred stock (Allen, 1983:113-4; Byerly,

1976; Wentworth, 1951). After c1920, and based on largely on Sewell Wright's work

with guinea pigs (1921, 1922), Mendelian genetics began to be applied in breeding

work (Lush, 1951; Research Education Association, 1982).

Intellectually, the professional focus of animal agriculture was on improved

animal production. Gradually, during the 1910-1940 era, but mostly after 1925,

this began to include reproductive research and its applications in breeding

livestock. A host of reproductive problems were addressed including the fertility

cycle, pregnancy diagnosis, the role of nutrition in fertility, spermatogenesis and
fertilization, and problems of infertility. This knowledge was quickly applied

toward the development of artificial insemination and other reproductive

technologies which could improve both quality and quantity of breeding and
--ee-ee----

75. In 1905, there were 7 zoologists and biologists employed as compared to 143
animal husbandmen, poultrymen, dairymen and veterinarians (Rossiter,
1979:217).
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production. But it is important to remember that in animal agriculture, routine

practice was and remains the prompt culling of specific animals performing

inadequately (at dairying or studding) for meat. Thus while improvements in

terms of breeding and reproduction were highly desirable, they also needed to be

highly and immediately cost-effective to be worthwhile.

The first book-length treatment of reproduction including domestic animals

published in the U.S. was PATTERNS OF MAMMALIAN REPRODUCTION (1946)

by S.A. Asdell, Professor of Animal Physiology at the New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell. Works focused on reproduction in domestic animals came

somewhat later in the U.S. (Cole and Cupps, 1959; Nalbandov, 1958).”

In conclusion, it is important to emphasize that the boundaries between basic

and applied research were blurred in agricultural sciences as well as between them

and biological and medical research. Rossiter (1979:240) notes that "applied" is not

an accurate term for agricultural research at this time, since agricultural scientists:

...dealt with practical problems that arose in certain economic contexts, but
they were not really "applying well-established theoretical principles to
practical problems. Instead they were discovering new ideas and principles
that were also highly useful...from the perspective of the work they did and
the societies they formed, rather than in terms of certain elusive class
differences, the agricultural scientists could, by 1920, have been any other
group of professional specialists.

Kimmelman (1983:174) echoes Rossiter's analysis, arguing that agricultural

scientists' understanding of practical applications encouraged early acceptance of

scientific theories such as Mendelism and scientific methods such as biometry.

76. British agricultural scientists were the first to publish such works (e.g.
Hammond, 1925, 1927).

77. The issue of class differences Rossiter notes confirms the contrast in situation
between agricultural research in the United States and Great Britain noted
above. That is, the status of the science per se seems to reflect that of the
scientists’ personal backgrounds in the two countries.
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Scientific and professional development are far more complex than the "basic

versus applied" dichotomy portrays.

Gººgºº,

The summaries of biological, medical and agricultural sciences as emergent

professions presented above serve as backdrops against which the emergence of the

reproductive research enterprise can be analyzed. Next I turn to specific

intellectual developments in the life sciences, a second fundamental context.

C. EMERGENT APPROACHES TO SCIENTIFIC WORK: THE "NEW BIOLOGY"

Industrialization processes also affected approaches taken to scientific work.

At the turn of the century, boundaries between various specialties within the life

sciences were so blurred as to seem almost invisible. The intensive specialization

characteristic of modern knowledge in industrialized societies was just beginning

to occur (e.g. Oleson and Voss, 1979). This specialization involved processes of

segmentation, intersection and realignment of lines of scientific work and

approaches taken in that work (Gerson, 1983b).”
These processes were manifested in overlapping shifts of emphasis:

O from naturalist field and laboratory observational
approaches to experimentation as the common
modus operandi of research work;

0 from research design based on case and field studies
to controlled and quantitative experimentation;

O from morphological to physiological approaches (from
problems of form to those of function);

O from comparative morphological dissection with gross
anatomy and histology to physiological experiments

78. See Chapter 1 for a technical definition of intersection.
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with cytological and biochemical analyses; and

from an organism or species-based problem structure toO
an analytic problem-based problem structure.

The shifts thus involved realignments of both substantive foci and analytic

approaches in multiple lines of research work in biological, medical and

agricultural sciences, though the pacing varied somewhat among them.

The highly porous boundaries among the life sciences allowed researchers to

move through a variety of problem areas and to adopt and adapt various

approaches to use in their own work. There were no institutionalized gatekeepers

delineating boundaries. Researchers' moves were thus not viewed as

interdisciplinary.” As Whitman noted:*
It is hardly necessary to point out that science has long since ceased to
respect territorial stakes as a means of defining its sphere of activity. On a
territory no larger than a bacterium a dozen sciences may work in perfect
harmony and find no occasion for envying or claiming one another's work.
Chemistry is not Botany when it looks at a plant, or Zoology when it enters
the animal domain, or Geology if it chances on inorganic material. Micro
biology has similar prerogatives, and, as it owes no exclusive allegiance
either to bacteria or protozoa, it may deal with one or both without a
special permit and without a change of name every time it crosses the
imaginary boundary line supposed to divide the organic world into two
great kingdoms.

Researchers constructed the "new biology" out of this flux.

1. From Morphological to Physiological Emphases:
From Form to Function and From Observation to

Experimentation

79. Specialization was not the refined process it is today. This does not mean that
there was no competition between groups with different emphases. See, for
example, Dodds (1941) and Parkes (1963).

80. Charles Otis Whitman's report on "The Hull Zoological Laboratory" in The
President's Report, University of Chicago, 1898-9:182.
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At the turn of the century, the broad shifts of emphasis in the approaches

taken in biomedical research centered on the expansion of morphological

approaches and methods to include and ultimately focus upon physiological

approaches and experimental methods. Second, advances in microscopy allowed

histology (the study of tissues) to be transformed into cytology (the study of cells).

Third, physiological approaches rapidly expanded to include biochemical problems

and researches. All of these shifts were related to the industrialization of

scientific research. All were vital to the construction of an ambitious reproductive

research enterprise over the next decades.”

Physiology has its origins in mid-nineteenth century medicine, especially in

the French laboratory of Claude Bernard (1865/1957). By the mid-nineteenth

century, European physiologists had won their independence from medical anatomy

largely through adoption of an experimental approach to the study of vital

processes (Geison, 1979:67; Coleman, 1985). Physiology developed very slowly in

Britain and the United States and research physiologists "remained essentially

parasitic on the larger medical enterprise from which they had emerged" (Geison,

1978; 1979:68). But their experimental approaches were adopted and adapted

broadly in late nineteenth century life sciences. Coleman (1977:162) summarizes:
Function displaced form as the goal of biological inquiry. A revolt from
morphology set in; a reaction against description and comparison began.
Ideals long the valued possessions of physiology--precise, meaning
quantitative delineation of organic phenomena; experimental control over
those phenomena; aspirations toward prediction of those phenomena--were
extended to most and perhaps all domains of biology.

Developmental mechanical (Entwicklungsmechaniker) approaches applied in

the embryological work of Roux and Dreich in Europe led the parade toward the

81. Physiological approaches had been taken toward a variety of other organ
systems prior to the reproductive system. I discuss this in Chapter 3.
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"new biology" (Allen, 1978b; Churchill, 1970, 1973; Oppenheimer, 1967:188-205).

These ideas and experimental physiological approaches were quickly imported into

the United States and became the focus of considerable work at Woods Hole

Marine Biological Laboratory (Werdinger, 1980) and elsewhere. It is important to

the development of reproductive research that embryology was the locus of initial

physiological work in biology in both Europe and the United States as it was

embryologists who pioneered in the physiology of reproduction in the U.S.”

There is an ambitious and contentious literature documenting the broad shifts

in research approaches which composed the "new biology" which emerged in the

U.S. around the turn of the century.* Contributors are in general accord that

physiological approaches to vital processes and experimental methods were adopted

and adapted into research approaches in the life sciences. But how this occurred is

debated.*

Farber (1982:152), for example, objects to the notion of a shift from natural

history to physiology, finding that since the roots of physiology lay more in

medicine and chemistry, they should be viewed as "parallel traditions," which, at

the turn of this century "partly were hybridized, partly were transformed

independently, and partly were synthesized." What he terms "hybridizing" and

82. See Chapter 4 for fuller development of this argument.

83. It includes Allen (1969, 1978a,b, 1979a,b, 1981); Benson (1981, 1985); Churchill
(1968, 1981); Coleman (1971, 1985); Farber (1982); Gerson (1983b): Maienschein
(1981, 1983, 1985); Maienschein, Rainger and Benson (1981); Rainger (1981).

84. Major debate is focused on whether the shift was revolutionary or evolutionary,
whether there was a revolt from morphological approaches which characterized
nineteenth century life sciences (Allen, 1969, 1978a,b, 1979a,b, 1981; Coleman,
1971/7:162) or a more gradual shift to incorporate the new approaches (Benson,
1981; Farber, 1982; Ma■■ enschein, T981, 1983; Maienschein, Rainger and Benson,
1981) or both (Werdinger, 1980). Churchill (1981) offers an excellent summary
of this debate.
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"synthesizing" is what I mean by intersecting and realigning.” Farber (1982:152)
asserts "Naturalists did not turn away from natural history; they helped guide it to

what became "biology" in the contemporary sense of the word."

In terms of reproductive research, Farber's point is particularly well taken.

As we shall see, the clarification at the turn of the century of a nexus of problems

centered on heredity resulted in a trilateral segmentation of three newly-bounded

subdisciplines in biology: developmental embryology, genetics and reproductive

science. Developmental embryology reframed its problem structure on

development, deleting prior evolutionary concerns (e.g. Hamburger, 1980). Modern

genetics emerged c1900-1915 and drew especially on new cytological approaches

(e.g. Allen, 1979a; Mayr and Provine, 1980). Parameters of a new reproductive

science were established c1910 (Marshall, 1910), focused strongly on physiological

problems but continuing to draw upon morphological (histological and cytological)

analysis.”

The physiological approaches of the "new biology" in biomedical research in

the early twentieth century were radical departures from natural history and

morphological approaches characteristic of the nineteenth. Scientists thus had to

explain the changing nature of their work to a variety of audiences to secure and

maintain research and materials support. For example, Frank R. Lillie, Chairman

of the Department of Zoology at the University of Chicago, wrote the following to

85. See Chapter 1 for the technical definition of intersection, and Gerson (1983b)
On realignment.

86. I discuss some of the tensions regarding morphologic and comparative traditions
in relation to reproductive research in Chapter 6.
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the President of the University in a budget request for a vivarium--housing for

live animal materials.”

The study of living animals has replaced to a considerable extent the study
of their dead bodies, and a vivarium is as much a need of the modern
zoological laboratory as a museum....zoology is becoming an experimental
science. A department that is well equipped for the older descriptive
zoology and embryology, as ours is, may yet be deficient in facilities for
pursuing the newer lines of work which must necessarily claim most of our
interest. The development of experimental methods of studying zoological
problems has been gradual; it is no sudden fashion but a normal
development. And it is as certain that it is a permanent direction for
research for zoology as for chemistry. A science cannot retreat from the
vantage ground of experimental method.

Lillie's request demonstrates the new and very different animal materials, space,

and laboratory demands on researchers and their institutions generated by

physiological approaches.

2. The Development of Cytology:

The biological shift of emphasis from morphological approaches to those of

physiology was accompanied by another shift from histological (tissue level) to

cytological (cellular level) and later to cell biological (largely biochemical)

approaches. If the first set of shifts was from problems of biological form to those

of function, the second set of shifts concerned levels of action of function--

examination of changes in the structure of tissues, cells, and cellular contents.

Never a unilinear set of changes, these shifts were of emphasis and did not exclude

other kinds of work and approaches (e.g. Werdinger, 1980; Churchill, 1981).

87. Lillie to President Judson, Dec. 10, 1914:3 and part of a proposal, "Department •.

of Zoology: The Chief Need," page 1. Zoology Department Papers, Box IV
Folder 2, UChia.

88. Lillie also noted that Princeton University was currently building such
vivarium at a cost of about $25,000 (E.G. Conklin to Lillie Jan. 23, 1915,
Zoology Department Papers, Box IV Folder 2 UChia).
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Beginning in the late 1890s, a large number of American biologists, trained in

the techniques of cytology and embryology Pauly (1984:394) notes, began to move

into "new and more relevant areas of work" as biologists sought to expand their

constituencies. The main area they first pursued was heredity and breeding which

they transformed by 1915 into the field of genetics (e.g. Mayr and Provine, 1980).

The importance of histology and cytology as means of access to observation

of physiological phenomena must be emphasized (e.g. Allen, 1978a; Cranefield,

1959; Farley, 1982:209-52). In a number of ways, cytology was a rigorization

movement within the "new biology," making morphological observations

considerably more refined and sophisticated.” But, though debated, cytology had

a foot in both morphological and physiological worlds and was thus an example of

the "new biology" in practice (e.g. Churchill, 1981:182-3).”

3. An Expanded "Physiology." Biochemical Approaches

The nineteenth century saw rapid developments in all kinds of chemistry (e.g.

Chittenden, 1930; Kohler, 1979, 1982; Rossiter, 1975). As physiological approaches

were integrated into biology and medicine at the turn of the century in the U.S.,

biochemical approaches were also, if slightly later. That is, while there was a

segmentation of biochemistry as an independent discipline that became established

89. In reproductive research, morphological and anatomical concerns remained
particularly important. See F.A.E. Crew's Editor's Preface to Hammond (1925)
and discussion in Chapter 6.

90. That is, for example, while histology and cytology in medicine were generally
"part of" anatomy, anatomy was itself becoming increasingly physiological and
biochemical in its approaches to research; many anatomists saw themselves as
experimental zoologists in medical institutions (Blake, 1980; Corner, 1958, 1960),
discussed further below. Workers from varying perspectives also had differing
definitions of the scope of cytology (cf. Allen 1978b; Bourne and Danielli, 1952;
Corner, 1958, 1960; and Farley, 1982).
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in both biology and medicine at this time (e.g. Kohler, 1979, 1982), physiological

approaches increasingly included and in many instances focused upon biochemistry

far more than they had previously (Cranefield, 1959:264).

There appear to have been two converging lines of work drawing biology and

physiology toward biochemical approaches. One line, particularly developed in

Britain, was the study of internal secretions (later termed hormones and

endocrinology). The "New Physiology" was the term used by eminent British

endocrinologist Sir Edward Sharpey-Schafer to emphasize the tremendous

significance of internal secretions which rapidly changed the perception of the

central problems of physiology (Borell, 1978:282). The fundamental shift here was

from seeing the nervous system as the primary regulator of bodily processes to

seeing blood-borne chemicals as sharing such bodily roles (Borell, 1976a,b,c).

The second line of work was studies of the function of the living cell and its

contents through chemistry (Allen, 1969, 1978b:147). The leading advocate of

cellular biochemical and biophysical approaches in the United States was Jacques

Loeb who sought to reconstitute physiology solely on chemico-physical

foundations--to fully explain vital processes through chemistry and physics (Allen,

1978b; Farley, 1982; Pauly, 1981). Fundamental tensions emerged in biology and

medicine focused on Loeb's mechanist reductionism versus broader "biological"

explanations of phenomena (e.g. Allen, 1969; Pauly, 1981).” Regardless, as Kohler
notes (1976:287):

The 1920s and 1930s were a period of particular enthusiasm for the
"reductionist" programme. Within many biological disciplines, reformers
were promoting the promise of physical science...In embryology, the early
1930s was the period of the greatest enthusiasms for the "organizer" theory

91. Some were manifest around reproductive research issues of fertilization and
parthenogenesis. There is a lovely account of the tensions between Loeb and
Lillie in Farley (1982:235-51).
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and chemical embryology. In endocrinology, sensational chemical and
biochemical discoveries regarding hormones were bringing the subject from
the clinic into the laboratory.

In the late 1930s, there was a shift in biochemistry to molecular levels (e.g.

Abir-Am, 1982; Allen, 1978b; Kohler, 1976, 1978; Fuerst, 1982). But the

significance of the enhanced role of chemistry in physiology and in the biological

sciences as contexts for reproductive research lies predominantly in the

development of endocrinology.

4. The "New Biology" in Medical Sciences:

Medical scientists--physiologists and anatomists alike—were participants in the

making of the "new biology" (Numbers, 1980).

Physiology:

Physiologists, of course, were active experimentalists, but in the U.S. their

professional ties were with medicine and their institutional sites largely in medical

schools. Courses in experimental physiology became integral parts of the medical

curriculum at major schools in the 1880s and 1890s (Warner, 1980:63). After the

Flexner Report of 1910, physiological training increased and remained high until

c1950 (Warner, 1980:68).

As physiologists became more research focused, however, an estrangement

between clinicians and physiologists developed which contributed to the emergence

of the three medical tracks of basic research, clinical research and practice

(Warner, 1980:70).”

92. The persistence of this split between experimental biology in medical settings
and clinical medicine is reflected in the continued division of medical journals
and conferences into separate scientific and clinical sections which seem to
have little to do with each other (Geison, 1979:75).
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But the consequences of the emergence of the "new biology" for physiology

were serious. Quite steadily from about 1900 on, physiology lost its privileged

status in the world of experimental biology. Its approaches, methods, techniques

and materials were imported into most other lines of biological research. Within

medicine, it was segmented and fragmented into specialty areas with their own

societies and journals (Geison, 1979:79; Brooks, 1959:250). Geison (1979:80) argues

that at this point physiology faced extinction from two directions--the natural

sciences and medicine itself:

...the new disciplinary subspecies not only included fields which seemed
intellectually more exciting than physiology-- biochemistry, cytology,
genetics, cellular physiology, and biophysics --but also others which seemed
(at least on the surface) of more immediate utility to medicine--notably
bacteriology or microbiology, pharmacology, nutrition, immunology and
endocrinology.

Regardless, physiology had given medicine the heart of its claim to scientific

Status.

Anatomy:

At the turn of the century, gross human anatomy, the basis for surgery and

focus of medical education, was no longer a major field for scientific research

(Corner, 1958, 1960). Yet, as Blake (1980:41) notes, anatomists in the U.S. like

Charles Minot at Harvard and Franklin P. Mall at Hopkins who were involved in

medical reform movements:

...wanted anatomy to be taught by active research scientists who pursued the
subject for its own sake rather than as a basis for surgery. They sought and
found their intellectual colleagues as much among zoologists as among
physicians, and they tended to look upon anatomy as a branch of human
biology rather than as a branch of medicine.

Anatomists were able to grow as scientists at the turn of the century by bringing
into their field relatively new subjects such as microscopic anatomy and

embryology which offered numerous research opportunities (Blake, 1980:42).
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Corner (1958:5) states that in the United States, as in Germany, this was how

anatomy saved its "intellectual soul."

Embryologist Ross Harrison, head of the Department of Zoology at Yale and

a former student of Mall's at Hopkins School of Medicine, was and ther reformer.

In 1912, he stated that anatomy as a science was most closely related to zoology

and whether one was an anatomist or zoologist was determined less by subject

matter or training than by institutional contingency -- "present fortuitous
attachments" (Blake, 1980:43).” Harrison also feared a deadening of anatomical

science due to its relations to practical medicine: The "purely morphological

conception of anatomy...led us to a barren field where we are still plodding," and

anatomy must return to a concern with all phases of form and development in

living organisms and adopt the experimental method (Blake, 1980:43). Harrison's

call was well heeded by his anatomical colleagues.” One medical school professor

noted that the "competent, ingenious and energetic men" who had built outstanding

American anatomy departments were, in fact, mostly students of physiology (Blake,

1980:46).

3. The "New Biology" in Agricultural Sciences:

In the agricultural sciences, the "new biology" as a new set of approaches to

scientific problems was largely imported by graduates of doctoral biology programs

93. As Harrison was a physician heading a zoology department, Mall successfully
recommended Charles Stockard, a pupil of Thomas H. Morgan in genetics and
cytology for the position of head of anatomy at Cornell Medical College in New
York (Corner, 1960:181). Not only were disciplinary boundaries porous at this
point, but so were professional boundaries.

94. In a review of 3,655 articles on anatomical research from 1912-1942, A.M.
Lassek found that about 25% were in embryology, 20% in histology, 11% in
endocrinology but only 8% on gross anatomy (Blake, 1980:43).
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who accepted the full-time positions available to them in agricultural colleges

(Rosenberg, 1967). The high enrollment of such schools was a key factor in the

broad dissemination of the new biology (Cravens, 1978).

However, preliminary research reveals that within the agricultural schools,

the new biology was selectively imported into the agriculture-based disciplines.

Kohler (1979:51) notes that agricultural chemistry expanded to include

biochemistry as one of its parts, but that in most schools agricultural biochemistry

did not become a distinctive department. Similarly, given the organization within

animal science by type of animal, the new biology seems to have been initially

incorporated into poultry science, dairy science, and so on; broader, more

analytically-based (rather than animal-based) courses and laboratories seem to have

developed more slowly, though develop they did (e.g. Cole, 1977).”

D. INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXTS: UNIVERSITIES AND LABORATORIES

In this final section, I sketch the broad changes which took place in

universities and laboratories--the immediate contexts of research--and their

consequences for the social organization of scientific research.

1. The Industrialized University as Locus of Basic Research

Perhaps the most fundamental contextual aspect of industrialization was that

universities became the primary loci of the emerging and growing endeavors in

basic research (e.g. Beer and Lewis, 1974; Jarausch, 1983; Vesey, 1965). Prior to the

late nineteenth century, there was relatively little scientific research, and that was
-----------

95. Further research is necessary, including examination of curricula in key animal
agricultural science departments clº)0-1940. Rosenberg (1967:41; 1976)
documents these tensions.

-
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done largely on an ad hoc basis by amateurs and some quasi-professionals, with

minimal fiscal support (Gerson, 1983b). The newness of research to university

settings was captured vividly in the Report of the Ogden Graduate School of

Science to the President of the University of Chicago in 1902:*

The idea that investigative work is one of the great functions of a
university is one which has but recently come to due recognition in
America; but it has been widely adopted during the last decade, and
promises to be a controlling factor in the future development of
universities.

Intellectual history is rife with studies relating the emergence of American

graduate schools in science to German and other models of education and inquiry

(e.g. DeVane, 1965; Jarausch, 1983; Light, 1983; Veysey, 1965).” Simply stated, the
combination of increasingly effective laboratory techniques and broad claims for

the applicability of science toward improvements of the human condition set

powerful economic and intellectual efforts toward empirical inquiry in motion (e.g.

Latour, 1983, 1984).

By the turn of the century, there was a research boom. This was

accompanied by what Veysey (1965:264-6) called "the academic boom of the early

nineties." Clark, Stanford and Chicago Universities all opened between 1889-1992.

With Johns Hopkins (f. 1876), these reflected the full-scale entry of industrialists

and mercantilists into the business of education, as all were funded by individual

wealth (DeVane, 1965). Broader philanthropic support grew steadily: in 1920 the

total endowment of higher education was about 570 million dollars; by 1940, it was

96. University of Chicago President's Reports,
1892-1902:53.

97. The monograph edited by Jarausch (1983) engages many of Veysey's (1965)
analyses in fresh debate, beyond the present scope. The references cited are,
however, broadly in agreement on the topics to which I refer.
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nearly 2 billion (DeVane, 1965:75). Business and industry were investing in higher

education to support their own research needs (Gerson, 1983b).

Undergraduate and graduate education became increasingly desirable for

upwardly mobile middle classes (Coben, 1979:230). There was growing demand for

professional training for an expanding number of occupations (Beer and Lewis,

1974). Absolute university enrollment in the U.S. in 1860 was c22,500; in 1900

c100,000, and in 1930 c.489,500 (Jarausch, 1983:13).”

Absolute enrollments in graduate schools also increased dramatically.” This
upsurge in enrollments, especially in the sciences, occurred in part as a response to

increased opportunities for professional scientists and highly trained scientific

technologists in industrial research and development laboratories (Birr, 1979;

Coben, 1979:229).

During the turn of the century era of graduate university building,

universities as institutions gained a monopoly on basic research production through

the establishment of a wide variety of laboratories. At the same time, applied
research and product development were taken up in a wide variety of industrial

laboratory settings as well.”

98. A reliable estimate of the proportion in relation to population enrolled in
colleges and graduate schools is 5% in 1900, 5.6% in 1910, 9% in 1920 and 15%
in 1930. These are based on age-appropriate cohorts by Burke (in Jarausch,
1983:14-16). Coben (1979:229) notes 4.0% in 1900 to 12.42% in 1930.

99. In 1900, there were 5,688 students, in 1910 6,000+, in 1930 47,225, and in 1950
233,786 (DeVane, 1965:51). In 1861, a total of 3 Ph.D.'s were granted; by 1920
this grew to 615; in 1934, a total of 74 different institutions granted 2,024
Ph.D.'s; and in 1940 3,290 were granted (DeVane, 1965:81; Machlup,
1962:77-8,91).

100. In 1920 there were about 300 industrial research laboratories, growing to
1000+ in 1927 (Coben, 1979:229). By 1940, more than 2000 corporations
reported laboratories employing about 70,000 people (Birr, 1979:199).
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At this time, little basic research was undertaken in non-university settings.

Even "free-standing" institutes (such as the Carnegie Institution's various

departments and the Rockefeller Institute) were usually closely associated with

universities or became universities.

In the U.S., the growth of higher educational institutions was both through

the addition of new institutions and the growth and diversification of extant

institutions (Herbst, 1983). The shared if tacit model of organization to which

university administrators turned during this growth era was that of American

business (e.g. DeVane, 1965:42). Frameworks of university organization developed

of departments with chairmen, schools with deans, carefully ranked faculty and so

on, a very business-like and bureaucratic shape of organization; this model was

adopted and adapted rapidly across many institutions (e.g. DeVane, 1965).”

A new division of labor occurred within universities. A major moving force

behind the bureaucratized industrial model of organization of the university was

the development of powerful, non-faculty administrations (Vesey, 1965:305-6).

University administration became institutionally parallel to the upper levels of

corporate management, and were powerfully concerned with educational

markets.”
*-es------

101. Veysey (1965:267-8) notes the paucity of data on the origins of these
organizational schema. Only the details, he found, appear in the record, with
no discussion of the larger issues and assumptions about the nature of
organizational changes that were so parallel across divergent institutions that
they could not be local variations. Vesey and DeVane (1965) largely attribute
the shift in approach to a corporate model of organization to the replacement.
of clergymen on university boards of trustees with businessmen.

102. This "top down" modeling and consequent tensions were vivid in the papers I
read at the University of Chicago, the Johns Hopkins University, and at
University of California, Davis. Recent unionization efforts in academia--of
both professionals/faculty and staff--further reflect the industrial nature of
universities.
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There was also extensive growth in the numbers of faculty positions to teach

the many new students bent on professional careers. Some faculty, through

negotiations with external funding sources and building significant specialty

laboratories, departments and research centers, became academic entrepreneurs in

specialty enterprises (e.g. Coben, 1979:229-30; Rosenberg, 1976). Gradually

departments as political entities began to share power with previously dominant

administrations (Rosenberg, 1979:444).

Individual academic research careers lie at the intersection of a profession

and a university. Educational and research institutions were increasingly

confronted with problems of evaluating the performance of large numbers of

faculty and graduate students. The production of socially recognized knowledge --

publication of research in appropriate journals and monographs-- became the main

(though far from sole) criterion.” Retention, tenure and promotion decisions

occur at fairly regular intervals; this may segment the research process in a piece

work manner not unlike that in the.factory. Such expectations certainly put

pressure on faculty researchers, though not all were responsive to it.” Research
results were organized into short, preferably frequently published or presented

packages (Latour and Wolgar, 1979; Star, 1983b).

The research university itself became the model for a variety of educational

institutions--even for those who could not live up to it. As Light (1983:355) notes:

103. DeVane (1965:42) implies that the highly bureaucratized administration at the
University of Chicago pioneered in promotion on the basis of publication.

104. Bang (1977:53) notes of another Hopkins researcher: "George Gey was never
interested in short-term experiments... So George's colleagues would have to
cheat a little and conspire to have him present a paper somewhere so that he
would have to face up to finishing one or another phase of an experiment in
order to say something conclusive. Of course knowledge is not
discontinuous..."
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...the creation of the research university provided the most powerful
paradigm for what twentieth century higher education should look like.
Besides shaping the leading institutions, it influenced the organization of
academic careers in other institutions and constructed the only coherent
account of academic reality so that the many who do not embody it still
measure themselves against it.

But at the turn of the century, universities and their departments were far

from fully standardized and local variations abounded, generating contextual

variations of the reproductive research enterprise, among others. Departments and

disciplines had specific histories at specific institutions (e.g. Rosenberg, 1979).

Pauly's (1984) analysis of "The Appearance of Academic Biology in Late Nineteenth

Century America" emphasized the importance of local contingencies of the

development of scientific medicine to the development of academic biology. He

also delineated the porousness of the boundaries of that biology well into the

twentieth century. Concrete work done in one specific department was radically

different from work in the "same" department at another university (e.g. Churchill,

1981:188). Both departments and disciplines were in many ways emergent as to

their contents and scope.

However, although disciplinary and departmental boundaries were highly

porous across universities, within a given university they were often, though not

always, entrenched and rigidly bounded. Departments and specialty research

centers were becoming distinctive and often competitive organizational entities

with considerable social and political impact. Inter-university as well as intra

campus competition in the educational/research marketplace was heightened along
many lines:

--recruitment and retention of outstanding faculty;
-quantity and quality of research production;
--comparative standing of specialty research centers;
--laboratory facilities for research;
--gaining external funding for research;
--gaining outstanding student recruits for the continuance

of the research endeavor;
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--awards and rewards to faculty and specialty centers.

The key factor in the industrialization of basic science research and its

location in universities was the development of laboratories. Universities were the

locations of these physical plants--the requisite infrastructure for the production of

modern scientific research. Organizationally, laboratories provide centralized,

organized and rationalized access to research instruments and materials necessary

to the production of scientific knowledge (e.g. Latour and Wolgar, 1979). Latour

(1983) titled an article, "Give Me a Laboratory and I Will Raise the World." Similar

sentiments were routinely articulated by researchers during the turn of the century

era. Universities thus became factories for the production of knowledge based on

scientific research (Gerson, 1983b).

2. The Industrialization of Science and Shifts in

Scientific Work Organization

As universities became the primary loci of scientific research and the

demand for research expanded, the social organization of research was

transformed. The industrialization of scientific research was fundamentally a

shift in the nature of the research world from a small, communal world of

individual researchers working relatively independently to a large, production

world in which groups of researchers (with an internal division of labor) worked

together on particular problems or sets of problems (Gerson, 1983b). In the new

world there was research production for the sake of production and careers; in the

old there had been research production for pleasure and leisure consumption

(Gerson, 1983b).

Research as an endeavor was increasingly organized on the basis of market

oriented rationalization. Sources of research support shifted dramatically from
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individual/private means to collective/public means that were more closely tied to

specific extra-scientific goals (e.g. DuPree, 1957; Shryock, 1947).”
Places in which to do research--laboratories--became increasingly important

due to the expanding infrastructural needs of scientific research. The costs of

establishing and maintaining laboratories made it prohibitive on an individual

level. Groups of researchers maximize the use of laboratories thereby lowering

their costs in relation to production.

The industrialization of research brought about new institutional forms, new

divisions of labor, and new careers in science. The shifts within research settings

or laboratories were most fundamentally from individual workers at most sharing

facilities to groups of workers sharing both facilities and lines of work (e.g. Allen,

1978a; Corner, 1981). The new division of labor included faculty-researchers,

graduate student-researchers, technicians of various types and

secretarial/administrative staff.

While industrialization has usually connoted proletarianization of a labor

force, in the sciences we see both professionalization at the upper end of the

hierarchy and the emergence of new classes of workers (graduate student

researchers and technicians) lower in the hierarchy. Such a division of scientific

labor was elaborated in both academic and non-academic scientific research

settings.”

The majority of technicians’ work was focused initially on organizing and

maintaining instruments, equipment and materials used in the research. All of
----------

105. See Chapter 7 for an analysis of the funding of reproductive research which
highlights these shifts.

-

106. Busch and Lacey (1983) note parallel processes of the elevation of elites in
agriculture when it is clearly profitable.
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these, and especially in vivo materials, required extensive and increasingly
specialized labor for their maintenance as standards for them were elaborated

(Clarke, 1984a, 1985).

Another characteristic shift in the division of labor was intellectual--from

single discipline research to increasingly multidisciplinary research and/or

intersections with incorporation of skills, approaches and methods from other

fields into the "home" discipline (Gerson, 1983b). Major research funding sources

also promoted such inter- and cross-disciplinary efforts.” In the life sciences

during the early twentieth century cytologists and histologists worked side by side

with physiologists and biologists, and soon with biochemists as well (Allen, 1978b).

As researchers began to raise funds for their work on their own behalf and

began to build their own institutions, they needed to articulate that work and its

value to wider, less technical audiences. Research groups, lines of work and

institutional programs and plans were increasingly represented by scientific

entrepreneurs (Rosenberg, 1976; Rossiter, 1979). Rosenberg (1976) noted:*

With sympathetic understanding of both the academic scientist and the
practical needs of the institution in which they worked, the scientist
entrepreneurs created a new audience for science by bringing together
groups with quite different conceptions of science and its social use.

Entrepreneurs or "movers and shakers" were scientists active on behalf of their

own research groups vis-a-vis campuses and funding sources, and were key figures

in establishing, shaping and maintaining the extra-academic science institutions
---eeeeeeee

107. Kohler (1978:487) notes that Rockefeller Foundation "interest in applied or
interdisciplinary research encouraged the creation of new administrative
schemes, such as the establishment of four major divisions at the University of
Chicago."

108. While Rosenberg limits his conception to agricultural scientists in industrial
research labs and government bureaux, I find it much more broadly applicable
to include university faculty/researchers.
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which proliferated at the turn of the century from marine biological stations to the

National Research Council (e.g. Lillie, 1944; Werdinger, 1980).

As entrepreneurs became "representatives" of groups, these collectivities were

often transformed by sponsors into "centers" of research--clearly demarcatable

funding entities with the entrepreneurs as recognized leaders of the centers (e.g.

Aberle and Corner, 1953; cf. Krohn, 1972; Marcson, 1972; Nagi and Corwin,

1972:15). The Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations, primary funding sources for

research in the life sciences at this time, strongly promoted such a "team" or

"center" approach and the development of scientific entrepreneurs (Aberle and

Corner, 1953; Abir-Am, 1982; Haraway, 1979:24-5; Kohler, 1976, 1978). Centers of

research were focused on a line (or few lines) of work and selected particular

problems within its broad parameters. But centers remained part and parcel of

broader professions and scientific changes.”

3. Institutional Implications of the "New Biology":

Laboratories and Funding

Physiological and biochemical approaches brought radical changes to research

laboratories at local and national institutional levels. Coleman (1985:70) notes:

The study of physiology constituted nothing less than a sustained
interaction between investigator and the investigated... Investigation...also
means process, and in physiology as in other realms of natural science that
process is not a simple one. It entails an increasingly elaborate social
dimension, expressed in this case in terms of the laboratory and its
supporting installations and personnel...Physiology assumed full disciplinary
character, however, only when means for the all-important educational
function of the laboratory had been provided.

109. The shifts in organization sketched here were not necessarily smooth changes
based on consensus; rather there were struggles and conflicts among different
segments and groups involved. Light (1983) emphasizes that these were
interactive shifts, whereby the emerging professions and research universities
both reacted to and used the other in the consolidation of professional and
scholarly identity.
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In terms of biomedical research infrastructure, physiological approaches led to

(Clarke, 1985):

O
O

increased demand for in vivo and fresh materials;
increased demand for quantities of same species
materials rather than single specimens of multiple
species;
development of colonies for on-site access to desired
research materials;

- -development of personnel--technicians of several
varieties--to manage the materials;
increased demand for elaborated scientific instruments;
development of personnel--technicians of several
varieties--to manage that equipment.
development of biological supplies and equipment
industries.

It is here--in the laboratory itself--that the industrialization of science is clearly

manifest in terms of both the social and infrastructural organization of scientific

work.

Funding:

On a national level, the changes in approach taken to biomedical research

were incorporated in the funding philosophies of the major foundations. Warren

Weaver's program in "vital processes" at the Rockefeller Foundation in the 1930s

serves as an excellent summary. He first presents a definition of the new

physiology:”

The terms "physiology" and "general physiology" have come to be used with
wider and wider meaning in biology. Whereas earlier medical physiology
was largely directed toward the functioning of human organs, the word
physiology is now regularly applied to a much wider range of investigations
dealing with "the processes, activities, and phenomena incidental to or
characteristic of life or living organisms"; and general physiology, as
exemplified by Jacques Loeb, is especially concerned with the treatment of
basic problems by chemical and physical techniques...Furthermore, modern
physiology is often concerned with cells, single nerve fibers, and tissues
rather than with whole organs. The refined modern techniques are

*****-*-es

110. Program in Experimental Biology, 17 apr 1935. RAC RF RG1.1 S216 B8 F103
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permitting a breaking up of impossibly complicated problems into simpler
component parts.

Given this new physiological biology as the programmatic agenda, Weaver also

it:111explains what could and could not be included within

There is no intention of including under this phrase all work in biology.
Taxonomic work would, for example, be definitely excluded. Speaking very
broadly, work essentially morphological in character would have a very
hard time qualifying, as would also work largely ecological in character. To
indicate inclusion rather than exclusion, we will interest ourselves
particularly in work in genetics; in hormones, enzymes and vitamins; in cell
physiology; in nerve physiology, on psychobiology; and in the whole range
of problems specifically and fundamentally involved in the biology of
reproduction...."

Thus the "new biology" had generated considerable institutional support by the

1930s.11?

E. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The chart comparing contexts of reproductive research c1900 and c1940 on

the following page summarizes the important shifts and changes discussed in this

chapter:

The early decades of this century saw the coalescence of an institutional

revolution in science and higher education and an intellectual revolution in the

natural sciences (Cravens, 1978:10) which both reflected and created

industrialization processes. There was also a coalescence of professional interest in

and potential markets for a wide variety of emerging specialties in biology,

medicine and agriculture. The stage was set for segmentation of a new area of

111. To Frank R. Lillie from Warren Weaver, 6 oct 1933. RAC RF RG1.1 S216d B8
F105.

112. Chapter 7 on funding provides further details; see also Chapter 10 on the
National Research Council's Committee for Research on Problems of Sex.
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scientific specialization-- reproductive research. Personnel were trained and

institutional bases and laboratories were established. The fantastic growth of

graduate education specifically and both private and public universities generally

provided support for the specialization inherent in the development of

reproductive research.

The industrialization of science made the products of science commodities in

educational, technical and commercial marketplaces. The intersectional nature of

reproductive research with efforts in biology, medicine and agriculture articulated

reproductive research with three distinctive professional contexts. There was also

a coalescence of professional interests in and potential and extant markets for

reproductive research which paved the way for reproductive research. Market

demands placed on workers in the three fields varied tremendously. Clinical and

commercial applications were constantly sought by practical medical and

agricultural interests. Biologists were also not immune to such direct demands.

These were the institutional and professional worlds which reproductive

researchers inherited, constructed and in which they built their enterprise.
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PART TWO: EMERGENCE AND COALESCENCE OF THE

REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE, 1910-1940

CHAPTER 3

PRECONDITIONS FOR THE EMERGENCE OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH

One of the striking features of reproductive physiology as a line of work is

the lateness of its development in modern form, especially as compared to the

physiology of other major organ systems. For example, cardiovascular, digestive,

respiratory and neurological systems had each and all been the focus of

considerable scientific attention by the late nineteenth century (e.g. Breiger, 1972,

1976; Shryock, 1979; Star, 1983a; Todes, 1984). Why then was reproductive research
so "late" in developing? And, a corollary question, how and why did it emerge in
modern form after c1910?

A variety of altered scientific and social conditions paved the way for the
development of reproductive research in biology, medicine and agriculture after
the turn of this century. Crucially, they did not "cause" the development of
reproductive research (e.g. Borell, 1985, 1986). But these changed conditions did
facilitate it. It is important to remember in this regard that much of the basic

physiology of reproduction done early this century could technically have been

accomplished during the last decades of the nineteenth. The problem I address in
this chapter is why they were not.

My argument here is that altered social and scientific conditions made
reproductive research both socially and scientifically "ripe" (Gerson, in
preparation) for development after c1910. It is easier to move along a "paved"
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road, or at least a slashed path than through virgin jungle. Specifically, at the
turn of the century:

O the social illegitimacy of reproductive topics was
challenged by multi-faceted birth control, eugenics andneo-malthusian movements;

O the scientific study of populations began to establish the
propriety of such topics in the academy and society;

O powerful sectors of society sought and supported enhanced
control over nature in many forms--from sexuality,
population and reproduction to improved agriculturalproduction;

O the "discovery" of hormones as chemical messengers clarified
long-standing problems in reproductive science; and

O the undifferentiated problem structure of "heredity -
evolution - reproduction - development" was realigned and
newly bounded lines of scientific work were established 1ngenetics, developmental embryology and reproduction.

This chapter addresses each of these issues. I begin with a deeper analysis of the

"lateness of reproductive research" and a cursory view of the fundamental problem
of the illegitimacy of such topics for scientific work.”

A. SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PRECONDITIONS:

1. The "Lateness" and "Illegitimacy" of Reproductive
Science;

There is general accord in the secondary literature and in "insider histories"

that modern reproductive research emerged late compared to research on other

major organ systems. Endocrinologist and medical historian Medvei (1982:360)
states that there had been little progress in reproductive anatomy, morphology or

113. The issue of legitimacy is taken up further in Chapters 5 and 6. specifically interms of concrete impacts upon reproductive research.
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physiology during the seventeenth, eighteenth or nineteenth centuries! Alan Gregg
of the Rockefeller Foundation noted of his Harvard School of Medicine days, "I

remember in 1914 in our class on physiology that I asked Doctor Cannon why there
was so little attention given to the physiology of reproduction..."***

Explanations offered for the lateness of the emergence of modern
reproductive science vary.”

The most common explanatory theme is the social
illegitimacy of the topic of reproduction; other explanations center on the

retarding effects of technical or conceptual problems in reproductive science.

The illegitimacy argument is that reproduction, largely because of its

association with sexuality, was not a proper subject to pursue in polite society, and

that this (social) condition had negative impact upon reproductive science in that

scientists therefore eschewed reproductive problems. Judicial efforts to understand
the social mechanisms of racial and sexual discrimination in the United States

have utilized a concept which captures interactive processes--the notion of "chilling
effects." The illegitimacy of reproductive science demonstrates that "chilling
effects" may also be experienced by natural and social science researchers in their
problem selection processes. Consequences of "inappropriate" selections may be
experienced throughout individual careers. "Chilling effects" thus can also
surround whole lines of work such as reproductive research.

Vernon Kellogg of the National Research Council explicitly connects the
lateness of reproductive science to its illegitimacy.”

114. Regrettably, Gregg does not provide Cannon's response. To Dr. Yerkes, 23 nov1942. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F443.

115. See Asdell (1977), Borell (1985), Corner (1981), Evans (1959), Medvei (1982),and Parkes (1966a,b).

116. To Col. A. Woods, Rockefeller Foundation, 12 April 1928. RAC RF RGl.lS200 B40 F453.
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...Systematic scientific study of the fundamental problems of sex and
reproduction has not kept pace with medical, education and social needs.
This has been due in part to the social taboos which have surrounded the
subject and in part to its complexity.

Many early researchers who did select reproductive problems felt they were placing

themselves somehow "beyond the pale" of propriety by doing so; others merely

associated with reproductive research projects feared cynosure for even that

limited involvement.” The uproar caused by Alfred Kinsey's research, which

postdates this thesis, demonstrates the continuity of opprobrium adhering to sexual

and sexually-related topics (Pomeroy, 1982).”

In contrast, Asdell (1977:1) focuses on technical and scientific reasons for the
lateness of reproductive research. First he makes a largely technological argument.

For mammals, the nonexistence of eggs that could be seen without the aid of a

microscope and the time gap between mating and the ability to recognize the

products of conception in the uterus were obstacles that could only be surmounted

by the invention of suitable visual aids and the formulation of the cell theory.

Yet the cell theory was developed in the 1840s and there were adequate

improvements in microscopy in the 1870s to undertake these tasks (Coleman,

1971/1977). The point remains that much of the histology and cytology of the

early twentieth century could have been done in the late nineteenth century.

Asdell (1977:1) continues his technical argument by noting that the method of

reproductive control by hormones was itself so late a discovery that the delay of

reproductive research is not surprising on this account alone. While there is some

117. See especially Aberle and Corner (1953) and Corner (1981) for this perspective.

118. That a career in reproductive research is still subject to sexual comment and
innuendo was brought home to me by a bumper sticker on the office door of a
contemporary researcher whom I interviewed: "Reproductive Physiologists Do
It For A Living."
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validity to this point, there were earlier discoveries of the effects of blood borne

tissue extracts (e.g. Medvei, 1982); the issue (as detailed below) was also the social

and intellectual sway of reigning neurological theories of the control of

physiological processes. Moreover, many physiological if not biochemical aspects of

reproduction could still have been examined.

But it is Asdell's (1977:8) second argument that I find most intriguing and

important to the development of reproductive research in the United States. Here

he addresses the problem structure which life scientists constructed and confronted
around the turn of the century.”

In fact, the physiology of reproduction was investigated very slowly. After
the initial discoveries [of ova and sperm], the attention of biologists seems
to have been diverted in the direction of working out the changes that take
place in the cell nucleus during division, and in the study of embryological
development. Eventually, both of these led back to reproduction, in the
case of embryology because of the demand for more accurately aged
material.

The attention of biologists and medical researchers was diverted to the then

undifferentiated problem structure which included the nature and mechanisms of

heredity, heredity in relation to evolution, sex determination, fertilization and

development. The social and scientific potency of Darwinism did focus scientists’

attention more directly on heredity at the turn of the century, a considerably more

legitimate and potentially productive (in terms of breeding) set of scientific

problems than those posed by reproduction.”

Researchers' demand for more accurately aged embryonic material, which

Asdell notes, did lead back to reproductive research problems and did so in ironic
ways. The irony is that a key piece of research in the United States which

119. Emphasis added.

120. A major section later in this chapter explicates these issues more fully.
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promoted the development of reproductive research as a major line of work was

done as part of embryologists' search for dated materials and not in pursuit of a

reproductive problem. Charles R. Stockard and George Papanicolaou (1917)

published on the estrus cycle of the guinea pig as a scientific byproduct of their

attempt to date guinea pig embryos (Oppenheimer, 1984). This research was

followed by parallel work by Joseph A. Long and Herbert M. Evans' on the rat

(1922), Edgar Allen's on the mouse (1922), and George W. Corner's on the monkey

(1923).”

Thus in certain important ways, reproductive research in the United States

was triggered by embryological research and, moreover, reproductive research was
not the intended outcome of at least some of the major early work.” Its

applicability to problems of reproduction was obvious, but its inclusion in

reproductive research as a line of work is an historicist reconstruction.

I found yet another set of reasons for the "lateness" of reproductive research--

the weakness of organized markets for that research. Specifically, drawing on the

previous chapter, reproductive medicine was focused on i■ not obsessed by

gynecological and obstetric surgery and was quite successful with it. For the

nonce, problems of function and non-surgical therapeutics could be ignored.

Moreover, both major constituencies of biologists and agricultural scientists--

plant and animal breeders--and those scientists themselves were focused on, if not

preoccupied by, problems of heredity (and for biologists evolution as well). Until

mechanisms of heredity were clarified, problems of reproduction were not viewed

121. I discuss these researches in some detail in Chapter 4. Studer and Chubin
(1976:12) offer interesting citation analyses on these key articles.

122. The major exception here is Lillie's (1919) and Just's (1919) work on
fertilization.
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as pressing. Pauly (1984) further argues that up to c1900, biologists were quite

busy entrenching their discipline in academia and only then sought to expand their

constituencies initially via genetics.

Reproductive research soon followed as another new line of biological, and

later of agricultural, work. The birth control, eugenics and neo-malthusian

movements, discussed next, aided reproductive researchers by creating additional

market constituencies for reproductive research efforts in biology, medicine and

agriculture.

2. Birth Control, Eugenics and the Emerging

Social Science of Population Studies

In 1905, the President of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, attacked

birth control. He argued that the tendency toward smaller families was decadent,

an indicator of moral disease, and would lead to [white] "race suicide" (Gordon,

1976:136). The weight and publicity given to Roosevelt's views immediately made

birth control a national public controversy. Reproduction was at least "out of the

closet" of social impropriety--a matter of public discussion and debate.”

Birth control, neo-malthusian and eugenics advocates were becoming

increasingly organized and vocal on reproductive issues during the early years of

the century (Gordon, 1976; Reed, 1984).” There were in addition strong moral
reform movements focused on vice and venereal diseases which also raised sexual

issues in social discourse (e.g. Rosenberg, 1982).
*--------ee

123. Parallel developments occurred in Great Britain at the same time. See Borell
(1985, 1986) for analyses of these relations.

124. See Chapter l l for a full discussion of relations between contraception
advocates and reproductive researchers.
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All of these activities, but especially the birth control, neo-malthusian and

eugenics movements, enhanced the social legitimacy of reproductive research.

That is, the illegitimacy of reproduction as a social and scientific topic was

challenged, though far from overcome, by the development of a "public" forum on

human reproductive issues. Moreover, the stature of many advocates--elite groups

of scientists, physicians, and educated middle classes in other professions--also

served to legitimate reproductive topics including reproductive sciences.

By 1940, birth control advocates, neo-malthusians and eugenists established a

"synergism" (Borell, 1985:20) or quid pro quo (Chapter 11) with each other under

the population banner and with reproductive researchers. But earlier in the

century they helped pave the way for reproductive research by their own

distinctive activities.

Birth Control Movements:

Briefly, birth control advocacy was spearheaded at the turn of the century by

neo-malthusians as one alternative solution to problems of over-population though

this movement was much stronger in Great Britain than in the U.S. (Ledbetter,

1976). Contraception was even termed neo-malthusianism (Sanger, 1971:108). The

initially separate American lay birth control movement of the first half of this

century became an organized phenomenon composed of many sub-movements clº 15.

Between 1915-1920, Margaret Sanger transformed herself from a radical to liberal

advocate of contraception as a woman's right, became a major leader in the

movement, and in 1921 founded the American Birth Control League; from this

point, birth control became an increasingly liberal and centralized cause (Gordon,
1976; Reed, 1984).

:
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During the 1920s, lay birth controllers were joined by a medically-led birth

control movement under the banner of the National Committee for Maternal

Health. Their goal was medical control over contraceptive practice, and members

included many reproductive researchers (Reed, 1984). Many of the arguments put

forward by such individuals and groups in both lay and medical movements were

essentially economic--calls for reductions in the numbers and improvements in the

"quality" of lower class persons to reduce drains on government (there were

significant pushes for socialized medicine, workers compensation, and the like at

this point) and to improve industrial production (e.g. Sanger, 1920).

The Eugenics Movement:

Defined by Sir Francis Galton in 1883, the "science" of eugenics transposed

agricultural perspectives on the breeding of plants and animals to humans.” In

extending stock improvement strategies to the highest reaches of the "Great Chain

of Being," Galton stated (Bajema, 1976:76):

We greatly want a brief word to express the science of improving stock,
which is by no means confined to judicious mating, but which, especially in
the case of man, takes cognizance of all the influences that tend in however
remote a degree to give to the more suitable races or strains of blood a
better chance of prevailing speedily over the less suitable than they
otherwise would have had.

Genetics was not named as such until c1906 by William Bateson (Gardner,

1972:406). Most concerns about human breeding and heredity went under the name

eugenics until that time (Ludmerer, 1972).

125. There is an ambitious literature on eugenics. See especially Bajema (1976),
Haller (1963), Kevles (1984), Ludmerer (1972), Pickens (1968), Searle (1981),
Soloway (1982), Wersky (1978). For intensive analysis of the relations between
the eugenics and birth control movements, see Gordon (1974, 1975, 1976, 1977).
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While not explicitly eugenic, research on reproduction fell within the domain

of scientific concerns of eugenists as it was conceptually contiguous--it was in part

through understanding of and control over reproduction that eugenic goals could

be achieved. The promise of eugenic science was in the arena of public policy on

social problems such as immigration, insanity, retardation, reproduction and

population. Here eugenic science offered biologically-based solutions to social

problems which could compete in policy arenas against environmentalist or

"nurturist" solutions offered at the time by progressive and socialist reformers

(Clarke, 1982:4).

The sentiment for eugenics as "better people through better breeding" had

been present for some time before 1900 (e.g. Cravens, 1978; Haller, 1971; Higham,

1978). The movement allowed this sentiment to be mobilized, especially among

natural scientists: "most were interested in eugenics because it offered a ‘scientific’

solution compatible with the world view of the naturalistic mind" (Ludmerer,

1972:14).

Within the eugenics framework, individuals were categorized as either

aristogenic (having "good" genes) or cacogenic (having "bad" genes) on criteria

which varied among eugenists.” Eugenic science offered two major directions for

action based on these assessments. Positive eugenic programs called for more

children from the "Fit" or aristogenic [essentially defined by class and race].

Negative eugenic programs focused on reducing the numbers of the "Unfit" or
cacogenic. At the turn of the century, such programs included the compulsory

sterilization of the "Unfit" to prevent their reproducing and limits on immigration

to prevent more "Unfit" people from entering the country (Haller, 1974). While
********* --

126. For an explicit articulation of criteria, see H. Laughlin's Model Eugenical
Sterilization Law first published in 1922, in Bajema (1976:139-45).
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scientific eugenics focused on hereditary traits (essentially genetic questions)

popular eugenics often glossed over this fine point in its designations of who was

"Fit or Unfit" to reproduce. There was also much confusion--both scientific and

popular--about what kinds of traits could be and were inherited, an area of

scientific debate that remains heated (e.g. Gould, 1981).

In both Great Britain and the U.S., most leading scientists, including

reproductive researchers, were members (active or inactive) of the eugenics

societies. In the United States, the officers and membership of the organizations

read like a "Who's Who" of American science at the time, especially biological and

agricultural sciences (e.g. Kevles, 1984; Ludmerer, 1983; Pauly, 1984:395).”

One of the most debated issues in the eugenics movement was whether birth

control was potentially eugenic (e.g. McLaren, 1978). Not all eugenists favored

contraception as a means negative eugenic programming to limit the reproduction

of the "Unfit." Some, like the British Malthusian League, did (Ledbetter, 1976).

Some feared that contraception would also be used by "selfish" women of the "Fit"

category who eugenically should bear more, not less, children, and opposed it on

this principle (Gordon, 1976). Others, in both Britain and the U.S., favored

compulsory sterilization by the state and/or voluntary sterilization (e.g. Blacker,

1961, 1962; Landman, 1932).

It was not until the 1920s that eugenists began to accept birth control as a

potentially eugenic activity. Their acceptance was due in no small part to their

having been seriously courted by leaders of the birth control movement including

Margaret Sanger (e.g. Pickens, 1968; Reed, 1984; Sanger, 1971). It was at this

127. Pauly's analysis is that biologists’ expansion into genetics was part of a larger
effort to broaden their constituencies once academic hegemony had been more
or less achieved.
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juncture that research on reproduction moved to the center of eugenists' scientific

concerns. It was also at this time that birth controllers, eugenists, and public

health activists concerned about issues of contraception and population became

serious and organized audiences and consumers of reproductive research.

Ironically, as Chapter I 1 documents, reproductive researchers eschewed most

contraceptive research as inappropriate work until well after World War II.

The most important aspect of eugenics for understanding the timing and foci

of scientific research on reproduction, however, is the legitimacy of both scientific

and public discussion and concern with reproductive issues which the eugenics

movement evoked among both liberals and conservatives in the early decades of

the century.

The Emerging Social Science of Population Studies:

Broadly speaking, around the turn of the century, analyses of evolutionary

and hereditarian issues began to lead to analyses of whole populations rather than

individuals in both the natural and social sciences (e.g. Gerson, 1983b; Gould, 1981;

MacKenzie, 1981).” The eugenics movement was especially important in such

developments at the intersection of the social and natural sciences. Eugenic

societies and organizations were professional scientific and interdisciplinary

meeting grounds where population issues, including reproduction, were addressed.
The neo-malthusian movement was also central given its concern with claimed

problems of over-population (Ledbetter, 1976). Many of the quantitative and

statistical methods developed by eugenists such as Karl Pearson became integral to
-**-* *-a---

128. There had, of course, been earlier forms of population science centered on
census data and other similar approaches (Mackenzie, 1981).
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demography and population studies spawned by neo-malthusians and population

experts (Kevles, 1981, 1984; McKenzie, 1981).

An ambitious institutional infrastructure for the new population studies was

developed largely in academia and privately-funded institutes, including.”
POPULATION RESEARCH EVENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

International Neo-Malthusian and Birth Control
Conferences (1900-1925, six conferences)

Kellogg's Race Betterment Foundation (1913)
Scripps Foundation for Research in Population

Problems(1922)
National Research Council Committee on Scientific

Problems of Human Migration (1922)
U.S. Immigration Restriction Act (1924)
World Population Conference (1927)
International Union for the Scientific

Investigation of Population (1927)
[Population] Research Division of the Milbank

Memorial Fund (1928)
Population Reference Bureau (New York U., 1930)
Population Association of America (1931)
Office of Population Research at Princeton U. (1936)
International Planned Parenthood Federation (1948)
Population Council (1952)
Department of Demography and Human Ecology, Harvard

School of Public Health (Center for Population
Studies) (1962)

Intrinsic to population studies were a variety of reproductive issues ranging

from birth and death rates to maternal and infant mortality studies. Both

implicitly and explicitly, many population researchers sought control over

population growth through control over reproductive processes. Reproductive
biology and medicine were viewed as major sources of such control. At the
-----------

129. See Borell (1986); Ledbetter (1976); Maas, (1974); Marks (1982); Osborn (1967);
Reed (1984:202-6, 301, 337).
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organizing meeting for the Population Association for the United States, Dr. Henry

Pratt Fairchild summed up its mission.”

...we are all convinced of the importance of having an association to
consolidate the population interests of this country...there is...a lack of
coordination in this field...we are in a position to take up the phenomenon
of population as one of the great factors of human welfare to be rationally
manipulated, just as we manipulate the other factors in human re■ ations.

Merger of Birth Control, Eugenics and Neo-Malthusianism

Under the Population Banner

Population research and its advocacy became the banner or umbrella for an

amalgam of birth control, eugenics, neo-malthusianism and population/demographic

movements and interests by about 1940 (Gordon, 1976:391). The "Population

Research and Control" banner was an excellent symbolic rhetoric for all of these

groups on several grounds. First, "population studies" had developed a considerable

scholarly, scientific, and legitimate reputation, along with its well-organized

institutional infrastructure. Second, the term "population" was a most serviceable

rallying term. It deleted both sex and birth control which was excellent in terms

of gaining social legitimacy. It sounded objective and scientific. And it allowed

international concerns about race to be expressed in neutral terms of quantities of
geographic populations.

The fundamental shift in the reproductive policy arena between 1915-1940

was from goals of progressive reform to conservative control--from birth control as

130. Minutes of the Preliminary Conference on a Population Association for the
United States, emphasis added. New York University, 15 dec 1930, with the
cooperation of the Milbank Memorial Fund. RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F 191.
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a means of individual self-determination to population control.” This shift from

an individual choice to a social control focus (Borell, 1986) was accompanied by

shifts of focus from quality of individuals to quantities of population, and from

user-control to professional control over the means of and access to

contraception.” These goals increasingly resulted in birth control/population

control advocates seeking the assistance of reproductive researchers for

contraceptive research and becoming a major, if not the major market for
reproductive science.

3. Economic Preconditions:

Several powerful sectors of society sought and supported enhanced control

over nature in many forms during the opening years of the century. Enhanced

control was sought over industrial production, sexuality, population and

reproduction of both animals and humans.

Economic conditions, especially in agriculture, became supportive of research

leading to improved production of food for growing urban, industrial populations

(Rossiter, 1979). The fundamental goal here was improved farm production by

fewer workers to support workers in other sectors of the economy (Busch and

Lacey, 1983). Improved means of both breeding and reproduction were of obvious
import to the developing animal production industries and were a focus of the

American Breeders Association and British scientific agriculture (e.g. Hogben, 1974;

131. The term population control denotes support of birth control (including
sterilization) as the direct means of controlling the quantity of certain
population groups (Gordon, 1976:xiv-xv).

132. See Reed (1984:197-210) for a discussion of the social science literature on
differential class population. Chapter 11 develops this argument more fully.
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Kimmelman, 1983). The value of the "unseen carriers of heredity" was considered

by some breeders c1910 to be "far above that of gold" (Sapp, 1983:318).

A.V. Nalbandov, a reproductive researcher trained in agricultural institutions

in the 1930s, has argued that in the American context, the potential for "direct

practical applications" of reproductive research in human contraception and in

artificial insemination and pregnancy for domestic animals provided considerable

impetus for the reproductive research effort.” There was increased federal

funding of agricultural research leading to improved production at this time,

which gradually included reproductive research (Busch and Lacey, 1983; Rossiter,

1979).

This was the era of industrial "scientific management" and fundamental to it

was control over both nature and human nature--over the means of production and

those of reproduction. Warren Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation sums up this

approach vividly (Kohler, 1976:291):

Can man gain an intelligent control of his own power? Can we develop so
sound and extensive a genetics that we can hope to breed, in the future,
superior men? Can we obtain enough knowledge of physiology and
psychobiology of sex so that men can bring this pervasive, highly important,
and dangerous aspect of life under rational control?

Reproductive science offered an affirmative answer.

B. SCIENTIFIC PRECONDITIONS OF THE EMERGENCE OF

REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH

Conditions in both the social and natural sciences were changing in ways

which, advertently or not, helped pave the way for reproductive research. In

133. Interview with A.V. Nalbandov, April 7, 1984, Urbana, Illinois. See Herman
(1981) for a history of artificial insemination in farm animals.
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addition to the broad development of the "new biology" with its physiological and

biochemical approaches, there were two distinctive developments in the natural

sciences which promoted the emergence of reproductive research as a distinctive

line of scientific work. First was the discovery of hormones as "chemical

messengers" regulating bodily processes which developed into endocrinology as a

line of scientific work (Borell, 1985).

Second, the complexly interwoven scientific problems subsumed under the

nexus "heredity - evolution - reproduction - development" which were at the heart

of turn of the century biological sciences were decomposed into separate sets of

problems. This led to a trilateral segmentation within the biological sciences and

the emergence of newly-bounded lines of work of genetics, developmental

embryology and reproductive physiology. Genetics itself later segmented into

organism and population genetics with the latter primarily addressing evolutionary

problems (Gerson, 1983b).

1. The Emergence of Endocrinology:

The emergence of a modern endocrinology, cl&90-1905, was in Borell's

(1985:1) terms, "part of the general pattern of success experienced at that time by

investigators attempting to extract potent chemical products from animal tissues."

The scientific import of the discoveries of hormones lay in the shift from

neurological theories and explanations as triggers of physiological processes

(nervous stimuli) to chemical explanations (chemical stimuli) for such processes

(Borell, 1985:11). Modern endocrinology began around gonadal extracts, though

focus quickly shifted to non-reproductive hormones.” But turn of the century

134. Certainly there had been considerable earlier consideration of some kind of
blood-borne messengers. See Medvei (1982).

-
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confirmation of reproductive endocrinological processes promoted the broad

development of reproductive research (Borell, 1985).” A vocabulary with which

to discuss many aspects of reproduction remained to be developed (Parkes, 1962)

and reproductive endocrinology could barely be said to exist in 1900 (Borell, 1978),

but the work had begun.

The literature addressing the history of endocrinology stands on the border

between the history of science and that of medicine as it was developed in both.”

Modern endocrinology emerged largely in Britain through the efforts of medical

and agricultural scientists with significant contributions by the French, German

gynecologists and, later, by American workers (e.g. Medvei, 1982). The following

chart shows major turn of the century developments.”

135. Borell (1985) argues that it was from physiology and endocrinology that the
British reproductive research enterprise emerged. In contrast, I have found
that in the United States, the reproductive research enterprise had its origins
in embryology, though clarifications of hormone actions were central to its
development. These points are discussed more fully in Chapter 4.

136. Although agricultural scientists have contributed, no such histories have been
undertaken with the exception of Cole (1977) and Asdell (1977). Gcneral
histories and those of reproductive research include Bliss (1982); Borell
(1976a,b,c, 1978, 1985); Corner (1951, 1963, 1965, 1981); Dodds (1941); Fulton
and Wilson (1966); Glick (1976); Hall (1973/4, 1975, 1976); Hall and Glick
(1976); Hamblen (1939); Lisser (1967); Maisel (1965); McCance (1977); Medvei
(1982); Parkes (1962a, 1963, 1966a,b); Rosenberg (1976); Short (1977); Shryock,
1947:212-5; Studer and Chubin (1976); Thorne (1976); Young (1970); Zondek
(1941). Regarding "insider" histories of early reproductive endocrinological
research as data, see Appendix A. Curiously, Maienschein's (1985a) review of
the history of biology omits the history of endocrinology.

137. Based on Borell (1985) and Medvei (1982). For more elaborate chronologies,
see also Greep et al (1977), Hamblen (1939) and Studer and Chubin (1976).
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KEY EVENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENDOCRINOLOGY

1849 A.A. Berthold

1889 C.E. Brown
Sequard &
A. D'Arson val

1891 George Murray

1894 Edward (Sharpey-)
Schafer &
George Oliver

1902 William Bayliss
& Ernest Starling

1905 Ernest Starling

1922 Frederick Banting
& Charles Best

1923 Edgar Allen &
Edward Doisy

transplantation of fowl testes
prevents atrophy of comb after
castration
rejuvenating effects of
testicular extracts

remission of myxedema after
doeses of thyroid extract
vasopressive effects of
adrenal extract

pancreatic extract (secretin)

term "hormone" introduced for
chemical effectors
preparation of insulin

active ovarian follicular
extract [first isolation of
a reproductive hormone]

The roots of modern endocrinology lay in part in clinical medicine (Borell,

1976a,b,c). Biologists and others critical of efforts to rapidly apply the fruits of

endocrinological research in clinical practice blamed clinicians for moving too

quickly and thereby creating clinical and media disasters which had negative

consequences for basic research. For example, endocrinologist Herbert McLean

Evans once stated that "Endocrinology suffered obstetric deformity in its very

birth" (Borell, 1978:283) due to its association with premature clinical practice.

Evans was referring to Charles Edouard Brown-Sequard, a noted

British/French physiologist, who did extensive work with animal testicular extracts

c1889; Brown-Sequard then made highly disputed claims of rejuvenating effects

when such extracts were taken in men (Borell, 1985:1). At the time, there was

virtually no purification of extracts or regulation of their clinical use. Clinical

applications were made of many kinds of unspecified organ extracts--termed

organotherapy--including gonadal extracts. Such applications were commonly
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accompanied by hotly debated claims in the popular press of positive effectiveness

of such treatments for a wide variety of problems (Borell, 1976a,b,c, 1985).” The

resulting "tension between the clinic and the laboratory became a major feature of

the early years of endocrinological research;" this was especially true with regard

to the evaluation of extracts of the testes and ovaries, where "particularly

controversial therapeutic claims were made" (Borell, 1985:4).

Shortly after Brown-Sequard's work, discovery that extracts of thyroid

alleviated myexedema (1891) and the identification of adrenalin (1894) and

secretin (1902) added fuel to the organotherapy fire between clinicians and

laboratory scientists. The "use of organ extracts by practitioners...quickly

outstripped study of these same preparations by experimentalists" (Borell, 1985:3),

and was related to the rise of serotherapy (immunology) at about the same time

(Borell, 1976b). Both were viewed as new miracles of scientific medicine.

In 1895 Edward Schafer (later Sir Edward Sharpey-Shafer), British

physiologist and endocrinologist, became a laboratory-based champion of the theory

of internal secretion: "...as Britain's leading spokesman for the emerging specialty,

[he] was stern in his demeanor and terse in his accounts of progress" to counteract

the sensationalism of organotherapeutic claims (Borell, 1985:6). Borell (1978:286)

also credits him with salvaging endocrinology from morally-based scientific

exclusion through his editorship of the Quarterly Journal of Experimental

Physiology and his own research. Instead of being cast from the legitimate domain

of physiology, it became what he termed the "New [Chemical] Physiology."

The discoveries of thyroid extract, adrenalin and secretin, and their concrete,
respectable and non-sexual applications, helped to legitimate endocrinology and
****** *-** -

138. For examples of popular and medical literature on endocrinology in the U.S.,
see Harrower (1917) and Robinson (1934).
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placed it in the center of "promising new areas of biomedical research" (Borell,

1985). In 1905, the term "hormone" was introduced by Ernest Starling to specify

blood-borne chemicals serving physiological functions; Starling noted that although

chemical substances were as important to physiological regulation as nervous

stimuli, their study had been previously overlooked (Borell, 1985:11).”
But as late as the 1920s, Harvey Cushing, a leading American

endocrinological researcher, was still concerned about practitioners' prescription of

dubious substances to "credulous people" (Medvei, 982:504), revealing that the

debate between clinicians and laboratory scientists remained lively.”

Sociologically, organotherapeutic sensationalism simultaneously cut two ways: on

the one hand, according to laboratory scientists, it cast an illegitimate pall over

endocrinological science through continued association with "quackery"; yet on the

other hand, it put the science of hormone study in the bright light of publicity as

offering great clinical promise. Thus, legitimate or not, the field was broadly

known. When more controlled substances were found to be specifically effective,

the prestige of the field was heightened.” Its prestige was important to

reproductive researchers; I argue (in Chapter 5) that reproductive researchers rode

the coattails of general endocrinology as a strategy for enhancing their legitimacy

139. In Britain, the term hormone was used for chemicals with demonstrable
physiological effects and was more in the domain of laboratory scientists; the
term internal secretions was used to suggest a hypothetical entity whose
absence resulted in disease and was more in the domain of clinicians (Borell,
1985:4-5). In the U.S., usage of these terms does not seem so clear cut.

140. Debate between laboratory scientists and clinical practitioners was also lively
and related to medical education in Britain in the 1920s. See Hall (1976).

141. There is a long history of problematic management of the both the social and
medical construction of clinical innovations. See, for example, Fox (1978) and
McKinley (1981).
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and to garner fiscal support. Endocrinology, sensational or not, was "cutting edge"

research.

Gradually, endocrinology itself became a specialty, segmenting off from

general physiology. Borell (1976:xii) analyses this segmentation as parallel to that

of genetics.” In general endocrinology, contributors were primarily British and

German scientists prior to World War I. Due to the war itself and to the increased

prestige and funding of scientific and medical research after the war in the

United States, initiative then shifted to the U.S. (e.g. Aberle and Corner, 1953).

British, French and German researchers continued, however, to make major

contributions to endocrinology, including reproductive endocrinology (Medvei,

1982).”

Both reproductive physiology, and the more specialized field of reproductive

endocrinology, were prodded along in Britain by general endocrinological research

(Borell, 1985:2). Little was known about the sequence of events of the menstrual

cycle or sexual differentiation at the turn of the century. Borell notes (1985:12):”

Until these events were determined and catalogued, the experimentalist
could not gauge the alterations effected by either ablation or
transplantation...The real pioneers of reproductive physiology were,
therefore, not the physiologists or chemists, but the histologists who
painstakingly determined the gradual changes associated with both sexual
differentiation and the estrous cycle. These studies were found to be

**---------

142. There was, as with Mendelian genetics, rediscovery of a significant earlier
researcher--A.A. Berthold. In 1849, Berthold published a paper demonstrating
that transplantation of fowl cock's testes prevented atrophy of the comb, the
usual result of castration; Berthold's work was "rediscovered" early this
century (Medvei, 1982:217).

143. For an analysis of the situation of endocrinology in Britain c.1920, see Hall
(1976); for Germany, see Zondek (1941).

144. Ablation is the removal of the hypothesized hormone-producing organ.
Transplantation refers to surgically (re)placing all part of an organ after
castration to determine its effects which might be attributable to hormones.
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necessary and significant only after the research on internal secretions that
followed the startling rejuvenation experiments of Brown-Sequard.”

For a variety of reasons,” both general and reproductive endocrinology did
not really begin to flourish until c1925-1940, a period characterized by British

researcher A.S. Parkes (1962:72) as the "endocrinological gold rush," and by Guy

Marrian (Parkes, 1966b:xx) as the "heroic age of reproductive endocrinology." At

this time, reproductive endocrinology became the dominant model for scientific

research on reproduction.

2. The Trilateral Segmentation: Genetics, Developmental

Embryology and Reproductive Research

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, there was a

complexly interwoven nexus of scientific problems one might inelegantly term

"heredity - evolution - reproduction - development.” The clarification of a sex

related chromosome and the "rediscovery" of Mendel's work in 1900 initiated the

decomposition of this undifferentiated problem structure into differentiated

problem structures which became the bases of emergent and realigned

145. The initial contribution of German gynecologists was precisely at this point.
The had catalogued the effects of female castration in the 1870s, during the
period when oophorectomy (removal of the ovaries) was popular as a treatment
for dysmen horrea and certain neuroses. Viennese workers Emil Knauer (in
1896) and Josef Halban (in 1900) noted that the ovary probably produced some
special substance that normally maintained the uterus (Borell, 1985; Corner,
1965:iv-vii).

146. See Borell (1978), Hall (1976) and Lisser (1967) for discussions of the reasons, .
also addressed in Chapters 4-5.

147. This term is not only inelegant but retrospectively assumes the actual pattern
of problem decomposition which ensued. I use it for lack of a better
alternative and to provide clarity for readers unfamiliar with the history of
biology.
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subdisciplines.” And its decomposition promoted the development of reproductive

research as a distinctive line of scientific work.

One of the major literatures in the history of the life sciences is focused on

these issues, especially the emergence of genetics.” But this ambitious literature

has ignored reproductive processes as an aspect of the interwoven nexus of

problems which segmented into new lines of work early this century.

Briefly, two intensive approaches during the late nineteenth century--cytology

and entwicklungsmechaniker (developmental mechanical) approaches applied in

embryology--began to yield important discoveries at the turn of the century.”

Workers from a variety of fields and with different skills addressed these

problems.” They worked against a shared backdrop of debates about the

inheritance of acquired characteristics, Darwinism and the Haeckelian injunction

that ontogyny recapitulates phylogeny (e.g. Allen, 1978; Coleman, 1977). They also

commonly shared research materials: cytologists worked predominantly with

fertilized eggs; the experimental embryologists applying entwicklungsmechaniker

148. My argument here draws upon Gerson's (1983b) assessment of the realignment
of the life sciences at the turn of the century, but focuses on a limited
segment of it. He emphasizes that both problem structures and disciplinary
boundaries were relatively undifferentiated until c1910-1915.

149. It includes, e.g. Allen (1969; 1978a,b, 1979a,b); Benson (1981); Brush (1978);
Burkhardt (1979); Churchill (1979, 1985a,b); Coleman (1980); Farley (1982);
Gerson (1983b, in preparation); Gilbert (1978); Gould (1977, 1981); Hamburger,
1980; Ludmerer (1972); Maienschein (1984, 1985a); Mayr and Provine (1980);
Rosenberg (1967, 1976); Sapp (1983); Stubbe (1972); and Sturtevant (1965).

150. Gilbert (1978:346) considers the sex-determination problem so central to the
development of the gene theory to have been a "fundamental controversy in
embryology." Farley (1982) devotes a chapter to efforts of cytologists who
were not necessarily embryologists. I find the porousness of the boundaries
between "disciplines" makes specific disciplinary attribution highly
problematic.

151. See Allen (1978a); Churchill (1969, 1970, 1973, 1979, 1981, 1985a,b); Hamburger
(1980); Maienschein (1984); Mayr and Provine (1980); and Werdinger, 1980).
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approaches worked with both fertilized and unfertilized eggs and embryos (Allen,

1978b; Farley, 1982).

A series of discoveries from both lines of work clº&0-1910 clarified that

hereditary information was borne by chromosomes, that there was a sex

chromosome related to sex determination, that chromosomes were composed of

many genes, and that fertilization with meiosis was the means by which in sexual

reproduction hereditary material produced by both parents was joined in offspring

(e.g. Sturtevant, 1965; Farley, 1982; Maienschein, 1984). These discoveries along

with many other intellectual and social changes allowed researchers to grasp, in

1900, the implications of Mendel's work of 1866 (e.g. Rosenberg, 1967; Stubbe,

1972).

During the decade or so following the rediscovery of Mendel's work, the

nexus of pressing problems of "heredity - evolution - reproduction - development"

began to be segmented by researchers into newly-bounded lines of work. Genetics

emerged as a particular set of problems focused largely on genes and chromosomes

with a definition of heredity basically restricted to the sexual transmission of

heritable factors from one generation to the next (e.g. Churchill, 1979; Sapp, 1983).

Classic genetics traces its roots to these early understandings of "sex and the

single organism." Churchill notes (1979:140):

Related but significantly different, all three processes [of fertilization,
development and gamete production analyzed at the turn of the century]
added up to a complete ontogenic cycle...Classical geneticists described the
first and third of these processes as...essential to the understanding of
inheritance...[T]he cytological side of classical genetics stands out foremost
as the study of sexual events, namely gametogenesis and zygote production.
Given this orientation, which stressed sexual events on both the organism
and cellular level, it is not surprising that when the geneticist takes stock of
his historical past, he stresses those discoveries and advances that elucidated
the nature of sexuality.
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But as cytology joined with Mendelism, attention was almost exclusively focused on

hybridization experiments and concern over the factorial constitution of the

gamctes--gencs (Churchill, 1979:140).

Sapp (1983:342) notes that this conceptualization eliminated the problems of

naturalists and biometricians from the core activity of such a genetics. Genetics

itself then segmented into organism genetics and population genetics, with the

former studying heredity at the individual level of transmission and the latter

addressing evolutionary problems associated with heredity and variation in

populations as groups rather than in individuals (Gerson, 1983b).

Oppenheimer (1967:35-8) argues that this conceptualization of genetics

excluded the chain of mechanisms leading to cellular differentiation--the

traditional embryological problem of development.” In Churchill's (1979:140)
words, geneticists "were restrained enough to leave the further elucidation of

the...process, or complex of processes, of growth and generation to the

embryologist.” This still complex web of problems, usually focused through

organ systems, remained the jurisdiction of the new developmental and

experimental embryology. This new embryology essentially ignored evolutionary

and regenerative problems that had formerly been central concerns (Hamburger

(1980:97-112).

New problem areas had been clarified, as Maienschein argues (1984:480):

After the work in Morgan's laboratory on sex-linked characteristics,
embryologists had a better-defined starting point and a clearer task in

152. She notes (1967:35-8) that certain geneticists lobbied against such
restrictiveness, notably E.B. Wilson and Sewall Wright, and that Wilson's work
led to cytogenetics and cytochemistry which subsequently merged into
molecular biological approaches to similar problems.

153. }}}} of these "geneticists" were themselves embryologically trained (Gilbert,).
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delineating epigenetic development from the organized egg. Cytologists had
clearer answers about what was inherited and knew that the chromosomes
maintain structural individuality and that there must be some sort of
subchromosomal morphological "factors" to be explored. Geneticists could
explore the nature, function, and effects of the inherited factors and show
that they are located on chromosomes.

Pauly (1984:392-5) further asserts that biologists at the time were moving into new

areas as part of broader attempts to expand their constituencies, once they had

secured their positions in the academy.

My argument, continuing from Maienschein and Pauly, is that researchers

interested in problems of reproduction also ended up with a clearer agenda for

action and potential new constituencies for reproductive biological research. What

was intellectually crucial for the development of reproductive research was that

problems of heredity and evolution had become scientifically distinct from those

of both embryology and reproduction. Then a "new" research territory could be

pioneered.

The actual laying out of reproduction as a particular research area and set of

problems by F.H.A. Marshall made precisely such intellectual distinctions. In 1910,

he published the first monograph on THE PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION,

noting in his introduction to this ground-breaking and boundary-marking text that

(1910:2):

The all-important questions of heredity and variation, although intimately
connected with the study of reproduction, are not here touched upon,
excepting for the merest reference, since these subjects have been dealt with
in various recent works, and any attempt to include them would have
involved the writing of a far larger book. Similarly, the subject matter of
cytology, as treated in such works as Professor Wilson's volume on the cell,
is also for the most part excluded.

The message conveyed here is that the scope of the physiology of reproduction was

per se an adequate set of scientific problems without heredity, variation

(evolution) and cytology. Marshall astutely grasped the segmentation processes of
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his day, and marked the boundaries from the perspective of a reproductive

researcher.”

Frank R. Lillie, an embryologist turning to reproductive research, offered a

further delineation of the trilateral segmentation in his 1919 text, PROBLEMS OF

FERTILIZATION:*

It is commonly said that there are two main problems in the physiology of
fertilization, viz.: the initiation of development, or activation, and
biparental inheritance. Indeed, so long as we regard fertilization primarily

rospective significance in the life of the organism, weas a problem of
shall miss the more specific aspects of the process. Once fertilization is
accomplished, development and inheritance may be left to look after
themselves.

In my analysis, Lillie's call for a retrospective view of fertilization was a tacit

assertion of a third set of problems in the physiology of fertilization--the sexual
reproductive systems--as a third line of work. That is, how were the products

joined in fertilization themselves produced. Oppenheimer (1967:40) sees Lillie's

(1919) work as "one of the strongest voices...to argue for the investigation of

developmental phenomena according to physiological as well as cytological

principles." What other processes are involved in fertilization per se? But also,
what happened before fertilization?

The "borderline" nature of these research problems is evident (e.g.

Maienschein, 1985:161). The actual boundaries between and among several of these

lines of work were initially unclear--even fuzzy. Regardless, researchers with their

own varied backgrounds pursued problems the outcomes of which might fall under

the aegis of two or more emergent lines of work or between them. Problems of sex.

154. His scope for the physiology of reproduction is examined in detail in Chapter

155. As quoted by Farley (1982:251).
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determination versus sex differentiation are classic examples of such

"boundary line" research (Farley, 1982; Maienschein, 1984, 1985:161).”
The sex determination versus differentiation problem had been

considerably, but far from totally clarified by the time of their work

(Maienschein, 1984:480). Lillie (1934:5) argued years later that "we must

make a radical distinction between" the two, with the former being

chromosomal (genetic) and the latter, in higher animals, being hormonal.

Farley (1982:259-63), Price (1972) and Gorbman (1979) ably point out that

aspects of this problem have yet to be clarified.” Star” finds that
problems that occur on the boundaries of disciplines or sub-fields often

become "borderline sinkholes," unresolved and commonly ignored.

In sum, several distinctive lines of scientific work were delineated

and clarified during the first decades of the twentieth century: genetics

(both organism and population-based), developmental embryology and

reproductive research. What has been omitted in social studies of biological

sciences is consideration of reproductive research as one of these lines of

work emerging largely from embryological efforts within the interlocked

web of problems of "heredity - evolution - development - reproduction."

156. See, for example, the research of Frank R. Lillie (1917a,b), an
embryologist, and Leon J. Cole (1916), a geneticist. The freemartin
work is described in some detail in Chapter 4.

157. Farley (1982:259-63) harshly criticizes contemporary biology and
genetics texts for limiting their discussions of sex determination to X
and Y chromosomes. He attributes this narrowness of vision to
"modern biology's preoccupation with evolutionary theory" (1982:260)
and ignoring of the problem, "What exactly does the sperm do to the
egg to stimulate its development?"

158. S. Leigh Star, personal communication, 1985.
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C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: ON THE INTERSECTION OF

SCIENTIFIC AND SOCIAL "RIPENESS" OF PROBLEMS

The chart comparing preconditions of the emergence of reproductive

research c1900 and c1940 on the following page summarizes the important

shifts and changes discussed:
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In this chapter I have argued that both specific social and scientific
conditions "ripened" and thus facilitated and even promoted the

development of reproductive research as an emergent line of scientific

work. The social, political and economic preconditions delineated here

were integral to the organization of science and to the development of

priorities within its chosen problem structures. Science and society are not

merely linked but inextricably embedded within each other. Science is a
social phenomenon.

Finally, let me return specifically to the two questions asked at the

outset. Why was reproductive research so "late" in developing? And why

did it emerge in modern form after c1910? My conclusion is that the

"lateness" of reproductive physiological research is largely explained by

first, its illegitimacy and second, by the preoccupation of biologists with
problems of heredity at the turn of the century. Problems of reproduction
were both socially and scientifically subordinate to hereditary and
evolutionary concerns at that time. Once the basic mechanisms of heredity

had been identified, problems of reproduction and development came to the
fore. The determination that hormones regulate many general physiological
phenomena confirmed earlier tentative reproductive research findings and
gave added impetus, especially in Britain, to reproductive science.

The social movements of birth control, eugenics and neo

malthusianism provided organized markets-- audiences, sponsors and

consumers for reproductive science--for further biological, medical and

agricultural work. Moreover, by raising reproductive topics as appropriate

to open public forum, their prestigious activists also countered the

illegitimacy that had slowed the development of reproductive research.
What Borell (1985:1) noted in the case of Great Britain was also true in the

United States: The association of reproductive endocrinology "with human
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sex and reproduction affected the nature of the search itself, causing

important fluctuations in the progress of research in this area."
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CHAPTER 4

THE EMERGENCE OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES:

PHYSIOLOGICAL APPROACHES, 1910-1925

In Chapters 4-6, I provide a sociological analysis of the emergence and

coalescence of modern reproductive research as a scientific enterprise in the

United States, 1910-1940. The analysis is based on the emergence of a newly

bounded line of scientific work--new problem structures and the research which

addressed them. My main concern is not with specific scientific discoveries.”

Rather, it is my intention to paint with broad brush strokes the basic social

processes of this emergence and coalescence.

In this chapter, I first delineate the British initiative in reproductive research

which culminated in Marshall's PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION in 1910, the

first monograph on reproductive physiology to be published. Here the parameters

of the new line of work were laid out and participants recruited. Second, I turn to

the emergence and foci of reproductive research in the U.S. between 1910-1925.

Research initiatives in biology, medicine and agriculture are analyzed in terms of

the organization of their problem structures, specific problems addressed and their

professional and disciplinary sponsorship.

Third, I examine an intriguing contrast between British and American

initiatives--the emergence of reproductive research in the United States, both

159. These are addressed in detail by the "insider histories" of reproductive
research written by many of the researchers themselves. See Asdell (1977);
Corner (1951, 1958, 1963, 1965, 1981); Dodds ((1941); Hamblen (1939); McCance
(1977); Medvei (1982); Parkes (1962a,b, 1963, 1966a,b); Short (1977); Zondek
(1941); Zuckerman (1970, 1978).
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advertently and serendipitously, from embryological work rather than from

medical physiology and agricultural science as was the case in Britain (Borell,

1985).

The primary characteristic of reproductive research at the turn of the

century was its emergent status as a recognized area of scientific work. Problems

of reproduction (sexual and asexual, mammalian, zoological and botanical) had

been addressed by researchers for hundreds of years (e.g. Farley, 1982). But at the

beginning of this century, interest was increasing due to clarification of new lines

of scientific work due to the trilateral segmentation (presented in Chapter 3).

Reproductive problems were beginning to cohere, to become recognizable among

scientists as a field of study, a related set of scientific problems. And these

problems were pertinent to workers in three major areas: biology, medicine and

agriculture.

Research problems around mammalian reproduction were, from a current

stance, a hodged-podged and inchoate collection. Reproductive endocrinology

could barely be said to exist in 1900 (Borell, 1978). Even a vocabulary with which

to discuss many aspects of reproduction remained to be developed at this time

(Parkes, 1962). But reproductive problems were beginning to be addressed,

predominantly through physiological approaches.

A. THE BRITISH INITIATIVE IN REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH:

While research on reproduction was done in many places, the strongest

contributions this century were first in Great Britain and later in the United

States.” This section examines the synthesis of a new reproductive physiology

160. For an ambitious analysis of British endeavors, see Borell (1976a,b,c, 1978, and
especially 1985 and 1986) and Parkes (1962a,b, 1966a,b). For analysis of
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through the research and writings of British reproductive scientists.” They
collectively offered a vision of an endeavor or enterprise, inviting scientists and

practitioners from biology, medicine and agriculture to share this conception and

join in the work.

Walter Heape, sometimes affiliate of the Department of Zoology of

Cambridge University,” initiated a scientific world around reproductive research

in Great Britain early this century. He did so both through his own research and

through the broad conception of the problem structure of reproductive research
e

articulated in his writings--a conception sustained throughout this century.

In 1890, Heape began "those researches on the comparative morphology and

physiology of the reproductive processes for which he made his name famous"

(Marshall, 1929:588). Heape's (1894-1897) first work in this vein was on the

menstrual cycle in monkeys where he described the histology of the uterine cycle

including an account of ovarian changes. He later studied the menstrual processes

of women as well (Heape, 1894-1898; Marshall, 1929:588).” Heape (1900) reframed

German contributions, see Zondek (1941), and especially for those of
German/Viennese gynecologists, see Corner (1965); for French contributions
see (Medvei, 1982) and for Brazilian contributions, see Corgi et al (1963).
There may also be historical materials in German or French which I did not
succeed in locating.

161. There was a growing general physiological research emphasis in British life
sciences at this time. See Borell (1976a,b,c, 1978, 1985), Geison (1978) and Hall
(1974, 1976).

Heape came to Cambridge in 1879 to work with F.M. Balfour on embryological
problems. Upon Balfour's death in 1882, Heape published with Adam
Sedgwick on "Elements of Embryology," under the names of Foster and
Balfour. After several academic positions, he was elected to the Balfour
studentship (fellowship) in zoology in 1890 (Marshall, 1929:588).

l62.

His interest in human fertility was addressed in his PREPARATION FOR
MARRIAGE published in 1914 (Marshall, 1929:588). American reproductive
researcher George Corner also published such popular works. See Corner
(1981) for discussion.

163.
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many issues in mammalian reproductive physiology, especially regarding the estrus

cycle (Parkes, 1962:5297). F.H.A. Marshall (1929:588) asserted that this "paper will

always stand as the first important contribution to the comparative physiology of

breeding in the higher animals."

A second key paper (Heape, 1905) showed that ovulation in the rabbit

depended upon and occurred about ten hours after mating. In this work, Heape

asserted that ovarian activity was conditioned by some unspecified extragonadal

substance which he called "generative ferment" (Parkes, 1962). Recent writers look

to this article as initiating research on the hypophysiotropic hormones (e.g. Velardo

and Kasprow, 1972:1-2). Heape's later papers focused on sex determination

(Marshall, 1929:589), a central problem of both early British and American

reproductive research.

Sociologically, it is the breadth of Heape's conception of reproduction which

is most significant. Heape not only had a comparative eye but also envisioned the

work of reproductive science as directly pertinent to agriculture and medicine.

Around the turn of the century, he published on ovum transplantation with

rabbits, artificial insemination, fertility, barrenness and abortion in sheep (Heape,

1897; Marshall, 1930:xvi). In 1906, he wrote a book on THE BREEDING

INDUSTRY, emphasizing the economic importance of that industry in Great

Britain, encouraging improved methods of breeding record keeping and broader

application of scientific methods to breeding.

F.H.A. Marshall (1878-1949), while not a student of Heape's (who taught only

briefly), trod firmly in Heape's conceptual footsteps in constructing a physiology
of mammalian reproduction.* Marshall's (1910) PHYSIOLOGY OF

REPRODUCTION was dedicated to Heape.
**--ee-----

164. He met with Heape several times (Parkes, 1962:71-2).
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A graduate in Natural Sciences of Christ's College, Cambridge, Marshall was

offered work on heredity and reproduction with Cossar Ewart at the University of

Edinburgh.” At Edinburgh (where he obtained his D.Sc.), Marshall began by
working with Ewart on telegony.” At the same time, Marshall began work on the

problem of the estrus cycle, first in sheep (at Ewart's farm), then on the ferret and

dog (Parkes, 1952:ix). Marshall, like other researchers in agricultural settings, had

the advantage of access to plentiful materials in terms of established herds (Clarke,

1985).

Marshall was also working under the encouragement of Edward Schafer

(1850-1935) (later Sir Edward Sharpey-Schafer), Professor of Physiology at the
University of Edinburgh from 1899-1933, and an early endocrinologist (Borell,

1978:282). In the paper on the dog, published with W.A. Jolly in 1905, Marshall

made the first serious claim that the ovary was an organ of internal secretion,

relating secretion patterns to the estrus cycle, the development of corpora lutea of

the ovary and their role in the maintenance of pregnancy (Parkes, 1962:72).

Marshall also distinguished two types of internal secretion (follicular and luteal

hormones) relating them to their respective roles in reproductive cyclicity. It was

165. Costs of this research were covered through a gift of 200 pounds from Lord
Carmichael of Skirling (Parkes, 1952:ix), an early example of external funding
of reproductive research.

166. This was the classic case of Lord Morton's mare. Burkhardt's (1972) article
provides an illuminating discussion of this problem. Lord Morton had
reported to the Royal Society in 1820 that an earlier mating of a pure-bred
mare with a quagga (a striped zebra/horse type animal, extinct by the turn of
the century) had resulted in the foal from a later mating with a pure-bred
stallion being striped like the quagga (Burkhardt, 1979). This anomaly
"inspired the most extensive work in experimental animal breeding conducted
in Britain between Darwin's death in 1882 and the rediscovery of Mendel's
laws in 1900" (Burkhardt, 1979:2). Ewart and Marshall's efforts bred zebras
and horses, experiments that took about one year each, with multiple breedingsrequired, and ultimately proved negative.

-
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not until the 1920s that his assertions were fully demonstrated as accurate

(Parkes, 1952:x).

Marshall later became Carnegie Fellow and Lecturer on the physiology

of reproduction at Edinburgh, returning to Cambridge in 1908 as Lecturer

and then Reader in Physiology in the School of Agriculture.”

1. The Intersectional Thesis in Marshall’s PHYSIOLOGY OF

REPRODUCTION

Heape began a synthetic and intersectional tradition in reproductive

physiology which Marshall refined and articulated. A central argument of

this dissertation is that three lines of work --in biology, medicine and

animal agriculture-- intersected in the first decades of this century to form

a larger scientific research enterprise around mammalian reproduction.

This was Marshall's vision. In introducing his classic work, Marshall

(1910:1) stated:

...Yet generative physiology forms the basis of gynaecological
science, and must ever bear a close to the study of animal breeding.
In writing this volume...I have attempted, however inadequately, to
co-ordinate or give a connected account of various groups of
ascertained facts which hitherto have not been brought into relation.

--eeeee-ee---

167. This demonstrates again, along with Lord Carmichael's financial
assistance, the early philanthropic interest in reproductive problems.
Marshall did a brief stint as director of the Institute of Animal
Nutrition and studied the most economic age and condition at which to
slaughter cattle. Subsequent researches focused on environmental
factors in the reproductive processes including light and climate. He
was on the Council of Management of the JOURNAL OF
ENDOCRINOLOGY, honorary member of the Society for
Endocrinology, and editor of the JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL
SCIENCE (Parkes, 1952:x-xi).
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This work signaled the emergence of a multi-disciplinary reproductive science.

Marshall himself drew upon research in zoology and anatomy, obstetrics and

gynaecology, physiology and agriculture, anthropology and statistics.

Marshall (1910:2) had several explicit audiences for his work in mind,

addressing his work "primarily to the trained biologist, but it is hoped that it may

be of interest also to medical men engaged in gynaecological practice, as well as to

veterinarians and breeders of animals." This work was a call to a new field of

research cross-cutting established professions and lines of work.

In his Preface to THE PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION (Marshall,

1910:vii), Schafer noted the expanding audiences for reproductive research and

information:

The importance of such knowledge to the community in general is now
becoming recognized, and the interest which the subject awakens is no
longer confined to the medical profession and to breeders of animals...the
multiplicity of facts which are set forth, and the manner in which questions
of difficulty are discussed, will have the effect at once of satisfying and of
stimulating inquiry in a most important, if hitherto somewhat neglected,
branch of Physiology.

Marshall's own Introduction echoed Schafer's theme of prior neglect of the field.

How was this work received?” A review in the American Journal of

Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children (E.M., 1911) stated:

There is hardly any doubt that among physicians interest in generative
physiology has increased in recent years...As far as we are aware, this is the
first comprehensive treatise dealing exclusively with the physiology of
reproduction and as such, the work fills a definite need. The titles of the
chapters indicate the wide and catholic scope of this book...It may be said
without hesitation...that we have seen few books in recent years which
afford a better sense of satisfaction. The author reveals a masterly grasp of

******-see-se

168. I sought reviews in the major salient American journals; there were none
between 1910-1915 in the Journal of Anatomy, the American Journal of
Physiology, the Anatomical Record, the American Journal of Anatomy, or the
Journal of Morphology. Physiological Reviews, a likely review source, began
after this time. The absence of reviews may reflect the illegitimacy of
reproductive science at the time.
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his subject; the presentation is clear and judicious, and every study of any
importance upon generative physiology receives proper consideration. In
fact, the references alone should render the book of great value.

It is no wonder, then, that Marshall's work became the classic of the field for over

two decades.

In Parkes' editor's preface to the Third Edition (called MARSHALL’S

PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION but published after his death in 1952), he

In Otes:

The appearance of THE PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION in 1910 was
an event in the history of biological literature. Here, for the first time, was
a book containing virtually everything known about the physiological
processes involved in reproduction, a book which mapped the present and
pointed the way to the future. The work was immediately acclaimed as a
masterpiece and placed Marshall in the front rank of British biologists.
[Emphasis added.]

2. Scope of Marshall's PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION:

It was Marshall who, through the "stimulating synthesis of existing knowledge

embodied in the first edition of THE PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION, gave

impetus and balance to a branch of biology sadly lacking both" (Parkes, 1952:x).

Marshall (1910:2) began by distinguishing problems of heredity from those of

reproduction:

The all-important questions of heredity and variation, although intimately
connected with the study of reproduction, are not here touched upon,
excepting for the merest reference, since these subjects have been dealt with
in various recent works, and any attempt to include them would have
involved the writing of a far larger book. Similarly, the subject matter of
cytology, as treated in such works as Professor Wilson's volume on the cell,
is also for the most part excluded.

Marshall thus asserted that the scope of the physiology of reproduction was great

enough that problems of heredity and cytology need not be included for there to

be an adequate problem structure for the reproductive research endeavor. Marshall
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astutely grasped the segmentation process in science, and the distinctive scope of

the new genetics endeavor as well.

Marshall's conception of the scope and parameters of reproductive physiology

organized its problems into the following sixteen areas:

1) the breeding season;
2) the estrus cycle in the mammalia;
3) changes in the non-pregnant uterus over the

estrus cycle;
4) changes in the ovary over the estrus cycle;
5) spermatogenesis and insemination;
6) fertilization;
7) accessory male reproductive organs and insemination;
8) biochemistry of the sexual organs;
9) the testicle and ovary as organs of internal

secretion;
10) foetal nutrition: the placenta;
11) changes in the maternal organism during pregnancy;
12) innervation of the female generative organs, uterine

contraction, parturition, the puerperal state;
13) lactation;
14) fertility;
15) factors determining sex;
I6) phases in the life of the individual/life cycle.

Marshall conceived the endeavor broadly and kept the same organization of

the scope and problems of the field in the second edition as well (Marshall,

1922).” Parkes (1952:v) lamented that Marshall's second edition "missed the very
rapid expansion of the subject, especially on the endocrinological side, which took

place during the 1920s.” The bulk of this expansion was composed of

169. The major changcs between the first (1910) edition and the second (1922) were
1) revision and expansion of the section on the biochemistry of the sexual
organs (by William Cramer) and 2) revision and expansion of the section on
changes in the maternal organism during pregnancy (by James Lochhead).
Marshall (1922:vii) notes that almost no changes were made in the chapter on
fetal nutrition and the physiology of the placenta, "since the quantity of
original work done in this field during the last decade has been relatively
Small."

170. Parkes further notes that by 1935 it was clear that a third edition should be
prepared as soon as possible. Due to World War II and other problems, this
edition was not issued until 1952-1966.
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reproductive endocrinological research undertaken by American workers, and

signaled the shift of the "center" of the reproductive research enterprise from

Great Britain to the United States. The thrust of this shift is clear from the title

of the next major standard work in reproductive research: SEX AND INTERNAL

SECRETIONS: A Survey of Recent Research (1934). Edited by Edgar Allen, this

work largely presented U.S. research undertaken after c1922 with the Rockefeller

sponsored support of the National Research Council's Committee for Research on

Problems of Sex.”

3. Further Threads of the British Initiative:

Several particular lines of work in reproductive research were addressed by

later British workers. F.A.E. Crew, a student of Marshall's, worked for many years

on the problems of sex determination. His THE GENETICS OF SEXUALITY IN

ANIMALS (1927) follows in Marshall's tradition of focus on the relations of

morphology to physiology, forging a genetics/physiology linkage. Crew (1927:vii)

notes: "genetic phenomena must be accepted as evidence of the action of a long

chain of physiological processes during development and differentiation.” His

focus in this work is jointly on the mechanism and physiology of sex

determination. His work on SEX-DETERMINATION (1933) went through four

editions.”
-**--------

171. Chapter 5 develops the centrality of this shift to the forging of the
reproductive research enterprise and examines SEX AND INTERNAL
SECRETIONS in detail. Chapter 10 analyzes the NRC/CRPS.

172. This perspective strongly paralleled that of Frank Lillie in the United States.
See Lillie (1919), Oppenheimer (1967:39-55), and Farley (1982:237-51). Lillie
and Crew's groups were also in direct contact (e.g. Crew to Lillie, 4 April 1928;
FRLP BII F20).

173. Crew was in the 1920s Director of the Animal Breeding Research Department
and Lecturer in Genetics in the University of Edinburgh (1927), continuing
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John Hammond, of the Institute of Animal Nutrition of the School of

Agriculture at Cambridge with Marshall, was another significant British

contributor to and forger of the reproductive research enterprise. He published

(1925) REPRODUCTION IN THE RABBIT with an introduction and contribution

on the formation of the corpus luteum by Marshall. This work, along with his

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION IN THE COW (1927), broke new ground

in agricultural reproductive science.”

In addition to the sponsorship and encouragement of Sharpey-Schafer, linkage

of British reproductive research to medical sciences were forged by A.S. Parkes,

Guy Marrian and Solly Zuckerman. Parkes earned one of the first undergraduate

degrees in agriculture at Cambridge in 1921, where Marshall was his tutor. He

completed his Ph.D. in zoology at Manchester University on factors governing the

sex ratio. In 1923, Parkes moved to the Physiology Department of the Medical

Sciences Faculty, University College, London (Parkes, 1966:Chapter 1). This

department had produced some of the most advanced non-reproductive

physiological and endocrinological research to date (Borell, 1978). And it was this

tradition that Parkes took up and directed towards reproductive problems. Guy

Marrian, a biochemist also at University College, collaborated there with Parkes on

a variety of reproductive endocrinological studies (Marrian, 1966). Sir Solly

Zuckerman became one of the leading British investigators of reproductive

phenomena, especially in primates, based first at the London Zoological Society
-----------

the reproductive focus there of Ewart and Marshall. Through his many
students, Crew ultimately sustained Edinburgh as a center for reproductive
research well into the twentieth century, including some forays into
Rockefeller-sponsored contraceptive research, discussed in Chapter 11.

174. §he information on Hammond, see Russell (1956:336-7) and Parkesb).
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and later in the Anatomy Department at Oxford. His primary foci were the ovary

and oogenesis, hormones of the reproductive cycle and the prostate; some of this

work was collaborative with Parkes (Zuckerman, 1930, 1970, 1978).

In the late 1920s, the (British) Medical Research Council was confronted by

numerous applications for hormone research. In response, in 1930, they established

a Committee on Sex Hormones, chaired by Marshall with Parkes as Secretary.

Though this Committee was short-lived, it seems to have improved the status and

recognition of this research area: in 1932, Parkes was called to the National

Institute for Medical Research at Hampstead to work on a wide variety of

problems in reproductive endocrinology.”

In sum, by 1925, there were three major centers of reproductive research in

Great Britain: at Cambridge, Edinburgh and University College, London. But most

significant was the realization in researchers' work and its sponsorship of the

intersectional nature of the reproductive research enterprise as originally

articulated by Heape. Research on reproduction was ambitiously conducted under

biological, agricultural, and medical auspices within fifteen years of Marshall's

text. Moreover, the medical and agricultural research efforts, sponsored

respectively by the government's Medical Research Council and Agricultural

Research Council, were brought together by consulatative arrangements between

the two councils and by grants from both for common biological problems

(American Foundation, 1955:II:139-140).”
-----------

175. In 1960, Parkes became Mary Marshall Chair of the Physiology of
Reproduction, a chair endowed by Marshall in memory of his mother (Parkes,
1966:33-35).

176. Many of these efforts and a full representation of the intersection in British
reproductive research appear in Parkes' (1952-1966) MARSHALL’S
PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION.

e
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B. EMERGENCE AND FOCI OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH

IN THE U.S., 1910-1925

During the years after c1910, reproductive research in the United States

began to expand in biology and medicine. Research initiatives on reproductive

problems in agriculture lagged a few years behind, and early contributors in

agricultural institutions were themselves generally biologically (usually

zoologically) trained.”

My selection of the year clºl 0 as the beginning of modern American

reproductive research is based on:

1)

2)

3)

Marshall's (1910) establishment of the scope and
parameters of a modern reproductive science in his
PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION (discussed above);

the clarification through the trilateral segmentation
of three distinctive lines of work by c1910--genetics,
developmental embryology and reproductive science
(discussed in Chapter 3); and

specific events in American reproductive research.

Of course researchers in the United States were pursuing problems that fell

within Marshall's parameters before 1910.” But Marshall's articulation of

reproduction as a line of scientific work seems to have been echoed by subsequent
-----

177. That is, once biology was established on the graduate level in the U.S., early

178.

graduates found academic positions not only in biology departments but also
in agriculture-based, land-grant institutions (Cravens, 1978; Rosenberg, 1967).
Yet these men were and remain claimed by later agricultural scientists as
agricultural scientists (e.g. Nalbandov interview, 1984). Major contributions of
agriculturally trained scientists’ to reproductive research came later during the
coalescence around reproductive endocrinology --- the "endocrinological gold
rush" (Parkes, 1966b) during the years after c1925. They are addressed more
fully in the next chapter.

There was a major focus on the undifferentiated problem structure prior to
the trilateral segmentation including specifically the mechanisms of sex
determination and heredity (e.g. Allen, 1966; Brush, 1978; Churchill, 1979;
Farley, 1982; Gilbert, 1978; and Maienschein, 1984). See also Chapters 2 and 3.
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developments in the U.S. Such events included, for example, studies of the

physiological processes of fertilization begun in 1910 by Frank Lillie at Chicago

and his students (especially E.E. Just) which lasted to c1921 (Willier and

Oppenheimer, 1964:l 18; Manning, 1983), and Leo Loeb's (1911) demonstration of

the fact that the presence of a corpus luteum in the ovary inhibits spontaneous

ovulation in mammals.

The problem of the porousness of disciplinary boundaries discussed in

Chapters 2 and 3 is salient here. Neither biologists nor medical scientists could

limit their research at the turn of the century to established lines of work as these

lines of specialization had not yet fully emerged. It was a focus on particular

processes, such as fertilization or the estrous cycle, that organized the problem

structures of research after c1910. And fertilization as a problem, for example,

could be claimed retrospectively by embryologists and reproductive physiologists

alike, illustrating yet again the blurred but clarifying research boundaries of the

Cra.

Thus my selection of c1910 as the beginning of the emergence of modern

reproductive research is sociologically-based rather than founded solely in specific

discoveries of reproductive science. It relies on the trilateral segmentation, the

coherence of the problem structure articulated by Marshall, the subsequent

reflection of this problem structure in work undertaken by reproductive

researchers in the U.S., and the rapid realization of the intersection of concern

with these problems in biology, medicine and agriculture.

1. Lillie's Scope and Parameters of Reproductive Research:

There was no parallel articulation of Marshall's parameters of the physiology
of reproduction in the United States until Frank R. Lillie presented "A
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Classification of Subjects in the Biology of Sex" to the National Research Council's

Committee for Research in Problems of Sex in 1922 (Aberle and Corner, 19531-2-4;

Appendix B). Lillie's articulation was much broader than that of Marshall,

including cxplicitly genetic aspects:

I. The Genetics of Sex
1. The inheritance of sex and of sex-linked characters
2. Cytological (sex chromosomes)

II. Determination of Sex
1. Genetic or zygotic factors in determination of sex
2. Environmental factors in the determination of sex
3. Interpretation of sex ratios with reference to

sex-determining factors
III. Sex Development; Differentiation of Sex

1. Descriptive, normal (including hermaphroditism)
2. The problem of sex hormones

8. Histological
b. Experimental
C. Chemical

3. The study of other [internal secretions]
IV. The Problem of Sex Inter-relations [sexuality]
W. Sex Functions

1. Variations of sex glands under experimental
conditions:
Transplantation
Vasectomy
X-rays and other radiations
Antibody injections
Vital staining
General physiology of the sex glands

2. Sterility
Incompatibility of gametes
Other causes
Experimentally produced sterility

VI. Systematics of Sex in Animals and Plants.

Lillie made no explicit mention (at least not in the version of his classification in

Aberle and Corner, 1953) of reproductive research as an intersection of efforts in

biology, medicine and agriculture. But his listing certainly included topics of
COn Cern to a 11.

2. Foci of Reproductive Research in the U.S., 1910-1925.
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I turn now to an overview of research on reproductive topics undertaken in

the U.S. The chart on the following page details the major contributors by

profession, institution, the major problem structures by profession, central foci of

their work and their primary research materials during the period c1910-1925. The

researchers noted are the "first generation" of reproductive scientists in the U.S.”

One of the fundamental aspects of reproductive research in the United States

I found was the comparative organization of problem structures across the three

professions which addressed it: biology, medicine and agriculture. That is, there

are various ways in which problems in the life sciences can be conceived:

analytically, by organism, by organ system, by location (e.g. biogeography), by

environment (e.g. ecology) and so on.

Reproductive problems were conceptualized differently by profession.

Biologists tended to focus on analytic problems (sex determination, sex

differentiation, fertilization); physicians focused on the organ system (reproductive

system); and agricultural scientists tended to focus on reproductive phenomena in

particular domestic organisms (sheep, dairy and meat cattle, swine).

These comparative foci reflected the different audiences, sponsors and

consumers of the research produced by each profession. Biologists’ focus on

analytic problems reflected their commitments to developing and moving through

"basic" scientific problem structures.” Their unit of analysis was the species.
Physicians' focus on organ systems reflected the established division of labor in
*******----

179. Neither the researchers cited nor the problems listed are meant to be
exhaustive. Such a chronicle is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Major
listings of research on reproduction are found in Greep and associates (1977)
and Studer and Chubin (1976). The Studer and Chubin listing is offered here
as Appendix C.

180. Problems with the designations of basic, clinical and applied are addressed in
Chapters 8 and 9.
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Focus of
Problem
Structure

Unit of
Analysis

PROBLEMS
ADDRESSED
C1910
1925

analytic
problems

species

SEX DETER
MINATION &
DIFFEREN
TIATION
Lillie 1916,

1917a, b

REPRO. ENDOC.
Lillie 1917

REPRO. CYCLE
Hartman
opossum
192O, 1921

FERTIL
I2ATION
Lillie 1916a,

1919
Just 1919

TESTICULAR
FUNCTION
Moore 1919,

1923
Painter 1922,

1923
van Wagenen

1924

reproductive
organ system
& analytic
problems
individual
humans

OVARY
L. Loeb 1911
Acai 1920

MAMMARY GLAND
Myers 1917

ESTRUS CYCLE
Stockard &
Papanicolaou

g. pig 1917
Evans & Long
rat 1920

E. Allen
mouse 1922

Corner
monkey 1923

CORPUS LUTEUM

domestic
organisms
& analytic
problems
populations
of domestic
species

LACTATION
Gaines 1915
Brody • 1924
SEX DETER
MINATION &
DIFFEREN
TIATION G,
TWINNING
L. J. Cole

1916

ESTRUS CYCLE
McKenzie

acw 1926

Corner 1915, 1921b
Papanicolaou &

stockard 1920
Long & Evans 1922
Loeb 1923
REPRO. ENDOC. ARTIFICIAL
Allen & Doisy INSEMINATION

1923 Lewis 1911
Evans & Long [Herman 1981)

1921, 1922

FERTILITY
Hartman 1924

•In this chart I have attempted to list key work= **
workers as well as some major review articles • For a

thorough charting, see Greep and associate" (1977).
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medicine and its patterns of specialization by organ system for delivery of clinical
services. Their units of analysis were both individual humans and human

populations. Agricultural scientists’ focus was also based on the extant division of

labor in animal agriculture which was based on type of organism; their unit of
analysis was populations of those organisms.”

The major problems addressed during the 1910-1925 era lay in basic

reproductive physiology from fertilization to sex differentiation to the estrus cycle
in females, with both medical and agricultural researchers focusing on the latter

problem. There were some beginnings of reproductive endocrinology as well (e.g.
Allen and Doisy, 1923).”

There was also considerable work, both in the United States and abroad,

c1900-1925 on relationships between reproductive organs such as the corpus luteum

and the phenomenon of tumor growth (e.g. Allen, 1970; Loeb, 1958; Parker, 1973).
This work also contributed to the reproductive research endeavor, despite its
cancer focus.

C. THE EMERGENCE OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH FROM
EMBRYOLOGY:

In Britain, initiatives toward reproductive research came largely from
researchers in medical and agricultural institutions (both physiologists and
---------

181. Individual animals were of minimal concern to most agricultural scientists
since improved production of animals and their consumable products was the
goal; less or non-productive individuals could simply be culled and used for
meat. Hence the contrast with medicine is extensive, given the major medicalgoal of preserving individuals.

182. There was a crisis of sorts in Britain among those working in endocrinology inthe 1920s. See Hall (1976).
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anatomists) and were particularly prodded along by developments in physiology
and endocrinology (Borell, 1985, 1986). In sharp contrast, initiatives in the United

States derived much more from embryological work. Embryological origins were
characteristic of initiatives in all three fields of biology, medicine and

agriculture.” In this section, I first provide the evidence for my argument and
then discuss its implications in terms of the historical sociology of biology in the
United States.

l. Evidence of Embryological Origins:

The vast majority of early American reproductive researchers pursued

embryological problems prior to or during their reproductive work. The following
is a listing of researchers by field with the materials on which they did

embryological work, after which I discuss specific aspects of some of the research
noted:

A. Biological Researchers:
-I.TLi■■ ie (T908, TST7a,b): chick and calf (freemartin)

2. Just (Manning, 1983): marine invertebrates
3. Hartman (Vollman, 1965): opossum and primates

B. Medical Researchers:
-Stockard and Papanicolaou (1917): guinea pig

Edgar Allen (1922): mouse
Corner (1981): pig, human and primates

-Evans (Amoroso and Corner, 1975): humans, birds and
vertebrates

-Bartelmez (Bodian, 1973): humans, birds and primatesSmith (1917): frog and rat
C. Agricultural Researchers:

TL.J. Cole (TST7); Tree martin (calf)
2. McKenzie (1926): pig

i
183. Later, the trajectories of reproductive science in each diverged for a.and then reintersected during the coalescence of the reproductive researcenterprise around endocrinology, as I show in Chapters 5 and 6.
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3. Witschi (1932): amphibia

Beyond this list of pioneer reproductive researchers, even some late comers to

the field began from explicitly embryological work, including biologist Gregory

Pincus (Ingle, 1971) and agricultural scientist Emil Witschi of Iowa (Gorbman,

1979). Both were later pioneers in endocrinology.”

Several workers were led to reproductive problems in the course of pursuing

explicitly embryological problems. Here I focus on two classic researches: that of

Stockard and Papanicolaou (1917) on the estrus cycle of the guinea-pig and that of

Lillie on the freemartin calf (1916b, 1917a,b).

The Vaginal Smear;

The first classic embryological research leading to reproductive problems was

that of Stockard and Papanicolaou, because of the significance and usefulness of

the work for subsequent reproductive research on both physiological and

endocrinological problems. Charles Stockard had begun work in teratology (the

study of deformed embryos and fetuses) in 1906 (Oppenheimer, 1984:236) while a

student of geneticist Thomas H. Morgan.”

Stockard was interested in the influence of chemicals upon developing

embryos and c1909 he began work on the effects of alcohol on embryos. In a

project with George N. Papanicolaou, they sought to improve one of their controls

for the investigation by controlling the stage of estrus at mating. They therefore

184. Pincus is perhaps best known for his work on development of the
contraceptive pill, discussed in Chapter 11.

185. Stockard was a zoologist; when Franklin Mall of Chair of Anatomy at Hopkins
heard in 1911 of the opening of the Chair in Anatomy at Cornell Medical
College in New York City, Mall personally campaigned for Stockard as he felt
the future of experimental anatomy lay in recruiting from the ranks of
zoology (Corner, 1960:161).
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studied cells in the guinea-pig vagina throughout the estrus cycle to determine

whether the stages of estrus could be indicated by the changing composition of

those cells over the cycle (Oppenheimer, 1984:238).

The answer was a clear yes. But the social and scientific meanings of this

for reproductive research were, I found, multi-fold:

The stages of the estrus cycle could be determined;
by examining smears of easily accessible cells under the
microscope;
without surgery and/or risking or sacrificing the animal;
on a routine basis;
moreover, such cells could serve as indicators of any
changes from normal phasing;
due to ablation (removal) of hypothesized hormone-producing
Organs;

- -

and/or transplantation of hormone-producing organs and/or
injection of hypothesized hormone extracts into the animal;

8. and the indicator was not expensive to obtain;
9. nor were the animals.

■
Researchers could "infer what was happening in the internal reproductive organs

without inspecting them directly" (Zuckerman, 1970:22), an extraordinarily

powerful discovery.

Having such accurate, cheap and accessible indicators in laboratory animals

was initially viewed as important to the production of laboratory animals,

especially but not exclusively for embryological research. Colonies were not very

well established phenomena and improvements were constantly being sought

(Clarke, 1984, 1985). Stockard and Papanicolaou's work was quickly followed by

Long and Evans efforts on the rat (1920, 1922), Edgar Allen's on the mouse (1922),

and Corner’s (1923) on the monkey. Allen's work deserves discussion.

Allen was an advanced graduate student in biology at Brown when he was

invited to teach anatomy at Washington University in St. Louis on condition that

he complete his graduate work. At Washington a colony of mice was developed for

a course in embryology focused on mammalian materials (gametogenesis, follicular
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growth, ovulation, fertilization, cleavage, etc.). He began his dissertation on the

mouse, exploring the correlation of vaginal cells with the estrous cycle, "to make

possible a more efficient mating for the collection of embryological material"

(Young, 1961:xiv). Some of the implications of this morphological work quickly

drew Allen into pioneering work on reproductive endocrinology (Allen and Doisy,

1923). Albert Davis Mead, Edgar Allen's professor at Brown, to whom both the

first and second editions of SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS were dedicated,

was Professor of Biology and instructor of vertebrate embryology (Young,

1961:xiii).

This embryologically-driven vaginal smear work then, because of its value as

an indicator, led many researchers in different fields to a flurry of parallel and

eminently "doable" (Fujimura, 1985) studies of the estrus and menstrual cycle in

other animals. Laboratory animals studied included the dog (Evans and Cole,

1931); agricultural animals included the cow (e.g. Cole, 1930), ewe (Cole and Miller,

1931), mare (Andrews and McKenzie, as noted by Evans, 1959), and sow

(McKenzie, 1926). As Evans later noted (1959:vii):

It appeared, indeed, for a time that the application of the vaginal smear
method would be all that was required to segment the stages of the estrous
cycle in all animals...[but] the beautifully distinct changes in the vaginal
lochia of small rodents were peculiar for the smaller forms.

Only in the dog was the estrogen level high enough for pronounced vaginal

changes. But Papanicolaou pursued the vaginal smear as a potential indicator of

something in women. He ultimately found that what later became known as the

"Pap Smear" in his honor, could indicate pathological changes in the cervix and

uterus useful for diagnosis of cancerous and pre- cancerous conditions. He also

attempted an early pregnancy diagnosis through smears but the Ascheim-Zondek

urine-based test proved more successful (Carmichael, 1973).
-
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Thus embryologically-driven research established a new line of work on

reproductive problems of the estrus and menstrual cycles. This work, especially

because of the effective characteristics of the vaginal smear was eminently doable.

The Freemartin:

A second classic line of American reproductive research --reproductive

endocrinology-- also had its origins in an embryological problem, that of the

freemartin, perhaps the most famous piece of reproductive research to come out of

the University of Chicago.” In 1916, the manager of Lillie's private farm sent
him a pair of twin calf fetuses with their membranes (Newman, 1948:231).” Leon

J. Cole, of the Department of Experimental Breeding, College of Agriculture of the

University of Wisconsin heard of Lillie's work on this problem and contacted him

in hopes of correlating their work. Cole's department was working on multiple
births in cattle: twins, double monsters, and freemartins.” There was considerable

sharing of materials between the Wisconsin agricultural and Chicago biological
-----------

186. A freemartin, it was discovered, is a sterile female co-twin to a male, from a
separate egg, but whose chorionic vessels (placentas) have merged in utero
allowing crossing of blood systems.

187. Newman was likely mistaken here as to date. Willier (1957:216) dates the onset
of Lillie's freemartin work as autumn, 1914. And Leon J. Cole, who
specialized in experimental breeding at Wisconsin, was already in
correspondence with Lillie on freemartins beginning in late 1915. See Cole to
Lillie, Nov. 17, 1915, and passim. FRLP BII F15 UChia. This was not the first
research on freemartins, since the sterility of such a cow was important to
farmers (Forbes, 1946).

188. He had a collection of post-embryonic freemartin gonadal material for study,
complementing Lillie's embryos and fetuses. Lillie responded that cooperation
would be valuable, and that he had already amassed 25 pairs of embryonic
twins. [Lillie to Cole, Nov. 22, 1915. FRLP BII F15 UChia.)
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centers and the freemartin problem was important to both, though from somewhat

different standpoints.”

The first problem to be addressed was whether the twins came from the

same or separate eggs. Previous research argued for male twins from the same egg,

largely because the twins were monochorial (single placenta), usually associated

with one-egg twins (Willier, 1957:216). It did not, however, make sense to Lillie

that only one of a pair of male twins would be affected in utero. Lillie then

sought corpora lutea (sites of recently released eggs) in the ovaries. Lillie wrote

Cole of his difficulties with this: "I am faced with the irritating difficulty that

most of the uteri are received with one or both ovaries missing," making

determination as to whether there had been one or two eggs released impossible.”

Gradually sufficient material amassed to demonstrate that there had consistently

been two corpora lutea (one in each ovary), and that there had been a fusion of

two originally separate chorionic vessels in utero (Willier, 1957:217). Since the

freemartin usually possessed female as well as male external genitalia and

mammary glands, and since if it were male, sex ratios would be strangely skewed,

Lillie concluded that it began as a female (Willier, 1957:217).

Both Cole (1916) and Lillie (1916b) published early abstracts of their

freemartin work in Science. While Cole's focused on sex ratios, Lillie (1916b.612)
-----------

189. Cole to Lillie, Feb. 21, 1917. FRLP BII F15 UChia. Lillie and his group relied
primarily on the Chicago stockyards for freemartin material, especially a
foreman at a Swift and Co. abattoir and the Department's collector (Willier,
1957:215). He notes (1916b:612), "...every uterus containing twins below a
certain size from a certain slaughter house is sent to me for examination
without being opened." However, this was not always smooth. In 1918 Lillie
noted, "I am having no success in securing new material from the stockyards.
New federal regulations and reduction in the amount of business done there
combined to make the embryonic material very scarce." [Lillie to Cole, Jan.
13, 1918. FRLP BII F15 UChi A.]

190. Lillie to Cole, Dec. 3, 1915. FRLP BII F 15 UChia.
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argued with Cole's conclusions and added a note on sex differentiation when

exchange of blood between fetuses occurs:

...if one is male and the other female, the reproductive system of the female
is largely suppressed, and certain male organs even develop in the female.
This is unquestionably to be interpreted as a case of hormone action. It is
not yet determined whether the invariable result of sterilization of the
female at the expense of the male is due to more precocious development of
the male hormones, or to a certain natural dominance of male over female
hormones.”

Lillie published his classic paper on the freemartin problem in 1917 (1917a; Willier

and Oppenheimer, 1964:136-43) and a generalization of principles to mammals the

same year (1917b), emphasizing (1917a:415) that a vascular connection between the

fetuses is requisite for development of a freemartin, and that influences of blood

borne hormones were acting on extant rudiments in the bisexual embryo stage,

concluding that "...the course of embryonic sex-differentiation is largely determined

by sex-hormones circulating in the blood.”
Research on freemartins continued at Chicago for some years.” Studies of

the freemartin in other species were also undertaken. Lillie noted that the work
had "wider application than we expected...embryonic and astomoses blood vessels
may have quite different results in different animals.” Lillie found that

191. I discuss some of the sexism and gender issues in Chapter 5.

192. Lillie's conclusions have subsequently been modified (e.g. Willier, 1957:219).
See also Willier and Oppenheimer (1964:137-8).

193. Focus was upon collecting specimens ranging in size/age for compº."
purposes (including adult freemartins), and seeking rangº of anatomical and

-physiological variation in freemartins (including fertility)...[T.H. Rissonne"
to Lillie, Aug. 4, 1922. FRLP BII F3 UChia.] Lillie responded to one
researcher seeking exact correspondence of stages between freemartin and d inormal embryos: "I do not think it necessary so far as any points that I had in
mind are concerned, and one can often waste time by aiming at unnecessary
completeness;" access to precisely comparable materials remained highly
problematic fliriº to Bissonnette, Aug. 9, 1922. FRLP BII F3 UChi^4

194. To Bissonette from Lillie, May 21, 1928. FRLP BII F3 UChia.
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intersexes in goats and swine may be genetic.” He had thought (1917a) that the
sex hormones were intensifiers of gene action, but continued research demonstrated
the complete absence of sex differentiation in the absence of sex hormones (Lillie,
1932:6).

The freemartin work generated considerable interest in agricultural, popular
science and medical circles.” One popular article generated through Lillie noted
that:197

Twins in cattle may be about two percent of all births in some breeds and
the two sexed twins form about half of all the twin births, making the
matter of sterile cows that produce no milk of economic importance to thedairy industry.

Twin or multiple births in cattle, if they do not produce freemartins or other

problematic offspring, can be highly desirable outcomes for agricultural breeders,
doubling production.”

This work (especially Bissonnette's investigations of multiple pregnancies in

cattle) deepened the connection and intersections among Lillie's group and those of
L.J. Cole at Wisconsin and F.A.E. Crew at Edinburgh around animal breeding.”

Lillie's work is also cited as pathbreaking in terms of developing theories of
immunological tolerance important in medicine (Billingham and Beer, 1984; Willier-----------

195. Lillie to Dr. C.J. Elmore, Oct. 26, 1928, FRLP BIII F6 UChia.
196. Lillie published an article on the phenomenon in the Cornell Veterinarian in1922 (Willier, 1957:233).

197. "The Mystery of Sterile Twin Heifer solved," by Science Service, hand dated .July 17, 1922. FRLP BVI F3 UChia.
-

198. Later agricultural reproductive research included work on hormont injectionstoward enhanced likelihoods of twinning (Cole, 1977).

199. Crew to Lillie, April 4, 1928. FRLP BII F20. And Bissonnette to Lillie, Jan. 1,1929. FRLP BII F3 UChia.
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and Oppenheimer, 1964:137-8).” The socio-medical import of the freemartin work

was indicated by a popular science service's request to Lillie for a simple account
of it in 1922: "There is a wide public interest just now in the subject of

endocrinology. In fact the public seems...to take it up as a fad in succession to the
Freudian complexes now going out of fashion.”

In sum, the importance of the freemartin embryological work is multifold.

First, hormonal influence on sex differentiation in utero was clearly demonstrated.
Thus the production of sex, a classic turn of the century biological problem, was

not only a genetic but also a physiological process, specifically endocrinological in

nature. Moreover, as Willier (1957:219) points out, it "introduced biologists to the

problem(s) of the nature, origin, and action of sex hormones at a time when almost
nothing was known about the subject.”

• * * * * * * * * *

In addition to these two classic embryological yet also reproductive researches, the
importance of embryological work to the development of reproductive science was
reflected by the inclusion of a major chapter (Willier, 1932) on embryology in SEX
AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS (Allen, 1932) which became the Bible of

200. A physician working on homosexuality among psychopathic cases ask:d Lillie
about the behavior of freemartins. [Correspondence between Lloyd H. Zeigler
and Lillie, 1921. FRLP BVI F29 UChia.) Moore (1920:181) was extremely
dubious of attributing behavior to hormone activity.

201. Edwin E. Slosson to Lillie, June 28, 1922. FRLP BVI F3 UChia.

202. The bovine freemartin was, according to Lillie (1917a,b), a "natural
experiment." The problems of sexual differentiation which it posed were

-central to several other major reproductive researchers including Emil Witschi
(Gorbman, 1979), Carl Moore (Price, 1976), and Dorothy Price (1972). Price
(1972:179) notes that "there is no completely acceptable theory and new lines
of research are badly needed." Gorbman (1979) agrees.
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reproductive science. George Corner (1961:xi) in his foreword to the Third Edition

of this classic work stated: "To the embryologists of Europe and America we owe

in large part also the successful analysis of the mammalian reproductive cycle that

has bee achieved during this half century."

2. Discussion--The Trilateral Segmentation Revisited:

In Chapter 3 I argued that there had been an undifferentiated problem

structure at the turn of the century composed of "heredity - evolution -

reproduction - and development" and that this had been decomposed into several

clearer lines of research by c1910: senetics. developmental embryology and

reproductive science (cf. Maienschein, 1985a). My main point there was that

through this decomposition, problems of heredity and development had been

distinguished from those of reproduction, allowing a clearer focus on a specifically

reproductive problem structure for research.

Here I briefly refocus on that undifferentiated problem structure, the

research work done and materials used in pursuit of those problems. Three

questions must be addressed:

1. Were the embryological origins of reproductive research
I assert due to the tremendous emphasis on embryology in
both American biology and medicine at the turn of the
century (e.g. Sabin, 1934; Werdinger, 1980)--so that
most emergent fields would have embryological origins
(e.g. Gilbert, 1978)?

2. Were the emergent problem structures of the trilateral
segmentation (genetics, developmental embryology and
reproductive science) offering researchers attractive
new lines of highly "doable" (Fujimura, 1985) research?

3. Were these new lines of research work particularly
attractive as alternatives to embryology at a time
(1910-1925) when, according to embryologist Ross
Harrison (1937), developmental embryology was itself
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experiencing a slump?

First is the issue of the prevalence of embryology in American biology at the

turn of the century. There is an ambitious literature on the history of embryology

and on turn of the century biology.” At the heart of most of turn of the century

research work were fertilized egg and embryo materials (e.g. Allen, 1966, 1978b;

Maienschein, 1985b,c,d; Werdinger, 1980). What does that mean for my argument?

Clearly embryology in both its morphological and experimental versions was

central to both biology and medicine at the turn of the century in the United

States, and had special bases at the Woods Hole Marine Biological Laboratory

(MBL) (Allen, 1978b; Lillie, 1944; Maienschein, 1985b,c,d; Werdinger, 1980) and the

Carnegie Institution's Department of Embryology at Hopkins (Sabin, 1934). The

historical literature does not address, however, whether this was a distinctively

American phenomenon (Maienschein, 1985a:149). While German researchers were

major contributors (Allen, 1978b; Sabin, 1934), French researchers had a tradition

of teratological work (Churchill, 1973), and embryological work was central to the

Naples Zoological Station as well (Allen, 1978b; Maienschein, 1985b). Relative

national emphases are thus difficult to determine.

The one historian, Gilbert (1978), who makes a parallel argument to mine in

which he asserts the embryological origins of the gene theory, does not identify the

ideas he analyzes in genetics and embryology as peculiarly American in any way
(Maienschein, 1985a:149). Nor does he ask the broader question about the
----------

203. This includes Allen (1966, 1969, 1978a,b, 1979a); Bodemer (1975); Churchill
(1970, 1974, 1981, 1985a,b); Corner (1944); Farley (1982); Gilbert (1978);
Haraway (1976); Maienschein (1978, 1983; 1985a,b,c,d); Oppenheimer (1967,
1968, 1983, 1984); Willier and Oppenheimer (1964); and Werdinger (1980). See
also the section in Chapter 2 on the shift of emphasis from
anatomy/morphology to physiology in biology and medicine. Regrettably little
work has been done on the history of medical embryology with some
exceptions (Sabin, 1934; Corner, 1944).
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preeminence of embryology in the United States at the turn of the century which I

have posed. His argument, briefly, is that the gene theory of inheritance was

developed largely by Theodor Boveri, E.B. Wilson and Thomas Hunt Morgan (the

latter two were American), all of whom began their careers as embryologists. It

was through all of their involvement with a fundamental controversy in

embryology--over the problem of sex determination--that the basis for the gene

theory was laid. Gilbert states (1978:308):

The embryological origin of the gene theory demonstrates how the biases of
one discipline are effectively carried over into a new field. It shows, too,
how a relatively small group of investigators pursuing a problem in one area
can generate the foundations of an entirely new science.

His latter statement is valid for the origins of reproductive science in embryology
as well.”

But ultimately, the question I have posed cannot yet be answered--whether

the embryological origins of reproductive science (and the gene theory as well for

that matter) reflect the general preeminence of embryology in biology and

medicine at the turn of the century in the United States or not. Considerably more

history of biological science here and abroad is required, and comparative work is

especially needed (cf. Maienschein, 1985a).

Turning to the second question, was the trilateral segmentation offering new

lines of highly "doable" research on reproductive and genetic problems? Here I

find the answers to be strongly affirmative. Both new fields offered fertile

research territories, and research in both fields was at that time eminently "doable"

204. George Corner (1960:181) also makes the point that there were few serious
researchers in American medicine at the turn of the century: "By 1900 we had
about a dozen medical schools equipped with research laboratories, in which a
few score men, mostly trained in Europe, were conducting original
investigations in anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, pathology, and
bacteriology."
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(Fujimura, 1985)--investigators could produce good scientific work with relative

ease, develop their careers, found new disciplines and further their problem

StructureS.

Doable research in genetics preceded that in reproductive physiology.” Key

to increased genetics research production after c1910 was the use of Drosophila

melanogaster as the main research material, very much the right tool for the job,

offering investigators multiple advantages (Allen, 1978b:57-65). Ross Harrison

commented (1937:370): "Much progress has depended upon the fortunate findings

of organisms that illustrate this or that principle clearly or such as submit to the

most ruthless experimentation." T.H. Morgan's THE MECHANISM OF

MENDELIAN HEREDITY (1915) fully established this line of genetics work.

Highly "doable" research in reproduction, I would argue, began with Stockard

and Papanicolaou's (1917) work on the estrus cycle of the guinea-pig. The vaginal

smear indicator triggered a flood of reproductive research along multiple lines

from 1917 onward. The smear was the equivalent tool to Drosophila in

reproductive science.

The third question concerns whether genetic and reproductive research

emerged at a time when experimental embryology was experiencing a slump. Ross

Harrison clearly thought so both in 1925 and again in 1937.*

205. See Chapter 3 for further discussion of genetics and references in the history
of genetics.

206. He published (1937) his comments as retiring vice-president and chairman of .
the Section on Zoological Sciences of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. In this article, he quotes liberally from his 1925
manuscript of remarks as retiring president of the American Society of
Zoologists, titled "The Return to Embryology." Where I quote him, I cite 1937
for comments from that year and 1925/1937 for his quotes of his own 1925
manuscript appearing in the 1937 article.
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Harrison (1937:370) first asserted that embryology had been in a slump from

c1910-1925 (the precise years I have argued were those of the emergence of

reproductive research):

Referring to the fact that all sciences have their ups and downs, it was
pointed out that embryology was then (1925) in a period of depression, from
which there were signs of emergence. The "organizer" had just been
named...There were a few centers where work in experimental embryology
was going on, but the flare-up and the great expectations of the 1890s and
the first decade of the present century had subsided. The difficulties of
understanding the development of organisms seemed to many
insuperable...After the first harvests from the virgin field of experimental
embryology had been gathered, the workers became impatient and soon
landed on the barren ground of theory without the necessary factual
equipment for further progress. "[1925] There was a time of
discouragement...The fertility of the soil seemed to have suddenly run out
and tillage no longer worth while. What more human, then, than the gold
rush to genetics and general physiology." [1937] Later came another gold
rush to endocrinology, now perhaps at its height.

Harrison (1925/1937:370) attributed this slump in part to the more

morphological and anatomical bent of embryology, which "came to bear the

reproach of physiologists that it...dealt with statics and not kinetics." The

extraordinary tensions between morphology/anatomy and physiology are revealed

in his next statement:

The physiologist accepts the finished organism as given and endeavors to
find out how it works. The embryologist...attempts to show the origin of the
mechanisms which the physiologist is content to accept ready made for
study. May not the embryologist, then, return the reproach and say that the
physiologist is merely looking for something easy to do?

In sum, Harrison asserted that experimental embryology had reached a dead-end in

c1910 and that many workers left embryology to work in genetics and physiology
at that time.

Harrison's statement is extraordinarily reflexive on his discipline and its

fortunes--and ill fortune. Given his stature, the general unwillingness of most

disciplinary spokespersons to publicly state they have not been doing well, and the
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fit of his analysis with my own,” Harrison's statement appears highly

credible. Willier and Oppenheimer (1964) also reflect the embryological

slump in their collection of key articles in the history of embryology,

offering six articles during the 1888-1908 era and only three articles

between 1908-1928.*

Allen (1978b:113 and passim), without noting a slump in embryology

c1910-1925, does assert a renaissance-like convergence in the 1920s and

1930s: "...embryology, biochemistry, cytology, and genetics began to come

together to form a unified, cellularly and physiologically-oriented view of

development." Harrison (1937) discusses this as well.

In sum, there does appear to have been a serious slump in

embryological work c1910-1925 due both to dead-ends within the field and

the contrasting fertility of the other two fields which emerged from the

trilateral segmentation--genetics and reproductive physiology. Clearly both

genetics and reproductive science profited greatly from embryology's loss.”
-----------

207.

208.

209.

I did not discover this article until after I had fleshed out my temporal
framework.

Two articles of the latter era were by Lillie, one on fertilization and
another on the freemartin; both can be viewed as works in the
physiology of reproduction as well as embryology. The other two
articles were by Child on succeptibility gradients and by Spemann and
Mangold on the organizer concept which was part of the resurgence
within embryology post-1925. C.M. Child was in the Department of
Zoology at Chicago. My impression from extensive archival research
on that department is that Child's work was not taken very seriously
by Frank Lillie or the other faculty at the time. Willier and
Oppenheimer (1964:128) note that later studies "failed to confirm
Child's hypothesis."

There is another pertinent question--why were the origins of
reproductive research in the U.S. so different from those in Great
Britain? Perhaps this can be addressed comparatively with others who
have worked on British endocrinology (e.g. Borell, 1976a,b,c, 1978, 1985,
1986; Hall, 1974, 1976; Hall and Glick, 1976).
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D. CONCLUSIONS:

In sum, British initiatives clº)-1910 sparked the development of

reproductive research as a line of scientific work salient to biology,

medicine and agriculture. After 1910, more explicitly reproductive

research, as opposed to research within the undifferentiated problem

structure of "heredity - evolution - reproduction - development" began in

the United States.

American research clº 10-1925 was focused on reproductive

physiological processes, with some beginnings of reproductive

endocrinological work. Problems included sex differentiation, fertilization,

the estrus cycle and gonadal hormones.

Much if not most American reproductive research had its origins in

embryological efforts. A slump in developmental embryology c1910-1925

appears to have led many workers to abandon that field for highly "doable"

work on explicitly reproductive and genetic problems clarified by the

trilateral segmentation.

Thus by 1925, reproductive research was fully initiated as a modern

line of scientific work in biology, medicine and agriculture. But it
-

remained a relatively minor endeavor with only a handful of researchers,

despite its broad applicability. Excitement in reproductive research at this

time was focused on sex hormones--shifting from classic physiological work

to a biochemical endocrinological focus of effort. In the next fifteen years,

the scientific world of reproductive research would coalesce around this

new focus and become a full-fledged scientific enterprise.
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CHAPTER 5

COALESCENCE OF THE REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE."

BIOCHEMICAL ENDOCRINOLOGICAL APPROACHES, 1925-1940

The previous chapter examined the emergence of reproductive science

focused on a physiological problem structure c1910-1925. Between c1925-1940,

reproductive science then became an enterprise coalesced around a reproductive

endocrinological problem structure, manifest in biology, medicine and agriculture.

While the period 1910-1925 was one of articulation of a field of reproductive

science and the beginnings of research investment in that field, the period

1925-1940 was one of deepening investments and the consolidation of an enterprise.

It was during this period that U.S. supremacy in reproductive science began,

though researchers from many other nations continued such work.

I first review the rise of reproductive endocrinology as model research and

the "heroic age of reproductive endocrinology" (Marion in Parkes, 1966b:xx),

including the foci of reproductive research during the 1925-1940 coalescence era.

The intersection of reproductive with general endocrinology through the discovery

of reproductive hormones in the anterior pituitary gland is then analyzed as both

the core physiological and sociological juncture of the coalescence of reproductive

research around endocrinological problems. Ties to general endocrinology provided

the reproductive research enterprise with scientific and social legitimacy.

The third section examines one of the major landmarks in the history of

reproductive research in the United States was the publication of SEX AND

INTERNAL SECRETIONS (Allen, 1934). Both the book and most of the research

on which it was based were sponsored by the National Research Council's
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Committee for Research on Problems of Sex, funded by Rockefeller

organizations.” This signaled the initial commitment of national science
development interests to reproductive research.

I then review the professional associations, journals and special meetings

focused on reproduction, and address one of the most intriguing sociological

questions in the field: why was there no professional organization in medicine,

biology, agriculture, or an interdisciplinary organization, focused exclusively on

reproductive phenomena until 1967? Last I delineate "what reproductive research

did for biology, medicine and agriculture" including the consequences for each

professional field in terms of enhanced basic, clinical and applied offerings.”

A. THE HEROIC AGE OF REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY:

FOCI OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH, 1925-1940

Guy Marrian called the years clº26-1940 the "heroic age of reproductive

endocrinology" (Parkes, 1966b:xx), while Alan Parkes (1962a:72) termed it the

"endocrinological gold rush." They did so because during this period, the chief

naturally occurring estrogens, androgens and progesterone were isolated and

characterized, and the hypophyseal (anterior pituitary), placental and endometrial

gonadotrophins were also discovered.* Parkes (1966b:xx) says that we will never

210. Chapter 10 provides a full analysis of this Committee and Rockefeller
interests in sex and reproductive research.

211. Several thematic issues in the development of the reproductive research
enterprise (the continued significance of morphology, the debate between
reproductive physiology and endocrinology, the intersection of biology,
medicine and agriculture, and the on-going problem of the illegitimacy of
reproductive research) are addressed in the next chapter.

212. There are a number of "insider histories" which provide accounts of these
researches, which are not recounted here. See Amoroso (1963); Asdell (1977);
Corner (1951, 1958, 1963, 1965, 1981); Dodds (1941); Hamblen (1939); Klein
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again see another such period in reproductive endocrinology.

The chart on the following page provides an overview of the foci of

reproductive research c1925-1940.*

(1963); Lisser (1967); McCance (1977); Medvei (1982); Parkes (1962a,b, 1963,
1966a,b); Short (1977); Zondek (1941); and Zuckerman (1970, 1978).

213. I list only lines of work and do not cite researchers and particular articles in
this chart because there was such a flood of reproductive research at this time.
A superb charting by lines of work (including cross-cutting research) which
does list specific articles and is annotated can be found in Greep and
associates (1977:479-564).
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PROFESSIONS AND MAJOR PROBLEM STRUCTURES IN REPRODUCTIVE

RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES, G1925-1949*

PROFESSION BIOLOGY MEDICINE AGRICULTURE

Focus of analytic reproductive domestic
Problem problems organ system organisas
Structure & analytic & analytic

problems problems
Unit of species individual populations
Analysis humans of domestic

species

PROBLEMS SEX. DIFF- MENSTRUAL CYCLE ESTRUS CYCLE
ADDRESSED ERENTIATION Corner H. H. Cole
C1925- Moore 193O monkey 1923 cow 1930
1940 Witschi 1932 human 1933 McKenzie &

Hartman Terrell
TESTICULAR monkey 1932 ewe 1937
FUNCTION human 1936 Evens & Cole
Moore 1926, Allen dog 1931

1932 monkey 1926 Griffiths &
Amoroso

EMBRYOLOGY dog 1939
OF SEX UTERINE
Willier 1932 FUNCTION ARTIFICIAL
Witschi 1932 Bartelmez INSEMINATION

1933, 1937 Miller & Evans

FERTILI2ATION
Chang &

Pincus 1931

Reynolds 1939
Markee 1940

PLACENTATION
Bartel mez 1935

FERTILITY/STER

1934
Herman & Rags
dale 1939

Cole, CL 1938
[Herman 1981]

INFECTIOUS
Hartman 1932, 1936 ABORTION
Young 1929, 1931
Rock & Bartlett

1937
Makepeace et al.

1937
LACTATION
Corner 1930
NUTRITION &
REPRO. FUNCTION
Evans [Amoroso
and Corner 1975]

[Bowman 1935)

MAMMARY GLANDS
Turner 1932
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REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGICAL RESEARCH

ANDROGENS ESTROGENS
McGee 1927 Allen & Doisy
Funk & Harrow 1923

1929 Frank et al 1926
Moore et al

1929
Moore 1932

1938
Pºoch 1932
Hertman 1929

PROLACTIN PMSG
Riddle et al. HYPOPHYSEAL Cole & Hart

1932 GONADOTROPINS 193O
ESTROGEN5 Smith 1927 193O Cole et al.
Hisaw & Meyer 1932 1932

1929 Engle 1932 Hart & Cole
Levin et al. Severinghaus 1932 1934

1931 Li et al 1940
Evans & Simpson

HYPOPHYSEAL 1929
GONADOTROPINS
Fevold et al.

1931, 1936
Moore & Price

1932

PROGESTERONE PROGESTERONE
Hisaw et el Corner & Allen SUPERFECUN

1930 1929a, b DATION
Cole 1937

HORMONE GENETIC/ENDOC.
ANTAGONISM FACTORS
Moore 193C) Danforth 1932

*In this chart I list some of the key works and workers as
well as some major review articles. For a thorough
charting, see Greep and associates (1977).
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There are several important points which the chart does not clarify. First, in

the scientific discussions of reproductive hormones which began this century, there

was and remains a reification of "male" and "female" hormones. That is, initially it

was assumed that there would be only two hormones--one male and one female.

Later, alternatively, there were deemed to be multiple "male" and "female"

reproductive hormones. Contrary research findings--of both types of hormones as

normally characteristic of both sexes--did not dispel monolithic hormonal

attributions by sex.

Specifically, beginning during this period, the estrogenic hormones were

considered "female" while the androgenic were "male." As late as 1934, Frank

Lillie furthered this reification of gender in his "Biological Introduction" to SEX

AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS. And many if not most discussions of gonadal

hormones have been socially gendered in this way (Hall, 1974). Major lines of "sex
differences" research have subsequently been based upon it as well (e.g. Longino

and Doell, 1983; Parsons, 1980).

Part of this reification of gonadal hormones as sexed was a theory, begun in

more social writings of Walter Heape but carried over into reproductive

endocrinology, that the supposed "female" and "male" hormones were "antagonistic"

to one another. Some dysfunction (physiological and/or behavioral) was presumed

to result if both were found in the same individual (Hall, 1974). Carl R. Moore and

Dorothy Price, working with both types of hormones, did research which

contradicted the antagonism theory in the 1930s and rendered the processes in

considerably greater complexity, as part of the effort to clarify the processes of

sex differentiation (Moore, 1934; Price, 1972).

Amoroso (1963), without referring to gendered hormones, complained that

"outdated" and "misleading" rhetoric was characteristic of endocrinology quite
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broadly. For example, the continued phraseology of gonadotropins as parts of one

to-one "feedback" loops when the interactions were already understood to be much

more complex, he felt, misled even researchers. Thus the "gendering" of hormones

is one facet of the sometimes erroneous social construction of natural phenomena.

Endocrinologist/historian Medvei (1982:408) has recently noted that certain

supposed "female" and "male" hormones may in fact be identical, a rather delayed

finding. The questions neither Klein nor Medvei asks, which feminists do (e.g.

Hall, 1974; Longino and Doell, 1983) is why such social constructions are made,

why do they persist, and who benefits?

The reification of hormones as "male" and "female" in this century is thus a

parallel social phenomenon to that discussed by Farley (1982:110-28) who found a

sexless age of reproductive research in the nineteenth century when, both socially

and biologically, sex was denied. Biologists' reproductive science was influenced if

not shaped by their social assumptions. Farley found further that when nineteenth

century biologists did admit to a sexual means of biological reproduction in given

species, such as humans, it was designated by those biologists to be the basis of a

proper and "natural" social division of labor between the sexes wherein women

were designated child raising as their life's work agenda while men were employed

outside the home for wages and salaries. Similar social designations have been

based on the gendered reification of gonadal hormones (e.g. Parsons, 1980;

Schwartz, 1984).

The second point I wish to raise from the chart concerns the only partially

endocrinological research on the menstrual cycle, begun prior to 1925, and

continuing throughout the coalescence period. Researchers here continued to

pursue what came to be called biological or physiological (as opposed to purely

endocrinological) problems. Corner (1923, 1927, 1933), Hartman (1930, 1931, 1932,
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1933, 1936, 1939), Bartelmez (1933, 1937), Hertig and Rock (McLaughlin, 1982) and

others studied a variety of menstrual cycle problems.” These researches led to

sterility/infertility problems as a strong line of post-war research (American

Foundation, 1955 II:135-198) and became the basis upon which fertility control via

hormonal contraception (the Pill) could later be built (McLaughlin, 1982; Djerassi,

1981; Pincus, 1965).”

In sum, reproductive research c1925-1940 essentially was reproductive

endocrinology, in spirit if not in fact. For example, Brooks’ (1959) insider analysis

of "The Development of Physiology in the Last Fifty Years" addresses the

reproductive system only under endocrinological research. And most "insider

histories” are focused solely on endocrinological research. This was the heart of

the work for most reproductive scientists.

B. THE RISE OF REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY AS

MODEL RESEARCH:

Endocrinology did not become the core activity of reproductive researchers

c1925-1940 solely because these major hormones were implicated in reproductive

phenomena and therefore pursued and discovered. It was also a social phenomenon

and deserves a sociological explanation.”
----------

214. Bartelmez (1937), Ehrenfest (1937), and Corner (1951) provide major reviews.

215. The rhetoric of "fertility and sterility" research was the segue between "birth
control and sex" rhetorics of the earlier years of the century and the
"population control" rhetorics developing in the 1950s. See Chapter 11 for
further discussion.

216. See Appendix A.

217. Studer and Chubin (1976) also take issue with the patent retrospective
sequencing of the development of reproductive research. I deal with their
critique and provide an analysis of developing tensions between a broad
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Placing endocrinology at the center of the reproductive research enterprise

was a series of choices and commitments made by researchers from many countries.

Developments could have been otherwise or emphases different. It is my assertion

here that endocrinology as the centerpiece of reproductive research provided the

emerging enterprise with a series of structural and strategic advantages for

entrepreneurial development and coalescence. These included:

O a core research activity that was widely socially and
professionally recognizable;

a core research activity that was very distant from
sexuality and reproduction per se;

scientific legitimacy via association with one of the
most promising emergent new areas of research in the
life sciences--general endocrinology;

fashionableness (Simmel, 1904) in that endocrinology
was the nascent science of the day;

a biochemical instead of a merely physiological thrust;

strong working alliances with sophisticated biochemists;

established conventions and approaches to biochemical
research problems;

a common denominator and common language across the
disciplines, fields and professions of the enterprise--
biology, medicine and agriculture.

Many of these advantages overlap and intertwine. Biochemical approaches

were the methodological and paradigmatic "highground" in the life sciences during
this era (discussed in Chapter 2). And endocrinology was a powerful contender for

most outstanding line of work in the life sciences. Reproductive researchers’ work

along biochemical endocrinological lines thus brought scientific legitimacy to the
enterprise vis-a-vis the scientific audiences, consumers and sponsors of

reproductive physiology or biology and a narrower focus on reproductive
endocrinology within the enterprise in Chapter 6 and Appendix A.
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reproductive research. Scientific audiences existed, of course, in biology, medicine

and agriculture.

An important pattern was established of biochemists working with

reproductive researchers on endocrinological problems. Reproductive researchers

commonly lacked the sophisticated chemistry requisite for isolation of pure

hormones. Corner (1981:233) in recounting his work toward the discovery and

isolation of progesterone, states that once he had a practical test for a potent

extract, "The stage was now set for the biochemist...Willard Allen." Edward A.

Doisy was Professor of Biochemistry at the Washington University School of

Medicine and, with Edgar Allan, did key early work on estrogens (Allen and Doisy,

1923). Doisy shared the 1943 Nobel prize for his work on the isolation of vitamin

K (Medvei, 1982:727).

A third example of this pattern was Frederick C. Koch, Chairman of the

Department of Physiological Chemistry and Pharmacology at the University of

Chicago who became an integral part of the reproductive research center

established by Frank R. Lillie.” He worked in tandem with Carl R. Moore

(1892-1955), Lillie's successor as Chairman of the Zoology Department, on the testis

as an endocrine gland and the androgenic hormones. Koch and his associates

developed new methods of separation and distillation of male hormones, discovered

multiple male hormones in urine through fractionalization, developed a rapid

method of distilling estrogenic hormones from stallion urine, studied normal ranges

of variation of hormone content in human urine of both males and females

218. His work was supported by the NRC/CRPS directly from 1930-34 (Aberle and
Corner, 1953:121), and subsequently through assistance from the Rockefeller
grant for research in the Biological Sciences Division.
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(relating nutrition to hormone production), distinguished and isolated urinary and

testis tissue hormones, and began synthesis of androsterone.”

Ultimately, reproductive researchers themselves became more adept

biochemists, though specialists continued to be included in research teams and

centers. But I believe the most significant outcome of the endocrinological focus

was the drawing together of the intersection of biology, medicine and agriculture

around a shared problem structure. A core activity is necessary for the

development of an enterprise as a recognizable social world (Strauss, 1982).

Reproductive endocrinology provided such a core activity, allowing the

reproductive research enterprise to cohere quite quickly as a cross-professional

intersectional scientific enterprise. Major breakthroughs in reproductive

endocrinology were made in all three fields.”

The distance which the reproductive endocrinological focus provided between

reproductive science and matters of sexuality and reproduction and birth control

as a social issue was also central to the development of a legitimate scientific

enterprise. Biochemistry is "sexy" only to scientists. Thus social legitimacy could

also accrue to the enterprise as it eschewed, through focus on reproductive

endocrinology, the more controversial aspects of reproduction.”

219. Report for 1934-35 on the Grant for Biological Research Made by the
Rockefeller Foundation," Nov. 8, 1935:3-5. RAC RF RG1.1 S216d B8 F107.

220. See the Chart for 1925-1940 above. See also the disciplinary/professional mix
of authors in the journal ENDOCRINOLOGY during this period.

221. Chapter 11 focuses on the relations of reproductive researchers to birth
control advocates during this period, and demonstrates American scientists’
basic refusal to participate in explicitly contraceptive research, despite
considerable demands and offers of support. Of course, some reproductive
researchers, notably Carl Hartman (1931, 1933, 1936, 1937), published popular,
practical works with contraceptive implications.
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Yet there are cognitive issues in the development of reproductive research

that contributed to the endocrinological focus. That is, much of modern

reproductive research initially in Britain (Borell, 1985; Marshall, 1910) and later in

the United States (e.g. Asdell, 1959; Corner, 1981; Loeb, 1911, 1958) had implicated

hormonal control of the reproductive cycle. Intellectual historians can rightly state

that researchers were led to endocrinological problems through their research. My

argument does not contest this point. Rather, I attempt to elucidate the social

structural advantages that also contributed to the institutionalization of
reproductive endocrinology as the core activity of the developing enterprise. By

institutionalization I mean the centrality of reproductive endocrinology to

reproductive research in laboratories, publications, professional associations and so

on. Other problems had been framed and were later deemphasized or ignored in

favor of endocrine problems. It is the shifting balance of the problem structure

that concerns me, rather than specific problems.

I next turn to the moment of intersection between general endocrinology and

reproductive endocrinology--a key turning point in the rise of reproductive

endocrinology as model research.

1. Intersection with General Endocrinology:

The Anterior Pituitary

A key event in the rise of reproductive endocrinology as model research was

the intersection during the 1920s of general endocrinology with reproductive

endocrinology. This took place with the discovery that the anterior pituitary gland
simultaneously produces both reproductive and non-reproductive hormones,

providing a physiological link between reproductive and general endocrinology and

between the reproductive system and the rest of the organism. Agate (1975:474)
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notes that during this era, "Probably the greatest obstacle blocking the progress of

endocrinology was the confusion and controversy about the function of the

hypophysis."

The major researcher associated with clarification of hypophyseal (anterior

pituitary) activity is Philip Edward Smith (1884-1970), who began the work at the

University of California, continuing it briefly at Stanford and completing it at

Columbia's College of Physicians and Surgeons as Head of the Anatomy

Department (Agate, 1975).” After initial work with frogs (Smith, 1916), he

developed a surgical approach to removal of the anterior pituitary (called

hypophysectomy) of the rat that, unlike most previous methods, did not involve

contact with the brain; he then showed (1927, 1930) that uncomplicated

hypophysectomy in mammals resulted in cessation of growth, loss of weight, and

atrophy of the reproductive system, the thyroid gland and the cortex of the

adrenal gland (along with other symptoms) (Agate, 1975:472).” Smith continued
hypophyseal research with the assistance of anatomist Earl T. Engle and biochemist

Goodwin L. Foster with work on the rhesus monkey at Columbia (Agate, 1975:475).

The most significant aspect of clarification of the function of the anterior

pituitary for my argument is that it produces both reproductive and non

222. Of course, many other investigators pursued it prior to and at the same time
as Smith. See Medvei (1982) and Greep et al (1977). Like many other
reproductive researchers, Smith's background included extensive work in
embryology, including the development of the pituitary gland (Agate,
1975:473).

223. Agate (1975:473) notes that Bennett M. Allen at the University of Kansas was
conducting "almost identical research" and that he and Smith had met and
discussed their work and developed some kind of understanding regarding
publication of this ground-breaking research. See also Medvei (1982:323). See
Agate (1975) and Amoroso and Corner (1975) and Corner (1971) for Smith's
relations with Herbert M. Evans who pursued hypophyseal hormones after
working with Smith at California.
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reproductive hormones. A number of researchers then focused their work on

hormones of the anterior pituitary--the point or gland of intersection of

reproductive and general endocrinology.” That is, the problem structure was
refocused on the hormone-producing gland rather than on the reproductive or non

reproductive hormones and their effects.

A most interesting representation of this was created by Hisaw, Severinghaus

and Cole in 1934, duplicated on the following page:*

224. Such researchers included Herbert M. Evans at California (Amoroso and
Corner, 1975; Corner, 1971), Frederick L. Hisaw, Harry L. Fevold and Roy
Greep at Wisconsin (Greep, 1967, 1973). The involvement of the adrenal
cortex in these phenomena was not clarified until after 1940 (Klein, 1963:301.

225. This was part of a progress report from Frederick L. Hisaw, E.L. Severinghaus
and L.J. Cole of the University of Wisconsin, titled "Physiology and Chemistry
of Endocrines Concerned with the Physiology of Reproduction and
Application to Clinical Medicine and Agriculture" dated 1934, located in the
Rockefeller Foundation Archives. RF RG1.1 S200D B162 F1996. It may also
have been submitted to the National Research Council's Committee for
Research on Problems of Sex which provided extensive support of their work
(Aberle and Corner, 1953).
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The heart of this representation of "The Study of the Internal Secretions" is

endocrinology as "the chemical and physiological study of the hormones." Five

hormone-producing sites are listed: the uterus, placenta, testis, ovary and anterior

pituitary, with the last ranking foremost in the sketch. This status was, I believe,

conferred upon the anterior pituitary by reproductive researchers for both

physiological and sociological reasons. That is, not only do anterior pituitary

hormones interact with many other hormone-production processes, but also it is the

organ of intersection of the reproductive with other bodily systems and of

reproductive research with general endocrinology.” The anterior pituitary seems

to have served reproductive researchers as a specific hook into the coattails of the

general endocrinology bandwagon of the time.”

2. The Position of Reproductive Vis-A-Vis

General Endocrinology;

An important sociological question is what was the proportion of

reproductive as compared to other aspects of endocrinological research during the

coalescence era. Two studies address this point. Gregory's (1935:213) bibliographic

tabulation from indexes and Evans and Cowles' (1940:908) articles count, are

presented on the following page:

226. Given the focus of these researchers on reproduction, they omitted other
hormone-producing organs from the sketch (e.g. the thyroid, adrenal cortex).
The authors assumed, I believe, that the biological sciences were the heart of .
the research effort, with explicit reference to "cooperating laboratories" in
agriculture, medicine and social sciences.

227. For the concept of bandwagons in science, see Fujimura (1985). For general
references to the history of endocrinology, see Chapter 3.
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AN EvaLUATION OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF ENDOCRINOLOGY

JENNIE GREGory, M.S. (1935)

A. Interrelationship of the Endocrine Glands
from Index Medicus, 1933-1927........................ 75 references [7%]

B. Adrenal Cortex Preparations from Chemical
Abstracts, 1933-1924; from Index Medicus,
1933-1927 … 97 references [.9%]

C. Kidney Extracts, from Index Medicus, 1933
1900 ...…~~~~~~ 64 references [6%]

D. Corpus Luteum, from Index Medieus, 1933
1927 -.......…~~~~~~~~~~ 189 references [18%]

E. Diuresis and Diuretics (hormonal influence
on), from Index Medicus, 1933-1927.............. 333 references [32%]

F. Thyroid, from Index Medicus, 1930-1934;
from Chemical Abstracts. 1933-1934................ 282 references [27%]

Total number of references.............................. ..1040 [100%]

THE ENDOCRINE LITERATURE OF 1939
HERBERT M. Evans and BARBARA COWLES (1940)

From the Institute of Experimental Biology, University of California
BERKELEY, CALIPORNLA

Taals 1

No. of endocrin b. Relation of ab
liabed by kind :º: *:::: º,

value" (zal journals) published in 221 journals

Total papers lnterest Papers
published value, in abºrted | Pºrtºtº

in 1939 || Percentage a ■ º | abstracted
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y 61 3. 1 17 28
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Pancreas 339 13. I 150 44
Parathyroid 40 1. 3 23 57
Puncal 8 ©. 3 5 6a
Phtutary
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Posterior $6 *... O $7 66
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al 08 3. I 32 M
Glandular interrelationships 378 $3.5 321 $8
Metabolic §::::::::

-
79 2.8 45 $7Vitamin-Endocrine interrelationships 25 0.9 16 64

Total ado? sooºo 1362 ~.
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Gonadotropic hormones of the anterior pituitary were not included in

Gregory's (1935) assessment, nor were placental, mammary or testicular endocrine

articles; her total was 18% of the total articles on the corpus luteum (ovarian

hormones). Evans and Cowles (1940) analyzed interest in and publications on the

individual hormone-producing glands for the year 1939.” The total percent of
articles on gonads was 37%. This literature count was direct from over 200

journals, rather than from the indices Gregory (1935) utilized. Thus, in 1939,

reproductive endocrinology was a significant proportion--well over one-third--of

endocrinological publications.

3. Riding the Coattails of General Endocrinology:

Modern reproductive research emerged roughly during the same historical

period as modern endocrinology. For both intellectual and what I term political

reasons, the reproductive research enterprise coalesced around reproductive

endocrinological research. That is, while both efforts were simultaneously

emergent and had historical associations with medical quackery (Borell, 1985),

general endocrinology as a research area possessed greater legitimacy and prestige

than did reproductive research simply because it did not deal with sex or

reproduction. Because of this, reproductive researchers attached their enterprise

tightly to that of endocrinology and rode on its biochemical bandwagon coattails to

and through the post World War II period.

It was both through association with broader endocrinological research and

downplaying of its own non-endocrinological and more broadly reproductive

228. It was not noted whether anterior pituitary gonadotropic hormones were
counted as gonadal or pituitary.

-
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problem structure that the reproductive research enterprise sought and achieved

legitimacy and autonomy during the coalescence period. The possible

identification and confusion of reproductive research with sexuality and

contraception was its most vulnerable spot at this historical point. Multiple

strategies were developed to distinguish reproductive research from these while

simultaneously drawing upon resources committed to them.” And, as I discuss

below, it was precisely because reproductive researchers wanted to continue their

deep identification and association with the more prestigious field of

endocrinology that no explicitly reproductive research-focused professional

organization was begun until 1967. General endocrinology itself had broad

coattails due to its biochemical problem structure as biochemistry was a most

nascent science (e.g. Kohler, 1982). It seems apt that a reproductive researcher

(Schwartz, 1984) titled her Presidential Address to the Endocrine Society,

"Endocrinology as Paradigm, Endocrinology as Authority."

C. SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS: THE AMERICAN

BIBLE OF REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY

During the coalescence era, preeminence in reproductive science shifted from

European to American research centers. The marker event in this process was the

appearance of SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS (Allen, 1932). Publication was

supported by the National Research Council's Committee for Research on Problems

of Sex (1921-1962) (NAS, 1979b:v), the major external funding source of thc
-

reproductive research enterprise prior to World War II and sponsor of much of the

229. Chapter 11 develops this argument fully.
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research in the book. Funded largely by Rockefeller monies, research grants

totaled $1,087,322 between 1921-1940 (Aberle and Corner, 1953:113).”
The NRC/CRPS' "major undertaking for diffusion of knowledge...was the

preparation of [this] book that became exceedingly influential" (Aberle and Corner,

1953:25). It was the first American book focused on reproductive endocrinology

and the first focused on reproductive science, further demonstrating its coalescence

around reproductive endocrinology. In his introduction as Chairman of the

NRC/CRPS, Robert Means Yerkes noted (Allen, 1934:xvii):

As its tenth birthday approached, the Committee for Research in Problems
of Sex, on suggestion of Dr. E.V. Cowdry, member ex officio as Chairman
of the Division of Medical Sciences of the National Research Council, voted
to celebrate the event by taking stock of knowledge and opportunity within
its field of interest. As a major step toward the realization of this purpose,
Dr. Edgar Allen was invited to organize a cooperative survey of recent
advances in research on internal secretion in relation to sex, with special
attention to phases of the subject upon which committee interest and
resources have tended to concentrate. The results of this carefully-planned
survey of research achievements, whose timeliness will be recognized, are
presented here with to our colleagues in biology and to others who may find
them relevant to their needs. Meantime, the Committee purposes to use the
findings of the survey as partial basis for decision concerning its present
and prospective serviceableness, and in formulation of a new plan and
program of activity should it appear that the organization merits continued
Support...

Thus the book was intended as both a research summary with directions for future
work and as a promotion device to garner continued support for the NRC/CRPS

from its dual sponsors, the NRC and the Rockefeller Foundation.” Edgar Allen
(1934:Xix) also envisioned the book as a device through which to recruit more

scientists to reproductive endocrinology and further the enterprise:

230. Chapter 7 provides a fuller account of funding of the reproductive research
enterprise c1910-1940. Chapter 10 is focused on the NRC/CRPS research
mission during these years.

231. In 1931, sponsorship had been shifted from the Rockefeller-funded social
action agency, the Bureau of Social Hygiene, directly to the Natural Sciences
Division of the Rockefeller Foundation as a full-fledged biomedical research
endeavor. See Chapter 10.
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This whole field has recently undergone such rapid growth that many new
questions have arisen to challenge the investigator's curiosity. An attempt
will be made to indicate productive approaches to some of these unsolved or
only partially solved problems.

All of the authors in this edited volume were from the United States (Aberle

and Corner, 1953:27).” Publication of SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS

signaled the shift to American preeminence in reproductive science. A

combination of the negative effects of World War I on European work and the

infusion of support in the U.S. by the NRC/CRPS contributed to this shift.*

Warren Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation was certainly impressed by the

effort:294

One gets a vivid picture of the great advance which has been made under
thc committee. In 1900-1910, there were perhaps six investigators in all,
making any progress on such problems. There are now well over six
investigators at each of a considerable number of institutions. The
undoubted leadership of the U.S. in endocrinology can be credited, directly
and indirectly, to the committee's activity. In spite of this progress, one is
equally impressed by the range, multitude and importance of the specific
problems which now present themselves.

The contents of the book reflect Frank Lillie's agenda for biological

reproductive research which he presented to the Committee in 1922.” While it

includes genetic and embryological aspects of reproduction, it is focused primarily

on reproductive endocrinology (Allen, 1934). Thus the book was also a marker
----------

232. The second edition (Allen, 1939) had one British contributor (Aberle and
Corner, 1953:28).

233. For careful analyses of the contributions of Europeans, other than British
workers, see Klein (1963), Medvei (1982) and Short (1977). For examples of
French contributions, see Brouha (1938).

234. He attended an NRC/CRPS Conference on the Biology of Sex at Woods Hole
in 1934, based on the work drawn together in SEX AND INTERNAL
SECRETIONS. See W.W. Memo on this conference, c10 Sept. 1934. RAC RF
RG1.1 S200 B38 F438.

235. This agenda, from Aberle and Corner (1953) appears here in Appendix B, and
was discussed in Chapter 4.
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event in reproductive science in terms of the explicit participation and recognition

of the import of biochemistry to the research. As Aberle and Corner (1953:27)

asserted, "The growth of research in sex gland biochemistry was greatly promoted

by the excellent chapters on that subject by the pioneers Doisy and Koch." Both of

these men were of the first generation of biochemists to work with reproductive

researchers on endocrinological problems.

As Marshall (1910) had done, Edgar Allen (1934:xix) specified his intended

audiences:

This book is intended for the reader with a moderate biological
background...It is not our intent that it should be a "popular book on sex."
Instead, it is designed for those interested in the progress of research in
problems of sex...Physicians who are interested in fundamentals will find
much valuable recent material. In supplying a biological foundation for
education in matters of sex, it should also attract the interest of serious
students of sex functions in man [sic].

What distinguishes Allen's remarks from those of Marshall is Allen's omission

(and Yerkes' as well) of any direct reference to agricultural scientists as a likely

audience, despite the fact that several such men had achieved renown for their

reproductive endocrinological work.” Further subtle derogation of the applied
side of reproductive research is found in Allen's limits on physician audiences to

"Physicians who are interested in fundamentals." Allen was, like many

reproductive researchers of the era, articulating a strong pro-"basic research" stance

regardless of institutional or professional sponsorship to distinguish the enterprise

from sexual or contraceptive research.

Aberle and Corner's (1953:27) assessment of the impact of the book echoes

similar themes:

236. See, for example, Cole (1930), Cole and Hart (1930). But here we also see
identification by biologists of zoologists working in agricultural settings as
still biologists, while agricultural researchers viewed them as agricultural
scientists. See Appendix A for discussion of this problem.
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The book had an immense success. It was read and used everywhere, abroad
as well as at home, serving notice to the world that America had a corps of
investigators who were making great advances in the whole field of sex
biology. For graduate students in departments of zoology, and for the more
scientifically minded young physicians with embryological, obstetrical, and
gynecological interests, it became a reference book.

SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS became the second bible of

reproductive science; Marshall's PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION (1910, 1922)

had been the first and held sway for nearly a quarter of a century. SEX AND

INTERNAL SECRETIONS went through three editions (Allen, 1934, 1939; Young,

1961 [last reprint 1973]), serving as a reproductive endocrinological reference work

for nearly half a century and marking American preeminence in reproductive

science.

D. PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, JOURNALS AND MEETINGS:

In this section, I first review the major professional associations and journals

which sponsored, supported and published reproductive research in the United

States clºl 0-1940 in biology, medicine and agriculture. Next I briefly discuss some

of the major international conferences on these issues in terms of American

participation. These reviews set the stage for my analysis of a problem in the

historical sociology of reproductive research: Why was there no professional

association or journal distinctively devoted to the study of reproduction until

1967?
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1. Major Professional Associations and Journals:

The major professional associations and journals addressing reproductive

topics in the United States in biology, medicine and agriculture were as follows:”

237. See Cravens (1978); Evans and Cowles (1940); Gregory (1935); Keiger (1963);
Lisser (1967); Mengert (1934); Sabin (1934); Stevens (1971).
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MAJOR PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND JOURNALS
L N P UCTIVE EARCH

BIOLOGY

Association of Morphologists (1890) became the American
Zoological Society (1902)
Journals: American Zoologist (1961)

Journal of Morphology (1887)
American Society of Biological Chemists (1906)

Journal: Journal of Biological Chemistry (1904)
Woods Hole Marine Biological Laboratory (1887)

Journal: Biological Bulletin (1902)
Journal of Experimental Zoology (1902)

MEDICINE

American Gynecological Society (1876); American
Association of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (1888)
Journal: American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Women and Children (1868-1919) became American
Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology (1920)

American Physiological Society (1887)
Journal: American Journal of Physiology (1898)

Physiological Reviews (1900)
Annual Review of Physiology (1939)

American Association of Anatomists (1888)
Journals: American Journal of Anatomy (1901)

Anatomical Record (1906)
American Medical Association (1847)

Journal of the American Medical Association (1883)
American Journal of the Medical Sciences (1841)
Journal of Physiology (1878)
Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin (1889)
Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine (1915)

*** post-1940 ***
International Fertility Association (1951)

Journal: International Journal of Fertility (1955)
Journal of Reproductive Medicine: Lying-In (1968)

AGRICULTURE
American Veterinary Medical Association (1863)

Journal: Journal of the American Veterinary Medical
Association (c1877)

American Society of Animal Nutrition (1908) became the
American Society of Animal Production (1912)
Journal: Journal of Animal Science (1942)

National Association of Dairy Instructors and
Investigators (1906) became American Dairy Science
Association (1917)
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Journal: Journal of Dairy Science (1921)
*** post-1940 ***

Animal Reproduction Science [international] (1978)
CROSS-DISCIPLINARY/CROSS-PROFESSIONAL

Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine (1903)
Journal: Proceedings of the Society...(1903/4)

Carnegie Institution's Department of Embryology (1913)
Journal: Carnegie Contributions to Embryology (1915)

Association for the Study of Internal Secretions (1917)became the Endocrine Society (1962)*
Journals: Endocrinology (1917)

Journal of Clinical Endocrinology (1941)
*** post-1940 ***

American Society for the Study of Sterility (1944)
Journal: Fertility and Sterility (1950)

Society for the Study of Fertility [British] (1949)
Journal: Journal of Reproduction and Fertility[international] (1960)

Bibliography of Reproduction (1963)
Society for the Study of Reproduction (1967)

Journal: Biology of Reproduction (1969)
Journal of Reproductive Immunology [international) (1979)

CONTRACEPTION-FOCUSED
American Birth Control League (1921) becomes the Birth

Control Federation of America (1939), becomes the
Planned Parenthood Federation (1942)
Journals: Birth Control Review (1917-1940)

Journal of Contraception (1935-1939)
becomes Human Fertility (1940)

* post-1940 *
International Planned Parenthood Federation (1948)

Journal: Research in Reproduction (1969)
Advances in Fertility Control (1966-1969)
-------

238. Whether this association should be considered medical or cross-disciplinaryprior to world War II is difficult to determine, although Lisser (1967)emphasizes its medical focus.
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Reproductive research was published in all of these journals. There is also

information available on the relative publication of articles on reproductive

endocrinology in these journals prior to 1934. Mengert (1934) analyzed all of the

articles referenced in SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS (Allen, 1934) and

offered the listing on the following page.”

239. Mengert (1934) was attempting to determine which were the major journals of
the field that researchers should follow to keep up-to-date.
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PERIODICALS ON ENDOCRINOLOGY OF SEX

WILLIAM F. MENGERT, M.D. (1934)
Gynerean Hospital Institute of Gynecologie Research, Sehool of Medicine,University of Pennsylvania"

P_in_ADºlpºna

TABLE I

JotºRALs PUBLISHING THE MAJORITY OF THE Arricles Rºyrºxazo
To IN “SEx AND INTERNAL SECRETIONs”

Number ºf Cºulative Total
º J References a■ Re■ erences

to Eaeb

Journal Number Per Cest
#. 109 109 0.8

8. 142 911 12.6

225 696 17.6
4. 216 Cºº 32.3
5. 106 Cºs 26.6
6. 09 757 -0.6

...7. 75 Gº 33.6
0. Gl Cº3 96 1
0. º O47 Cº.3

10. º CO2 40.4
11. &l 2060 62.5
12. Journal of the American CO 2009 64.5
18. Journal of Physiology........... ©1 1140 66.1
14. Siglogical fººth. Marine 36 1176 67.6
15. Johns Hopkins Wogpital Bulletin 85 1213 ©0.0
16. British Journal of tal & 1246 00.4#. 2:Rº: e■ *; des tº 2279 Cºl.7Archiv t yºnologi

;ºr # | # | P: ;!; fººlºº.:::::: * I ºf 1 || 85.5
815 other journals.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . alos 2074 200.0

The table shows the 20 journals most frequently elied the pººr ºf ººº-ºº º eachand ensulative totals and pºreentages for rºample:...º. ºrst 10 ºar-ºl: listed publishedº, ºr ºn…" ºr rºst ºf is total of the 2474 refereeees appearies tºlaternal Becretions.” asºl
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It is intriguing that the Society for the Study of Internal Secretions founded

in 1917, later the Endocrine Society, did not provide the major professional base

for reproductive researchers during the coalescence period when reproductive

endocrinology was their major focus. Several factors seem to have contributed to

this.

First, biological and medical reproductive researchers had their own

professional and disciplinary commitments to other associations and publications

such as those in anatomy or physiology (e.g. Corner, 1981). And they were deeply

committed to basic research over and against clinical and applied work.” Second,

the Endocrine Society was then quite medical in nature and membership and

committed to clinical as well as basic research. Yet, as Lisser notes (1967:5-6):

...clinical endocrinology at that time was in disrepute. Conditions were such
that any younger clinician, not yet firmly established and despite an
unblemished reputation, who dared to embark upon a career in this field
was looked upon askance, considered naive and gullible or --perhaps worse--
suspected of straying into the realm of quackery, and heading for the
"endocrine gold fields."

The association of reproductive endocrinology with quackery beginning cl 890

(discussed in Chapter 3) was accompanied by the association of general clinical

endocrinology with quackery of an especially lucrative type (e.g. Borell, 1985, 1986;

Hall, 1974, 1976; Medvei, 1982). Basic endocrinological research was not viewed so
dubiously; for example, the American Medical Association gave a gold medal to

Herbert M. Evans in 1923 for his creation of gigantism in rats through use of

anterior pituitary hormones (Lisser, 1967:7).

It is also possible that the Endocrine Society was initially less receptive to

studies of reproductive endocrinology for presentation or publication because of its
*********--

240. See Part III for in-depth discussions of these issues.
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own professional vulnerability, not wanting to add sexual insult to clinical injury.

The discovery of insulin in 1922 (Bliss, 1982) promoted further general

endocrinological work and gave the Society further legitimacy. After c1932, the

Society became essentially an American organization rather than continue its

initial international representational effort (Lisser, 1967:14).”

2. International Conferences on Reproduction:

During the coalescence period there were four major international meetings

on sex/reproductive research:

I. First International Congress on Sex Research, 1926.
Berlin, President: Dr. Albert Moll (Marcuse, 1928).

II. Second International Congress on Sex Research, 1930.
London, President: Professor F.A.E. Crew
(Greenwood, 1931).

III. Special Conference of the Health Organization of the
League of Nations (Sex Hormone Standards], 1935.
London, Chair: Sir Henry Dale (Allen, 1970).
Singer Polignac Colloque International sur Les
Hormones Sexuelle, 1937.
Paris, President: Pol Bouin (Brouha, 1938).

IV.

At the first Congress, few English-speaking basic reproductive researchers were in

attendance; two papers published by British workers (one by F.A.E. Crew and the

other by Arthur Walton, John Hammond and S.A. Asdell) on the sperm and scrotum

were presented (Marcuse, 1928).

At the second Congress in 1930, there was considerably greater focus on the

physiology of sex, including reproductive endocrinology; basic research was

extensive and clearly distinguished from clinical "therapy," contraception and
***-es-----

241. There was an NRC Committee for Research in Problems of Sex fifteen years
before the NRC Committee on Endocrinology was established. While the
former was specially sponsored, the later may have been delayed because of
the illegitimacy of clinical endocrinology. See Chapters 7 and 10 for
discussion.
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sociology of sex (Greenwood, 1931).” The United States was represented by Oscar

Riddle, C.H. Danforth, F.C. Koch, R.T. Frank and others. Carl R. Moore

represented the NRC Committee for Research on Problems of Sex and reported:*

Registration of 250-300...from 30 countries of which United States
representation was third in numbers (British, 63; Germany, 48; United
States, 32; France, 16, Italy, 9; etc.)...Biological, chemical, sociological,
psychiatric and clinical aspects of sex were represented. From
approximately 100 papers presented some 20 per cent dealt with the male
gonad....20 per cent dealt with the female gonad....10 per cent dealt with
interrelations of the gonads and their hormones and other organs of internal
secretion... 7 per cent...secondary sex characters; smaller numbers were
devoted to studies of dietary influences upon reproduction, sex reversals,
germ cell biology, senility, sociological influences, contraceptives and
psychoanalysis.

Given the broad agenda of these congresses on sex research, which included

eugenic and contraceptive concerns which most American basic researchers

eschewed, there was a move to alternatively have international gatherings on sex

hormones. In 1935, a Special Conference of the Health Organization of the League

of Nations was held in London, charged with setting up international standards for

some of the sex hormones. The conference was Chaired by Sir Henry Dale and

Willard Allen of Rochester attended (Allen, 1970).

The Singer-Polignac Colloque or the First International Conference on Sex

Hormones was held in Paris in 1937 (Brouha, 1938). In attendance from the United

States were Edgar Allen of Yale, P.E. Smith of Columbia, Carl G. Hartman of the

Carnegie Institution, F.L. Hisaw of Wisconsin and Harvard and Aura E.

Severinghaus of Columbia and (Brouha, 1938; Zuckerman, 1978). This conference,

242. A Third International Congress was planned for 1933 in Paris. I have not
been able to discover whether this actually occurred.

243. Source:Eighth Annual Report of Committee for Research on Sex Problems of
the Division of Medical Sciences, National Research Council. For the year
July 1, 1929 to June 30, 1930. Prepared for the Committee by Robert M.
Yerkes, Chairman. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
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restricted in scope to "basic" research on reproductive endocrinology, also included

scientists from Canada, Great Britain, France and Germany.

The outbreak of World War II curtailed future international conferences for

some years and nationally based organizations and gatherings became the

conventional meeting grounds for reproductive researchers.

3. The Absence of a Distinctly Reproduction-Focused

Professional Organization:

One of the most sociologically intriguing facets of the development of the

reproductive research enterprise in the United States is the absence of a

distinctively reproduction-focused professional organization and/or journal until

1967 when the Society for the Study of Reproduction was begun. While there was

an intermediary association (the American Society for the Study of Sterility

founded in 1944), this was more narrowly focused.

In both Britain and the U.S., the organizational development was parallel.

General endocrinological and other professional associations and their journals

provided vehicles for publication of reproductive research for many years.” The

[British] Society for the Study of Fertility began in 1949/1950, but its Journal of

Reproduction and Fertility did not begin until 1960 (Parkes, 1960).”
In the United States, the American Society for the Study of Sterility, formed

in 1944, began publishing FERTILITY AND STERILITY in 1950. But there was
-----------

244. While the [American] Endocrine Society was formed in 1917, the [British]
Society for Endocrinology was not founded until 1946 although the Journal of
Endocrinology of the Royal Society of Medicine began in 1938 (Medvei,
1982:502).

245. Prior to 1960, the organization published the proceedings of its annual
meetings in book form (Parkes, 1960).
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no organization focused on the full panoply of reproductive phenomena until the

founding of the Society for the Study of Reproduction in 1967, with its journal,

BIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION, inaugurated in 1969.

The sociological puzzle here is why, given the extensive specialization of

scientific societies and journals especially after World War II, American

reproductive researchers did not establish their own distinctive reproduction

focused professional organization at an earlier date. The publication counts

offered above document both the adequate quantity of and demand for such

publications.

I believe the primary reason was the social and scientific illegitimacy of

reproduction (e.g. Aberle and Corner, 1953; Corner, 1981). Such an organization

and publication would focus social attention as well as scientific research on

reproductive phenomena, a risky business prior to 1940. And, given the decades

long Kinsey debates begun in the 1940s (Pomeroy, 1982), this continued to be a

risky business for many years after 1940, even for the well-established and

prestigiously sponsored National Research Council's Committee for Research on

Problems of Sex (Aberle and Corner, 1953).

Professional associations and publications are also expensive to establish and

maintain in terms of time, energy, fiscal and other resources. It seems likely that

reproductive researchers avoided such risky investments, relying instead on their

inclusion in non-explicitly reproductive professional forums.

Those associations formed in the immediate post-war period, the [British]

Society for the Study of Fertility (1949/50) and the American Society for the

Study of Sterility, both captured in their names and foci the post-1940 rhetoric of

birth control activists. This new rhetoric carefully down-played earlier themes of

sex, birth control and women's rights in favor of "family planning" and "planned
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parenthood." The clinics of the birth control movement also began to offer

sterility and infertility services along with contraception.*
Neither the British nor the American journals focused explicitly on

reproduction were established until the "contraceptive revolution" and supposed

"sexual revolution" were underway and population control issues were well

articulated and fully within public policy arenas. The British journal

REPRODUCTION AND FERTILITY was begun in 1960 and the American journal

BIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION began in 1969. The population and contraception

phenomena provided the social legitimacy for reproduction which made the

establishment of such expensive scientific institutions worth the risk.”

Beyond present scope, but salient, was the growth of reproductive research

after World War II (e.g. Greep et all, 1976, 1977), creating a flood of publishable

papers with increasingly inadequate outlets. By the 1960s, both social legitimacy

and scientific production were adequate to guarantee the reasonable success of

explicitly reproduction-focused professional associations.

In sum, a wide variety of professional associations and journals sponsored

reproductive research during its years of emergence and coalescence c1910-1940.

International conferences, while important, did not provoke ambitious international

associations or publications. The professional organization of reproductive

research developed essentially along national lines. Distinctively reproductive

associations and journals did not appear until c1960 or later, largely due to the

illegitimacy of reproductive research prior to that time.
*--------a-

246. See Chapter 11 for thorough development of these ideas.

247. Further research, including interviews with those founders of the Society for
the Study of Reproduction still alive, is planned.
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E. WHAT REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH DID FOR BIOLOGY,

MEDICINE AND AGRICULTURE:

In this section I examine the benefits reproductive science conferred upon

researchers and their professions. These varied considerably across biology,

medicine and agriculture.

Biology;

As a new line of work within American academic biology, reproductive

research provided several clear benefits to this growing academic profession and

discipline. Reproductive research emerged at a time when biologists were seeking

to expand the boundaries of their discipline (Pauly, 1984). Biologists had, by

c1910, secured their academic niches but needed to incorporate popular new lines

of work within the broader field. Reproductive research filled the bill on many

levels.”48

First and foremost, reproductive research offered both experimental and

biochemical avenues of research--the nascent paradigms or approaches in biological

work. It thus could link biology with important and highly fundable research

directions in medicine, yet remain under biological auspices. That is, I argued

earlier that in the United States reproductive research emerged through

embryology (in both biology and medicine) as opposed to Great Britain where

medical endocrinology and agricultural research were the initial bases in which

reproductive researchers operated (Borell, 1985, 1986). Given the well-established

248. This relates also to the trilateral segmentation discussed in Chapter 3.
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embryological traditions in both biology and medicine, each could autonomously
pursue reproductive research yet benefit from the exchanges across professions.”

For biology this meant that biochemical approaches --including reproductive

endocrinology-- could be established as biological work.” Reproductive biology
could join the biochemical "bandwagon” on its own terms. Moreover, because of

socially-motivated funding and the activities of biologists within funding

forums,” reproductive research became a fundable line of work in biology

between the two world wars when non-medical research was not often actively

externally sponsored (Dupree, 1957).

In sum, reproductive research offered a viable, fundable, experimental and

biochemical line of work to biology just as it was attempting to expand as a

discipline and profession.

Medicine:

The benefits of reproductive research to medical scientists and to medicine

were multi-fold, focused in two distinctive directions. First, it offered a highly

scientific line of work to medicine as it sought to establish scientific medicine as

the reigning medical paradigm.” Second, it offered an extensive array of

information and therapeutics for obstetricians, gynecologists and urologists (who
-----------

249. This is the heart of the intersectional argument presented in greater detail in
the next chapter.

250. Kohler (1982) develops these themes more fully.

251. See Fujimura (1985) for development of the bandwagon concept.

252. I refer here to the National Research Council's Committee for Research on
ºblems of Sex, established in 1921, and discussed in depth in Chapters 7 and

253. See Chapter 2 for discussion of the rise of scientific medicine.
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addressed male reproductive phenomena) to use in diagnosis and treatment of

functional (physiological) reproductive problems. These were the first real

alternatives to surgery available as therapeutics in these specialties. I next discuss

each in turn.

As in biology, reproductive research offered an experimental and biochemical

line of work to reformist medical scientists who sought to establish scientific

medicine both within the profession and as the profession. It offered strong links

with the nascent field of general endocrinology which, despite claims of quackery,

provided highly successful functional therapeutic interventions in diseases which

had plagued medicine for centuries such as diabetes and myxedema.

Reproductive science in medicine was also fundable as medical research,

sharing sponsorship with biology, for example in the NRC Committee for Research

on Problems of Sex, and developing its own funding sources, such as the Carnegie

Institution of Washington's Department of Embryology at Johns Hopkins.

Particularly attractive for medical reproductive scientists were the direct linkages

of their work to extant specialties of obstetrics and gynecology. Reproductive

research in medicine could be both basic and clinical, doubly furthering the
mission of scientific medicine.

In terms of its diagnostic and therapeutic offerings to about 1940, Leonardo

(1944:374-6) offered a list of twenty-one items which reproductive endocrinology

provided, including: an early pregnancy test, a test for hydatid moles (a

complication of pregnancy), a hormone treatment for gonorrheal vulvovaginitis in
children, a method of determining whether ovulation has occurred (endometrial

biopsy), an understanding of anovular menstruation, potential hormonal treatments

for lactation, prevention of miscarriage, absence of menstruation and postpartum

hemorrhage, treatments for dismenorrhea, and an understanding of mittelschmertz

(intermenstrual pain) as due to ovulation.
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Corner (1981) also clarified that miscarriages are commonly due to problems

of the fetus rather than maternal pathology. Papanicolaou had done extensive work

toward the use of the vaginal smear in the diagnosis of cervical and uterine

malignancy (Carmichael, 1973:68-97). Evans had clarified the role of vitamins in

reproductive processes including pregnancy (Amoroso and Corner, 1975). Hartman

(1933, 1936, 1937) had clarified the timing of ovulation and fertility in women.

Fertility and sterility diagnostics and therapeutics became important medical

offerings (e.g. Reynolds and Macomber, 1924; McLaughlin, 1982). The list is

impressive, though not all of these treatments proved efficacious in the long-run

(e.g. McCrea and Markle, 1984; Apfel and Fisher, 1984).

In sum, through reproductive science, medicine increased its stature as a

scientific endeavor and could offer a wide array of new diagnostics and

therapeutics in its reproductive specialties.

Agriculture;

In agriculture as in medicine, there were reformers who sought to make

agricultural research and practice more scientific. Though slower to develop,” a

scientific reform movement did occur. In animal agriculture in particular,

reproductive research spearheaded that reform movement. Thus as in medicine,

the benefits of reproductive research had two basic thrusts: to make animal

agricultural research more scientific and to provide means of improving animal

production for practitioners in the animal industry.
-----------

254. See Chapter 2 for discussion.
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In animal agriculture, however, unlike medicine, there had been few prior

benefits of scientific approaches to the work.” Practitioners of animal

agriculture were, by and large, practical husbandrymen focused on particular

animals and were not themselves scientifically trained. Nor did their audiences --

ranchers, herders and breeders-- see animal science as particularly promising.

Thus the new animal agricultural scientists were simultaneously attempting to

build a foundation for their science within the agricultural academies and develop

audiences, sponsors and consumers for their work in animal industry (cf.

Rosenberg, 1976). Reproductive animal science helped them to do both.*

The benefits of reproductive science in animal agricultural practice included

diagnostics, therapeutics and, most significant, new technologies which drastically

improved animal production. Diagnostics included pregnancy tests, sperm potency

tests, and means of assessing time of ovulation and fertility; the quality of sperm

may be at great variance with the quality of its producer, making sperm evaluation

important for both natural and artificial insemination (Herman, 1981).

Therapeutics included improved understandings of the nutritional and vitamin

needs for reproduction in domestic species (e.g. Cole and Cupps, 1959) and a

National Research Council program of research on infectious abortion in cattle

(Bowman, 1935).

But it was the technological innovations for improving production which had
the greatest impact on animal agriculture and its science (Herman, 1981; REA,
-----------

255. In medicine, the germ theory of disease and control over contagious diseases
had paved the way to some degree for acceptance of scientific innovations.

256. The oral history of Harold H. Cole, Professor of Animal Science and the
University of California, Davis, provides a superb saga of the tensions the
first generation of serious animal scientists confronted and how they managed
them through understanding their own "double mission" as scientists and as
animal men.
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1982; Phillips, 1947). Artificial insemination was the key initial research and

technology focus.” This included the development of means of obtaining,
evaluating, preserving and delivering sperm in a timely fashion along with

assessing fertility in the female (Herman, 1981). Graphically, a bull can cover 30

to 50 cows per year under average conditions; with artificial insemination the same

bull can impregnate 500-1000 cows per year (Phillips, 1947:113); by 1979 the

potential number of calves per sire per year was 50,000 (REA, 1982:153). While

begun prior to World War II, large scale practice of artificial insemination occurred

after the war (Herman, 1981; Phillips, 1947).

Improved scientific genetics [principles of selecting "good" sperm donors and

receptors] were fundamentally intertwined with artificial insemination after c1925

(Lush, 1951). Applied genetics elaborated on the variation of continuously

distributed traits in a population, carrying over what was known about rapidly

producing laboratory species such as fruit flies and rats to the much slower

reproduction of large farm animals; this included developing statistical techniques

for predicting breeding values or merit and analyzing breeding programs (REA,

1982:146). Sewell Wright's statistical work of the early 1920s on guinea pig genetics

was central to these developments (Lush, 1951).

Reproductive research prior to World War II also included preliminary

investigations of sperm freezing and other means of preservation, hormonal

treatments for superovulation (for twinning or multiple embryo production) and

for synchronizing estrus in herds for efficient artificial insemination, embryo

transfer, sex determination of sperm and embryos, and multiple embryo

implantation (Corea, 1985; Herman, 1981). The Figure on the following page
*****-**-*-

257. Considerable pioneering work in this field was done by Russian investigators
(Herman, 1981:3).
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shows the interrelation of these technologies based on reproductive research in

animal agriculture.”

258. Excellent summaries of the impacts of reproductive technologies on
agriculture this century are found in Byerly (1976) and Herman (1981). The
Research and Education Association (REA, 1982) provides an excellent
overview marred by its lack of attention to and recognition of developments
in scientific animal agriculture prior to 1950. This source also addresses the
problems of the need to "trade-off" among various technological improvements
as all cannot be simultaneously implemented and some have unwanted side
effects. On this point, see also Nalbadov (1978). In some animals, such as
sheep, the reproductive patterns are not amenable to scientific intervention.
Corea (1985) attends to the transfer of these agricultural technologies to
humans with histories of their development in agriculture.
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The benefits of reproductive science in agriculture, especially reproductive

technologies, were parallel to the development of safe and effective surgery in

medicine--the first significant improvements over common sense folk practices. In

sum, reproductive science in animal agriculture so improved the capacity for

animal production that it simultaneously established animal science qua science in
agriculture and organized audiences, sponsors and consumers of scientific research.

Practical husbandmen in agricultural academies gave way to scientists who had

practical offerings for their audiences. One "romantic" (REA, 1982:144) stockman

(Pope, 1980:70), assessing animal agriculture concluded, "Paramount to remaining in

a competitive position will be research and more research...The land-grant

[agricultural university) system becomes more important than ever before."

F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

During the period c1925-1940, the reproductive research enterprise coalesced

around reproductive endocrinology and this was manifest in biology, medicine and

agriculture. While the emergence period c1910-1925 saw the articulation of a field

of reproductive science and the beginnings of research investment in that field, the

coalescence era c1925-1940 saw both deepening investments and expansion of the

field as well as its consolidation as a highly successful American scientific

enterprise.

Reproductive endocrinology became the "model work" and core activity of the

enterprise, linked to general endocrinology physiologically through the anterior
-

pituitary and sociologically through shared professional associations and activities.

Reproductive endocrinology offered the reproductive research enterprise a

biochemical line of work at a time when biochemistry was the nascent research
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thrust, providing scientific legitimacy to the enterprise. Researchers in the U.S.

achieved supremacy, though not exclusivity of endeavor, in reproductive research

largely through reproductive endocrinological investigations. These were collected

in what became the bible of reproductive endocrinology during the coalescence

period and for many years after it, SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS (Allen,

1934).

Despite many successes, American reproductive researchers did not establish a

professional organization or journal explicitly focused on reproductive phenomena

until 1967, largely due to the continued illegitimacy of reproductive foci. Not

until population issues and scientific contraception were matters of public policy

and federal support did such an organization come into being.

Last, reproductive research provided multiple benefits to biology, medicine

and agriculture both in terms of establishing each as an appropriate academic

science and in terms of providing each with offerings attractive to their audiences.

Reproductive science provided biologists with a new line of research as they

sought to expand their discipline. It provided medicine with a wide array of non

surgical diagnostics and therapeutics for functional reproductive problems. It

provided agriculture with revolutionary reproductive technologies that

dramatically improved animal production.

But all was not necessarily smooth in the development of the reproductive

research enterprise. The next chapter addresses some of the chronic tensions and

issues confronted by reproductive researchers c1910-1940.
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CHAPTER 6

ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE, c1910-1940)

In the course of the thirty years of development of reproductive science in

the United States examined here, several issues were common to both the

emergence and coalescence eras. This chapter analyzes four such characteristic or

chronic issues.

First, I return to an earlier theme--consequences of the illegitimacy of

reproductive research. Second, the reproductive research enterprise is analyzed as

an intersection of efforts in biology, medicine and agriculture. Specific

interactions across professions are noted and the mutual benefits of efforts in each

are evaluated. The intersection aided researchers in their struggle for legitimacy.

Third, relations between morphology and physiology in reproductive science

are examined in terms of the continued use of morphological indicators. Last I

turn to related chronic tensions in reproductive sciences between those committed

to a broader reproductive biology or physiology versus those devoted to a more

biochemical, endocrinological research agenda and level of explanation of

reproductive phenomena.

A. CONSEQUENCES OF THE ILLEGITIMACY OF REPRODUCTIVE

RESEARCH

In judicial efforts to understand the social mechanisms of racial and sexual

discrimination in the United States, a concept which captures the interactive
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processes is the notion of "chilling effects.” Underrepresented minorities are

understood to be dissuaded from attempting to enter forbidden fields of activity

by the distinctively "cold" receptions given to any such overtures. Such "chilling

effects" are also experienced by natural and social science researchers in their

problem selection processes. Problem areas can be warmly or coolly viewed and

received. Consequences of "inappropriate" selections may be experienced

throughout individual careers.

Such "chilling effects" can also surround whole lines of work such as

reproductive research. In Chapter 3, I argued that the relative lateness of

reproductive research was due to its taboo or illegitimate status both socially and

scientifically. In Chapter 5, I argued that to some degree the coalescence of the

reproductive research enterprise around endocrinology was due to the relatively

greater legitimacy of general endocrinology compared to that of reproductive

physiology. Here I analyze available evidence of the illegitimacy of reproductive

research and some consequences for the enterprise.

Illegitimacy is, however, elusive in that it seems not to have been discussed

unless and until it was successfully countered. While virtually all of the trained

historians and sociologists who have addressed reproductive research touch upon

broad social illegitimacy issues,” concrete evidence is rare in the written
scientific and historical record.
----------

259. I am indebted to Howard S. Becker for drawing my attention to this parallel.

260. For example, Studer and Chubin (1976:3) note that reproductive science
"possessed a "vibrance" throughout its history, frequently interacting with
pressing social issues" such as birth control. And Borell (1985, 1986) discusses
the synergism between the growth of the birth control and eugenics
movements and the development of British reproductive research. Of the
"insider" historians (see Appendix A), Corner (e.g. 1958, 1981) is clearest on
illegitimacy issues.
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Evidence of the illegitimacy of reproductive research is richest concerning
the National Research Council's Committee for Research on Problems of Sex

(NRC/CRPS). The establishment of the NRC/CRPS in 1921 was the key turning
point, or first collective scientific offensive against the illegitimacy of

reproductive research. Funded by Rockefeller monies channeled through the

Bureau of Social Hygiene, the NRC/CRPS was founded through sponsorship by

progressives interested in sex reform through natural and social scientific research
(Hall, 1974; Rosenberg, 1982); its mission was then redirected to biological
research.”

In an appeal to expand the Committee's work, Earl F. Zion, its Executive

Secretary, argued that "The traditional attitude toward sex has operated to keep

down the number of investigators and is responsible in part for the present [poor]
status of research in this field.” Aberle and Corner (1953:89), chroniclers of the
NRC/CRPS, noted:

By its mere existence, and by the prestige of its place in the National
Research Council and its support by the Rockefeller Foundation, the
Committee has been a very great influence in breaking down the taboos
against scientific study of sex in the United States: its influengº. *****EXETETByTEFETHECITATIOThat sex study should be respectable, but by a
long campaign of productive work and undeviating support of
investigations that might well have been impeded without the moral support
of the Committee, investigators have repeatedly stated to the Committee
that reluctant executives in their universities have approved a proposedinvestigation because it had the backing of a National Research Councilgrant. [Emphasis added.]

In his foreword to the third edition of SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS
(Young, 1961:x, emphasis added), George Corner, leading reproductive researcher
and himself a medical historian, says of the NRC/CRPS, sponsor of the book:----------

261. Chapter 10 examines this redirection in detail.

262. Sixth Annual Report of the NRC/CRPS. 30 june 1928. Proposed Plan forContinuation.(page 2). RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
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The younger readers of this book will hardly be able to appreciate the fullsignificance of such an alliance between biologists, psychologists, and
physicians on one hand, and social philanthropists on the other. It
represented a major break from the so-called Victorian attitude which in
the English-speaking countries had long impeded scientific and sociologic
investigations of sexual matters and placed taboos on open consideration of
human mating and childbearing as if these essential activities were
intrinsically indecent. To# such matters, even in the laboratory
with rats and rabbits, required of American scientists...a certain degree of
moral stamina. A member of the Yerkes Committee [NRC/CRPS) once
heard himself introduced by a fellow scientist to a new acquaintance as one
of the men who had "made sex respectable." Certainly the prestige of the
Committee and the successes of American investigators working with and
without its assistance helped to bring about a more realistic attitude toward
sex research, although reactions from some quarters to such important
recent work as that of the late Alfred C. Kinsey show that the battle is evenyet not fully won.

Though the battle is still not yet fully won, the campaign of the NRC/CRPS was
viewed as successful. Walter B. Cannon, Professor of Physiology at Harvard and

member of the Committee wrote, "It seems to me that the Committee has done

much to remove from investigations on sex and reproduction the attitude of
reticence and prejudice which formerly prevailed.”

Despite the NRC/CRPS, there were further negative consequences of the
illegitimacy of reproductive research. One is the lack or lateness of scholarly
recognition of the line of work. In 1942, Corner was invited to present the
Vanuxem Lectures at Princeton University, published as THE HORMONES OF
HUMAN REPRODUCTION. He notes in his preface (Corner, 1942:ix-x):

*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::#######.
reproduction. A few years ####### been impossible {SEFEakthrough the old conventions that hampered free public discussion of this
subject. We have a tradition that sex and reproduction must be attended byprivacy, dignity and romance. It is a good tradition. Prºvided "* add afourth attribute, namely understanding...[Emphasis added.]

263. Cannon to Ruth Topping, Secretary, Bureau of Social Hygiene, 25 oct 1930.RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F186.
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I find another indicator of the illegitimacy of reproductive research in the

absence of any Nobel Prize in medicine or physiology during the emergence or

coalescence period for explicitly reproductive research. In 1947, Bernardo Houssay
was awarded a Nobel for studies of the hormones of the anterior pituitary

(Ackernecht, 1982:241-4). But even here the award was given for work on an organ

that produces both reproductive and non-reproductive hormones. Discoveries of

gonadal hormones went unrecognized by the Nobel Committee.

But the major consequence of the illegitimacy of reproductive research was

that reproductive scientists had to make it legitimate in order to build their

enterprise. It is Hall (1974:92) who first noted that sex had first to be

conceptualized scientifically in order to gain social legitimacy for reproduction as
a line of scientific research:

Men ambitious for a scientifically respectable study of sex recognized that
its basis must be broadly biological and independent of human interest or
subjective experience. In the context of a concept that was traditionally theprovince of medicine and social mores, i.e., sexuality, this was a liberalposition, and liberated biology as an autonomous science. In sum, the
biological scientists of the twenties did not create social policy, but, driven
by internal pressures for a respectable science, they created an increasingly
biochemical science whose voice spoke with the quality most desired by the
sex geneticist F.A.E. Crew...: the "magic" of esoteric authority.

Reproductive scientists had to struggle long and hard to legitimate their science.
- - - - - - - - - - 264This was the fundamental consequence of its illegitimacy for the researchers.

Last, the concreteness of reproductive research as an intersection --with work

in biology, medicine and agriculture-- helped to combat the illegitimacy of

reproductive science. Reproductive research thereby was not a Pºrvºrs” pursuit of .
one profession or discipline but the appropriate scientific work of several.
----------

264. Part III of this dissertation examines in detail several of the strategies .
reproductive scientists used to build a legitimate and autonomous enterprist.
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B. THE REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE AS

AN INTERSECTION: BIOLOGICAL, MEDICAL AND

AGRICULTURAL SCIENTISTS” INTERACTIONS

In the United States, the reproductive research enterprise quickly became a

Thetriangulated effort among scientists in biology, medicine and agriculture.

intersection emerged through a problem structure focused on reproductive cyclicity

and coalesced through one focused on endocrinology. The reproductive research

enterprise may also be construed as an intersection with biochemists as well, but

the problem structure remained centered on reproduction, though with a new

biochemical research thrust especially after c1925.”

1. The Structure of the Intersection:

The basic structure of the intersection is presented on the following page:

265. Kohler (1982) notes that during the pre World War II era, biochemistry tended
to become the "handmaiden" to other sciences without development of its own
distinctive research agenda. The case of reproductive research appears to
illustrate his point.
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THE REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCHENTERPRISE

ca•oq_2=■udae→∞,∞-Q■X*
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The primary lines of interaction are between reproductive researchers in

biology, medicine and agriculture. Secondary lines of interaction are noted as well.

Biochemistry is attached to each professional field independently, reflecting the

actual organization of the work during this period. All three fields had a tradition

of research focused on reproductive phenomena. Each was adequately established

to have resources of its own to further the shared enterprise. All had been, and

continued to be, audiences and consumers of each others research in the larger

endeavor of reproductive science.

Such an intersection was neither new nor uniquely American, although
emphases were different elsewhere (Borell, 1985, 1986; Hall, 1974, 1976; Medvei,

1982). Corner (1961:ix) carefully notes the contributions of German and Austrian

gynecologists to understandings of both the human menstrual cycle and the estrus

cycle of other mammals, and the contributions of animal breeders and naturalists

as well:”

Thus at the beginning of the 20th century and during the next decades
investigation in this field became more intense. Naturalists, animal
breeders, histologists, embryologists and gynecologists gradually came to
understand each others’ problems, and began a period of rapid advance not
yet ended or even slowed down...

In Britain, there was a long tradition of biomedical and agricultural science
cooperation around reproductive research.” During the coalescence period, British
Agricultural Research and Medical Research Councils were jointly funded to

pursue reproductive research (American Foundation, 1955 II:140).
-*--------

266. Corner (1961:ix) also notes the significance of the impetus provided by
psychology, anthropology and the Women's Rights movement to the
development of reproductive research.

267. See Chapter 4 for a more elaborate discussion.
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2. The Intersection as a Division of Labor:

The reproductive research intersection was a division of research labor both

by type of materials and by the "in principle" intent or mission of the work:*

Biology: to pursue "pure" reproductive science as part
of a general effort to grasp biological processes
through work largely with laboratory animals;

Medicine: to understand normal and pathologic reproductive
function and develop diagnostics and therapeutics
to ameliorate pathology through work with animals
as close to humans as possible (especially but not
exclusively non-human primates);

Agriculture: to improve animal production in terms of
quantity, quality, and controllability of repro
duction with some development of diagnostics and
treatments of pathology, largely through work with
domestic animals used for food or other human
consumption.

The division of labor by usage of very different materials was important to

the development of a robust intersection specifically and the reproductive research

enterprise generally. Although workers in each field used other fields' special

materials, there was a strong tendency to focus on those specified above. The

intersection thus allowed and facilitated communication about reproductive

phenomena across very different species. This was of considerable heuristic value

and facilitated researchers’ development of comparisons and making of

transpositions of findings from one species to others.”

268. See Freidson (1976) on the division of labor as both specialization and social
interaction. Strauss (1968; 1985) focuses notions of the division of labor on
social worlds as means of organizing work and on the articulation of tasks in
the division of labor within worlds.

269. Transpositions as part of the articulation work of the enterprise are the focus
of Chapter 9, where their multiple uses, advantages and disadvantages are
discussed.
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These comparisons and transpositions became bricks with which to build a

foundation for reproductive science. They allowed, encouraged and confirmed the

linkages among biological, medical and agricultural research. And the linkages

themselves legitimated the very study of reproductive phenomena which was so

problematic in terms of legitimacy. Corner (1961:ix) noted that researchers from

different lines of work came to "understand each others' problems," such

understandings contributed to their solution in many ways.

3. Mechanisms and Processes of the Intersection:

The mechanisms and processes of the intersection were multi-fold.

Developments and methods in each were picked up and used by the others.

Research materials were shared (Clarke, 1985a). Joint researches were initiated.

The particular angle of perception of each helped the others' vision of

reproductive phenomena--usually termed "cross-fertilization." The major

mechanism was the shared reproductive problem structure across biology, medicine

and animal agricultural science.”
The first shared focus was on the estrus and menstrual cycles; here biologists

focused on such cycles in laboratory animals, medical scientists in non-human and

human primates, and agricultural scientists in farm animals. But it was around the

shared problem structure of reproductive endocrinology that the intersection

deepened. Endocrinology gave unity and aided in the cohering of reproductive

research qua enterprise via:

1) a unifying approach;

2) shared methods and techniques;

3) sharing of materials conventions (what to use;

270. There were differences as well; see Chapters 4 and 5.
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how to use it; how to maintain it, etc.);

4) a mutually recognized mode and unit of production; and

5) a common language across the three professions.

This model research pulled the intersection together into a coherent whole quite

quickly--between 1925-1940 if not earlier.” Not only could researchers use and

benefit directly from each others’ work, but all benefited through participation in

a shared biochemical endeavor increasingly recognized not only by scientific

worlds but also by funding sources. Reproductive endocrinology was advantageous

for all participants especially because it was a newly developing field of research

and they had each and all joined the bandwagon early. Each profession gained

authority and authenticity through the breadth of the endeavor.

Professional networks developed both within the three professional areas and

across them. For example, in 1915-1917, a strong line of communication was

developed around the problem of sexual differentiation in the freemartin between

Frank R. Lillie of the Department of Zoology at Chicago and Leon J. Cole in

animal genetics at the University of Wisconsin. They shared research materials,

ideas, and strategies for approaching these problems.”
The vaginal smear quickly became a core research approach, strategy and

indicator for reproductive cycle studies in biology, medicine and agriculture. In

one classic example, Herbert M. Evans, Professor of Anatomy at the University of

California worked on the estrus cycle of the dog with Harold H. Cole, publishing

their paper (Evans and Cole, 1931) shortly after Cole joined the faculty in Animal

Husbandry at the University of California School of Agriculture at Davis. Cole

271. Some concrete aspects of the model are discussed below.

272. I discuss the freemartin problem and their work in more detail in Chapter 4.
See the Frank R. Lillie Papers, UChia.

-
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(1930) had done research on the estrous cycle in the cow and later was an

agricultural pioneer in reproductive endocrinology (Cole, 1977).

A major intersectional working group was established at the University of

Wisconsin including zoologist Frederick L. Hisaw, medical scientist Aura

Severinghaus and animal geneticist Leon J. Cole. A number of other workers such

as chemist Harry L. Fevold (Fulton and Wilson, 1966:403-6), and "second

generation" endocrinologist Roy O. Greep (1967, 1973) were also part of this world

at various stages of their careers. This intersection in the 1930s was strongly

focused on reproductive endocrinology.”

Research materials were common foci of cross-professional networks.

Although non-human primates (mostly macaca rhesus) were largely the research

materials of choice of medical reproductive researchers, some biologically trained

workers such as Hartman developed such colonies.” This group was so

cooperative that they were known as "the monkey fraternity" at the Rockefeller

Foundation.”

Another major research materials intersection was nation-wide and centered

on Pregnant Mare Serum Gonadotropin (PMSG). Harold H. Cole and George H.

Hart (1930) of the Animal Husbandry Department of the University of California
----------

273. Hisaw later went to Harvard as Fisher Professor of Natural History and
Fevold and Greep accompanied him (Fulton and Wilson, 1966:403);
Severinghaus went to Columbia's College of Physicians and Surgeons where he
worked with P.E. Smith and Earl T. Engle (Allen, 1932); Cole remained at
Wisconsin. See the Chart they jointly developed in Chapter 5. Roy Greep and
his associates (1976, 1977) have pioneered in the history of reproductive
research, especially as related to contraception.

274. Physician researchers who developed such colonies include Edgar Allen (at
Washington University and Yale), George Corner (at Hopkins and Rochester),
Philip Smith (at Columbia), and George Bartelmez (at Chicago) (Clarke, 1985a).

275. Letter from Warren Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation to Frank R. Lillie,
Oct. 6, 1933. RAC RG1.1 S216D B8 F 105.
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School of Agriculture at Davis discovered that the blood of pregnant mares

(available particularly to agricultural researchers) contained a substance similar to

an anterior pituitary hormone, Folicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH). Aschheim and

Zondek (1927) in Germany had found another anterior pituitary hormone,

Leutinizing Hormone (LH), in the urine of pregnant women. Asdell (1959:11)

In OteS:

Both discoveries were useful as they provided abundant sources for these
hormones. It was no longer necessary to rely on the limited supply of
pituitaries for hormones with gonadotropic activity. They were also useful
in providing a test for pregnancy in these two species.

Cole and Hart greatly benefited from patent royalties for processing PMSG.”

Zondek (Finkelstein, 1966:10-11) also found pregnant mare urine to be an excellent

source of estrogen, and later stallion urine was discovered to offer the highest

proportion of estrogens.” Andrew Nalbandov discussed the difficulties of urine
collection and distillation.” Urine sources were prolific but distillation processes

were arduous and highly scented for many years.” Blood sources, such as PMSG,
were preferred and blood could be drawn routinely without harm to the mares.

Thus agricultural researchers provided key materials for biologists and medical

scientists.
----ee-----

276. Interviews at the University of California, Davis, 1985.

277. Zondek (Finkelstein, 1966:11) and others expressed shock at this, a further
illustration of the problem of the reification of the "sex hormones" by sex
discussed in Chapter 5.

278. Interview, April 7, 1984.

279. Radioimmunoassay, developed c.1960 (Medvei, 1982:556-7), transformed such
processes as vast quantities of urine no longer needed to be distilled to obtain
small amounts of active hormone.
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In sum, cross-professional networks and alliances were common in the

reproductive research enterprise and benefits of the intersection were multi

directional.

4. What Made the Intersection Possible?

A key sociological question here is, "What made such an intimate intersection

possible?" Several factors contributed. Each field was sufficiently established and

had its own special audiences, sponsors and consumer markets bound to them by

tradition and interest. They could intersect to create a broader, stronger and more

legitimate endeavor while retaining their institutional and professional

independence and autonomy. For each group, the social structure of the

intersection made the other groups essentially helpmates rather than threatening

competitors.

In the language of social worlds, the intersection formed a scientific social

world or line of work (Gerson, 1983a) of reproductive science with distinctive

subworlds in biology, medicine and agriculture. Sociologically, the intersectional

nature of reproductive science articulated reproductive research with three

distinctive professional contexts. In each, and across them all, there was a

coalescence of professional interests in and potential markets for reproductive

research which simultaneously created and reinforced the intersection and the

broader enterprise.

Market demands upon workers in each field varied tremendously. Clinical

and commercial applications of reproductive research were constantly sought by

practical medical and agricultural interests. Biologists were also not at all immune

to such demands upon their work. But each subworld had full rights and

responsibility for managing its own markets and resources.
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At the most fundamental level, participants in the reproductive research

enterprise were one another's allies (Latour, 1984) in forging a new line of
scientific work--both individually and across professions. Each maintained its own

turf while together creating a shared turf--the broader enterprise. Initially there

was a frontier ethos in reproductive research--so little had been done there was

room for all. Gradually workers in each line of work focused more intently on

their own audiences, sponsors and consumers, while maintaining strong cross

professional ties. The extant institutional auspices and sponsorship of reproductive

research in biology, medicine and agriculture provided resources and home bases

for the development of linked but autonomous endeavors around reproductive

problems.”

C. THE CONTINUED SIGNIFICANCE OF MORPHOLOGY/ANATOMY

FOR REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH

In 1894, Wilhelm Roux, embryologist and founder of experimental

developmental mechanical approaches to embryology, stated (Benson, 1981:125):

...the correct interpretation of the results of experiment is often fraught
with such difficulty, that every possible aid from other sources must be
utilized...developmental mechanics will be of more or less service to these
morphological disciplines in return for what it is receiving from them.

Thomas H. Morgan echoed Roux in 1911, noting that "Cytology furnishes the

mechanism that the experimental evidence demands" (Rosenberg, 1967:42). And

Ross Harrison (embryologist and anatomist) noted (1913:402), "The interests of

anatomy and physiology are so intertwined that the two sciences must remain

inseparable if their progress is to be fostered." It was very much along these lines

280. Whether this cooperative modus vivendi extended beyond the era under
examination here is a problem worthy of research.
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that relations between morphological and physiological approaches developed in

reproductive science after 1910.”
In Marshall’s Introduction to his PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION

(1910:2), he makes an important point in terms of the development of reproductive
research:

It may be objected that, for a book on physiology, too much space is
devoted to the morphological side of the subject. This has been done
purposely, since it seemed impossible to deal adequately with the
physiological significance of the various sexual processes without describing
the anatomical changes which these processes involve.

Marshall obviously thought it was necessary to defend himself in advance, arguing

that there was no way to represent physiological processes without examining their

concrete manifestations in anatomy/morphology. In contrast, some other organ

systems such as respiration and digestion can be described on a more purely

physiological level, flowing more directly into physicochemical analysis.

But the key example of the relations between morphology and physiology in

reproductive science was Stockard and Papanicolaou's (1917) development of

vaginal smears as morphological indicators of reproductive physiological processes.

Within the reproductive system, many physiological changes (natural or

experimental) can be tracked and traced through histological and cytological

examination of tissues and cells affected by those changes. The vaginal smear was

the first demonstration of this. But other tissues and organs were soon seen to

have the capacity to serve as indicators of reproductive processes.”
-----------

281. Farley (1982:209-59) provides a lovely overview of the salience of cytology to
turn of the century problems around sexual reproduction, prior to and during
the trilateral segmentation.

282. The ovaries and uterus, for example, both reflect such changes. Of course,
examination of these organs required surgery which the vaginal smear did not,
making them more costly indicators in terms of time, effort and risk to
materials.
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Reproductive research work itself, in terms of both physiological and

endocrinological problems, then proceeded via zig-zag paths from physiological or

endocrinological triggering (natural or experimental) to histological/cytological

observation and examination and back and forth again (cf. Benson, 1981).

Philip E. Smith (1927, 1930), pioneer reproductive researcher, developed a

technique that considerably enhanced anterior pituitary endocrinology. He

perfected ablation of the anterior pituitary in the rat, yielding the

hypophysectomized rat, "one of the most widely used tools of investigation in

endocrinology and reproductive physiology today" (Fulton and Wilson, 1966:399).”

The indicators of hypophysis were histological and cytological. It is not surprising,

then, that P.E. Smith edited BAILEY'S TEXTBOOK OF HISTOLOGY from

1932-1958 (Christy, 1972:1415).

Thus morphology/anatomy through histological and cytological work

promoted both reproductive physiology and endocrinology. Historian of biology

Churchill (1981:185-6) has suggested that "a closer examination of the interplay

between organic form and life's functions deserves the attention of modern as well

as nineteenth century historians." In this section I have demonstrated the

centrality of that relation in reproductive physiology.
-----------

283. Smith's work also demonstrated that transplants of the anterior pituitary were
capable of restoring the functions which had been atrophied by
hypophysectomy. Smith also showed that anterior pituitary transplants into
immature female rats produced a rapid and precocious development of the
genital system. This was the key work that linked the reproductive
endocrinological system to the general bodily endocrinological system through
the anterior pituitary gland.

-
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D. TENSIONS IN THE FIELD: A PHYSIOLOGICAL BIOLOGY

OF REPRODUCTION VERSUS A REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY

In the field of reproductive research, tensions developed during the

emergence and coalescence period (c1910-1940) between a broadly conceived

reproductive physiological program and a more narrowly construed reproductive

endocrinological research agenda. It is my strong impression from the data that

such tension were organized along fissures between those who consistently valued

the contributions which morphology (through histology and cytology) offered

reproductive research and those more devoted and committed to a purer

biochemical endocrinological agenda.”

There appear to be several overlapping continua characteristic of the years

1910-1940, described graphically below:*
-------

284. Evidence is limited and spotty, but highly suggestive and deserving of further
research. The roots of these tensions likely lie, of course, in the turn of the
century shifts of emphasis in biological and medical research from
morphology/anatomy to experimental and physiological approaches. Werdinger
(1980:338-9) notes significant tensions within embryology along these lines.
Further research should trace such roots more deeply than present scope
allows.

285. For discussion of morphology, see above. For discussion of endocrinology and
biochemistry, see Chapters 2, 3, and 5.
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LINES OF CLEAVAGE IN REPRODUCTIVE SCIENCE, 1910-1940

1) a biologically-focused VS a reproductive endocrin
reproductive physiological ological research

-agenda and perspective agenda and perspective

2) a valuing of morpho- VS a valuing of biochemical
logical contributions contributions

3) an organism-based VS an analytic problem-based
problem structure problem structure

a) valuing of comparative VS devaluing of inter
inter-species work species comparative work

b) an unwillingness to VS a willingness to
transpose research transpose research

findings across
-

findings across
species species

Not all reproductive scientists went along with the three shifts outlined

above, and the tensions I am addressing are based on debates about them. In terms

of point three, Gerson (1983b) has noted that the realignment of population biology
at the turn of the century focused strongly on a shift from organism-based problem

structures to analytic question-based problem structures. The fundamental

assumption that stands behind this shift is comparability across both species and
individuals. Let us now turn to the evidence.

The initial evidence concerning the value of morphology is Marshall's (1910)

comment quoted earlier that morphology has a distinctive role in reproductive

research. Echoing Marshall, in 1925, F.A.E. Crew and his British agricultural

science associates came down on the side of a broader physiological program:*

The present generation is witnessing "a return to the practice of older days
xhen animal physiology was not yet divorced from morphology."
Conspicuous progress is now being seen in the field of general physiology,

286. This was in their introduction to Hammond's REPRODUCTION IN THE
RABBIT (1925:v-vi).
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of experimental biology, and in the application of biological principles to
economic problems. [Emphasis added.]

In 1953, agricultural researcher H.H. Cole of the University of California,

who himself pioneered in reproductive endocrinology in domestic animals, stated in

a review of the field: "It is my impression that there is still much to be learned by

a more detailed study of the morphology of the reproductive organs and of the

glands controlling them in normal and abnormal animals."

A number of researchers have more recently commented on the increased

value placed on comparative efforts, which had formerly been a minority position.

For example, in 1963, E.C. Amoroso was pleased to look at the future prospects of

endocrinology and see that: "...comparative endocrinology is once more coming to

the forefront of biological interest, and its future becomes of immediate concern

not only to biology, but to medicine and agriculture as well." Amoroso is a British

veterinary surgeon as well as an endocrinologist (Klein, 1963:297). R.V. Short

(1977:34) concludes his insider history by noting that:

This brief account of the history of our knowledge of the ovaries outlines
the value of a broad comparative approach to the subject. By our
increasing tendency to specialize we have lost the breadth of interest which
our predecessors had. Many of their observations were close to what we
now believe to be the truth, but they could not be developed in the
prevailing scientific climate. [Emphasis added.]

Andrew Nalbandov, Professor Emeritus of the Department of Animal Science

at the University of Illinois, has for some years emphasized the diversity of

reproductive physiology across species as compared to other physiological systems

such as digestion, respiration and circulation.” Nalbandov (1976:2) goes so far as

to state, "Some scientists resist accepting diversity, insisting instead on finding a
----------

287. See Nalbandov (1958, 1964, 1970, 1973, 1976, 1978). He carefully notes
(1976:1) that this diversity is largely restricted to females; "reproduction in
males is remarkably uniform across species."
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unified scheme that would fit all mammals." He has further noted that, during the

1930s and 1940s, some papers demonstrating diversity were refused for publication

and presentation on the grounds that the findings must be "wrong.” This
demonstrates the strong biases toward simplification which Star (1983b) has found

elsewhere in scientific work as well.”

In a number of ways, comparative perspectives have been linked with

broader biological viewpoints rather than narrower endocrinological ones. In a

review of a recent book, Jack Cohen's REPRODUCTION, the reviewer (Robinson,

1978:189-90) stated:”

This is a refreshingly different book because it deals with reproduction
from a classical, biological point of view and is a healthy reminder that
reproductive biology is not all endocrinology. It is a textbook...on
comparative animal reproduction...To the reviewer who, like all aging
reproductive biologists, has grown up with this relatively new science and so
is largely self-taught, this book has opened up areas of comparative
reproductive biology which were either unknown or but vaguely
remembered. [Emphasis added.]

Carl Hartman (1879-1967), who initially taught biology in Texas and spent

most of his career at the medically-oriented Carnegie Institution of Washington's

Department of Embryology, was quite insistent that he be referred to as a

reproductive physiologist to reflect his commitment to a broader biological view of
reproductive phenomena throughout his career (Biggert, 1970; Vollman, 1965).

Frank Lillie pioneered a distinctively biological perspective in both his

288. Interview with Andrew Nalbandov, April 7, 1984.

289. Simplification is obviously also reflected in the reification of gonadal
hormones as "male" or "female" discussed earlier.

290. The review appeared in a new journal, ANIMAL REPRODUCTION SCIENCE
(1978), an international journal with an animal agricultural science focus.
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embryological and reproductive researches specifically in opposition to the

biochemical reductionist perspective held by Jacques Loeb.”

Emil Witschi's work provides and ther example of an agricultural researcher

with a comparative eye. Initially trained as a morphologist, Witschi spent most of

his academic life at Iowa focused on reproductive endocrinology and the problem

of sex differentiation. In 1960 he established the Division of Comparative

Endocrinology of the American Society of Zoologists during his presidency

(Gorbman, 1979:1264).

Many of the "biology versus endocrinology" tensions seem, more recently, to

be clustered around what I would term "the rat debate." The heart of this debate

lies in the organism-based versus analytic problem-based shift in problem

structures (Gerson, 1983b). The rat debate in reproductive science hinges on

whether or not researchers view rats as adequate research animals for the full

range of tasks of understanding reproductive phenomena. In arguing for

comparative work to fully grasp reproductive phenomena, Nalbandov has

complained (1958:i):

Some [graduate students]...profess interest only in the aspects of the field
that apply to the human animal; others want to concern themselves only
with the reproduction of the rat; and still others are content to learn all
there is to know about the cow. This attitude is frequently carried over
into their professional careers: at scientific meetings, gynecologists walk out
when papers on the reproduction of sheep are read, "sheep men" retaliate by
walking out when "rat men" are reading, and "rat men" are content to listen
only to one another.

Thus we can hear the reverberations of chronic tensions in the field over

fifty years focused on the value of morphology, of comparative work and in terms

291. See Farley (1982:235-51) for a superb account of the dialogue between Lillie
and Loeb. See Oppenheimer (1967:29-44) for further development of Lillie's
broad biological view.
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of the centrality of endocrinology versus a broad biological perspective. For the

present, several related questions remain:

(1) Was it mostly biologists and agricultural scientists
who promoted the broader biological view and a more
comparative perspective, while medical scientists
tended to promote more endocrinological perspectives
across species?

(2) If so, was this due to the distinctive "missions" of
biology, medicine and agriculture and does it relate
to "basic" versus "applied" tensions as well?

(3) Are these tensions linked to the species of materials
focused on in medicine (primates), agriculture (diverse
domestic animals), and biology (laboratory animals)?
Is a systematic bias introduced through focus on certain
materials (c.f. Wimsatt, 1980)?

(4) Are the tensions described also between an anti
reductionist reproductive physiological or biological
tradition and a more reductionist biochemical tradition?

These should be high on the list of problems in the historical sociology of

reproductive research.

E. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

The illegitimacy of reproductive research had a variety of negative

consequences for its development. These included lack of scholarly recognition,

lack of a Nobel for pioneering reproductive research, and the particular burden of

reproductive researchers--making sex scientific and thereby adequately

"respectable" as the focus of a research enterprise.

One factor which helped to counter the problem of illegitimacy was the

structure of the reproductive research enterprise as an intersection of efforts

among biology, medicine and agriculture. This intersection was effective because

each field was sufficiently established with its own special audiences, sponsors and

Consumers bound to them by tradition and interest. They intersected to create a
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broader, stronger and more legitimate endeavor while simultaneously retaining

their particular institutional and general professional independence and autonomy.

For each group, the social structure of the intersection made the others allies

rather than major competitors.

Due to the nature of the reproductive system, morphology was integral to

reproductive research throughout the emergence and coalescence eras. Histological

and cytological work promoted both reproductive physiology and endocrinology.

However, during this period, certain tensions developed between a broad biological

perspective on reproduction and a narrower biochemical perspective. In the

former, morphological and comparative work were valued along with
endocrinological efforts while in the latter, this was not the case.

Tensions within the field of reproductive research over the past fifty years

have centered around these issues which deserve further research. An important

aspect of needed research concerns the division of labor among biology, medicine

and agriculture by type of research materials used and their relation to the

"missions" of the professions.
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CHAPTER 7

FUNDING THE REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE

This chapter presents the emergence of funding for "basic" reproductive

research and an overview of the funding sources of the reproductive research

enterprise c1910-1940.” Both the stature and extent of the funding of

reproductive research during its emergence and coalescence period were significant

in enabling this line of research work to establish itself as a "going concern," a

recognized, viable scientific enterprise.

Minimal documentation of reproductive research funding has been done

(Aberle and Corner, 1953; Greep, et al., 1976). The only analysis of such funding

during the period prior to World War II is that of Greep and his associates

(1976:367-71). They argue (1976:367) that due to the general illegitimacy of sex

and reproduction as both social issues and scientific research foci:

To initiate and sustain serious research in the reproductive sciences has
required for more than half a century concerted effort by interested
individuals and private organizations, mainly from outside the mainstream
of the biomedical research community.

In this chapter, I offer an analysis of reproductive research funding which

challenges some of the assumptions and analyses of Greep and his associates (1976).

My goal is to portray the breadth of funding sources, extent of funding and types
----------e.

292. "Basic" research here indicates experimental biological and biochemical work
with animal materials, largely endocrinological in nature. See Chapters 8 and 9
for a discussion of the social constructivist nature of basic, clinical and
applied "types" of research.
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of research funded, along with an historical orientation to each of the major

funding sources.”

In contrast to Greep and his associates, my analysis of the funding of

reproductive research demonstrates that it was neither slight nor far from the

mainstream of the biomedical research community. Rather, considerable funding

was provided through prestigious organizations by major biomedical research

oriented foundations. Greep and associates (1976:370) also assert that reproductive

research, especially as related to the development of contraception, was relatively

underfunded as compared with other biomedical research fields during this

period.” However, they tend to blur reproductive and contraceptive research and

funding in their analyses, reflecting the contemporary intimate relations of these

two endeavors.”

Yet during the period prior to World War II, one of the major strategies of

reproductive researchers in building their scientific enterprise was to carefully

distinguish these two lines of work, and to refuse to participate in most

contraceptive research.” Reproductive researchers instead sought funding of
their work as a distinctive basic research endeavor. While Greep and his associates

seem to be correct in their analysis that contraceptive research was not well

293. A fine-grained fiscal analysis remains to be researched. Such an analysis
should include careful examination of the contributions of foundations to
individual researchers as well as to organizations sponsoring reproductive
research generally, and some examination of departmental research budgets in
the major reproductive research centers. Both of these efforts are beyond the
present scope.

294. Comparisons remain to be explicitly made with other specialty biomedical
research fields during this era, and are beyond the present scope.

295. This intimacy of relations is discussed in Chapter 1.

296. See Chapter 11 for further analysis of these processes.
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funded, this chapter documents the successes of reproductive researchers in gaining

prestigious, sustained and significant support for their work prior to World War II.

A. OVERVIEW OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH FUNDING,

c1910-1940

During the period under analysis here, c1910-1940, most reproductive

research was undertaken in university departments. Funding was both internal

(from routine departmental research budgets) and external (from funding sources

outside the local institution). While external funding sources (analyzed below)

were quite diverse and fairly extensive, I believe a precise fiscal analysis of

reproductive research would likely reveal that routine departmental research

budgets were the major source of reproductive research funding during this period.

At some institutions, such budgets were also supplemented with funds generated by

patents secured by faculty reproductive researchers for reproductive hormonal

extraction, isolation and production procedures.” Moreover, local budgetary

reliance was likely typical of other types of research as well in this era prior to

government support of scientific research.

The United States government did not provide extensive fiscal support to

biomedical research until after World War II. The Hygienic Laboratory had been

founded in 1897, and was enlarged as the National Institute of Health in 1930; but

the science budget of the Public Health Service, including the NIH research budget

and representing almost the total federal health research investment was, in 1935,

only $508,000 for all research (Strickland, 1976:5). Support was focused on

297. This was certainly the case at the University of California, Davis. [Interview
data; see Appendix A.]
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research on acute infectious diseases (Rosen, 1965; Swain, 1962). The major

exception to this dictum was government funding of agricultural research which

began during the late nineteenth century (Rosenberg, 1976). Some proportion of

these funds was certainly used to support reproductive research under agricultural

auspices by researchers trained in a wide variety of settings (Greep, et al,

1976:370).298

External research funding sources were largely foundations and industry.

For reproductive researchers, sources were primarily and/or ultimately

foundations. That is, direct funding of reproductive research was often by

private-non-profit agencies committed to science or social change of some kind; but

the actual funds such agencies dispersed derived primarily from foundations.

Individual benefactors also funded reproductive research.

Greep and his associates (1976:371) offer the following summary of private

agency reproductive research expenditures.”

298. Much of this research was "basic" investigation of reproductive phenomena in
farm animals. Considerable focus was placed during these years on studies in
aid of improved means of artificial insemination for animal breeding (Greep
et al., 1976:370), which included studies of the timing of fertility, pregnancy
diagnosis, sperm production, activity, and preservation. Further analysis of
the contributions of agricultural research to the reproductive research
enterprise is planned.

299. Included here are expenditures made by the National Research Council's
Committee on Research in Problems of Sex and Committee on Research in
Endocrinology, and the private National Committee on Maternal Health.
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PRIVATE AGENCY REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH EXPENDITURES
**** -l l OIIa rS

1922-1925
-

99,600
1926-1930 323,500
1931-1935 352,700
1936-1940 520,100
TOTAL 1,295,900

This chapter examines the sources of these and other funds. I begin with

examination of the National Research Council as a sponsor of reproductive

research through several subagencies. I next present an overview and brief

analysis of the National Committee on Maternal Health as a funding source. Then

direct foundation support of reproductive research is presented, followed by a

preliminary analysis of industrial support. Last, a synopsis of funding since 1940

is offered to demonstrate changes in the fiscal "career" of the reproductive

research enterprise.

B. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL SPONSORSHIP:

The National Research Council (NRC) is a suborganization of the National

Academy of Science (NAS). The NRC itself was founded in 1916 as an agency to

inventory research toward enhanced military preparedness focused primarily on

the natural and physical sciences; after World War I, it was quickly transformed

into a science sponsorship forum with a variety of committees and subcommittees

funded (along with the Academy) by a grant of $5 million from the Carnegie

Corporation (Tobey, 1971:35, 53). The Rockefeller Foundation was also an early

supporter of the NRC.” Given its association with the NAS and the Carnegie

Corporation, the NRC was a prestigious organization from its inception.

300. By 1920, the Foundation had given $540,000 and other Rockefeller agencies
were also fiscally supportive...[To George Vincent from James R. Angell, 3
june 1920. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B36 F416.
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Committees of the NRC could be initiated from within or without the

agency, but required agency sponsorship and approval. During the pre-World War

II era, two such committees sponsored reproductive research (the Committee for

Research on Problems of Sex and the Committee on Endocrinology). Reproductive

research was also funded through the NRC Grants-In-Aid Program. I also briefly

examine here two post-World War II NRC committees concerned with reproductive

research (the Committee on Human Reproduction and the Committee on

Contraceptive Technology).

1.The NRC Committee for Research on Problems of Sex,

1921-1962:

The NRC Committee for Research on Problems of Sex (NRC/CRPS) existed

from 1921 to 1962 (NAS, 1979b:v), in the Medical Sciences Division of the NRC.”

The NRC/CRPS was the major external funding source for reproductive research

prior to World War II. One historian asserts that "The committee virtually paid for

the development in American universities of [reproductive] endocrinology" (Reed,

1984:283). From 1921 to 1940, the NRC/CRPS sponsored reproductive research via

grants totaling $1,087,322 (Aberle and Corner, 1953:113).

The NRC/CRPS was itself funded almost exclusively by Rockefeller monies

during period examined here, initially through the Bureau of Social Hygiene and

after 1931 through the Rockefeller Foundation (Aberle and Corner, 1953), though

in later years it also received funding from the Ford Foundation (NAS, 1979b.v.).
--------

301. My development of the NRC/CRPS is brief here; Chapter ** is devoted to an
analysis of the founding and redirection of the mission of the NRC/CRPS
toward basic research in reproductive biology. Moreover, a detailed "insider"
portrait of the NRC/CRPS is easily available (Aberle and Corner, 1953).
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Rather than providing grants to individuals at many institutions, the

NRC/CRPS operated by and large through funding established and emerging

centers of reproductive research staffed by multiple investigators under the

leadership of a researcher of considerable stature. From 1921-1947, "104

cooperating investigators received approximately 470 grants, under which 585

individuals took part in the researches" (Aberle and Corner, 1953:70). The average

directing investigator thus received 4.5 grants. This innovative means of

organization of scientific research sponsorship promoted the development of what

would today be termed "project-oriented" research, drawing together investigators

from several salient disciplines to address a related set of problems.”
The following chart based on Aberle and Corner's (1953:92-100) summary

provides an overview of reproductive research sponsored by the NRC/CRPS:

NRC/CRPS sponsorship of reproductive research was thus largely though far

from exclusively endocrinological in nature; during the pre-World War II era, most

sponsored research was on animal rather than human materials. The status and

prestige of the NRC affiliation lent considerable stature to the Committee for

Research on Problems of Sex specifically and to the reproductive research

enterprise generally. It is unlikely that well over $1 million would have been

provided to the Committee by Rockefeller philanthropies had it not found an

institutional "home" with the NRC.”
----------

302. This aspect of the work of the NRC/CRPS deserves f urther attention,
especially in relation to the larger sponsorship philosophies of the Rockefeller
and other philanthropies and their changes during this period (e.g. Abir-Am,
1982; Arnove, 1980; Kohler, 1978).

303. See Chapter 10 for further discussion of this and other points.
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THE NRC COMMITTEE FOR RESEARCH ON PROBLEM5_OF SEX:
ROGRAM AND CENTERS, 1922-1941

RESEARCH FOCL;
the female cycle; ovarian hormones ; pituitary sex hormones;
role of vitamins in reproduction; hormonel isolation;
effects of x-rays on the reproductive system; reproductive
histology and physiology; sex psychology and behavior;
enthropology of reproduction.

HAJOR CENTERs:
Frank R. Lillie at Chicago; Charles R. Stockard at Cornell
Medical School; Herbert M. Evans at Berkeley.

** 1927–1932* =

RESEARCH Foci:
the female cycle and ovarian hormones; sex differentiation
through endocrine activity; pituitary/gonadel endocrine
relations; adrenal /gonadal endocrine relations; ovulation
and indicators of pregnancy; menstruation and blood
chemistry; nutrition and reproduction; avian physiology of
reproduction and effects of light; sex behavior and
psychology in animals and humans; anthropology of
reproduction.

N :
Frank R. Lillie at Chicago; Charles R. 5tockard at Cornell
Medical School : Herbert M. Evans at Berkeley; R. M. Yerkes at
Yale and Orange Park: P. E. Smith at Columbia; F. L. Hisaw at
Wisconsin; E. Witschi at Iowa; Edgar Allen at Missouri; E.
Koch at Chicago; and L. M. Terman at Stanford.
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** 1932-1937: t

RESEARCH FOGIt
chemistry of the ovarian, pituitary and adrenal reproductive
hormones; quel itetive ane lysis of the action of the
pituitary hormones; sex behavior in animals; nutritional
factors in reproduction; the reproductive cycle; sex
determination and sexual dimorphism; embryology of twinning;
fertilization and development of the mammalian egg;
psychobiology of sex; reproductive neuroendocrinology; sex
behavior.

-

MAJOR CENTERs:
Frank R. Lillie at Chicago; Charles R. 5tockard at Cornell
Medical School; Herbert M. Evans at Berkeley; P. E. Smith at
Columbia; E. Allen and R. M. Yerkes at Yale and Orange Park;
E. Witschi at Iowa; P. Bard at Hopkins; and L. Terman at
Stanford.

as a 1937-1942 a s

RESEARCH foci:
ovarian and testicular endocrinology (chemistry and
metabolism); clinical and physiological applications of
reproductive endocrinology; ovulation; sex development and
maturetion; uterine physiology and menstruation; sex
behavior and psychology; reproductive neuroendocrinology.

MAJOR CENTERs:
P. E. Smith at Columbia; E. Allen and Yerkes at Yale and
Orange Park; E. Witschi at Iowa: P. Bard at Johns Hopkins:
F. A. Beach at the American Museum of Naturel History; and C.
Lend is at the New York State Psychiatric Institute. }
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2. The NRC Committee on Endocrine Research,

1936-1950:

The NRC Committee on Endocrinology was founded in 1936 and remained

active until 1950 (Greep, et al., 1976:370). I have argued in the last chapter that

reproductive research coalesced around the core activity of reproductive

endocrinology as a means of gaining legitimacy for the enterprise by "riding the

coattails" of general endocrinology. It is thus ironic and anomalous that the NRC

committee addressing reproductive research (the NRC/CRPS) existed for fifteen

years prior to the establishment of the NRC Committee on Endocrinology. In this

section, I briefly describe the background and activities of the latter committee

and attempt to explain this anomaly.

In 1933, there was extensive discussion of the need for an NRC committee on

endocrinology within the Rockefeller Foundation (a major funding source for the

NRC) and with NRC representatives; as one report noted, "The other [non-sex]

hormones are not of lesser importance.* The Markle Foundation, founded in

1927, had undergone a major program review c1934-1935, and decided to focus its

sponsorship afresh on medical research as many other foundations were doing at

the time (Strickland and Strickland, 1976:6).

Aberle and Corner (1953:24-5) provide the following account of this

Committee's actual inception: Officers of the Markle Foundation approached Dr.

R.M. Yerkes (then Chairman of the NRC/CRPS and a former NRC officer) for

advice. Yerkes arranged a conference with Frank R. Lillie (member of the

NRC/CRPS and a leading reproductive researcher at Chicago). Lillie suggested

304. RF Inter-Office Memorandum by F. Blair Hanson of the RF, 26 dec 1933. RA
RF RG1.1 200 B70 F589.
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that research in endocrinology needed aid; the NRC/CRPS could not support non

reproductive endocrinological research as it was increasingly being asked to do.

The Markle Foundation then offered funds for such a committee.*

During its fourteen years of existence, the NRC Committee on Endocrinology

expended $561,000 on grants in aid of research; according to Greep and his

associates (1976:370), $71,000 of this amount was devoted to reproductive

endocrinological research directly or indirectly.”

Dr. Walter B. Cannon (founding member of the NRC/CRPS and Professor of

Physiology at Harvard) was the first Chairman of the NRC Committee on

Endocrinology. There was concern from the outset regarding the boundaries

between the two NRC committees, as Yerkes wrote to Warren Weaver of the

Rockefeller Foundation.”

The rumor is abroad that support of endocrinological studies is being
lessened [by the NRC/CRPS). Actually there is every reason to suppose the
[NRC/CRPS) will continue to support such studies...Obviously it is essential
that the overlap of interest between [the two committees]...be carefully
scrutinized, and the two committees so conducted with reference to
promotion of endocrinological studies of sex that maximal assistance shall
be rendered without undesirable duplication...or oversight.

L.H. Weed, Chairman of the Medical Sciences Division of the NRC, sought to

facilitate the cooperation of the two committees structurally. He arranged for the

Chairs of both committees to sit ex officio on the other with planned successive

meetings. Weed reported to the Rockefeller Foundation that the NRC/CRPS was

305. In essence, during this period different foundations seem to have been
primary sponsors of different NRC committees.

306. The Markle Foundation appears to have been the sole support of this
Committee (Strickland and Strickland, 1976:7).

307. Yerkes to Weaver, 9 nov 1937. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F441.
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"allowing most of the proposals in the endocrine field to be taken by the Endocrine

Committee.* This freed funds of the NRC/CRPS for other purposes.”
By the late 1940s, the glamour of endocrinology had apparently worn thin.

The Markle Foundation, with a new president, refocused its giving on the Markle

Scholars program to enable medical schools to retain promising graduates and

prepare them for careers in academic medicine and research, a program it

supported for twenty-two years (Strickland and Strickland, 1976:18).

The anomaly of the NRC/CRPS preceding the NRC Committee on

Endocrinology by fifteen years, despite the greater legitimacy of general

endocrinology and its consequently greater "fundability" cannot be overlooked.

Briefly, the original mission of the NRC/CRPS was not focused on support of

reproductive biological or endocrinological research, but was rather broadly

conceived to support research around sexual problems in humans to prevent and

alleviate social problems. However, this mission was redirected by the members of

the NRC/CRPS toward reproductive biological research, especially reproductive

endocrinology.”
Moreover, the research sponsored by the NRC/CRPS included

endocrinological problems that were not solely reproductive. That is, both

physiologically and in funding practice, the boundaries between reproductive and

general endocrinology were blurred as were the boundaries between enzymes,
----------

308. From Alan Gregg's diary, meeting with L.H. Weed, 9 may 1940. RAC RF
RG1.1 S200 B39 F442.

309. See Chapter 10 for discussion of the new areas supported by the NRC/CRPS
at this time.

310. See Chapter 10 for a full account of the original mission and its redirection.
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vitamins and hormones.” This blurring was well-recognized in a 1933 Rockefeller

Foundation report:*

There is [sic] here proposed three separate committees dealing with the
fields of enzymes, vitamins and hormones. It is true that all three fields
have basically much in common...The three committee point of view is
suggested for, ...in general, there are three rather distinct groups of workers,
and logic and necessity indicate approaching the whole through the
parts...The selection of personnel for the Committee is more important than
one committee or three...A Committee on endocrinology, either working
alongside the Sex Committee, or including the sex hormone work of the
present committee, apart from that which may be directly administered by
the R.F., seems almost certain...to shed much light on the chemical aspect of
life and the control of certain diseases; with also some probability of
leading into the fields of psychobiology and personality problems.

Thus the actual structuring and timing of NRC committees around both

reproductive and non-reproductive endocrinological problems reflected the vagaries

of specific committee history, the blurred boundaries of the problems, prior and

current institutional funding arrangements and preferences, and the divisions of

scientific labor established by researchers themselves in both the past and present.

3. The NRC Committee on Infectious Abortion:

The NRC Committee on Infectious Abortion was jointly sponsored by the

Division of Medical Sciences and the Division of Biology and Agriculture of the

NRC. Infectious abortion in animals, especially cattle and dairy cows, was of

considerable concern to agricultural breeders and scientists. It is caused by the

organism Brucella which also causes undulant fever in humans.

The Committee on Infectious Abortion established a research station at

Lansing, Michigan (funded by the Commonwealth Fund of New York) and
-----ee----

311. See chart of NRC/CRPS research foci above and Aberle and Corner (1953).

312. RF Inter-Office Memorandum by FBH, 26 dec 1933. RA RF RG1.1 200 B70
F589.
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sponsored a variety of researches, including studies of reproductive problems in

aid of furthering understanding of the physiological processes of infectious

abortion. These researches were jointly funded by the American Medical

Association, the Certified Milk Producers' Association, the U.S. Department of

Agriculture's Bureau of Animal Husbandry and the Michigan State College of

Agriculture through the NRC.” This group, then, was another extant if minor
sponsor of mammalian reproductive research.*

4. The NRC Grants-in-Aid Program:

In addition to its standing committees, the NRC also administered a Grants

in-Aid Program during the 1930s, funded by the Rockefeller Foundation (Bowman,

1935). This program was another extant if relatively minor funding source for

reproductive researchers. From 1929-1935, 267 grants were made in the medical

and biological sciences for a total of $132,511; the average grant in all fields was

$532 (Bowman, 1935:339).

A preliminary review of archival materials demonstrated that a number of

reproductive scientists received funds from the Grants-in-Aid Program for work on

a wide variety of reproductive research problems. Reproductive researchers

funded included Doisy, Backman, Bissonette, Lillie, Turner, Allee, Long, Guthrie,

Geiling, and Rasmussen. The reproductive problems they addressed included

studies of the histology of lactation, the effects of x-rays on ovarian and uterine

tissue, ovarian hormones, vertebrate oocytes, reproductive endocrinology in the
----------

313. See the Report of the National Research Council for 1929-1930; and NRC
Division of Medical Sciences, 1930-1931, Circular Letter, 4 feb 1931. RF
RG1.1 S200 B38 F433.

314. Further research on this and other agriculturally-based contributions to
reproductive research is planned.
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whale and histology of human hypophysis comparing pregnant and non-pregnant

women.”

These are selected examples only; a more thorough examination of those

records should be undertaken to clarify the extent of support of reproductive

research prior to WWII. These data go beyond that considered by Greep and

associates (1976) in their discussion funding of reproductive research prior to Word

War II.

5. The NRC Committee on Human Reproduction, 1947-1951:

Although it postdates the era examined here, the existence of an NRC

Committee on Human Reproduction is salient. None was established until 1947,

and it existed only until 1951 (NAS, 1979b:v).

The NRC Committee on Human Reproduction had its origins in the lay and

medical birth control movements. An agreement was constructed whereby the NRC

would sponsor this committee while the Planned Parenthood Federation and the

National Committee on Maternal Health (another reproductive and contraceptive

research funding source discussed below) would raise the funds to support it (Reed,

1984:271). Only $40,000 was raised by these groups to support the NRC Committee

on Human Reproduction during its existence, despite the direct involvement of

John D. Rockefeller III (Reed, 1984:271).”
---------

315. See, for example: "NRC Research Aid Fund, July-December, 1932," attachment
to letter to Norma Thompson, Secretary, RF, from Herbert J. Yule, Bursar,
NRC, 13 jul 1932. RAC RG1.1 S200 B37 F422. NRC Committee on Grants-In
Aid, 1 mar 1930. Report of the Committee. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38 F432. .
NRC Research Aid Fund, Reports 1931. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38 F433. NRC
Check-List of Grants-In-Aid for the period May, 1929 to December, 1937. 8
jun 1938. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38 F435.

316. It seems likely that the Rockefeller Foundation chose not to sponsor this
committee due to its long-term commitments to the NRC/CRPS, the tensions
around the NRC/CRPS's funding of Alfred Kinsey's research, and broad
questioning of the Foundations activities during the post-World War II Cold
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Howard Taylor, Jr., a physician on the faculty of the Columbia medical

school and long-time activist in the National Committee on Maternal Health,

became Chairman of the NRC Committee on Human Reproduction (Reed,

1984:271). Plans were laid for funding a wide range of reproductive researches

within a budget of c3220,000 per year; a fourteen member committee was recruited

strongly representing both reproductive biology and medicine, with others from

public health, psychology and sociology (Taylor, 1948:3).

During its four year existence, this Committee funded only nine projects and

held four conferences, expending a total of $112,000 (Greep, et al., 1976:374). Of

this amount, $7500 went to Gregory Pincus of the Worcester Foundation for

Experimental Biology for studies of the fertilization and development of the

mammalian egg; $5400 went to John Rock of the Free Hospital for Women for

infertility research. Both studies were concerned with the hormonal control of

ovulation and later contributed to the development of the birth control pill (Reed,

1984:271). Margaret Sanger had attempted to gain the ear and support of

Katherine Dexter McCormick to fund the NRC Committee on Human

Reproduction, but McCormick’s funds were tied up at the time and the Committee

died for lack of support (Reed, 1984:339).”

6. The NRC Committee on Contraceptive Technology, 1977:

Almost a quarter of a century elapsed between the failure of the first NRC

Committee on Human Reproduction which was interested in both reproductive and

War years (Personal communication with archivists, RA; Pomeroy,
1982:10,298,361; Reed, 1984:286.)

317. McCormick later put nearly $2 million into Gregory Pincus' work on the birth
control pill at the Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology (Reed,
1984:334-45).
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contraceptive research and the establishment of a second such effort. The

Assembly of the Life Sciences of the NRC established a Committee on

Contraceptive Technology in 1977 within the Division of Medical Sciences (NAS,

1979b.vii). Such a committee was sought on the basis of population issues raised by

the Committee on Science and Public Policy since 1963. The goal of the group is to

serve as an intersectional organization among reproductive research, population

research and fertility control research worlds, to assess current research status and

needs, and to plan for more coordinated efforts. The full integration of the

reproductive research enterprise with those of population and contraceptive

research (noted in Chapter 1) is reflected in the existence and structure of this

NRC Committee.

C. THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON MATERNAL HEALTH, c1923-1967:

The National Committee on Maternal Health (NCMH) was founded as a birth

control advocacy and research organization by and for practicing physicians but

including both medical and biological reproductive researchers.” The NCMH
developed out of gynecologist Robert Latou Dickinson's work with the Bureau of

Social Hygiene and was supported by the Bureau and major foundations.”

The NCMH had several major directions during its history (1923-1967), with

a number of internal struggles regarding direction and sponsorship of different

activities (Reed, 1984). The initial focus of the NCMH, c1923-1928, was on both
-----------

318. Both Carl Hartman of Carnegie/Hopkins and Earl Engle of Columbia were on
the Board of the NCMH during the 1930s guiding research efforts. See RAC
RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199.

319. Between 1923-1936, Rockefeller sources provided $103,900 and other sources
(including the Milbank, Carnegie, Macy, Markle Foundations and the
Commonwealth Fund) provided $165,262. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99
Fl 199.
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"clinical" contraceptive and some "basic" reproductive research. Basic researchers

supported included the following.”
1) Ovarian Function in Rabbits and Rats

Dr. D. Macomber, Boston
2) Vaginal Scrapes in Relation to Ovulation

Dr. G. Papanicolaou, Cornell Medical School
Effect of Irradiation on the Ovaries and Progeny of3)
Monkeys. Drs. Bailey and Bagg, Memorial Hospital

4) Effect of Lead on Fertility
Dr. Emerson Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons

5) Spermatoxins
Prof. W.F. Guyer, Department of Zoology, University
of Wisconsin

6) Physiology of Sperms
Dr. Max Mayer, Mt. Sinai Hospital

7) Bacteriology of the Normal Vagina and Cervix
Drs. J.W. Harris and J.H. Brown, Johns Hopkins

8) The Cytology of Sperm
Dr. G. Moench, Post Graduate Medical School and
Hospital.

The last study, Moench's work on the cytology of sperm, was considered the most

successful. It resulted in a monograph in German and a wide variety of English

publications.” Drs. Frank, Dickinson and Herbert Evans reviewed the manuscript.

"Dr. Frank, our Chairman of Research, considers Moench's study the best in its
w322field, and we see constant references to it in medical articles.

320. See to Dunham, BSH from Bryant, NCMH 8 december 1928 with attached
report. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F173. Summary of these "Cooperative Laboratory
Researches," NCMH, Sub-Committee on Research, Robert T. Frank, M.D.
Chairman. 23 nov 1928. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F173. Both Stockard and
Papanicolaou of Cornell Medical School were supported. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7
F172.

321. Dr. Moench's work was published in the Biological Bulletin (Nov. 1929), the
Medical Herald and Physical Therapy (California, Jan., 1930, the American
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology (April, 1930), and the Journal of the
American Medical Association (April 19, 1930). The full report was published
under the title "Studien Zur Fertilitat," in Germany. See File Memorandum
JBW, Subject: NCMH -- Information in Files on Prof. G.L. Moench's "Studien
Zur Fertilitat," 15 Sept 1932, RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174. For a long list of
Moench's publications out of this research, see attachment to this document.

322. See to Dunham from Bryant, 2 june 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F173.
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Establishing and raising the standards of clinical contraceptive research were,

however, the major goals during this early period.” But by 1928, it became clear
to Dickinson and others involved that the basic researchers they had supported in

hopes of generating new and/or improved means of contraception were not

responding as desired.* Reed's (1984:184) analysis here is that "the committee

lacked both the personnel to supervise such projects and the money required to

back research from which no immediate results could be demonstrated to donors."

The point is, rather, that reproductive researchers were likely asserting their

autonomy over their work in response to unwanted demands from birth

controllers.” Moreover, there was an increasing array of potential sponsors for

non-contraceptive research by this time. Regardless, the NCMH temporarily left

the field of basic research sponsorship to the NRC/CRPS and other groups c1928
(Reed, 1984:181).

After these clinical and basic research sponsorship years, Dickinson next

guided the NCMH into the role of medical birth control publicist (c.1928-1935).

Internal struggles occurred at this and later times between Dickinson and Clarence

Gamble, member of the NCMH, philanthropist and physician advocate of simple

means of contraception with non-medical delivery and promoter of research on

simple contraceptives. Gamble wanted investment in simple contraceptive research
----------e.

323. See to Katherine B. Davis from R.L. Dickinson, July 26, 1923. RAC BSH
SIII-2 B7 F172. And to KBD from RLD 18 feb 1925, with attachments
including a discussion of clinical research standards. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F172.

324. Several reproductive researchers would not even send reports of progress. See
to Dunham from Bryant, 8 dec 1928 with attached report. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7
F173.

325. See Chapter 11 for fuller analysis of this point.
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and delivery.” Dickinson prevailed and further pushed the NCMH to broaden its
audience to include non-medical scientific and professional societies both to raise

money and provide information to lay groups.

The several NCMH-sponsored monographs produced during the NCMH's

publicist era served as contraceptive handbooks for doctors and justified shifts in

opinions on contraception for which many medical men were ready--if the

information were physician-supplied (Reed, 1984:182). Dickinson's strategy for the

publications noted that "contraception alone will carry less difficulty if bracketed

with sterility when it comes to enlisting professional interest" (Reed, 1984:185).”

The monographs included Dickinson and Louise Bryant's book CONTROL OF

CONCEPTION (1931), his HUMAN SEX anatomy (1930), Norman Himes'

MEDICAL HISTORY OF CONTRACEPTION (1936), Cecil Voge's THE

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS OF CONTRACEPTION (1933) and Carl Hartman's

THE TIME OF OVULATION IN WOMAN (1936), several studies of human

sexuality, and works on abortion and sterility (Reed, 1984:183,409). Dickinson and

the NCMH were more successful in the role of professor to the guild than as

organizers of basic research (Reed, 1984:182).

There was another shift in direction of the NCMH c1935 when a new

generation of leadership began. Carl Hartman of the Carnegie Department of

Embryology at Johns Hopkins had been long-distance research director; now Earl

326. See Chapter ** and Reed (1984) for further discussion of contraceptive
advocacy patterns within the NCMH. There was also apparently some debate
about whether the focus of the NCMH was really birth control or population
control (Reed, 1984:185).

327. Even today, sex preselection clinics are generally established within infertility
clinics, enhancing their acceptability. (Nan Chico, personal communication,
1985.)
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Engle of Columbia Medical School handily in New York took over that position.*
Engle also considered becoming Executive Director of the NCMH but remained

instead in teaching and research.” The NCMH was now less interested in legal

aspects of sex and contraception and less interested in eugenics.” And the NCMH
program became increasingly though far from exclusively biological and

"fundamental" over the years clºs-1942.**

There may well have been an attempt by basic researchers active within the

NCMH to "redirect" the mission of the NCMH as other researchers had succeeded

in doing within the NRC/CRPS.* The goals of the NCMH were framed afresh in
1939 along such lines:*

The function of the Committee is to select, plan, and supervise research
projects conducted by qualified expert in hospitals and university
departments where their status makes the prosecution of research effective.
The Committee furthermore solicits funds for such research projects and
acts as a coordinating, educative and critical agency in the planning of
research work and human sex phenomena.

Likely in consequence of these new goals, in 1939 the Rockefeller Foundation

gave the NCMH $12,000 for research in aspects of human fertility that were not

328. For program changes after 1935 and a major program statement, see Warren
Weaver memo Mar 18, 1937, and to Weaver from Squier, Mar 26, 1937. RAC
RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1200.

329. From AG's Diary, 3 may 1939: Lunch with Dr. Engle. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A
B99 F1202.

330. Memo of Interview of AG with Drs. Squier and Engle, May 19, 1937. RAC RF
RG1.1 S200A B99 F1200.

331. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1201. And From AG's Diary, March 16, 1939.
º RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1202. There is also data here on the shift in
research away from "compilation and interpretation of personal history" to
"experimental work."

332. Further research would be necessary to determine this. See Chapter 10 for
analysis of the redirection of the mission of the NRC/CRPS.

333. RF Resolution 39066 6/9/39. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199.
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being covered by the NRC/CRPS. The NCMH then sponsored research in sperm

morphology, spermatoxins and other studies of sex cells at Yale, Cornell, Johns

Hopkins, Rochester and the University of Pennsylvania (Reed, 1984:269). Also in

1939, there was a Conference of Investigators Working on Various Problems

Relating to Sperm Biology Under the Auspices of the NCMH.” And in 1940, the

NCMH considered changing its name to the Research Council on Human

Reproduction.*

This infusion of RF funds strengthened the hand of those in the NCMH who

wanted to leave actual contraceptive testing--a major earlier activity of the

NCMH--to other organizations. In 1940, Kenneth Rose of the Birth Control

Federation worked out an arrangement with the NCMH by which the Federation

would be responsible for all laboratory and field trials of contraceptives except

where special technical problems were involved (Reed, 1984:270). In turn, the

Federation was to raise $25,000/year to support the NCMH in its role as sponsor of

basic reproductive research.

In early 1941, Dickinson's dream of hiring a medical researcher to head the

NCMH came true. Clair E. Folsome, Assistant Professor at the University of

Michigan School of Medicine became executive secretary of the NCMH (Reed,

1984:270). Folsome told Dr. Clarence Gamble, NCMH activist, that the case records

analyses and chemical testing of the "simple" means of contraception he had long

been advocating now fell under the Federation's new program, and "the function

of our Committee is to consistently direct our activities toward the new unexplored

fields in the realm of human reproduction as a whole unit rather than as a small

part dealing only with control of conception" (Reed, 1984:270, emphasis added).

334. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199.

335. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A. B99 F1203.
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However, research funds dried up during World War II and Clair Folsome left

the NCMH to become research director for Ortho Pharmaceuticals. Instead of

Gamble being forced out of a revitalized basic reproductive research organization,

the NCMH became a paper corporation, leaving Gamble free to use it as a sponsor

for his mostly "applied" contraceptive research projects (Reed, 1984:270-1).

In 1948, there was an attempt to revitalize the NCMH as a fundraising

organization for the newly established NRC Committee on Human Reproduction,

both of which failed (Reed, 1984:271). From 1949-1957, the NCMH was basically

the vehicle for the contraceptive standards research and delivery work sponsored

by Clarence Gamble, now with the assistance of Christopher Tietze, a medical

statistician and family planning program evaluator (Reed, 1984:272). In 1957,

Gamble and his family established the Pathfinder Fund, a major population

research organization, and turned the NCMH over to Tietze (Reed, 1984:277). At

this point, Teitze's work under NCMH auspices became wholly sponsored by the

Population Council as its "favorite child" in Tietze's words; in 1967, the NCMH was

absorbed into the Council's Bio-Medical Division (Reed, 1984:305).

Thus the NCMH ended up in an appropriate home within the

reproductive/contraceptive/population research establishment of the late twentieth

century. Its early history, reflecting all of these commitments, made the NCMH an

exemplar reproductive research funding organization.

D. DIRECT FOUNDATION SUPPORT OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH:

In addition to large grants to scientific and social action agencies for

distribution as reproductive research grants, several major American foundations

also directly funded reproductive researchers and centers during the years before

World War II. Full documentation of such funding remains to be undertaken. In
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this section, my intent is to roughly demonstrate the range and extent of such

direct foundation funding of reproductive research.*

The longest-lived example of direct foundation funding of a center of

reproductive research is the Carnegie Institution of Washington's establishment of

its Department of Embryology at Johns Hopkins Medical School in 1913 (Sabin,

1934:303) and its continued support of this organization to the present. During the

pre-1940 era, the Department had varied reproductive foci, but it was an

institution at the heart of reproductive physiological and endocrinological research

after c1923. It also published a major journal in the field, Carnegie Contributions

to Embryology, which was not limited in content by its title.

Beginning in 1932, the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation made a series of grants in

reproduction (Osborn, 1967:367). These included, for example, a grant to Gregory

Pincus at Harvard for studies of ovulation (published as The Eggs of Mammals,

1936), and a grant to George E. Coghill of the Wistar Institute for investigations in

embryonic development and behavior correlations (Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation,

1950:26). In 1936, the Macy Foundation funded Dr. Ephraim Schorr's research at

Cornell Medical School for studies on the correlation of the menstrual cycle with

changes in the vaginal epithelium; and grants were also made to Dr. C.C. Little at

the Jackson Memorial Laboratory for investigations of the relations between the

adrenal cortex and the gonads (Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation, 1955:118-122).

The Markle Foundation, in addition to supporting the NRC Committee on

Endocrinology, also provided direct grants to reproductive researchers among

336. I have undertaken a thorough analysis of materials at the Rockefeller Archive
Center including the funding of reproductive research under several programs.
Parallel archival materials of the other major foundations interested in
reproductive research problems (such as the Macy and Markle Foundations and
the Milbank Fund) have not been examined. Further research is planned.
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others (Strickland and Strickland, 1976). For example, in 1938, they granted $9000

over three years to Dr. George W. Corner of the Department of Anatomy of the

University of Rochester.”

Raymond Pearl’s (e.g. 1932) studies of contraceptive practice, especially

significant for their statistical innovations, were supported in part by the Milbank

Fund; Pearl shifted here from a biological interpretation of class differences in

fertility to a birth control usage interpretation, an important shift in the

development of population research (Osborn, 1967:366). The Milbank fund was

broadly focused on population research at this time.*

Direct funding of reproductive researchers and centers by the Rockefeller

Foundation (RF) seems to have been the most extensive direct support prior to

World War II.” There were two main avenues to direct RF funding of

reproductive research: 1) direct application or recommendation by RF staff; 2)

direct RF sponsorship being offered to centers of reproductive research supported

by the NRC/CRPS for some years.

The RF ran its own programs of support for life sciences research, and

recruited investigators for such support. Reproductive researchers who were

directly funded by the RF included:

L.J. Cole, Department of Animal Genetics, University of
Wisconsin. Physiology and endocrinology of reproduction

----------

337. See "University of Rochester-Physiology of Reproduction." Appraisal by W.W.
RAC RF RG1.1 S200D B162 F1988. Given ambiguous language, there is some
remote chance that this grant was through the NRC Committee on
Endocrinology rather than direct foundation support.

338. See Chapter 3 for discussion.

339. Precise comparison of funding by the major foundations has not been done.
See Kohler (1976, 1978) for general background on Rockefeller Foundation
support of the life sciences. See Hinsey (1967) for general background on
foundation support of biomedical research.
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in farm animals. Funded for c>6800 for 1934-1936.”

George W. Corner, Department of Anatomy, University of
Rochester Medical School. Physiology of reproduction in
rhesus monkeys. Funded for a total of $13,200 between
1935-1938.***

William W. Greulich, Department of Anatomy, Yale University
School of Medicine. Endocrinological ºngº in humanadolescence. Funded for $36,000. 1939-1941*

Ross G. Harrison, Department of Zoology, Yale University.
Experimental ºlºgal investigations. Funded for$22,000 from 1936-1938.*

Charles B. Stockard, Department of Anatomy, Cornell Medical
School (Peekskill Farm). Heredity and development
interactions in mammals (dogs). Funded 1925-1940 at
$25,000 per year, for a total of c3375,000.*

Over the history of the RF-funded NRC/CRPS, this agency had a policy of

supporting major centers of reproductive research. After about a decade, the

NRC/CRPS membership realized that its commitments to a limited number of

centers prevented the agency from branching out in new directions. Negotiations

between the NRC/CRPS members, RF staff and reproductive researchers resulted

340. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200D B162 F1994. F.L. Hisaw was funded at Wisconsin
by the NRC/CRPS and later at Harvard directly by the RF (see below).

341. Corner also received earlier support from the Rockefeller-provided Fluid
Research Fund for the University of Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentistry. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200D B162 F1988.

342. These studies had been begun under an earlier grant by the General Education
Board of $15,000 per year for three years. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B119
F1463.

343. It should be noted that Harrison had received $8000 from the Rockefeller
General Education Board for European studies clº27-8. See RAC RF RG1.1
S200D B 169 F2055.

344. An additional special grant was given of $20,000 for purchase of a farm and
buildings for this work. The first five years of funding were provided
through the Rockefeller General Education Board, while the last years were
covered by the RF. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B81 F975.
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in several such centers being transferred from NRC/CRPS sponsorship to direct RF

sponsorship.”
Centers transferred to direct RF support included the following:

Herbert M. Evans, Institute of Experimental Biology,
University of California, Berkeley. Reproductive
endocrinology and nutritional aspects of reproduction.
Transferred from NRC/CRPS to RF in 1929; initial
direct RF grant of $10,000 per year for five years,renewable for five years).”

F.L. Hisaw, Biological Laboratories, Harvard University.
Reproductive endocrinology. Received NRC/CRPS funds
while at the University of Wisconsin; transferred to
RF in 1937, with a grant of $18,000 for 1937-1941.”

Frank L. Lillie/Carl R. Moore, Department of Zoology,
University of Chicago. Reproductive endocrinology and
physiology. Joint sponsorship by both the RF and the
NRC/CRPS 1929-1934 through a blanket grant to the
University of Chicago for Biological Sciences research.
Complete transfer to direct RF support in 1934.”

P.E. Smith and E.E. Engle, Department of Anatomy, Columbia
University. Joint RF and NRC/CRPS sponsorship 1934
1938; fully transferred to the RF in 1938; annual
funding c1938 was $21,000). From the period 1934-1940,
a total of $52,950 was provided to this center.”

The Rockefeller Foundation also provided a grant of $2 million to Robert M.

Yerkes and the Yale Laboratory of Primate Biology in Orange Park, Florida in

1929; some of these funds supported reproductive research (Yerkes, 1935).
-----------

345. See Chapter 10 for further discussion of the NRC/CRPS.

346. See RF Resolution, 16 march 1934. RAC RF RG1.1 S205 B4 F57.

347. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200D B140 F1726.

348. Due to the blanket nature of the RF grants to Chicago, precise allocations to
the Lillie/Moore center of reproductive research are unclear; the funding was
at $30,000 per year for the five years 1929-1934, $50,000 per year for the four
years 1934-1938, and $60,000 per year for the three years 1938-1941. An
endowment of $1.5 million (which required matching funds) was provided in
1941. See RAC RF RG1.1 S216 B8 F103 and F108.

349. See RF Resolution 37233, 21 may 1937. RAC RF RG1.1 S200D B134 F1656.
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In sum, I have demonstrated that there was considerable direct foundation

funding of reproductive research prior to World War II. The total amount of such

funding is definitely in excess of $1 million, and likely approached cºz million.

Moreover, the foundations providing such support were certainly in the mainstream

of the biomedical research community. Despite the illegitimacy of reproductive

research, funding was forthcoming.

E. INDUSTRIAL SPONSORSHIP OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH:

The most elusive funding source and sponsor of reproductive research is

industry. A wide variety of industries contributed funds and materials to

university-based reproductive research efforts. The pharmaceutical industry in the

United States and Europe also sponsored some reproductive research.

Industry funding and contributions of materials was generally done by direct

arrangements with universities or reproductive researchers themselves, making

documentation difficult if not impossible. For example, Swift and Company, the

Chicago meatpacker, contributed a considerable amount of fresh materials to Frank

R. Lillie's reproductive research center at the University of Chicago (Lillie,

1917a,b). Mr. Swift was himself a member of the Board of Directors of the

University.” Similarly, George Corner's autobiography (1981) has multiple

mentions of obtaining sow uteri and ovaries from slaughterhouses, but payment is

not mentioned unless the entire sow was purchased. Corner also returned some of
********-a--

350. No mention of the Department of Zoology paying for such materials appears
in the archival materials examined at Chicago, though there is documentation
of purchase of a car by the Department to pick up the fresh materials at the
slaughter house.
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his grant funds to the Rockefeller Foundation because "the contribution by various

industries of materials" made purchase unnecessary.”

The American Meat Packers Association (founded in 1906) transf ormed itself

into the Institute of American Meat Packers (IAMP) in 1919, with a focus on

industrial research and the development of new products and by-products; this led

to the establishment of a Research Laboratory of the IAMP at the University of

Chicago (Fowler, 1952:139):” The meat packing by-products of mutual interest to
the packing industry, pharmaceutical companies and reproductive researchers were

glandular materials. The packing industry became the major supplier of such

materials to both pharmaceutical houses f or use in organotherapy products and to

reproductive and other scientists for research purposes (School of Commerce and

IAMP, 1924:285-8).

IAMP Laboratory workers were in contact with reproductive researchers on

campus. Members of the IAMP research staff held appointments in university

departments, including F.C. Koch's Biochemistry Department, enabling graduate

students to work in the IAMP Laboratory (American Foundation, (I) 1955:310-3).

Koch's Department worked closely with Frank Lillie's and Carl Moore's

Department of Zoology, a major reproductive research center. Upon his retirement

from the University, Koch became director of biochemical research for Armour

and Co. (American Foundation, (I) 1955:310-3).

The pharmaceutical industry in the United States seems not to have sponsored

much reproductive research prior to World War II although they did afterward

(Reed, 1984), despite the fact that by the 1920s, 46 drug companies had established
-----------

351. See "Appraisal (August, 1939)":3. RAC RF RG1.1 S200D B162 F1988.

352. In 1940, its name was changed yet again to the American Meat Institute.
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their own research laboratories (Shryock, 1947:132). Shering AG of Berlin,

Germany, spent approximately $5 million on endocrinological research during the

1930s and CIBA of Basel, Switzerland, committed a total of c31 million (Greep, et

al, 1976:371), though how much of this was for reproductive endocrinology is

unclear.

Reed (1984) notes the reluctance of several major American pharmaceutical

companies to become involved in contraceptive research as late as 1950; the

companies feared negative opinion among Catholics might affect sales. The

illegitimacy of reproductive and contraceptive research thus extended to the

marketplace.*

Indirectly, pharmaceutical companies did, however, contribute to the research

budgets of university scientists. The major pattern for this was sale of a

reproductive researchers' patent use by a university to a pharmaceutical company.

Such patents were generally secured for hormonal isolation, purification and

production procedures. Funds so generated were commonly returned to the budget

of the researcher whose patent it was.”

Begining in 1939, there were awards by pharmaceutical companies to

Outstanding reproductive and other researchers made through the Endocrine

Society. Lisser (1967:24-6) notes that the $1000 E.R. Squibb and Sons Award (given

1940-1953) recipients included reproductive researchers George W. Corner, Phillip

353. A similar pattern of lack of pharmaceutical initiative around AIDS drug
research has been recently noted in the press (Los Angeles Times, 1985).

354. Interview materials, University of California, Davis. Further clarification
and documentation of the diversity of these arrangements is planned.
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E. Smith, Fred C. Koch, E.A. Doisy, Carl O. Harman, Herbert M. Evans and C.N.

Long.”
The ultimate value of industrial contributions and payments toward the

reproductive research effort is indeterminable. But it was significant and must be

acknowledged in an analysis of reproductive research funding.

F. POST WORLD WAR II FUNDING OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH:

With the increasing social legitimacy of reproductive and contraceptive

research after World War II, funding increased. With the creation of the social

problem of overpopulation in the mid-1950s, increases skyrocketed. Greep and his

associates (1976:378,383,402-3) provide the following estimates which include

contraceptive research and development as well as reproductive research:*

PRIVATE AGENCY REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH EXPENDITURES
INTHEIU.S. T946-1974(1976 dollars)

1946-1950 $ 1,413,300
1951-1955 855,500
1956-1960 2,603,000
1961-1965 18,600,000
1966-1969 unavailable
1970-1974 83,080,000

After 1960, government expenditures on reproductive and contraceptive

research also skyrocketed: 1961-1965 - $19.1 million total; 1970-1974 - $ 183,149

million total (Greep, et al., 1976:402-3). Industry expenditures were also high:

355. 3. awards by pharmaceutical companies were begun after 1940; see Lisser1967).

356. Included here are expenditures made by the National Research Council's
Committee on Research in Problems of Sex, Committee on Growth and
Committee on Research in Endocrinology, the private National Committee on
Maternal Health, the Rockefeller Foundation, Planned Parenthood Federation
of America, Sunnen Foundation, Ford Foundation Population Council and
Others.
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between 1965-1974, the annual industry expenditure on reproductive and

contraceptive research was cs12 million (Greep, et al., 1976:402-3). Interestingly,

over these same years, the industry proportion dropped from about 39% of the

funding to 19%, while the government proportion rose from 38% to 61% (Greep, et

al, 1976:402-3).” The post-World War II era is thus one of a shift in sponsorship of

reproductive and contraceptive research from private philanthropy to governmental

and industrial sponsorship.

G. CONCLUSIONS:

Reproductive scientists were quite successf ul in obtaining external funding

for their research prior to World War II. A variety of funding sources were

available, most of them highly prestigious and well within the mainstream of the

biomedical research community. Given that most external support for all types of

research was through private philanthropic organizations during this era, the

reproductive research enterprise was fairly typically funded in terms of the nature

of its sources.

It was the stature of such private organizations (including three NRC

committees) as well as the stature of the ultimate donors (the Rockefeller, Macy

and Markle Foundations and the Carnegie Institution of Washington) that was

particularly significant given the traditional illegitimacy of reproductive research.

Both the funds and prestige lent needed legitimacy and support to the development
of reproductive research as a viable scientific enterprise.*

357. For later information, see Atkinson (1979).

358. Whether and how such funding sources helped to shape the research agenda on
reproductive topics (e.g. Shenhav and Goldberg, 1985) is one focus of Chapter
10.
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PART III

STRATEGIES FOR BUILDING A LEGITIMATE AND AUTONOMOUS

REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE:

ARTICULATION WORK WITH AUDIENCES, SPONSORS AND CONSUMERS

CHAPTER 8

STRATEGIES AS ARTICULATION WORK

Sociologically, enterprise building is the struggle to establish a line (or set of

lines) of work as a recognized, institutionalized endeavor, a going concern (Hughes,

1971). As in all lines of work, reproductive researchers’ efforts comprised two

basic kinds of work: production work and articulation work (Gerson, 1983a;

Strauss, in progress, 1985; Strauss et al., 1985). This chapter first presents, as the

conceptual framework for Part III of the dissertation, an analysis of articulation

work in science focused on the organization of markets and resources.

I next turn to the specific goals of the enterprise building strategies of

reproductive researchers during the years before World War II: enhancement of the

legitimacy, autonomy, and social and scientific authority of reproductive research

as a scientific endeavor. Reproductive researchers sought to achieve those goals

vis-a-vis the significant markets and resources for their work; the audiences,

sponsors and consumers of reproductive research. The last section of this chapter

describes those audiences, sponsors and consumers: salient disciplines (zoology,
animal science, gynecology, anatomy and physiology), professions (biology,
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medicine and agriculture), sponsors (generally foundations) and major consumers of

the research (eugenists, birth control and population control advocates).

A. ORGANIZING MARKETS AND RESOURCES VIA

ARTICULATION WORK:

In addition to the production of products or services of some kind,

fundamental work processes necessary to all lines of work include:*

O obtaining and managing necessary resources;

O establishing and renegotiating a division of labor;

O generating and maintaining commitment to the work;

O managing the constraints, opportunities and
contingencies confronted; and

O organizing and managing markets for the work.

The organizing of resources and markets are important points of interface

between the line of work and other social worlds. The notion of perspective
(Mead, 1964) thus enters the analysis. The analyst of work must take a position or

stance vis-a-vis that work: looking inward at the line of work with its division of

labor, outward at the resources and markets for the work, or from an angle of

vision which attempts to include both the line of work and its resources and

markets. My effort here includes both.

Resource and market organization and the management of constraints,

opportunities and contingencies around them are central to building a line of work

359. The analysis presented here is part of the developing approach to the sociology
of work discussed in Chapter 1. It is very much "in progress," under review
and reanalysis. My efforts here have especially benefited from discussions
with Anselm Strauss, Elihu Gerson and Joan Fujimura, but this
conceptualization is my own. See Gerson, 1983a; Strauss, in progress, 1985;
Strauss et al., 1985.
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into an enterprise, especially in its emergent stages. Here I examine these activities

at the line of work level of work organization. In science, this is the

subdisciplinary or specialty level at which reproductive research exists within the

biological, medical and agricultural sciences.”

How then are resources and markets organized and contingencies managed?

Both production and articulation work are involved. For the present discussion, we

can take production work as closely related, in science, to the core work of the

discipline or subdiscipline. The actual reproductive research and its distribution

via publications and presentations essentially constitute the enterprise's production

work.

Articulation work for market and resource organization focuses on

presenting and promoting the line of work as a valuable, worthwhile and

appropriate endeavor to other groups. Its processes include education, persuasion,

exchange, and to a lesser degree manipulation and coercion (Strauss, in progress).”

The other groups to whom reproductive research "mattered" were its

audiences, sponsors and consumers:

audiences- their disciplines (zoology, animal science,
gynecology, anatomy and physiology) and their
professions (biology, medicine and agriculture);

sponsors= generally at that historical time, foundations;

major consumers= birth control/population control
----ee-----

360. See Chapter 1 for further clarification of levels of scale of work organization
and examples in science.

361. Articulation work focused on the division of labor and production includes
the conceptualization of all of the tasks involved and specifying the relations
of specific actors to concrete tasks in the division of labor in order that
everything actually gets done that needs doing (Strauss, 1985). The
articulation processes are similar.
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advocates and animal production industries.

Yet these distinctions immediately blur into insignificance. For example, we can

reasonably consider gynecology and obstetrics as consumers as well as audiences of

reproductive research, and foundations can certainly be viewed as attentive

audiences as well as sponsors. Further complexity is added when we note that

consumers such as the birth control movements also sponsored reproductive

research.”

In the sciences, organizing markets and obtaining resources are not distinctive

or even ultimately distinguishable processes. Rather, they overlap to such a degree

that candid researchers (e.g. Fujimura, in progress) talk in marketing terms about

"selling" their research to sponsors in order to gain needed resources. Moreover, for

a scientific subdiscipline or specialty to become established, it must be taught in

university-based graduate schools. The departments in those schools, then, can be

viewed as important markets for the specialty to secure.

Thus, from the perspective of an entrepreneurial researcher, organizing and

managing markets and resources in science are highly overlapping and contingent

activities in which articulation work processes such as education, persuasion,

exchange and manipulation are routinely used. For an emergent line of work,

organizing and managing markets and resources are new activities, never before

done, or at least not for this particular line of work. And this was the case for

reproductive science during its emergence era 1910-1940.

362. See Chapter 7 for discussion of this phenomenon.
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B. GOALS OF THE ARTICULATION WORK EFFORT:

Reproductive research was an emergent twentieth century line of scientific

work founded in established but transforming institutions, disciplines and

professions. All lines of work must promote their activities and products as

valuable to become established and successful going concerns or enterprises

(Becker, 1982; Gerson, 1983a; Hughes, 1971; Strauss, 1982).” Because of the

conditions under which it emerged, reproductive researchers' strategies to build

their line of work into an enterprise emphasized a politics of enhancement of

legitimacy, autonomy and scientific as well as social authority.

1. Legitimacy of Reproductive Research as Science:

The reproductive researchers in this study were scientists committed to

science as their fundamental enterprise. Science is a diffuse but discernible social

world consisting of activities common to a group of people together with patterns

of communication and interaction which sustain and alter these activities (Gerson,

1983a; Strauss, 1982). For participants, this world is the primary reference group

and source of occupational or professional identity (Shibutani, 1955; Strauss, 1971,

1978). Commitment to the larger enterprise as well as to the subfield or specialty

are both fundamental to professional identity (Becker, 1960, 1970; Becker et.al.,

1961; Strauss, et.al., 1964).

Reproductive researchers were segmenting off a new specialty area from

their disciplines (zoology, gynecology, anatomy, physiology) within their larger

professions (biology, medicine and agriculture). By attending to previously ignored

363. For similar approaches to that taken here, see Latour (1983, 1984), Latour and
Woolgar (1979); and Sapp (1983).
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problems in the physiology of reproduction, they were creating a new problem
structure for themselves and thereby altering the structure of their disciplines and
professions (Gerson, 1983a). As scientists, it was incumbent upon them to

demonstrate to other scientists the legitimacy and propriety of the new specialty

area vis-a-vis its "parent" sciences. Such legitimacy was established through several
processes (cf. Strauss, 1982):

O claiming the worth of the new endeavor;

O distinguishing the endeavor from other lines of work;
O theory development;

O embodying extant general standards and developing new
specific standards for their own work; and

O establishing appropriately scientific parameters and
core activities of the reproductive research enterprise.

Reproductive researchers were concerned with the legitimacy both of science
in general and of research on reproduction in particular. The heritage of dubious
legitimacy for reproductive research” heightened the intensity of these issues for
reproductive scientists. Thus, there was an on-going struggle to establish the
legitimacy of reproductive research within the scientific arena, as well as vis-a-vis
non-scientific worlds.

2. The Autonomy of Reproductive Research as Science:

By autonomy in science I mean the degree of scientists' control and authority
- - - - 365 -over setting the definitions, conditions and content of their work. Autonomy is

composed of degrees of independence and authoritative control; it is never absolute

364. This is discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 6.

365. My concept of autonomy is closest to Gerson's (1976a) concept of sovereignty.
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(Freidson, 1970; Gerson, 1976a; Hughes, 1971; Strauss, 1985b). In science and other

professions, autonomy is a collective phenomenon. Certainly it is manifest in the

control individual scientists have over their work, but that itself is in large part a

reflection of the success or failure of their enterprise as a whole in gaining

autonomy vis-a-vis its other significant scientific and social worlds. Autonomy is

both valued and, because it is difficult to achieve, prestigious. Degree of

autonomy over the problem structure, content and conditions of work is a

fundamental aspect of occupational and professional prestige hierarchies (e.g.
Freidson, 1970, 1975; Gerson, 1983a).

Autonomy in science is a variant of professional autonomy, similar yet

distinctive. In sharp contrast with the professions of medicine and law, the state
usually plays only an indirect role as guarantor and protector of scientific
autonomy (cf. Freidson, 1970:Part I). There is no state licensure, competency
testing, or code of ethics for scientists, nor does the state protect scientists'
preemption over other occupations.

Thus the professional autonomy of science must be socially constructed with

neither benefit nor constraint of law, state regulation or intervention.*

Disciplinary and professional societies are the major organizations concerned with

the professional autonomy of the sciences. Professional articulation work is part
of their larger effort and that of the several interdisciplinary scientific

federations founded during the early twentieth century (Kiger, 1963,262-6) which
act as lobbies for science. Results of production work are routinely reported

366. There have, of course, been recent attempts to regulate certain kinds ofscientific work, such as DNA research (e.g. Goodfield, 977).
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through regular society meetings and journals.” This reporting is essentially
distribution of the products produced by scientific labor--part of the production

work.

For the emerging reproductive research enterprise, autonomy had to be

socially constructed vis-a-vis its many significant other social worlds. There were

no a priori jurisdictional boundaries or statements of mission of the reproductive

research enterprise. Negotiating these with other social worlds in the wider

reproductive policy arena (Clarke, 1985b) was part of the articulation work of

reproductive researchers.

Specifically, autonomy here (cf. Freidson, 1970; Gerson, 1976a; Strauss, 1982)

includes the ability to:

O designate the parameters and scope of the work
(seriously begun in reproductive research in 1910-1925
era, especially with Marshall's [1910) effort);

O designate the core activity of the enterprise;”

O set its own problems and problem structures;

O set pacing and scheduling of the work;

O recruit, train and certify new workers in the
specialty and function as gatekeepers to screen
prospective workers;

O work with chosen others (including inter
disciplinary partnerships);

O select chosen research materials; and

O limit accountability concerning the work
(preferably to disciplinary and professional

367. See Chapter 5 for discussion of the professional societies of reproductive
researchers.

368. the relation of this core activity to the larger problematic of the legitimacy of
reproductive research was discussed in Chapter 3. whether º:...isresearchers "autonomously" developed this core activity is highly debatable.
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assessments).

Various aspects of autonomy over work have historically been the focus of

collective action across a wide variety of occupations and professions (Freidson,
1970, 1975; Geison, 1983; Hughes, 1971; Starr, 1982; Stevens, 1971; Strauss, 1971).
Various constellations of these autonomy factors are more or less salient to
different types of work.

A final point related to this conception of autonomy concerns its relation to

the general understanding of "basic" research. A traditional definition of basic

research would include many if not most of the same elements. Yet they are

distinctive phenomena: those elements can be aspects of a much wider variety of
occupations and professions. All work exists in contexts in which particular

constraints, opportunities and resources must be confronted and negotiated. Basic

research settings are generally believed to allow workers greater autonomy over

their work than those of applied or clinical research--but this remains an empirical

question.” Moreover, regardless of setting, autonomy is never complete. It was
enhancement of their autonomy both through and within basic research that
reproductive scientists sought.

3. Scientific and Social Authority:

By authority I refer to the possession of acknowledged expertise on and

jurisdictional domain over a specific problem area (Freidson, 1970, 1976; Gerson,

1983a), in this case reproductive research. Such authority carries the social
expectation of legitimate participation in any and all matters bearing upon the

369. More recently, as in the moratorium on recombinant PNA. research in the1970s and in human subjects limitations, regulatory authority of the
government has been extended over basic researchers, largely through attempts
at government control over research it sponsors (e.g. Goodfield, 1977).
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problem area. By scientific and social authority I refer to two phenomena,
blurred in practice:

1) reproductive researchers' authority within the
sciences (biology, medicine and agriculture) to
address and represent reproductive research problems,
issues and concerns; and

2) their authority without the sciences to address
and represent as scientists reproductive research
problems, concerns and issues vis-a-vis non-scientific
audiences, consumers and sponsors of research.

Scientific and social authority are fluid, changing, impure and never

absolute.” They are based on the power achieved in economic, political and

status realms (Weber, 1947).

Key to my concerns in this section is the issue of reproductive researchers as

appropriate representatives to address problems and issues of reproductive science
in both scientific and non-scientific contexts. Here authority includes both

acknowledged expertise on and acknowledged jurisdiction over reproductive

science. Such authority (however limited or expansive) could only be achieved if

and as a reproductive research enterprise was recognized as a legitimate line of

scientific work. The scientific and social authority of reproductive researchers

was therefore an emergent collective phenomenon. In any meeting during the

1910-1940 era, for example, the particular reproductive researchers present

increasingly "stood for" a wider collectivity--their shared enterprise.

Borell (1985) has argued that scientific and social authority were sought by

British reproductive researchers in a variety of arenas during the pre-World War II

era. Conversely, reproductive scientists were themselves also sought out to

370. My analysis here does not agree with Hughes' (1958) or Freidson's (1968)
distinctions between sciences and professions. See Chapter 2 for further
discussion of this point.
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represent this line of work and present scientific concerns and evaluations to birth

control advocates of various kinds. Borell (1985:20,28-9) argues for a synergism or

congruence of interests between the social and scientific enterprises of family

limitation and reproductive physiology. In Britain, she concludes (Borell, 1985:29):

...[reproductive] physiologists gained a new realm of influence, claiming
authoritative knowledge over a subject which once had been allocated to the
priest and then, by the mid-nineteenth century, transferred to the physician.

Social and scientific authority were also of import to reproductive researchers in

the United States, and the similarities to and differences from their British

counterparts are developed in the chapters which follow.

C. MARKETS AND RESOURCES OF REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCH:

AUDIENCES, SPONSORS AND CONSUMERS

Legitimacy, autonomy and authority are not abstract phenomena; they are

achieved or problematic goals only in relation to the concrete demands, needs,

expectations, and desires of other significant worlds. They are constructed and

reconstructed in negotiative interaction. The goals of reproductive researchers for

their scientific enterprise were largely sought and struggled for in relation to three

other specific social worlds: scientific audiences (their disciplines and professions),

sponsors and funding sources, and the major consumers of research on reproduction

(gynecologists, obstetricians, animal agriculturalists, birth control and population

control advocates).

These significant other social worlds, though rarely monolithic, generally had

their own overarching goals, agendas, priorities, issues, interests and so on, as well

as their own internal disputes and debates. The negotiations analyzed in Part III

are therefore moments of intersection between and among multiple social worlds,
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each group negotiating on behalf of both the larger structural interests they

represented and their own.

Legitimacy can become problematic at the points of intersection of multiple

social worlds (Strauss, 1982). The nature of the intersection and the character of

participants set the conditions of whether and how legitimacy may be at stake in

negotiations. Legitimacy is not always an issue; it is, however, much more likely to

be so when some or all participants represent emerging social worlds and social

movements (Strauss, 1982).

Autonomy can also become highly problematic at points of intersection. Such

points generally become negotiation arenas to determine the nature of future joint

and/or independent activities.” Which groups will undertake what specific

activities? How will this be decided? What are the "bottom lines" of each group?

Such issues are negotiated in these arenas.

Scientific and social authority must be achieved over time in order to be

fully exercised in relation to various audiences. Yet claiming authority is

requisite to achieving it. The back and forth aspects of the establishment of

authority are highlighted in Part III through analysis of the claims-making

activities of reproductive researchers.

Negotiations occur not only between two or more worlds but are also

embedded in larger structural contexts, varyingly impingent and contingent for all

participants in the negotiations. In the negotiations analyzed here, the groups

represented knew that the eyes of many others were upon them. This was the time

of the initial building of anticipatedly long-term relationships between

reproductive researchers and their sponsors, audiences and consumers. There was

371. These are also common points of overlap with other arenas as well.
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acute sensitivity to the implications of negotiations for the future economic, social

and scientific scope and shape of the reproductive research enterprise. I next

examine the goals of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis their major audiences.

1. Disciplines and Professions:

The goals of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis their disciplines and

professions were legitimacy, autonomy and authority for the reproductive research

enterprise. At the heart of the legitimacy issue lay the struggle to put reproductive

research "on the map" as a fully scientific, appropriately experimental, and

appropriately physiological (and later biochemical) endeavor. That is, the reigning

approaches and standards of scientific research had to be applied in full,

systematically and routinely, in reproductive research to earn it stature as a fully

scientific field of endeavor.” Through such efforts, reproductive research would

become increasingly recognized as a participating line of work in the larger

scientific endeavor, worthy of the autonomy due to any and all legitimate

scientific endeavors. It would become a going scientific concern.

Legitimacy, autonomy and authority vis-a-vis science had to be established at

several levels of social organization:

1) in relation to the disciplines whence researchers
came including zoology, gynecology, obstetrics,
anatomy, physiology and animal agricultural science;

2) in relation to the broader professions whence
researchers came--biology, medicine and agriculture;

3) in relation to pertinent professional societies,
*----------

372. The centrality of reproductive endocrinological research to this effort was
examined at length in Chapter 5. The reproductive research enterprise gained
considerable stature and legitimacy through its interlocked problems with the
emergent and prestigious "field" (Hall and Glick, 1976) of endocrinology.
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organizations and journals.
Disciplines have at their heart the organization of problem areas (Farber,

1982; Gerson, 1983a,b). Here, reproductive researchers needed to establish a

variety of reproductive problems as appropriate for research. In contrast, the

professions involved (medicine, biology and agriculture) are broader and less

tightly structured economic entities which organize markets for research and

services and which control access to the professions themselves. Here, reproductive

researchers’ tasks toward legitimacy, autonomy and authority included articulation

of their research in formats accessible to a wide variety of professionals and their

major audiences as patients/clients/consumers. All three professions were growing

and applying increasingly sophisticated and standardized techniques and

approaches to their problems.”

2. Funding Sources:

There were two major sources of funding to be managed by reproductive

researchers: home universities and external sources. Departments, laboratories and

research centers had varied relations with their home institutions. Part III focuses

on external funding sources: private agencies and foundations.

The goals of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis external funding sources were

not only short-term research funding, but also the establishment of long-term

relationships, recognition as a legitimate scientific enterprise, and integration into

the larger networks and infrastructures supporting scientific research. Here again,

stature as another line of scientific work was a central goal. That is, researchers

sought not only resources (space, money, media access, students, technological and
**----------

373. See Chapters 2 and 3 for discussion of the professional biology, medicine and
agriculture and disciplinary issues clºC0-1940.
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materials access) but also an established and secure "place in the sun" (Strauss,

1982:185).

3. Birth Control Advocates:

There were several major applied and clinical markets for reproductive

research, including animal agriculture, gynecology, obstetrics and contraception. In

this section, I focus primarily on relations with birth control advocates--highly

visible and controversial audiences, sponsors and consumer markets for

reproductive research.

I include under the aegis of birth control advocates those individuals and

organizations concerned with four issues: birth control, eugenics, neo

malthusianism and population control activists sharing commitments to enhanced

contraceptive options. In Chapter 3, I discussed the contribution of birth control

advocates to the emergence of reproductive research through creating a public

forum on reproductive topics. Here I discuss researchers’ later goals vis-a-vis this

social movement.

These goals were complex and diverse. First and foremost, reproductive

researchers sought a separate and distinct public identity from that of birth

controllers--as scientists rather than moral reformers. This was crucial, as the

nascent scientific world of reproductive research could easily be mistakenly

confused with the developing birth control movement. Reproductive scientists had

to claim a legitimately different status and identity by underlining and arguing

for differences (Strauss, 1982) between their own collective goals, ideas, activities

and technologies versus those of birth controllers.

Reproductive researchers sought an exceedingly polite and firmly-bounded

distance from birth controllers. They fully grasped that birth controllers had
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developed wealthy audiences and sponsorship for their efforts. Since several

funding sources were sponsoring both contraceptive and reproductive researches,

care had to be taken to alienate neither the funding sources nor the birth

controllers. Moreover, many reproductive researchers themselves supported the

birth control cause. These individuals attempted to articulate a distinctively

scientific view of contraceptive research. Last, reproductive researchers sought to

convince their birth control audience of the ultimate value of basic research on

reproduction.

D. conclusions: STRATEGIES FOR ENTERPRISE BUILDING

From this brief iteration of reproductive researchers' goals vis-a-vis

significant markets and resources, it should be clear that the multiple social worlds

involved in these negotiations over time often overlapped and/or were contiguous

with one another. They were inextricably linked together in what I have termed

(Clarke, 1985b) the reproductive policy arena. The diverse segments vied for

adherents to positions, recruits to activity, and for media space, organizational

space, money and other resources that would further their preferred lines of action

(Strauss, 1982). It was in this competitive arena that the reproductive research

enterprise had to be established and where researchers had to work to enhance

their legitimacy, autonomy and authority.

Prior to World War II, reproductive scientists used three major enterprise

building strategies toward the accomplishment of these goals. On the broadest,

most fundamental level, they sought legitimacy through a focus on reproductive

endocrinological research, enhancing and highlighting linkages between this work

and the field of general endocrinology, as discussed in Chapter 5. The other two

strategies, examined here in Part III, were assertions of transposability and
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arguments for basic research. Both are analyzed as socially constructed claims

making activities.

First, reproductive researchers asserted that some of their findings on animals

could be transposed onto humans and help directly or indirectly in the solution of

clinical and applied problems.” These were ultimate human value arguments

within the vein of science toward social progress.

Second, researchers put forward a variety of arguments for basic research on

reproduction, as opposed to clinical or applied research foci. While such arguments

were not brand new, they gained considerable social currency during the period

between the World Wars, with a new slant of social progress through planned

scientific research that was then incorporated into American society in an

organized fashion (Kargon and Hodes, 1985:305). In a sense, "scientific

management" practices that had been applied in industry were now to be applied in

the sciences! Arguments for basic research later became standard scientific

rhetoric to the extent of being part of professional ideologies (Geison, 1983; Strauss

et.al. 1964).

In terms of the goal of gaining legitimacy for reproductive research,

arguments for basic research were especially well-taken. The supposed neutrality

and objectivity of basic science were thereby invoked. These symbolically gave

reproductive researchers a "ten foot pole" with which they could, with scientific

propriety, then touch reproductive organs and phenomena.

374. Little research was done on humans for a variety of reasons (Clarke, 1984c).
Other kinds of transpositions were articulated as well, such as between various
domestic animals in agricultural science and between other animals in biology
and medicine. My focus here is solely on animal to human transpositions in
biomedical sciences.
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The industrialization of science made the products of science items in

technical marketplaces. Both of these strategies were used to organize and manage

markets and resources to develop reproductive research from an emergent line of

work into an enterprise--a viable, legitimate, autonomous and authoritative going

scientific concern. But there was often conflict between researchers' goals and the

demands and responses of their markets and sponsors. Negotiating such demands,

with the goals of the enterprise and its scientific contexts always in mind, became

a major activity of reproductive researchers during the coalescence period,

c1925-1940.

It was in part vis-a-vis their extant markets and resources that reproductive

researchers constructed the scope, contents and legitimate approaches to their work

on reproduction. Freidson (1970:xvii) has stated of medicine that:

The layman's problem is re-created as it is managed--a new social reality is
created by the profession...[which] develops its own conception of those
problems and tries to manage both clients and problems in its own way.

The profession--in this case reproductive science--can try to have its own way. But

these are negotiations with markets and sponsors. The articulation work processes

of education, persuasion, exchange, manipulation and, at times, coercion, are

engaged in by all participants.
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CHAPTER 9

STRATEGIC ASSERTIONS OF THE TRANSPOSABILITY OF

RESEARCH RESULTS

One of the most hotly debated issues in reproductive and other life sciences

is the transposing of research results from one animal to another, including

transpositions to humans (e.g. Alexander, 1978; Nalbandov, 1976). Transpositions

assume comparability, if not identical function, across species. During the era

examined in this thesis--c1900-1940--what we now consider "modern" experimental

research using animal materials became the modus operandi of the life sciences

(e.g. Allen, 1978b). Many, if not most, experimental procedures could not be used

On humans, largely on moral grounds. Yet researchers needed to proceed with their

work, gain resources and organize markets for it if they were to succeed in

building research enterprises.

Two major markets of the emerging reproductive research enterprise were

gynecology and animal agriculture. Reproductive researchers asserted the

transposability of research findings in several ways in order to organize both of

these broad markets and gain needed resources. And they did so despite knowledge

of many classic erroneous transpositions having been made in the history of

reproductive research and despite debates about transposing results.

Assertions of transposability were made for both social and scientific

purposes. They were used by reproductive researchers to enhance the legitimacy,

autonomy and scientific and social authority of their enterprise. They can be

viewed and analyzed as examples of articulation work with key audiences, sponsors

and consumers--the key markets and resources of reproductive science.
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In this chapter I analyze three historical uses of assertions of the

transposability of research results from animals to humans, noting the purposes of

their use and the specific audiences addressed in each instance.” First, examples

from the research literature which were presented as useful research offerings

from biologists to gynecologists are analyzed as claims-making "demonstrations" of

the transposability and consequent "usefulness" of their work, organizing the

gynecological market.

Second, the strategic use of assertions of transposability to gain funding for
primate research colonies are described as "human value arguments," reflecting the

ultimate moral worth of reproductive research. Gaining sponsorship for these

expensive animal materials was a major focus of researchers' requests from

external funding sources.

Third, assertions of transposability were used as justifications for

experimental research with animal rather than human materials as the fundamental

approach to reproductive research. Here I examine how researchers involved in the

emerging reproductive research enterprise in biology, medicine and agriculture

demonstrated their full adherence to the reigning physiological and

endocrinological paradigms, standards of research and research materials

conventions in the life sciences. Transpositions simultaneously allowed and

confirmed the linkages among the triumvirate of reproductive biology: biology,

medicine and animal agriculture.
-----------

375. There uses in animal agriculture are also interesting, but beyond present scope.
Several recent works shed indirect light on these processes in the agricultural
scene. See Apfel and Fisher (1984), Corea (1985), Herman (1981), and
Nalbandov (1976).
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I begin with accounts of several historical claims of transposability that were

subsequently disproven to demonstrate researchers' awareness of the fragility of

such claims.

A. CLASSIC ERRONEOUS TRANSPOSITIONS:

One of the most famous erroneous transpositions was made regarding the

function of menstruation in relation to time of ovulation. Hartman (1965:5) tells

the story well (c.f. Corner, 1951:919), developing its implications for clinical

medical issues.”

Occasionally the embryologist as physiologist makes a grave error,
particularly when he attempts to extrapolate from animal to man. The most

serious blunder in this regard was made by Bischoff [in 1853], and #hilemisinterpretation set gynecology back three-quarters of a century.
recovering the eggs of the bitch [dog], Bischoff noted that she bled at about
the time she ovulated. Hence, he concluded that women ovulate when they
undergo the menstrual flow. In the absence of human eggs, before the days
of Hertig and Rock, his theory could not readily be disproved. The theory
was adopted by the physiologist Pfluger [in 1865) and was espoused by all
but a few dissidents almost up to the present century. It was the work of
our time that freed us from the Bischoff-Pfluger theory...[Emphasis
added.]”

Herbert Evans (1959:vii-viii) offered an account of another hypothesized

transposition also unsustained by further research:
-----------

376. My concern is much less with the validity or plausibility of transpositions

377.

than with their use in the articulation work of reproductive researchers.

The timing and occurrence of ovulation and fertility in relation to
menstruation were major problems addressed by the reproductive research
enterprise. There was a heated debate as to the possibility of menstruation
without ovulation or fertility. See, for example, Corner (1933; 1981:165-7);
Hartman (1931; 1939), which include aspects of the debate about the
transposability of anovular menstruation data from monkeys to humans.
There were several classic experiments around these problems (e.g. Corner,
1923; Hartman, 1932) and considerable competition for primacy of publication
(e.g. Hartman, 1962:235-52; Knaus, 1934a,b; Ogino, 1924, 1930; Vollman, 1965).
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Perhaps one of the most striking series of events in the early history of
study in this realm was created by three investigations concerning small
laboratory animals. The three papers were those of Stockard and
Papanicolaou [1917) on the guinea pig, of Long and Evans [1922) on the rat,
and of Edgar Allen [1922) on the mouse. They demonstrated that the
sequence of steps in the development of the so-called "estrous rhythm" could
be clearly shown by the type of cells found free in the vaginal fluid. It
appeared, indeed, for a time that the application of the vaginal smear
method would be all that was required to segment the stages of the estrous

Early studies by Hammond in the cow, by McKenzie incycle in all animals.#: sow, by Andrews and McKenzie in the mare, and by Cole in the cow
and ewe did not substantiate this optimism; the beautifully distinct changes
in the vaginal lochia of small rodents were peculiar to the smaller forms.
Only in the dog, as determined by Evans and Cole [1931], was the estrogen
level high enough for pronounced vaginal cornification which divulges
ovarian changes. We were quickly forced back to old-fashioned but
eminently reliable observations of such matters, for instance, a changes in
behavior. [Emphasis added.]”

Asdell (1977:10) also notes that transpositions based too extensively on

research on one or a few animals, can lead to errors:

As a consequence of relying too much upon evidence from a single species,
the rat, which is easier than most to work with, some of the earlier
generalizations have not stood up under further testing. For instance,
prolactin was found to be the hormone that stimulates the corpus luteum to
secrete progesterone. This is so in the rat and probably in many other
rodents, but in those species of other orders of mammals about which we
have information LH [leutinizing hormone] is the activating hormone.
[Emphasis added.]”

378.

379.

Changes in vaginal (specifically cervical) mucus over the cycle were studied
by Zondek and his associates (e.g. 1954a,b; 1956) largely in relation to their
sterility studies in the 1950s. Manually (as opposed to microscopically)
detectable changes have recently become a basis for several methods of
"natural birth control," low technology methods which include checking and
monitoring the type of cervical mucus produced each day as the type of mucus
changes over the menstrual cycle in relation to the time of ovulation (e.g. Bell
et al., 1980; Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1984). Further research is
needed on the lack of development of this method prior to Billings' research
(1972).

My interviews with contemporary reproductive researchers revealed a current
debate over the appropriateness of various research materials. One facet of
this debate is the "pro-rat versus anti-rat" dispute, with researchers lined up on
both sides for a wide variety of reasons. See Chapter 6 for further discussion.
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Thus reproductive researchers during the era under study were aware that

transposing or extrapolating research results to other species could be highly

problematic. Yet such assertions were routinely made.

The following analysis of transpositions is therefore of their use as strategic

arguments--elements of articulation work. Transpositions of various types became

bricks with which to build a rationale for a modern reproductive biology.

Assertions of transposability simultaneously allowed and confirmed the linkages

among the triumvirate of reproductive biology: biology, medicine and animal

agriculture.” Moreover, they linked the reproductive research enterprise to
broader research concerns of modern biology and scientific medicine and

agriculture thereby enhancing the legitimacy of the study of reproduction.

B. RESEARCH OFFERINGS TO CLINICAL PRACTITIONERS:

Examples from the research literature presented as useful research offerings

from biologists to gynecologists can be analyzed as "demonstrations" of
transposability, promoting the practical usefulness of reproductive research.

Researchers were confronted with a powerful contradiction: they both wanted and

needed to assist clinical medical audiences with concrete information on

reproductive physiology in humans, yet as Corner (1951:920) noted:

Experiments could not be done on humans, and the use of the operating
table and mortuary was limited for people do not come to those places
unless they have something wrong with them and we wanted to study the
normal cycle...in addition to routine abnormalities.

380. This intersection is discussed more fully in Chapter 6.

381. Accessing materials for the study of abnormalities could also be difficult. See
Sabin (1934) and Corner (1981) and the Franklin P. Mall Papers, CA. JHMI, on
the challenges Mall and his colleagues at Hopkins confronted in terms of the
local Board of Health in obtaining fetuses from naturally-occurring abortions.
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Alternative research materials were therefore requisite; by and large, monkeys

were utilized especially by medical scientists for reproductive researches.

Despite the dubious nature of transposing results across species, researchers

were forced to deal with transpositions either directly or indirectly.” In the first

account, Corner (1981:353-4) describes research on abnormal monkey embryos. Here

the claim of transposability is indirect or tacit rather than explicitly articulated, a

common practice.

Bartelmez and I joined in a little monograph [1954] describing nine very
early abnormal embryos of the rhesus monkey from the Carnegie colony...[I]t
is unique in the literature of primate embryology in that we could study,
along with the embryos, the maternal ovaries and endometrium (lining of
the uterus). The findings helped to lay to rest the old idea that embryonic
pathology is always caused by uterine inflammation. In five of our cases
the ovaries and endometrium were normal; the embryonic abnormality must
have resulted from constitutional defects of the embryo itself. In other
cases, the possibility existed that the abnormality of the embryo resulted
from primary failure of the corpus luteum. [Emphasis added.]

Here, as elsewhere, a reproductive researcher made a concrete research offering to

obstetricians, gynecologists and animal agriculturalists through a transposition.

Such offerings were demonstrations of the (retrospective or prospective) clinical

and applied usefulness of reproductive research.

For clinicians, the 1930s was the decade of menstruation and cyclicity

studies. Researches begun in the 1920s or earlier were beginning to bear coherent

fruit (Corner, 1951). It fell to clinicians and medical researchers to attempt

reviews of this literature for practitioners and each other (e.g. Arey, 1939;

Bartelmez, 1937; Ehrenfest, 1937; Hartman, 1939; Reynolds, 1937).” In this vein,
-----------

382. I am indebted to S. Leigh Star for this distinction.

383. Arey's (1939) review offered an extensive critique of the methods used in
prior cycle research on humans, introducing and explaining statistical concepts
such as the standard deviation applied to this type of clinical research.
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Hartman (1939:670) offered a highly explicit assertion of transposability regarding

cyclicity in an article in Endocrinology:

Those workers who have made first-hand observation on human material as
well as that of monkeys feel, in general, that information gained from a
study of sexual physiology in the higher monkeys is directly transferable to
man. In the cyclic histological changes in the genital tract and in its
response to hormonal stimulation no species differences of importance have
been brought to light. [Emphasis added.]

This article, titled "Studies on Reproduction in the Monkey and their Bearing in

Gynecology and Anthropology," specifically addressed gynecologists and physical

anthropologists. It is a classic example of the articulation work involved in

promoting the reproductive research enterprise. In the section addressed to

gynecologists, the clinical promise of reproductive research was also explicitly

asserted:

Indeed, it is upon the results of experiments on the monkey that gynecology
has built up some sort of rationale for experimental work in the therapeutic
control of menstrual disorders. More certain procedures looking towards
further alleviation of sufferings peculiar to womankind awaits the
continued cooperation of the gynecologist and the student of primate
anatomy and physiology (Hartman, 1939:670). [Emphasis added.]

Despite Hartman's (1939:670) initial claims of transposability ("direct

transferability to man") of the monkey findings, later in the article he (1939:672)

qualifies the transposability, noting for example that,

One gets the impression that monkeys are more unpredictable with reference
to the onset of the menstrual flow than women, even though [only] the
monkey data from the more favorable season of the year, September to
April, are used.

That is, even when deleting menstrual cycle data on monkeys for four or more

months of each year, these primate cyclic patterns diverged significantly from
those of humans.

The cooperative efforts he was calling for between biological and clinical

researchers had begun, Hartman noted (1939:671), when Dr. Corner's (1923) macaca

rhesus research on the menstrual cycle stimulated a study of the cycle in human
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females by King (1926). Further cooperative research was undertaken such as that

among Bartelmez, Corner and Hartman (1951), Bartelmez and Cuthbertson (1933)

and among Allen, Pratt, Newell and Bland (1928).”

It is precisely the strong initial assertion of monkey studies as fully

transposable to humans, followed by qualifications and calls for further research

on humans, that highlights Hartman's assertions of transposability as promotional.

The recurrent pattern of rhetoric around transpositions is of initial

acknowledgement of the limits of transposing, followed by direct or indirect

transpositions. The key word Hartman used here was a call for "cooperation"

between gynecologists and primate anatomists and physiologists, linking clinical

and basic research efforts. Links with clinical audiences and consumer markets of

reproductive research, such as gynecologists, were important building blocks for

the larger enterprise.

C. HUMAN VALUE ARGUMENTS TOWARD FUNDING PRIMATE

RESEARCH:

My argument here is that reproductive researchers and others on occasion

asserted the transposability of findings from primates to humans to promote the

funding of expensive primate research colonies, and did so through making "human
value arguments." That is, the expense of the colonies was asserted as worthwhile

because the research findings would be of ultimate value to human health and

welfare, precisely because of the transposability of findings from monkeys to

384. The Carnegie Institution of Washington's Department of Embryology at Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine research center included in its Scope numerous
reproductive research problems having direct clinical implications. Further
research on this center is planned.
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humans.” These were assertions of the ultimate moral worth of reproductive

research, even on primates.

Nonhuman primates became particularly attractive as research animals post

Darwin, with the full realization that primates are really our nearest animal

relations (Schultz, 1970:2). But it was in reproductive research that they became

requisite due to their unique menstrual capacity. In mammalian reproductive

biology, the maintenance of living materials in quantity on site is often an

expensive and difficult endeavor--but also extraordinarily convenient and fruitful

in terms of ongoing and even multiple simultaneous researches (Clarke, 1985a).

While many researchers had kept a few live primates for observation and post

mortem study, there were no serious research colonies (outside of those created in

zoological gardens) until the 1920s.”
At that time, several major efforts were begun in this direction. Here I

discuss those of Robert M. Yerkes of Yale and George W. Corner of the Anatomy

Department at Johns Hopkins Medical School (later taken over by the Carnegie

Institution's Department of Embryology).” According to the eminent

primatologist Adolph Schultz (1970:7), these signal the shift of primate study from

385. The use of primates for drug testing (also of ultimate human value) was not
begun until the World War II era (Schmidt, 1972).

386. The animals displayed in some zoological gardens were occasionally used for
research purposes (e.g. Pocock, 1906; Zuckerman, 1930). They were not,
however, intentionally organized for research but for public observation. For
the most part, research was carried out on their cadavers; another source of
primate cadavers was circuses (Schultz, 1970).

387. There were other colonies as well, such as that developed and utilized by
George Bartelmez of the Department of Anatomy at the University of Chicago
for his menstrual cycle research, and that of Edgar Allen at Washington
University, St. Louis (Allen, 1926; Bodian, 1973). Carl Backman's (1983a,b)
work also sheds light on early colony development processes. I am indebted to
him for sharing his unpublished materials on the colonies of Fulton and Van
Wagenen at Yale with me.
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"what had previously been regarded as merely the hobby of a few into a respected

field of interest that began to receive adequate support and due academic

recognition in some leading universities.**

1. The Hopkins/Carnegie Colony;

Of the two major efforts, the most famous colony is that initiated by Robert

M. Yerkes, the Yale Laboratories of Primate Biology, Inc., established at Orange

Park, Florida in 1929 (Yerkes, 1935:618). But in 1921, years prior to the

establishment of Yerkes' laboratory, George Corner began a colony of macaca

rhesus monkeys for research on the problem of menstruation. He provides the

following account of its establishment (1980:163-4):

Obviously the best prospect was to use the one species, the Indian monkey
Macaca rhesus, that could be purchased at moderate cost and was readily
kept in American zoos...Dr. Weed found the money to buy eleven female
monkeys...This was the first monkey colony in the United States for long
term physiological experimentation.

When Corner left Hopkins for the University of Rochester, George L.

Streeter, Director of the Carnegie Institution's Department of Embryology located

at Hopkins, wanted to begin breeding rhesus for embryological and other

reproductive investigations. This was a fundamental aspect of a new research

thrust of the Department of Embryology toward more physiological and

physiochemical investigations.

This shift in direction was argued for and articulated through explicit

assertions of the ultimate human value and worth of the new physiochemical work.

388. Schultz (1970:3) notes that the term primatology was first used in print in 1941.
Previously students of primates were simply called zoologists or mammalogists.
Referring to the increasing specialization within primatology, Schultz says,
"some Texans speak even of Papiology in reference to their concentrated work
with the baboon genus Papio,
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The overall goal of the research was to "add...to what was already known for the

human" through embryological and other investigations using nonhuman primate

materials; to Streeter and others it became "clear that any great advance in

primate embryology must come through a more complete control of the material"

via a program for "bringing into the laboratory the animals which were to supply

the embryos" (Heuser and Streeter, 1941:17).

In 1925, Carl Hartman (who was then planning an expedition to the

Philippines to gather monkey embryos) was invited by Streeter "to join his

laboratory and study the monkey embryology the safe and sane way, bringing the

monkey to the laboratory" (Hartman quoted in Vollman, 1965:vii). In Baltimore,

Hartman "happened to “inherit” the monkey paddocks which had housed Corner's

monkeys" (Hartman, 1956:10). Hartman then "got acquainted with the monkey" and

succeeded in breeding and maintaining a large rhesus colony.” The Carnegie
workers developed a major colony which produced a wide variety of researches.”

As Heuser and Streeter noted (1941:17), "It was, of course, a great advance to

obtain normal living monkey embryos on order, so to speak...”

389. Vollman states (1965:vii): "Thus, for the first time, a primate became a
laboratory animal." Somehow Corner's earlier work was ignored in this claim,
which is particularly odd in that (according to both Corner and Hartman)
Hartman's breeding practices were based in part on Corner's research which
had yielded important data on the timing of fertility as well as on the
menstrual cycle.

390. These included the work of Bartelmez (1935, 1937), Bartelmez et al. (1951);
Hartman (1930, 1932a, 1932b, 1945); Heuser and Streeter (1941); and Schultz
(1940).

391. The Department had been committed for many years to the development of a
human embryo collection. However, securing adequate numbers of human
embryos in good condition was exceptionally difficult; moreover, those secured
were often undated in terms of age, making them of dubious value. Monkey
conceptions could be controlled, unlike those of human materials (Clarke,
1984a).
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Schultz (1970:7), who was part of the primate team at the Hopkins/Carnegie

center, discussed the increased interest in primatology in the 1930s:

The problem had continued to be that of man's place among the primates as
revealed by the growing mass of evidence from paleontology and
comparative anatomy. The systematic exploration of the behavior and
social organization of nonhuman primates naturally was also inspired by the
hope to explain the corresponding conditions of man on the basis of
evolution. [Emphasis added.]

This is a more scientifically framed version of the "ultimate human value and

moral worth" argument.

2. Yerkes' Yale Primate Laboratory:

While the Hopkins/Carnegie colony may have preceded Yerkes' Yale Primate

Laboratory, it was Yerkes who was most active in the promotion of primate

research in the United States. In 1916, Yerkes published an article in SCIENCE on

"Provision for the Study of Monkeys and Apes" with a very complete argument for

research colonies. Yerkes (1916:231) argued first that the study of primates had

been "neglected":

We have but fragmentary and unsatisfactory knowledge...[Primates] are
relatively difficult and expensive to obtain by importation or breeding, and
to keep in normal condition. It is clear from an examination of the
literature (no citations] on these organisms and a survey of the present
biological situation that the neglect by scientists of systematic study of all
the primates excepting man is due, not to lack of appreciation of their
scientific value, but instead, to technical difficulties and the costliness of
research. [Emphasis added.]

Such "technical difficulties", Yerkes went on to argue, could be addressed by

careful planning and programming for such research through the maintenance of

colonies "admittedly of practical as well as theoretical importance" (1916:231).
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Throughout the article, Yerkes was sensitive to the issue of the high costs

involved in establishing and maintaining a research colony.” He asserted that his
program would be cost-effective through the conservative use of expensive

resources--essentially a plan for multiple sequential utilization in the following

order:

1) behavior studies of animals;
2) physiology of normal and pathological birth for

medical research;
3) heredity, life history and embryological studies;

and last,
4) comparative anatomical studies of the cadavers so that

"no materials or ºpportunities be needlessly wasted"(Yerkes, 1916:232).”
-

Yerkes (1916:233) justified the investment in primate research largely on the

basis of helping to solve practical human problems:

...I wish to emphasize the important relation of the plan I have outlined to
strictly human interests and problems. It is eminently desirable that all
studies of infrahuman organisms, and especially those of the primates which
are most similar, structurally and functionally, to man, should be made to
contribute to the solution of our own intensely practical, medical, social and
psychological problems...[such problems]...may be solved, at least in large
measure, most directly and economically through the use of monkeys and
anthropoid apes. TEmphasis added.]

Finally, Yerkes (1916:234) called upon other biologists for support of the

plan, arguing that the securing of adequate provision for the "systematic and long

continued study of the primates is by far the most important task for our

generation of biologists, and the one which we shall therefore be most shamed by

neglecting."
----------

392. He estimated the costs of a colony in Southern California to be $50,000 per
year, requiring an endowment of $1 million (Yerkes, 1916:233).

393. This issue of wastage was taken very seriously by some researchers. I discuss
it elsewhere Clarke (1985a, 1984a), and see Schmidt (1972); and Schultz (1971).
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Yerkes' promotion of primate research was an ambitious undertaking. He

initiated this effort in the scientific community in 1916, promoted in throughout

his tenure at the National Research Council (c1919-1924), garnered Carnegie funds

for preliminary investigations clo24-1925, and in 1925 obtained a Rockefeller

Foundation grant for a pilot laboratory and for several chimpanzees (Yerkes, 1916,

1925; Harlow, 1968).

Significantly, Yerkes argued for colonies to regularize access to primates for

research on the basis of international competition. His preliminary investigations

were written up as ALMOST HUMAN (1925). Here Yerkes goes to great lengths to

compare the primate colonies and researches of Koehler in Germany, "Mrs. Kohts"

in the new Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and those of the Pasteur Institute

in French Guiana with the relative absence of such facilities in the U.S. (Yerkes,

1925:passim, 270).”

In 1930, the Rockefeller Foundation funded the Yale Laboratory of Primate

Biology in Orange Park, Florida (Harlow, 1968:587-9). It is important to note

Yerkes' articulation of research goals had shifted by 1935, to give primacy to

reproductive research; Orange Park would provide opportunities for "the study of

varied problems of primate reproduction, genetics, behavioral adaptation, hygiene

and pathology" (Yerkes, 1935:619).

Thus, by 1930, major colonies of primates had been established in the U.S.

and were used to support research in reproductive biology and medicine. These

394. More recently, the network of seven primate centers funded by Congress and
sponsored by the National Institutes of Health in 1960 also seem to have been
construed as politically important and feasible after visits in 1956 by
American scientists to a similar Soviet colony at Sukhumi (founded in 1927)
(Bourne, 1973:487). Funding was forthcoming shortly after Sputnik, during the
height of the 1950s Cold War focus on scientific and technological competition
with the Soviet Union, and during the intensive expansion of the population
control movement (e.g. Greep, et al., 1976).
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efforts were broadly and consistently directed at basic research problems with

clear clinical and applied problems integrated into the problem-selection process.

The human value and worth arguments associated with assertions of

transposability were also useful for reproductive researchers in staving off attacks

by antivivisectionists. Arguments of the ultimate human worth of animal

experiments have been among the basic armamentaria research scientists have used

in the twentieth century (e.g. French, 1975; Turner, 1980).” Here, reproductive

researchers could also join with other biological and medical scientists in defense

of the larger endeavor in which they were seeking a "place in the sun" (Strauss,

1982). Such participation against antivivisectionists itself demonstrated the unity

of reproductive research with larger biomedical science. It also was a means for

reproductive researchers to participate in the broad arguments for basic research so

characteristic of the early twentieth century sciences, discussed next.

D. DEMONSTRATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES;

The third usage of assertions of transposability was as a routine

demonstration of the fact that experimental research on animals was the

fundamental approach used in reproductive research. Scientists involved in the

emerging reproductive research enterprise in biology, medicine and agriculture

thereby demonstrated their full adherence to the reigning physiological and

chemical paradigms and standards of research in the life sciences of their era. The

most pertinent audiences here were their disciplines, professions and sponsors.

Usage of transpositions also allowed "basic" researchers to distinguish their work
*** --------

395. The Hunterian Laboratory Papers at the Chesney Archives of Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions document this well.
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more vividly from efforts that were more directly clinical or applied. All of these

aided in enhancing the legitimacy and autonomy of the reproductive research

enterprise.

In Chapter 5, I argued that, as with any enterprise, reproductive research

needed a clear core activity to make it recognizable and distinctive. Reproductive

endocrinology became that core activity, simultaneously providing a needed cloak

of biomedical legitimacy through its identification with general endocrinology. In

this section, I am analytically decomposing the work of reproductive

endocrinological research to examine first its animal experimental approaches, and

second, its physiochemical paradigms.

1. Humans as Inappropriate Scientific Research Materials:

Despite the "ultimate human worth" arguments analyzed above, live humans

were not considered to be good laboratory materials by most biomedical researchers

for a variety of reasons, not only moral. Obviously antivivisectionists and others

had raised considerable objection to research on humans (e.g. French, 1975; Holmes

Jones, 1982; Jones, 1981; Lederer, 1984, 1985). It was both morally and physically

also impossible to do many of the desired experiments on humans since the

materials were often irreparably damaged and subsequently sacrificed. A wide

variety of very basic problems in reproduction had never been studied along

modern scientific experimental physiological lines.

But there was also a fundamental distinction between many of the kinds of

research that could be done with people and the basic rules of how scientific
research should be done that had been developing since the turn of the century.
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Scientists distinguished between statistical research and experimental research,

arguing that only the latter was genuinely the domain of the natural scientist.”
Statistical research here was derived from medical case histories, reports of

patients and clinical observations. It overlapped with clinical research which

largely involved the collection by an individual physician or other clinician of a

number of individual cases manifesting the same or similar phenomenon, observing

and comparing them to gain knowledge of that phenomenon.” Epidemiology was

undeveloped and what there was focused on communicable diseases (Rosen, 1965).

There were two basic types of clinical research at this time. In the first,

patient self-reports were the major source of data.” In the second type,
physicians' observations were the basic data source.” Statistical analysis could be
done of both types of data; however, physicians' observations were usually

presented as case studies.

396. This was historically an era of particularly heated debate regarding the
reliability of and proper procedures for statistical analysis, including concerns
about whether statistics could be made adequately scientific (e.g. Gould, 1981;
MacKenzie, 1981). Kinsey's work was particularly attacked on statistical
grounds (Cochran et. al., 1954; Pomeroy, 1982).

397. The notion of the controlled clinical trial which has largely been applied to
medical therapeutics itself was derived from agricultural research on grains in
the 1920s and 1930s. This was the work of R.A. Fisher including the notion of
randomization to enhance reliability and validity. Marks (1983:8) notes, "It is
customary to date the introduction of the randomized clinical trial in
medicine to the 1948 study of streptomycin therapy..." This considerably
postdates my focus here.

398. Patients' self-reports were commonly organized into presentations of what we
would call descriptive statistics. See for example, Kennedy (1933), King (1926)
and Kopp (1934). They were early examples of survey research methods, and
often problematically so. An illuminating correspondence among leading
scientists regarding the data collection and analysis processes of the Birth
Control Clinical Research Bureau is found in the Adolph Meyer Papers, CA
JHMI.

399. See major clinical medical journals, 1900-1940.
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But it is the statistical versus experimental distinction that was fundamental.
Statistical research as defined here fell considerably more into the realm of social

science than biological or medical science.” I would also argue that the very fact
that such research used verbal reports of people (and especially women since so

much of reproductive research focused on females) rendered it blatantly
unscientific to most scientists.

Thus research on humans would have placed moral and social constraints and

limits on manipulation of materials for limited experimental purposes.” But most
powerfully, given the structure of modern science with the experiment as the

means of production of scientific knowledge, such research was "beyond the pale"
of appropriate, truly scientific work.

Assertions of transposability, however, did fit well within scientific research
traditions, despite cautionary warnings against "overdoing" them. Such assertions
drew human materials into the reproductive research enterprise by association,
allowing idealistic pronouncements of the ultimate human worth of the work.
Researchers thereby did not themselves need to work with humans in vivo.

A contemporary statement (Alexander, 1978:xi) on this topic explicitly
develops these themes:

In reproductive studies, investigators must remember 1) that people are ..
slowly maturing creatures with a relatively long gestation period, a long life
span, and few offspring and 2) that because human beings are independent,
one cannot control their environments and actions. Furthermore, in many.
case it is not feasible to do studies on human beings because of the potential

400. Though there was a closer fit with agricultural research traditions. Counting,
monitoring and elaborate record keeping became integral to animal agriculturearound the turn of the century (Rosenberg, 1976). There was also a fit herebetween genetics and agricultural research methods (e.g. Marks, 1983).

401. Several critical analyses of medical training practices have focused id:attempts to transform patients into research or clinical materials, including
Scully (1980) and Corea (1976).
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detrimental effects. Therefore it is imperative that studies be done on
animals, with specific qualities that will provide information more rapidly
and efficiently...Claude Bernard...has stated that without the use of
comparative studies on animals, practical medicine could never acquire ascientific character. [Emphasis added.]

2. Transpositions and Reductionist Research Strategies:

Assertions of transposability allowed reproductive researchers to participate
in the reductionist research strategies incorporated in the physiochemical
paradigms of that era, without losing their clinical and applied audiences and

consumers of their work. Such assertions permitted, even encouraged, particular
reconceptualizations of research and materials problems.

The reconceptualizations involved are a series of analytic "downshifts" in the

process of formulating research problems, from the interactive level of the

organism in nature, to the organism in isolation, to the reproductive system and its
subparts in isolation--abstracted from nature. The study of reproductive processes
was undertaken on organ, tissue, cellular, sub-cellular, and increasingly
biochemical levels. There was essentially a "deletion" of the organism as a whole,
as well as the contexts and environments in which it existed in nature, from
problem construction (cf. Wimsatt, 1980). Further, there was a relative absence of

analysis of the articulation of parts beyond the reproductive system (cf. Kaufman,
1972).

such reductionist research strategies promote new requirements for research
materials. That is, not only were multiple specimens from the same species

requisite, but also more rigorous standards were necessary. The goal was that
-

given materials should be as homogeneous and interchangeable as possible, through
enhanced control and minimization of materials variation (Clark*, *).

Transposability of results was linked here through the development of an
"animal model:" a living organism with inherited, naturally acquired, or induced
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conditions useful for studies of phenomena occurring in "man". Alexander
(1978:xi) notes, "although animal models rarely provide final answers, they
frequently offer an approximation of human conditions...for specific research
objectives." The more conventionalized a given material is as a model for

particular research problems, the more automatically or unreflexively
transpositions are made. The use of nonhuman primates as animal models for the

menstruation studies detailed above made that research highly transposable, though
the term animal model was not yet in use.

E. TRANSPOSABILITY, LEGITIMACY, AUTONOMY AND AUTHORITY:

In sum, assertions of transposability have been analyzed here as useful

research offerings to clinical and applied practitioners, as moral worth arguments
toward funding primate research for its ultimate human value, and as
demonstrations of the compliance of reproductive research with reigning
experimental scientific approaches. Each use addressed a specific audience
necessary to organizing the markets and resources for reproductive research. All
enhanced the legitimacy, autonomy and authority of the reproductive research
enterprise.

Assertions of transposability simultaneously allowed and confirmed the
intersectional linkages among reproductive scientists in biology, medicine and

agriculture. The narrowing consequences of materials specialization in each

(biologists largely with laboratory animals, medical researchers with primates and

humans, and agricultural researchers with domestic species) was transcended by
transpositional processes.
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Transpositions thus helped organize markets and resources as well as

cementing the reproductive research intersection. They illustrate the embeddedness

of science in society and the intrinsically social nature of scientific work.
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CHAPTER 10

STRATEGIC ARGUMENTS FOR BASIC RESEARCH IN THE NATIONAL

RESEARCH COUNCIL'S COMMITTEE FOR RESEARCH ON PROBLEMS OF SEX.

The second major strategy for market and resource management used by

reproductive researchers to enhance the legitimacy, autonomy and authority of

their enterprise concerned the nature of the research that fell within the

parameters of the enterprise. Potential clinical and applied uses of reproductive

research were manifold. Reproductive scientists were frequently and powerfully

confronted with demands from various audiences, including funding sources, that

they engage in work which they saw as either unscientific, beyond the scope of

their envisioned enterprise and/or threatening to their autonomy over their work.

The main strategy developed to manage such audience demands was the

making of arguments for basic research.” Researchers asserted that "basic"

research should have priority over clinical and applied efforts--that it should be

done first and foremost. (Such research could, of course, be under biological,

medical or agricultural institutional auspices.) A corollary was that through basic

research all the clinical and applied needs and desires of their various audiences,

Sponsors and consumers would ultimately be met.
-----------

402. Within my concept of strategic arguments for basic research I essentially
assume the conventional meanings for the term. That is, basic research is
original work focused on problems selected independently of sponsorship, for
the "advancement of scientific knowledge" (e.g. Nagi and Corwin, 1972:6-7).
For purposes of my own argument, I temporarily accept the conventional
meaning at face value.
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Like assertions of the transposability of research results, strategic arguments

for basic research were part of the broad effort to construct a legitimate,

autonomous and authoritative reproductive research enterprise. As market and

resource management strategies, they were an aspect of the articulation work done

by reproductive researchers--public presentations of the position and perspective

(Becker et.al., 1961; Strauss et.al., 1964) taken by reproductive scientists.

Arguments for basic research were used within and by the NRC/CRPS to educate,

persuade, trade-off, manipulate and coerce (Strauss, in progress) for support of

basic reproductive research. While now considered classic, arguments for basic

research were, c.1920-1940, relatively new and were also being used in innovative

science planning and policy development schemes at this time, especially within

and by the National Research Council (Kargon and Hodes, 1985:305).

Given the chronic problem of social and scientific illegitimacy confronted by

reproductive researchers, arguments for basic research were especially apt. The

aura of supposed neutrality and objectivity associated with basic research was

invoked, providing researchers with a proverbial ten-foot-pole with which to touch

reproductive organs with propriety. Basic biological research arguments also

deleted sexuality from the research agenda.

Such arguments were used to develop long-term institutional arrangements to

benefit the larger enterprise. Analytically, they were arguments regarding the core

activity of the enterprise--basic research first and foremost, and largely in

reproductive endocrinology. Such activities may be particularly characteristic of

the early stages of the construction of a scientific enterprise (Coleman, 1985).”
-----------

403. Comparative research would be needed to demonstrate this across several
emergent disciplines.
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Reproductive researchers used arguments for basic research in a variety of

settings and with a variety of other significant social worlds. In this chapter, I

examine a particular setting within a research sponsoring agency and its funding

source.* Specifically, this chapter analyzes the use of strategic arguments for

basic research both within and by the National Research Council's Committee for

Research on Problems of Sex (NRC/CRPS).” Such arguments were used in

negotiations with its sponsor, the National Research Council, with its funding

sources, the Bureau of Social Hygiene and the Rockefeller Foundation, and with

other salient groups. The chapter is thus an analysis of the interactions between

an emergent research field (the reproductive research enterprise) and sponsors and

funding sources as science policy-makers (cf. Abir-Am, 1982:343).

The thesis presented here is a sociological analysis of aspects of the

articulation work of the NRC/CRPS between 1921-1940.* My argument is that

some of the researchers involved in the NRC/CRPS successfully redirected the

initial mission of the NRC/CRPS as framed by its funding source and to which

they initially agreed. They did so through strategic usage of arguments for basic

research, and they redirected it to basic biomedical reproductive research with a

major emphasis on the enterprise's core activity of reproductive endocrinology.

404. In the next chapter, strategic arguments for basic research are examined as
they were used in relation to a much more amorphous and diverse set of social
worlds, those of birth control advocates.

405. See Chapter 7 for an introduction to the NRC/CRPS.

406. As such, it draws upon but is distinguished from Aberle and Corner's (1953)
history of the NRC/CRPS by its critical analysis. Aberle and Corner's work
is an example of an "insider history" of the reproductive research enterprise,
of which there are many. For a discussion of my use of such histories and
their role in the development of the reproductive research enterprise, see
Appendix B. The data I drew upon for this chapter came primarily from the
§. eller Archives Center. See Appendix A for a discussion of theseolding.
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Further, this redirection was recognized by a shift of ultimate sponsor funding

from a social action agency to a biomedical research agency.

Reproductive researchers were seeking funding, legitimacy and autonomy for

reproductive research during its vulnerable time of emergence and coalescence as a

scientific enterprise. They succeeded, simultaneously achieving I) broad

legitimation for reproductive research through association with the NRC; 2)

significant funding for reproductive research; 3) direct relationships between

major centers of the reproductive research enterprise and a major biomedical

research sponsor, the Rockefeller Foundation; and 4) a "basic" research identity for

reproductive science.

I begin with a brief discussion of the social constructivist nature of basic,

clinical and applied researches. Next, the initial funding source, the BSH, is

introduced and the founding and initial mission of the NRC/CRPS are presented.

I then offer an analysis of specific uses of strategic arguments for basic research

by the NRC/CRPS and a major consequence of the success of these arguments--the

shift of sponsorship from the BSH to the Rockefeller Foundation's Division of

Medical Research.

One of the ironies in the development of the NRC/CRPS program between

1921-1940 is that toward the end of this period, after sponsorship had shifted to
the RF, there was a serious shift back toward sexuality research with human

subjects. This culminated in the 1940s with the NRC/CRPS providing extensive

sponsorship for Alfred Kinsey's research on human sexuality (Aberle and Corner,

1953; Pomeroy, 1982). The chapter concludes with an analysis of this shift in its

contexts of emerging alternative funding sources for "basic" reproductive research

and its enhanced social and scientific legitimacy.
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A. THE BUREAU OF SOCIAL HYGIENE: Initial NRC/CRPS

Funding Source

1. Founding and Mission:
w

The Bureau of Social Hygiene (BSH), situated in New York City, derived

from the commitment of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and others to creating an

organization for "the study, amelioration and prevention of social conditions,

crimes and diseases which adversely affect the well-being of society.” His

initial interest was triggered through his appointment to a grand jury to

investigate white slavery in New York City in 1910. The BSH was incorporated in

1913 and terminated in 1940.

The work of the BSH was undertaken through grants to a wide variety of

individuals and organizations. It focused on prostitution, vice, venereal diseases,

narcotics, criminal rehabilitation, criminology, eugenics, birth control and

sexuality. The BSH was essentially a Rockefeller funding agency,” but was likely

established separately from other such agencies precisely because of the

controversial nature of many of its activities.” In the BSH as well as the

Rockefeller Foundation (RF), concern with the application and use of science
-----------

407. RAC, "The BSH Collection," Introductory Remarks, 1 aug 1969.

408. Funds were also channeled through the BSH from other philanthropies,
including Paul Warberg, the New York Foundation, the Spelman Fund and the
Rockefeller Foundation. (RAC, "The BSH Collection," Introductory Remarks,
laug 1969.) John D. Rockefeller, Jr. was, however, the primary donor, giving
$5.8 million during its existence (Aberle and Corner, 1953:4).

409. Howe (1982) analyzes the investigation of the RF by the United States
Commission on Industrial Relations in 1913/14 concerning strike activities in
Colorado. After that, the RF shied away from economic and social research,
especially of a controversial nature (Kohler, 1978).
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rather than fundamental academic research for its own sake remained a strong

tradition (Kohler, 1978:490).

2. BSH Initiation of the NRC/CRPS within the NRC:

One of the major organizations supported through grants from the BSH was

the American Social Hygiene Association which had as one focus sex education.*

Earl F. Zinn was in charge of research promotion for this group (Zinn, 1923).

Aberle and Corner (1953:9-13) attribute the initial idea for NRC sponsorship of a

program of sex research to Earl Zinn in 1920, in a meeting with a human sexuality

researcher and educator from the Y.M.C.A.

The BSH was then under the leadership of Katherine Bement Davis, Ph.D.,

General Secretary until 1928,” who was herself an early human sexuality

researcher (Rosenberg, 1982). Mr. Lawrence B. Dunham succeeded her as Director

until 1934, when new programming ceased.*
Through the action of Dr. Davis of the BSH, Zinn was able to present the

idea directly to Rockefeller, who approved it. Zinn then became an employee of

the BSH focusing on sex research development plans (Aberle and Corner,

1953:9-13). Zinn sought the assistance of Dr. Robert M. Yerkes, chairman of the

Research Information Bureau of the NRC, to develop and present the proposal for
----------->

410. BSH, Inc. A Report to the Trustees Covering the Years 1928, 1929, 1930. RAC
BSH SI B1 F1.

411. Davis had earned her Ph.D. in political economy at the University of Chicago
(Aberle and Corner, 1953:10). Active in the Progressive reform movements
generated there, she later became Commissioner of Charities and Corrections
of New York and Superintendent of the Bedford Hills Reformatory
(Rosenberg, 1982).

412. RAC, "The BSH Collection," Introductory Remarks, 1 aug 1969.
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sex research to the NRC.” After its organization, Zinn was subsequently
appointed Executive Secretary of the NRC/CRPS while Yerkes became Chairman

of the NRC/CRPS. It was thus the BSH which initiated and sponsored the

proposal for a committee for research on problems of sex with the NRC.

B. FOUNDING OF THE NRC/CRPS: INITIAL MEMBERSHIP AND MISSION

1. Founding Accounts:

There are a variety of accounts of the initiation of the CRPS within the

NRC. Most of these "origin stories" are "insider histories," and as such must be

viewed as political reconstructions of events for varied purposes, especially

legitimacy (e.g. Gieryn, 1985; Strauss, 1982). My analysis in this chapter is based in

part on the tensions, reconstructions and contradictions in these insider histories,

both published and unpublished.

The account offered in the First Annual Report of the NRC/CRPS, written

by Zinn is as follows:*

On July 1st, 1921 the Bureau of Social Hygiene made an appropriation of
$10,000 for one year for the promotion of a plan for systematic research on
sex problems designed to provide a better scientific foundation for an
understanding of sex in man. According to this plan it was proposed to
secure the endorsement of an accredited scientific agency, preferably the
National Research Council, and to have the agency in question assume the
responsibility for the development and administration of the plan. In
November 1921 the National Research Council endorsed the proposal...It was
proposed that a special committee composed of representatives of the related
biological sciences attached to the Division of Medical Sciences...be
appointed to administer this project.

413. In 1922, Yerkes also became Chairman of the NRC's Committee on Scientific
Problems of Human Migration (Marks, 1982:104).

414. First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For period July 1, 1921-Dec. 31, 1922.
Dated March 1, 1923, page 1:emphasis added. Prepared by Earl F. Zinn,
Executive Secretary. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
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Another account, by an RF administrator written after interviews with two

NRC/CRPS members, notes that in 1920, when the "palliative" work of the BSH

"was not getting anywhere," Zinn formally presented a plan to the NRC for the

scientific study of sex.”

The matter was initially brought to the Division of Anthropology and

Psychology of the NRC which decided to turn the matter over to the Division of

Medical Sciences. Aberle and Corner (1953:10) attribute this Division's

"unresponsiveness" to the fact that it was a new Division "and there seems to have

been a feeling that these subjects [anthropology and psychology] still had to win

justification as natural sciences." Divisional sponsorship of a program of research

on sex was not viewed as helpful toward that end. Aberle and Corner (1953:11)

stress (and I agree) the social illegitimacy of sex as also explanatory of this

Division's avoidance of association with sex research: "even the scientific

profession [was] very sensitive."

Nor was the initial response of the Division of Medical Sciences positive.

Aberle and Corner (1953:11) noted unease at the NRC from the outset regarding

whether the potential social science aspects of the research fell within the mission

of the NRC. Only when Dr. Victor Vaughn, a physician and hygienist familiar

with venereal disease, succeeded to the Chairmanship of this Division did the

proposal receive positive review (Aberle and Corner, 1953:11). Vaughn, lending

clinical legitimacy to social aspects of sex research, called a conference of

investigators and physicians considered qualified to pass upon the merits of the

415. From MM's [Max Mason) diary: [Meeting with] Dr. F.R. Lillie and Dr. E.G.
Conklin, 2 sept 1929. RAC RF RG1.1 S216 B8 F103.
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project.* The BSH gave the NRC $10,000 to cover the costs of the conference
and (anticipating approval) for research generated by it (Aberle and Corner,

1953:12).” The conference adopted the following resolution:*
The impulses and activities associated with sex behavior and reproduction
are fundamentally important for the welfare of the individual, the family,
the community and the race. Nevertheless, the reports of personal
experience are ■ acking and the relatively few data of observation have not
been collected in serviceable form. Under circumstances where we should
have knowledge and intelligence, we are ignorant. To a large degree our
ignorance is due to the enshrouding of sex relations in a fog of mystery,
reticence and shame. Attitudes toward the subject have been fixed by
moral teaching, religious instruction, and social propaganda, all based on
only a slight foundation of well-established fact. In the presence of this
secrecy and prejudice, scientific investigation would be difficult. The
committee is convinced, however, that with the use of methods employed in

hysiology, psychology, anthropology, and related sciences, problems of sex# can be subjected to scientific examination. In order to eliminate
any suggestion that such inquiry is undertaken for purposes of propaganda,
it should be sponsored by a body of investigators whose disinterested
devotion to science is well recognized. For these various reasons the
committee recommends that the National Research Council be advised to
organize and foster an investigation into the problems of sex.

Both Zinn’s account and this resolution of the NRC Conference explicitly discuss

the problems of sex to be studied as human problems.

Membership and Mission of the NRC/CRPS:

The NRC then proceeded to establish the CRPS. Its initial members were

Walter B. Cannon (Professor of Physiology, Harvard Medical School), Edwin G.

Conklin (Professor of Biology at Princeton), and Robert M. Yerkes. Conklin served

416. BSH, Inc. A Report to the Trustees Covering the Years 1928, 1929, 1930, pp.
54-55. RAC BSH SI B1 F1.

417. A full list of conference members is found in Aberle and Corner (1953:12).

418. BSH, Inc. A Report to the Trustees Covering the Years 1928, 1929, 1930 [pp.
54-55; emphasis added]. RAC BSH SI B1 F1. W.B. Cannon, a subsequent
member of the NRC/CRPS claims to have written this resolution. To Ruth
Topping, Secy., BSH, from W.B. Cannon, Dept. of Physiology, Harvard Medical
School. 25 Oct 1930. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F 186.
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only a few months and was replaced by Frank R. Lillie (Professor of Zoology

focusing on the biology of sex at Chicago). Two more members were soon added:

Dr. Thomas W. Salmon (Professor of Psychiatry at Columbia's College of

Physicians and Surgeons, and former member of the RF staff) and Dr. Katherine

B. Davis, Executive Secretary of the BSH.”

The multidisciplinary composition of the NRC/CRPS reflected its initial

mission (Aberle and Corner, 1953:15, emphasis added):

More rapid progress toward an understanding of sex in its many phases will
result if, in addition to the work now being done, a systematic attack from
the angles of all related sciences is made, with knowledge of sex as the
central objective. This is the main purpose of the Committee...To conduct,
stimulate, foster, systematize and coordinate research on sex problems to the
end that conclusions now held may be evaluated and our scientific
knowledge in this field increased as rapidly as possible.

The multidisciplinary nature of the initial mission of the NRC/CRPS is clear. Its

own founding statement was well publicized (e.g. Zinn, 1923, emphasis added):

This committee was organized in November, 1921, for the purpose of
promoting, coordinating and systematizing research on sex problems to the
end that conclusions now held might be evaluated and a better
understanding of human sexuality obtained...

C. ARGUMENTS FOR BASIC RESEARCH: Redirecting the

Mission, 1921-1924

Through arguments for basic biological research, the mission of the

NRC/CRPS was redirected from its initial broad multidisciplinary focus on

problems of human sexuality. This was accomplished through:

O avoidance of developing the BSH-required overall
plan for multidisciplinary research;

O full articulation of a plan for basic biological

419. See Appendix C for a list of members to 1940; see Aberle and Corner (1953;
Appendix 3) for a full listing of all NRC/CRPS members to 1947.
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research;

designation of research on humans as inadequately
scientific;

O token funding of research on humans; and

O major funding of "fundamental" biological research.

1. Avoidance of Planning for Multidisciplinary Research;

The initial work of the NRC/CRPS, as specified by the first BSH grant, was

to be a survey of extant research and a plan for future work.” Despite multiple
meetings and efforts, such a plan was never formulated.” Aberle and Corner
(1953:15-17) note that the deliberations of the NRC/CRPS on this plan were not

formally recorded: "Many of these orientation surveys and discussions were placed

on file, so to speak, only in the heads of the committeemen." Zinn compiled some

bibliographies, but no survey was put to paper.

Sociologically, in the absence of a general multidisciplinary plan, any plans

put forward would have greater weight. NRC/CRPS members were invited to

prepare or procure outlines from their own fields of competence. Two were done

at this time.* A program for research on sex neurobiology and psychobiology was

420. As quoted at length above. See First Annual Report NRC/CRPS, Division of
Medical Sciences. For period July 1, 1921-Dec. 31, 1922. March 1, 1923, page
l:emphasis added. Prepared by Earl F. Zinn, Executive Secretary. RAC BSH
SIII-2 B8 F189.

My own research has been limited to documents on the NRC/CRPS in the
RAC. Further research on this problem is planned to include the records of
the NRC/CRPS held at the National Academy of Science.

421.

422. In 1925, when anthropologist Clark Wissler later joined the NRC/CRPS, he
drew up a plan of studies of sexuality among primitive peoples; this was not
extensively funded by the NRC/CRPS (Aberle and Corner, 1953:93-6). Zinn
was also to have drawn up a "personal program of sex research" but apparently
did not (Aberle and Corner, 1953:14).
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commissioned by Chairman Yerkes from K.S. Lashley, then at the University of

Minnesota (Aberle and Corner, 1953:17). And Lillie put forward a plan--a set of

arguments for basic research--on the biology of sex. It was the latter which

successfully captured and redirected the mission of the NRC/CRPS.*

Thus, while the NRC/CRPS did what might be termed outreach work toward

the development of multidisciplinary research, systematic organization was not

undertaken.” Aberle and Corner's (1953:15-17) comment on the absence of a plan

reads as an apologia: "In retrospect it is clear that the body of knowledge upon
which plans for research had to be based was so diffuse and inchoate that it could

not readily be reduced to form suitable for publication."

The First Annual Report of the NRC/CRPS, prepared by Zinn, stated:*

Formulation of research program. The condition specified by the Bureau of
Social Hygiene in making the original grant for the promotion of this
project included the formulation of a comprehensive and detailed research
program. The scope and complexity of the problem, the uncertain outcome
of research together with the obvious necessity of considering in relation to
a research program such factors as presence and availability of interested
investigators, adequate research facilities and a carefully considered
administrative plan, indicated clearly the impracticability of attempting to
fulfill this condition within the time specified. Such a program as was

inally contemplated should develop gradually and in the directionsori
fººd by the results of the researches.

Chairman Yerkes summed up these deliberations more candidly:*

423. Aberle and Corner (1953:102-4) reprinted Lillie's complete plan in their history
of the NRC/CRPS; Lashley's plan is neither reprinted nor mentioned again.

424. A number of small conferences were held with prospective researchers (Aberle
and Corner, 1953:16-17, 109-10).

425. First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For period July 1, 1921-Dec. 31, 1922.
Dated March 1, 1923, page 6:latter emphasis added. Prepared by Earl F. Zinn,
Executive Secretary. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F 189.

426. "Suggestions for Organization and Conduct of Research in Problems of Sex"
(from the First Annual Report of the Committee, January 1 to December 31,
1922. Exhibit A by Robert M. Yerkes, page 1. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B40 F453.
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Our committee was appointed primarily to prepare a program of research on
problems of sex and to formulate plans and recommendations for the
conduct of fruitful investigations in this field. Thus far it has seemed
wiser to proceed somewhat opportunistically with special lines of
investigation than to attempt the formulation and support of a general plan.

2. Lillie's Plan for Basic Biological Research;

In 1922, Frank R. Lillie, member of the NRC/CRPS and Chairman of the

Department of Zoology at the University of Chicago, put forward a plan for basic

biological research on problems of sex for the NRC/CRPS. In outline, it classified
subjects in the biology of sex as follows:*

I. The Genetics of Sex
II. Determination of Sex
III. Sex Development; Differentiation of Sex

A. ■ over the life cycle-embryology through old age]
B. The problem of sex hormones
C. [other internal secretions]
The Problem of Sex Inter-relations [non-human]

V. Sex Functions [physiology of sex]
A. Variation of sex glands under experimental

conditions
B. Sterility

VI. Systematics of Sex in Animals and Plants

Those familiar with the research supported by the NRC/CRPS between 1921-1940

will quickly see that this agenda became the heart of the Committee's program.***

It specifically excluded humans as research materials for biological research.

In explaining this, Aberle and Corner (1953:18) assert first that Lillie was

personally, as an involved researcher, in a better position than other NRC/CRPS

members to propose a plan; and second that "biological questions were fundamental

427. See Appendix C for a copy of his complete plan, from Aberle and Corner
(1953:102-4).

428. See Appendix C for a partial listing of major centers and directions of
research sponsored by the NRC/CRPS. See Aberle and Corner (1953:Chapters
3-4) for a complete account.
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to the other problems; furthermore, the biology of reproduction was much more

advanced in 1922 than the physiology and psychology of sex behavior." This

analysis ignores the fact that other NRC/CRPS members were also researchers in

salient areas, and that the avowed purpose of the NRC/CRPS was to stimulate

underdeveloped research areas. Aberle and Corner's (1953:18, emphasis added)

description of the NRC/CRPS at its outset is apologetic as well as lacking an

analysis of power:

The reader must remember the situation in which the Committee found
itself in 1922. A little group of earnest people was facing a vast realm of
ignorance and half-knowledge, scarcely knowing even where or how to
begin. By planning of the sort Lillie had done so well something could be
done to pick out feasible problems with which to begin investigation.

The decision of the NRC/CRPS to fund only a limited number of reproductive

research centers rather than broader funding of individuals (Aberle and Corner,

1953:22-3) also constrained against funding the "human side" of sex research. What

can be stated unequivocally is that Lillie and his plan for "fundamental" research

succeeded in "seizing the day.”

3. Rationales for Tokenism on the "Human Side":

As the NRC/CRPS developed as a committee, it created a vocabulary for

distinguishing between the kinds of research it sponsored. Some was to be

considered on the "biological side" while others, with greater application to people

and/or using human subjects, were to be considered on the "human side.” As

429. Why the NRC/CRPS moved in these directions is a separate research problem,
requiring further research in both the papers of the NRC/CRPS and in those
of the various members, both "social scientists" and "natural scientists."
Aberle and Corner (1953) essentially assert that no other serious alternatives
existed, accepting the NRC/CRPS's statements at face value.

430. Sixth Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. Dated circa June 30, 1928. Prepared by
Earl F. Zinn. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
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research on the biological side came to predominate, various rationales for this

were expressed.

First, research using human subjects” was deemed less scientific than that

using traditional laboratory animal materials.”

In the more fundamental biological, physiological and psycho- biological
investigations where lower organisms are used, experimental conditions can
be maintained. Fortunately many of the underlying problems can be
worked out initially here. Unfortunately the results are not always directly
applicable to human needs. If a contribution to the alleviation of human
sex problems is not to await the slow progress of fundamental research it is
necessary to study directly the higher forms including man, even though the
accuracy of the experimentalist must be sacrificed in some instances for the
less acceptable methods, scientifically considered, of the clinician. When
this is done, however, the results should be accepted but tentatively and
every effort made to check and supplement them by specific investigations
under experimental conditions.

Second, researchers of human sexuality were portrayed as quacks or cranks

by Chairman Yerkes, as he ceremoniously tipped his hat to the ultimate value of

sexuality research:*

Is there any species of social situation in which biological research can
flounder more helplessly, hopelessly, and uselessly than in that of sex? It is
at once curiosity breeding and satisfying. Our committee has not yet been
bombarded by those hundreds of curious and more or less ill-balanced
persons who, if they could obtain financial support, would like to study one
or other seemingly interesting and perhaps important aspect of sex life.

Third, clinical researchers were specifically portrayed as untrained:*
---------e-

431. See further discussion of this phenomenon regarding in vivo human materials
in Chapter 9.

432. First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For period July 1, 1921-Dec. 31, 1922.
Pº March 1, 1923, page 7. Prepared by Earl F. Zinn. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8189.

433. "Suggestions for Organization and Conduct of Research in Problems of Sex"
(from the First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS, January 1 to December 31, 1922.
Exhibit A by Robert M. Yerkes, page 4. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B40 F453.

434. First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For period July 1, 1921-Dec. 31, 1922.
Dated March 1, 1923, page 8 (emphasis added). Prepared by Earl F. Zinn.
RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
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With reference to the study of human problems the situation is not so
favorable. Therapeutic, educational and social considerations insistently
demand a better understanding of sex phenomena. But because of the
complexity of the problems trained investigators have for the most part
turned to problems where complicating factors can be eliminated, leaving
the field to the clinician, the educator and the social worker. This has
resulted in a large amount of sporadic research, much of it of doubtful
value.

The NRC/CRPS report then gets to the heart of the matter--a critique of

social science methodologies:

As a further step in defining the nature and scope of the project [the
NRC/CRPS) it determined to promote and support important investigations
in which human subjects are used; but that these investigations would be
selected on the basis of the degree to which methods employed conformed to
the requirements of science. It further determined to encourage and support
at every opportunity methodological research applicable to the study of
human sex problems.

The First Annual Report* of the NRC/CRPS explicitly stated that while it

would fund "human investigations," they were "primarily investigations in

method...The introduction of better methods and the coordination of research in

this field offer a splendid opportunity for Committee initiative." Scorn on the part

of natural scientists toward the social sciences on methodological grounds was

particularly strong during this period (Veysey, 1965:135). Little research using

human subjects was undertaken during the first two decades of NRC/CRPS

research support.*

4. The Mission Reframed:

The NRC/CRPS reframed and restated its mission quite quickly. Chairman

Yerkes statement in the First Annual Report first tipped his hat to the importance

of keeping "close to human needs" and then offered a strongly basic research

435. Ibid.

436. See Aberle and Corner (1953:Appendix 7) for a complete listing.
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oriented agenda for concentration, to avoid wasting energy and scattering

resources:*

I am convinced that we should not ignore the practical social need which
brought our committee into existence. Instead, we should, I believe,
recognize the need of knowledge for the wise conduct of sex education and
should formulate our program and plans with a view to supplementing
existing knowledge and of this providing an adequate scientific basis for
individual and social direction of sex life...[This] does not necessarily mean
narrowness of view, the search for the immediately practical, or the neglect
of problems whose educational or other sociological bearings are difficult to
foresee...[research in this field] will gain greatly if we wisely take account
of the logic of events and keep close to human needs.
...the well-nigh endless extent and variety of research on problems of sex
makes imperative an order of preference with respect to materials and
methods of work. Whatever our general program, we should...concentrate
endeavor in a certain few carefully selected special fields. Although it is
bound to seem invidious, I beg to suggest the following order of preference
for the principal pertinent divisions of scientific method:

1. Physiological and chemical - including all
functional studies of the sex life of the organism
or of organic groups except those of 2 and 3.

2. The psychological, psycho-pathological,
educational and sociological.

3. The general biological, including the genetical
and such morphological modes of inquiry as are
intimately related to physiological needs.

4. The morphological, in the sense of structural
analyses and detailed studies of structure not
manifestly essential to effective work under 1,
2 and 3....

That as objects of research, organisms be preferred
in general as follows:

(a) the primates”
(b) other mammals
(c) other vertebrates

437. "Suggestions for Organization and Conduct of Research in Problems of Sex"
(from the First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS, January 1 to December 31, 1922.
Exhibit A by Robert M. Yerkes, pages 2-3,3-4,6: emphasis added. RAC RF
RG1.1 S200 B40 F453.

438. Yerkes outlined a nonhuman primate research plan in the same report.
Ibid.:6-9. Primate research development one of his life-long foci (Clarke,
1985).
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(d) plants.

The same pattern of hat-tipping to human needs while framing a strongly

biological research agenda appeared in the article by Zinn (1923:1811-2, emphasis

added) announcing the NRC/CRPS to the American Medical Association:

Though this project was motivated originally by the need for a better
understanding of sex in its human aspect, this was not interpreted by the
National Research Council or the committee to mean that investigations
were to be limited to those of a technological nature determined by the
needs of medicine, education and hygiene. The pressing need for useful
knowledge was realized; and while it was agreed that these problems should
be given all possible consideration, it was the opinion of those responsible
for the project that its objective should be more inclusive; that in addition
to contributing to the alleviation of current individual and social sex
problems, it should aim at a better understanding of the underlying
factors--biologic, physiologic and psychologic-which are basic to any real
understanding of human sexuality. This conception markedly extended the
scope of the project and brought the realization that its systematic
development would be a matter of years...major lines of investigation must
be marked out if the project were not to flounder hopelessly in this complex
field. The following subdivisions were selected...

Biology of sex (systematic and genetic aspects)
Physiology of sex and reproduction
Psychobiology of sex (infrahuman)
Psychobiology of sex (human, including
individual, anthropologic, ethnologic,
sociopsychologic aspects).

In the First Annual Report of the NRC/CRPS, Zinn noted that research in biology

;

and physiology was quite well organized, but:*

...motivated primarily however, by the desire to contribute to the systematic
development of the respective sciences rather than by consideration of
human need. Much that has been done or is in progress is but remotely
related to human aspects, and it is the task of the Committee to select from
these fields those lines of investigation which are in accord with the central
objective. As a first step, therefore, in the organization of this field the
Committee has set up as a guiding principle the following: That it shall
promote and support those researches which give the most promise Of
contributing to an understanding of the human aspects of sex.

439. First Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For period July 1, 1921-Dec. 31, 1922.
Dated March 1, 1923, page 7:emphasis in original. Prepared by Earl F. Zinn.
RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F 189.
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The NRC/CRPS also eliminated studies of sex pathology and venereal disease from

its purview.”
In these "mission" documents, considerable distancing from the initial goals of

the BSH in funding the NRC/CRPS is clear, especially in the extensive rationales

offered for moving in different directions than had been initially conceived.*

"Human aspects of sex" were very broadly conceived, sexuality per se was all but
eliminated from investigation, and few studies using human subjects or materials

were sponsored. A decade after its inception, Chairman Yerkes offered an apt

reconstruction of the NRC/CRPS's history:*

Historical statement. Instigated by Mr. Earl F. Zinn, representative of the
ureau of Social Hygiene, in the autumn of 1921, the Division of Medical

Sciences, National Research Council, organized a conference to consider the
practicability of attempts to further study of fundamental biological
problems of sex.

Aberle and Corner (1953:15), accepting Yerkes' reconstruction, note: "...it should be

emphasized that the Committee never aimed at a limited study of human social

problems of a sexual nature, but rather at the scientific study of sex as a biological

phenomenon.”

--------

440. Ibid.:7-8.

441. My analysis of the "insider history" account offered by Aberle and Corner
(1953) found a strong defense of the NRC/CRPS reformulation of its mission,
even to the point of defensiveness.

442. Eleventh Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For the year July 1, 1931 to June 30,
1932. Prepared by Robert M. Yerkes, Chairman. Exhibit A: Research on
Biological Problems of Sex. Recommendation that the work of the NRC/CRPS
; continued. May 20, 1932, pages 25-6:emphasis added. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8189.

443. See also Aberle and Corner (1953:24, 75) for face value acceptance of
Committee rhetoric.
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D. LOST ARGUMENTS AND FAILED STRATEGIES FOR THE "HUMAN

SIDE" OF SEX RESEARCH, 1924-1931

The issue of funding the "human side" of sex research was a chronic one for

the NRC/CRPS. After the initial reframing of the mission of the NRC/CRPS

described above, "human side" advocates on the Committee pushed their position

strongly several times between 1924-1931.

Ironically, the founding of the Social Science Research Council (SSRC) in

1923 added to the difficulties of the NRC/CRPS in sponsoring both natural and
social science research.* The existence of the SSRC allowed the NRC to deepen

its focus on the natural sciences in a more exclusionary fashion. And it did.

In 1924, the NRC/CRPS wanted to fund an investigation by Dr. George W.

Hamilton, a psychiatrist, on marriage including sexuality. The NRC, which had to

authorize the actions of the CRPS, refused to approve it. Vernon Kellogg,

Chairman of the Medical Division of the NRC, later stated they had refused

"because they considered it primarily sociological, and because quite frankly they

were not sure that it was a scientific undertaking, although Yerkes...felt it was.”

The NRC/CRPS then went to the BSH with the matter and the BSH agreed to act

as sponsor of the project, if the NRC/CRPS would serve in an advisory capacity on

it. Dr. Adolph Meyer acted as primary advisor.” Here the Committee, likely led
----------

444. The SSRC was established through the efforts of Beardsley Ruml of the Laura
Spellman Rockefeller Foundation, which was its primary initial funding
source (Faris, 1967:54).

445. §§ B. Dunham, BSH File Memorandum. 16 mar 1928. RAC BSH SIII-2200.

446. To Mr. Dunham from Earl F. Zinn, 2 mar 1928. RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F200.
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by Chairman Yerkes, persisted toward funding research on the "human side"

despite a serious challenge by the NRC.”
These events, and questionable future support of social science research

which the NRC/CRPS did wish to fund, led the NRC/CRPS to develop a proposal

for its own future as an independent agency. The proposal included termination

of affiliation with the NRC; sponsorship of research on both the human and

biological sides; and a planned format of a national institute with smaller local

institutes at various university centers of reproductive research” while this
proposal was approved by the Executive Committee of the Division of Medical

Sciences [NRC), it was not received favorably by the funding source, the BSH. The

Board of the BSH (likely with input from RF staff) preferred to have the work

continue under the auspices of the National Research Council. The Board of the
BSH then voted a major appropriation to the NRC/CRPS of $325,000 over five

years, "for the support of those phases of the work which lie within the scope of

the [National Research] Council.”
This plan for an independent sex research agency seems to have been the

primary response of "human side" advocates within the NRC/CRPS to the
---------

447. Whether members of the NRC/CRPS later regretted this after Hamilton's work
was presented in a sensational manner in the popular press is not known. But
this coverage of sex research, which included the BSH and Rockefeller names,
created quite a brouhaha for the Committee. See Aberle and Corner (1953:47,
78) and RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F200.

448. Proposed Plan for the Continuation of the Sex Research Project, Exhibit A.
Sixth Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. Dated circa June 30, 1928: emphasis added.
Prepared by Earl F. Zinn. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.

449. Sixth Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. Dated circa June 30, 1928, page 13:
emphasis added. Prepared by Earl F. Zinn. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.

2
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redirection of its mission toward the "biological side" over the first five years.”

Its timing, c1927-8, was not fortuitous in terms of the situation at the RF which

was one of upheaval and reorganization, with major new endeavors receiving short

shri■ t (Kohler, 1976, 1978). Moreover, the proposal for a new agency was presented

during the same year that Executive Secretary Zinn told Dunham (the new

Director of the BSH) that the NRC/CRPS wanted a renewable grant of $750,000

over five years, which Dunham and others thought exorbitant.” Further, the

issue of whether to fund individuals, universities or institutes was hotly debated in

the RF (Weaver, 1976, 1978).

Thus the NRC/CRPS proposal trod on tender toes in terms of both its fiscal

scope and organizational plans. It had multiple consequences for the NRC/CRPS.

President Fosdick of the RF wrote to Dunham:*

I frankly think the Committee on Sex Research has gone stark mad. To talk
in terms of $750,000 is just sheer idiocy, and if I were you I would call
Vernon Kellogg on the telephone and tell him frankly that the project as
developed is far too scopy and comprehensive for serious consideration...
[T]his sounds like the work of a lot of college professors who have assumed
that millions are at their disposal.

These events seem to have led directly to the ouster of Earl Zinn as

Executive Secretary.* This in turn led to the termination of what was called

450. See Proposed Plan for the Continuation of the Sex Research Project, Exhibit
A. Sixth Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. Dated circa June 30, 1928. Prepared by
Earl F. Zinn. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.

451. L.B. Dunham to Mr. Fosdick [RF), 12 mar 1928. RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F200.

452. To L.B. Dunham (BSH) from R.B. Fosdick (President of the RF), 26 mar 1928.
BSH SIII-2 B8 F185.

453. Arthur Woods of the RF wrote in a Memorandum for Mr. Rockefeller that,
"We have not been convinced that his work is valuable." (1 may 1928. BSH
SIII-2 B8 F185.) Zinn went on to direct a project in the field of
psychoanalysis. (BSH, Inc. A Report to the Trustees Covering the Years 1928,
1929, 1930. RAC BSH SI B1 F1.)

s
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"promotional work" by the NRC/CRPS, defined essentially as educational outreach

work on sex research for the lay public, which had essentially been left to Zinn to

do.” Yerkes was disturbed by its termination.*

The NRC then noted its successful limitation of the NRC/CRPS to natural

science research quite vividly:*

In regard to the general policy of the committee, it may be said that owing
to the administrative change [Zinn's departure] but mainly to the growth of
agencies for the promotion of research in the social sciences, it seems
evident that henceforth the main attention of the committee will be
concentrated on the support of the main projects now in hand rather than
on expansion by the development of new projects.

Thus the initial redirection of the mission of the NRC/CRPS had extensive long

term consequences.

The obvious alternative of pursuit of the "human side" of sex research

through the SSRC was raised and some initiatives were taken in 1928 by Zinn.”

They appear to have lapsed upon his departure. Lillie suggested a division of

sponsorship between the NRC and the SSRC to Max Mason of the RF in 1929:*
-----------

454. Aberle and Corner (1953:21, 76, 82-4) note that the NRC/CRPS initially
considered establishing an administrative subcommittee to generate lay
oriented publications and to distribute information on sex research. Because
of the decision to focus on "basic research," this did not occur; publication
was left to the initiative of funded researchers through scientific journals.

455. See Eighth Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For the year July 1, 1929 to June 30,
1930. Prepared by Robert M. Yerkes, Chairman. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
And see L.B. Dunham to Dr. E.V. Cowdry, Chairman, Division of Medical
Sciences, NRC, 17 dec 1930, and response 18 dec 1930. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8
F186.

456. "NRC/CRPS Progress Report 1929. Ludwig Hectoen, Chairman, Division of
Medical Sciences, NRC, 27 nov 1929. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F186.

457. NRC/CRPS, Committee for Research Program and Budget, 1928-1929. RAC RF
RG1.1 S200 B40 F453.

458. From MM's diary: Dr. F.R. Lillie and Dr. E.G. Conklin, 2 sept 1929. RAC RF
RG1.1 S216 B8 F103. . .

&
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...Lillie feels that the committee, while willing to try to combine the whole
range of sex research in one undertaking, has found great difficulties in the
psychiatric end and does not feel it has succeeded at all well there, The
suggestion has been made that a separate grant be made to the SSRC to
administer on the human side.

No such move was made. Lillie's limitation of social science to psychiatry may

speak to the difficulties social scientists serving on the NRC/CRPS or proposing to

it may have confronted.

The ■ ailure of the NRC/CRPS to seriously address the "human side" and the

successful redirection of its mission to the "biological side" were summed up by

Chairman Yerkes in 1932:*

It was planned and hoped at the outset to advance knowledge of general
biological, physiological and psychological aspects of sex with equal
effectiveness. It now appears that things have happened quite differently.
Review of the titles of the five hundred and more publications which give
credit to this body for assistance reveals some interesting facts. Of
morphological papers there are only a few; of studies in the psychobiology
and psychopathology of sex in man barely more; of contributions to the
psychobiology of sex in animals other than man there are several, while the
titles classifiable under the general biology and physiology of sex in other
organisms than man overwhelmingly predominate. Probably no member of
the group would have predicted the degree of this disproportionality. The
inference is obvious that scientific progress cannot be forced. The
committee far from fretting over its mistakes of prediction, has rejoiced in
progress, wherever achieved, and sought for the reasons for backwardness in
certain fields of inquiry...

Yerkes' use of the passive voice here denies the actions of both "human side" and

"biological side" advocates.

-----------

459. Eleventh Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For the year July 1, 1931 to June 30,
1932, pages 28-30. Prepared by Robert M. Yerkes. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.

s
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E. THE SHIFT TO ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION SPONSORSHIP:

Acknowledgement of the Redirected Mission

In 1931, the NRC/CRPS was transferred as a sponsee from the BSH, a social

action agency, to the Natural Sciences Division of the Rockefeller Foundation, a

basic research funding agency. In my analysis, this is the most powerful statement

of acknowledgement of the redirected mission of the NRC/CRPS. The events

leading up to the transfer are also confirmatory.

When L.B. Dunham became Director of the BSH on the retirement of

Katherine B. Davis in 1928, he reviewed BSH-supported programs, including the

NRC/CRPS, and reported to the RF:*
There can be no doubt as to the outstanding eminence of this committee...I
find myself totally unable to estimate the value and significance of this
work, nor is there anyone on my staff of the Bureau of Social Hygiene who
is competent to do so. Dr. Pierce of the Rockefeller Foundation in his
report on this matter says in part, "I do not see the immediate practical
application of the results of this work, though practical application may
emerge in the course of time." He then goes on to say, "I can recommend
most strongly that aid for this work be continued as research of the highest
type."

Dunham concluded that since the NRC/CRPS fell within the field of medical

research, and since the research was basic and "may not be of great public benefit,"

it should be sponsored directly by a Rockefeller program specializing in research

while remaining under NRC auspices or those of a medical center; he suggested a

Rockefeller staff committee be established to determine which Rockefeller agency

should be the immediate sponsor.” Dunham also discussed alternative Rockefeller
agency sponsorship with Dr. Kellogg of the NRC who said the NRC had no

objections to continuing to sponsor the NRC/CRPS "if it led over into the field of
********-*.

460. To Colonel Woods and Mr. Fosdick, from L.B. Dunham, Subject: Sex Cmte. 12
mar 1928. BSH SIII-2 B8 F 185,

461. To Colonel Woods and Mr. Fosdick, from L.B. Dunham, Subject: Sex Cmte. 12
mar 1928. BSH SIII-2 B8 F 185.

&
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what he termed human biology. On the other hand, if it seems to be turning

primarily into the field of social sciences, it is not within their jurisdiction.”
Alternatively, Dunham wrote, the NRC/CRPS could be refocused by the BSH

pushing for more research on the human side and selectively funding projects the

NRC/CRPS proposed.* Woods and Fosdick of the RF eschewed such

intervention.* Instead, feelers were sent out to the Board of Directors of the BSH

regarding the possible transfer of the NRC/CRPS to another Rockefeller agency.*

By 1931, a modus vivendi between the BSH and the RF had been worked out

regarding the transfer of the NRC/CRPS. Dunham found RF staff quite

responsive to his suggestion that where the scientific work in biology indicated the

desirability of having supplementary work carried on in other fields, such as

sociology, the RF would bring these matters to the attention of the BSH.*

Dunham further noted that the BSH would happily act as a liaison between the

NRC/CRPS and those in the birth control field who sought advice from scientists

doing basic research in the biology of sex.”

In 1931, the transfer of the NRC/CRPS to the Natural Sciences Division of

the RF was completed; the RF resolution stated that the transfer was undertaken
----------

462. LBD File Memorandum BSH March 16, 1928. BSH SIII-2 B8 F185.

463. To Col. Woods and Mr. Fosdick, from L.B. Dunham, 28 mar 1928. BSH SIII-2
B8 F185.

464. To R.B. Fosdick from Arthur Woods, memorandum, 29 mar 1928. BSH SIII-2 B8
F185.

465. Max Mason of the RF was interested because of the biochemistry research of
the NRC/CRPS. BSH, Inc. A Report to the Trustees Covering the Years 1928,
1929, 1930. RAC BSH SI B1 F1.

466. To Mr. Fosdick (RF) from L.B. Dunham (BSH), Subject: NRC/CRPS, 6 feb
1931. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F186.

467. Ibid. Chapter 11 develops these issues further.
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because the work of the NRC/CRPS was "more clearly in the field of the present

research programs of the Rockefeller Foundation than in the program of the

Bureau of Social Hygiene.”

F. RENAISSANCE OF THE HUMAN SIDE OF NRC/CRPS RESEARCH,

1931-1940+

Shortly after the transfer of the NRC/CRPS to the RF, a gradual shift

toward the inclusion of research on the "human side" began. This is, of course,

ironic in that the Committee was now both fiscally sponsored by a basic research

agency (the RF) rather than one specializing in social science (the BSH), and was

still under the auspices of a natural science research agency (the NRC). A number

of factors contributed to this second redirection of the mission of the NRC/CRPS

which had multiple repercussions for reproductive research:

O the desire of the NRC/CRPS to sponsor new lines of
work;

O the emergence of alternative funding sources for
"basic" research in the biology and biochemistry of
reproduction;

O changes in RF funding priorities and organization;

O shift of the NRC/CRPS from the Natural Sciences
Division to the Medical Sciences; and

O the dimming glamour of reproductive endocrinological

468. RF Resolution 31 195, Research Work in Sex Problems, 28 April 1931. RAC
BSH SIII-2 B8 F187.
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research, no longer seen as on the "cutting edge."

1. The NRC/CRPS Sponsors New Lines of Work:

In the annual report of the NRC/CRPS submitted in 1932, the gentle push for

funding in new directions, including the "human side," began:*
Survey of situation and forecast. The foregoing indicates gratifying
progress in extension of knowledge of the general biology and physiology of
sex in infra-human animals, much of which probably is applicable to man,
coupled with relatively slight and slow advance in knowledge by the study
of man himself...Without thought of ceasing to promote lines of research
which have proved their importance, it is pertinent to inquire whether
conditions [unspecified] are now sufficiently favorable to developments in
some of the more backward fields of inquiry to justify renewed effort by
the committee to promote research in new directions.

To allow development in new directions, especially psychobiology, the NRC/CRPS

urged the RF to directly fund some of the major reproductive research centers it

had helped to develop.” By the end of 1932, such a program had been articulated
with the RF:*71

The Committee judges that one period of its activity is now drawing to a
close, and recommends that the future interest of the Committee be directed
more particularly towards the biology and physiology of sex in man, and to
the psycho-biology, including psychopathology, of sex.

Three new lines of research were immediately anticipated by the NRC/CRPS:

1) neural basis of sexual behavior; 2) comparative study of psychobiology of sex in

man and lower animals; and 3) comparative physiology and psychobiology of sex in

469. Eleventh Annual Report, NRC/CRPS. For the year July 1, 1931 to June 30,
1932, page 30 (emphasis added). Prepared by Robert M. Yerkes. RAC BSH
SIII-2 B8 F 189.

470. Status of CRPS NRC. Statement supplementary to report and request, by
Robert M. Yerkes, July 8, 1933. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B40 F453. These issues
are discussed further below and in Chapter 7.

ATA, ºnation for funding, NRC/CRPS 14 DEC 1932. RAC RF RG1.1 S200436.
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primates.” Over the decade, this list expanded to include primate and human

psychosexual development and sexuality, culminating in the 1940s with extensive

support of Alfred Kinsey's research (Aberle and Corner, 1953; Pomeroy, 1982).”
The substantive thrust of much of the work was toward the establishment of

systematic gender (Hall, 1974) and race differences (Aberle and Corner,

1953:49-50), group differences parallel to the individual differences being

established in quantitative psychology (e.g. Marks, 1982).

A major goal for "human side" research sponsored by the NRC/CRPS

continued to be methodological development of means of studying sex behavior

experimentally and quantitatively.” Adolph Meyer, a psychiatrist at Hopkins and

NRC/CRPS member, was given grants totalling $14,000 for human sex behavior

studies, ultimately unpublished, due to his aversion to quantification of human

action according to Aberle and Corner (1953:46). Alfred Kinsey was himself a

biologist by training, a student of William Morton Wheeler, and had formerly

specialized in the study of gall wasps (Evans and Evans, 1970; Pomeroy, 1982:35).

Certainly his natural rather than social science training and efforts at

quantification fit well with the perspective of the NRC/CRPS, despite his later

----------

choice of humans as research materials (Aberle and Corner, 1953:49-50). Kinsey's

472. Status of CRPS NRC. Statement supplementary to report and request, by
Robert M. Yerkes, July 8, 1933. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B40 F453.

473. A secondary literature on the "human side" researches is emerging, including
human and other primate behavior studies. A full analysis of the "human side"
of reproductive research funded by the NRC/CRPS is in preparation by Diana
Long Hall, and see her article (1974). See also Haraway (1978, 1979, 1983).

474. See for example, Aberle and Corner (1953:49) and FBH diary, Brown
University, Prof. W.C. Young, 6 may 1937. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F441.
This was parallel to Weaver's goals for biology (Abir-Am, 1982:350).
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biological background was also appreciated by the RF,” and I discovered no
objections to his research as social science by the NRC.”

2. Alternative Funding for "Basic" Reproductive Research:

By the early 1930s, a number of new funding sources for "basic" reproductive

research were emerging as alternatives to the NRC/CRPS as the primary source of

external support. Direct funding by the Rockefeller Foundation of researchers or

programs formerly funded by the NRC/CRPS was one possibility; the RF provided

such grants to Evans' center at the University of California, Berkeley; to the

Biological Sciences Division of the University of Chicago, including Lillie's

reproductive research center; to Smith and Engle's center at Columbia, and to

Stockard's at Cornell Medical Center.” The RF also provided direct funding to
other reproductive researchers.”

Other possible external funding sources included the National Committee on

Maternal Health (f1923), the NRC Committee on Endocrinology (f1936), the USDA

(for support of animal husbandry research including reproductive endocrinology),

and pharmaceutical companies (Greep, 1976:370-4).” The NRC Committee on

475. To Yerkes from Gregg, 7 sept 1943. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F443.

476. Further examination of archival materials of the NRC/CRPS at the NAS is
necessary to confirm this. For an account of problems Kinsey confronted with
the NRC/CRPS and the RF in the 1950s, see Corner (1981:314-317) and
Pomeroy (1982).

477. There is some confusion in the record. See Aberle and Corner (1953:20,66,74),
Greep (1976:365-92) and the Weaver/Yerkes correspondence (RAC RF RG1.1
S200 B38 F437).

478. See Chapter 7 for details.

479. An NRC Committee on Human Reproduction was begun in 1947, but
administered few funds (Greep, 1976:374).
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Endocrinology was primarily funded by the Markle Foundation; after 1940, RF

support of the NRC/CRPS was reduced explicitly because of the availability of

these funds for aspects of reproductive endocrinological research.”
It is my analysis that the deep association of reproductive research or sex

research (to use the Committee's name) with endocrinology was extremely helpful

in gaining external funds during the emergence and coalescence eras of the

reproductive research enterprise. Endocrinological research and biochemistry both

were viewed as the "cutting edge" of research--basic, clinical and applied (Abir-Am,

1982; Allen, 1975; Kohler, 1976). These factors made reproductive endocrinological

research considerably more fundable. Researches focused on problems related to

the development of contraception were also attractive projects for sponsorship by

certain organizations.” But, in terms of the present argument, the second shift of

mission of the NRC/CRPS (toward "human side" research) was greatly facilitated

by the fact the NRC/CRPS was no longer the only major external funding source.

3. Changes in RF Funding Priorities and Organization:
Shift of the NRC/CRPS from the Natural Sciences to

the Medical Sciences Division

Changes at the RF between 1928-1937 also made a shift toward the "human

side" of reproductive research more feasible. In fact, there seems to have been a

strong push from within the RF toward such a shift.

In brief, while the direction of the RF shifted from health and social

problems to the support of basic research in 1928, the long tradition of concern

480. RF Resolution 41011, 17 jan 1941. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38 F436.

481. These issues are discussed in detail in the Chapter 11.
-
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with the application and use of science remained (Kohler, 1978:490). The mission

of the RF was "to promote the well-being of mankind throughout the world"

(Howe, 1982:34). Kohler (1976:289) found the perspective held at the RF was that

all science should ultimately be applied, and distinction was made only between

science which was already applicable and that which was not yet so. The RF goal

was to obtain high "social returns" on its scientific investments (Abir-Am,

1982:342).

In terms of the NRC/CRPS and reproductive research, applicability was

judged to be close at hand. The recommendation of the RF for NRC/CRPS

funding in 1932 stated:*

A large proportion of the work thus far done is classifiable as general
biology and physiology of sex in organisms other than man. In this field,
the activity of the Committee has been highly significant. It was essential
that this fundamental work on infra-man anticipate and pave the way for
that on man.

The Foundation was also reorganized in 1928; biology became part of the

basic research oriented Natural Sciences Division while Medical Sciences and

Medical Education became two separate divisions (Kohler, 1978:511). The

NRC/CRPS was initially placed in the Natural Sciences Division of the RF.

Kohler (1976:285) characterizes the period during which the NRC/CRPS was

shifted to the RF as one of uncertainty there. Alan Gregg became Director of the |

Medical Research Division, and began a program in neurology and psychiatry. The

Natural Sciences Division had four different directors between 1928-1932 when

Weaver was hired (Kohler, 1976:286). Initially (c1933), Weaver's and Gregg's

programs were closely affiliated and their boundaries blurred; they included

psychobiology (psychiatry, neurophysiology), internal secretions (hormones and

482. #ºndation for funding, NRC/CRPS 14 DEC 1932. RAC RF RG1.1 S200F436.

r■
&
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enzymes), nutrition (vitamins), radiation effects, sex biology, experimental and

chemical embryology, genetics, biophysics and biochemistry (Kohler, 1976:289).

However, Weaver soon began his own independent program, first called

"psychobiology" or "vital processes," later changed and renamed "molecular biology"

in 1938; this program initially included the work of the NRC/CRPS (Abir-Am,

1982: 347; Kohler, 1976). In fact, two analysts assert that the "psychobiology"

program served initially to protect Weaver's plans to import the methods of physics

and chemistry into biology in its vulnerable fledgling stage (Fuerst, 1982:255;

Kohler, 1976:289). A quote from Weaver to the Trustees in 1934 gives a flavor of

his psychobiological goals, including those for the NRC/CRPS (Kohler, 1976:291):

Can man gain an intelligent control of his own power? Can we develop so
sound and extensive a genetics that we can hope to breed, in the future,
superior men? Can we obtain enough knowledge of physiology and
psychobiology of sex so that men can bring this pervasive, highly important,
and dangerous aspect of life under rational control? Can we unravel the
tangled problems of the endocrine glands, and develop, before it is too late,
a therapy for the whole hideous range of mental and physical disorders
which result from glandular disturbances? Can we release psychology from
its present confusion and ineffectiveness and shape it into a tool which
every man can use every day? Can man acquire enough knowledge of his
own vital processes so that we can hope to rationalize human behavior?
Can we, in short, create a new science of Man?

This is what Weaver promoted as his "psychobiological programme." Abir-Am

(1982:349) found that Weaver thought biological truth relevant to individual

conduct, statecraft and social policy.

Weaver took a firm hand in the "management of science" under his Division

and he was not hesitant in expressing his opinion (Abir-Am, 1982; Kohler, 1976).”

Formerly, little attention was paid since the funds were administered by the NRC
-----------

483. This was also my general analysis of the materials examined at the RAC.
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(Abir-Am, 1982:348).” Weaver changed this policy. Research to be funded by the

RF was increasingly subjected to careful observation and analysis in terms of RF

goals.

In 1933, Weaver met with Lillie and discussed the advisability of a

considerable shift in emphasis in the work of the Committee away from the

underlying biological problems to the behavior problems. Weaver said he was

frankly enthusiastic about the older program, which produced quantitative factual

evidence necessarily basic to the later applied problems. But he questioned

whether those ["human side") fields now warranted development.*

By 1935, however, Weaver was breaking away from psychobiology and

moving strongly toward the integration of physical science approaches and skills

into biology (Abir-Am, 1982:352; Kohler, 1976:291). His new agenda did not

include the research areas of the NRC/CRPS.* In fact, the NRC/CRPS was

almost terminated by the RF in 1935.”

Instead, in 1937, both the endocrinology and sex biology / psychobiology

programs (including the NRC/CRPS) were shifted to Alan Gregg's Medical Sciences

Division: "The assignment of "psychobiology" to Gregg clarified the internal

484. The NRC/CRPS had always routinely sent copies of its minutes and annual
reports to the BSH and RF (Aberle and Corner, 1953:64).

485. *" memo, Dr. F.R. Lillie, 8-11 sept 1933, Woods Hole. RAC RF RG1.1 S216DF105.

486. Nor did it include much experimental embryology which Weaver saw as a
small but healthy field needing no stimulation or long-term development
funds. He thought that there would be important advances in biochemical and
x-ray analysis of developing embryos, but that the field would not reach this
stage for some time to come. Hence he was content to let this field remain
small (Kohler, 1976:302). Moreover, the Carnegie Institution was a primary
funder in this field.

487. RF Staff Conference, 24 jan 1935. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38 F439.
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division of labor within the Foundation between applied and basic programmes"

(Kohler, 1976:298–300). While the Natural Sciences would sponsor basic research

more exclusively, the Medical Sciences Division required a judicious combination

of basic research and application. The latter better suited the shifting program of

the NRC/CRPS. How much influence Weaver actually had on this shift cannot be

determined given the complex history of the "human side" of sex research in the

NRC/CRPS.

4. The Fading Glamour of Basic Reproductive Research;

Fashion (Simmel, 1904, in Levine, 1971:294-323) in research funding is not a

recent phenomenon. By the mid-1930s, in a number of ways reproductive research

was "old hat." Many of the social taboos around sex had eased and the legitimacy

of reproductive science was more established, especially in scholarly circles.**

It may well be that Warren Weaver both pushed for a shift to the "human

side" and a shift of the NRC/CRPS to the Medical Sciences Division because he

preferred to "manage" only research at the cutting edge. Kohler (1976:299) states:

"Weaver was relieved of endocrinology, nutrition and sex biology, rather to his

relief, for they had lost their fashionable appeal." This loss of appeal may also

have been the result of false clinical hopes and promises. The isolation of sex

hormones in the early 1930s had engendered enthusiasm for hormone therapies and

the pharmaceutical industry rushed to develop them commercially. There was an

initial wave of publicity and claims of miraculous cures (e.g. Harrower, 1917;
Robinson, 1934), but by the mid-1930s, a reaction had already begun to set in
*** --------

488. See Chapters 5-6 for discussions of the enhanced legitimacy of the
reproductive research enterprise.
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against excessive claims for "psychobiology" (e.g. Apfel and Fisher, 1984; Bell, 1986;

Hall, 1974; Kohler, 1976:295).

In 1941, when the RF trimmed its funding of the NRC/CRPS, the RF

resolution noted that continued funding "at the previous level would...give an

undue emphasis to an area of research that in any case is no longer in a pioneer or

entirely dependent stage.”

5. Saving the NRC/CRPS: Shift to the "Human Side".

While the "human side" of reproductive research had received greater

emphasis by the NRC/CRPS after its transfer to the RF in 1931, it was not until

after 1940 that the balance of support fully shifted to it. Since this postdates the

present focus, only a brief summary is presented.

My analysis of correspondence and documentation concerning the future of
the NRC/CRPS cl240 is that if this shift had not occurred, the NRC/CRPS would

have been terminated by the end of World War II; RF staff articulated several

times that the NRC/CRPS had gone on too long.”

In response, the NRC/CRPS promoted a strong "new" program on the "human

side," emphasizing psychological aspects.” By 1944, the NRC/CRPS had won the
RF over to its new program. The RF then gave the NRC/CRPS $135,000 over

three years, stating that as long as standards remained high, "the nature of the
---------

489. RF Resolution 41011, 17 jan 1941 [emphasis added]. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38
F436.

490. See, for example, entry from AG's [Alan Gregg] diary, Dr. Yerkes, 16 dec 1940
(RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F442) and letter to Yerkes from Alan Gregg, 17 jan
1941 (RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F442).

491. From AG's [Alan Gregg] diary, Dr. Yerkes, 16 dec 1940. RAC RF RG1.1 S200
B39 F442. See also Aberle and Corner (1953).
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field, i.e., problems of sex in human beings, would clearly justify renewal of

research grants.” My preliminary analysis here is that the RF desired that a
more ambitious program of human sexuality research be undertaken, and called

upon the CRPS to lend its now high stature and legitimacy to this endeavor.

G. CONCLUSIONS: Successful Arguments for Basic Research

My thesis in this chapter has been that basic reproductive researchers and

their supporters redirected the initial mission of the NRC/CRPS toward basic

research through arguments asserting the value of fundamental research and its

requirement as building blocks toward clinical and applied uses. They thereby

succeeded in capturing the bulk of NRC/CRPS funds between 1921-1940, the

vulnerable period of the emergence and coalescence of the reproductive research

enterprise. During this period, a total of $1,227,000 was provided to the

NRC/CRPS by the BSH and the RF.”

The fact that the CRPS was under the auspices of the NRC lent strong

support to advocates of a basic research direction for the Committee. The BSH,

despite Katherine Davis' membership in the NRC/CRPS, does not seem to have

objected to the redirection of the mission very powerfully. The major effort of

"human side" advocates--to create an independent agency to handle both human

and biological sides of sex research--failed dismally.

In 1931, the "basic" research orientation of the NRC/CRPS was confirmed by

its transfer from the BSH to the RF. The NRC/CRPS became part of the RF

program in the Natural Sciences and much closer supervision by the sponsor began.

492. RF Resolution 44002, NRC/CRPS, 21 jan 1944. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B39 F444.

493. RF Resolution 41011, 17 jan 1941. RAC RF RG1.1 S200 B38 F436.
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As Kohler (1978:513) states, "...the power to select and foster some fields of

research was the power to participate in setting the direction of research." RF

officers became in effect the makers of science policy (Kohler, 1976:284). Weaver

of the RF, at first enchanted by psychobiology and the NRC/CRPS program, found

better fish to fry (or more "cutting edge" science to manage) and the NRC/CRPS

was subsequently placed in the more "applied" Medical Research Division. The

emergence of alternative funding sources for basic reproductive research and the

fading glamour of reproductive endocrinology seem to have combined with

NRC/CRPS initiatives and RF preferences for increased development of the

"human side" of sex research by the NRC/CRPS.

"Biological side" advocates succeeded for twenty years in redirecting the

mission of the NRC/CRPS. They asserted from the outset of the NRC/CRPS that

"basic" research should have priority over clinical and applied efforts--that it

should be done first and foremost. And it was.

The NRC/CRPS structure also allowed reproductive researchers to forge

direct relationships with the RF as a major funding source, which led to direct

funding of a number of reproductive research centers by the RF. In addition, the

redirection of the mission of the NRC/CRPS also gave both the Committee and

reproductive science a "basic" research identity, distinguishing them quite vividly

from sexuality and contraceptive research. Most of all, the NRC/CRPS gave

momentum to the reproductive research enterprise itself, allowing the development

of further commitments and entrenchment of reproductive science at the various

centers it supported.

Strategic arguments for basic research were part of the effort to construct a

legitimate and autonomous reproductive research enterprise. The redirection of the

NRC/CRPS mission succeeded in cloaking that enterprise in a mantle of
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unquestionable scientific legitimacy, despite Weaver's and others' rejection of the

work as no longer on the "cutting edge" by the late 1930s. That basic reproductive

researchers had their own agenda and followed it with clear and sustaining

NRC/CRPS support gave them considerable autonomy vis-a-vis multiple audiences

and sponsors of their work. Through the NRC/CRPS, the reproductive research

enterprise intersected with a number of other salient social worlds yet maintained

its independence, gleaning considerably enhanced autonomy for the enterprise in

the process.

Such legitimacy and autonomy are in a sense cumulative. They adhere to an

enterprise over time. In the next chapter, I analyze how the legitimacy and

autonomy gained by the reproductive research enterprise through association with

the NRC/CRPS served them well vis-a-vis and ther major audience--birth control

advocates.

■

&
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CHAPTER II

ARGUMENTS FOR BASIC RESEARCH IN NEGOTIATING A

QUID PRO QUO WITH BIRTH CONTROL ADVOCATES

Most chapters of this dissertation focus on work reproductive

researchers did. This chapter examines a negative case, work which

reproductive scientists by and large did not do--contraceptive research--and

how and why they essentially refused to do it between 1920-1940.

From the inception of the reproductive research enterprise, birth

control advocates were a major audience of and demanding potential

market for reproductive science. As my second example of the use of
arguments for basic research, in this chapter I analyze reproductive

researchers' successful avoidance of birth control advocates' demands for

contraceptive research by instead strategically arguing for basic

reproductive research. From such basic research, they promised, applied

means of contraception would ultimately flow.”
In the almost half century since 1940, "scientific" (mostly

endocrinological and intrauterine) contraceptive research has become the

heart of the population research enterprise of which reproductive research

is a major segment (e.g. Greep et al., 1976). But during the coalescence

period, roughly 1920-1940, the very nature of "scientific contraceptive

research" was initially negotiated between reproductive researchers and the

Several varieties of birth control advocates.

494. Certainly some reproductive researchers were also active in birth
control organizations (detailed below). But by and large, the positions
they articulated vis-a-vis contraceptive research were those of
reproductive researchers rather than birth controllers. In this chapter,
my focus is on biological and medical researchers only. Agricultural
researchers during this era focused not on birth control but rather on
its opposite --artificial insemination-- for improved animal breeding
(e.g. Herman, 1981).
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My assertion is that during this era reproductive researchers

ultimately captured definitional capacity over what would constitute

"scientific contraceptive research.” That is, reproductive researchers

agreed to play the contraceptive research game but only on their own

"basic" research terms. To recruit scientists into the birth control arena,

birth control had to be made scientific. This process of professional

transformation of lay problems to meet professional requirements is

fundamental.” Moreover, as Latour (in progress) notes, scientists "should

be" seen as the driving force even when they are enlisted by others.

Certainly this was the case regarding contraceptive research.

During the period from 1910-1940, reproductive researchers used

several strategies vis-a-vis their often insistent market audience of birth

control advocates to assert their legitimacy, autonomy and authority. First,

they carefully distinguished reproductive research from contraceptive

research and refused to participate in studies of simple contraceptives (such

as spermicides, douches and diaphragms), making the reproductive

researchers who did so marginal within the profession. Second, they argued

with birth controllers for basic research as the source of contraception and

made token offerings from their "basic" research work. Third, they

redirected contraceptive research toward scientific methods which would

495. My special thanks are due to Merriley Borell, the only social scientist
who has directly examined (Borell, 1985, 1986) relations between
reproductive researchers and contraceptive research and birth control
advocates during this period. She has generously provided me with
copies of her drafted work and considerable support of my efforts.
My argument in this chapter was enriched by hers (but should be
distinguished from it). I am also indebted to Sheryl Ruzek for a
triggering comment several years ago that a scientist could not build a
career on diaphragm research.

496. See Chapter 8 for fuller discussion of such transformation processes.
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utilize basic reproductive research (hormonal contraception, spermatoxins,

IUDs and radiation sterilization).”

Reproductive researchers thereby protected and promoted the

legitimacy, autonomy and "basic" nature of their work, gained considerable

funding, and ultimately established a quid pro quo between reproductive

research and birth control worlds.” That is, through the relations and
negotiations between birth controllers and reproductive researchers

c1920-1940, a congruence of interests was arrived at which adequately "fit"

the needs of the arena participants. It is this quid pro quo that has been
the fundamental basis for subsequent relations.

The birth control arena itself changed during this period in ways

which ultimately allowed the quid pro quo to develop. The shift, between

1915-1940, was from progressive reform to conservative control--from birth

control as a means of individual self-determination to population control,”

from an individual choice to a social control agenda (Borell, 1986). It

included shifts of focus from quality of individuals to quantities of

populations, and from user control of simple means of contraception to
professional control over scientific means of contraception.

497. Spermatoxins were a means of contraception sought for immunization
against pregnancy by female innoculation with male semen to produce
antibodies to sperm. They were sought along with hormonal
interventions as "biologic method(s) of sterilization," an approach
involving considerable animal research (Sanger and Stone,
1931:104-115).

498. I use the term quid pro quo to emphasize the negotiated exchange
between birth controllers and reproductive scientists. Both sides
compromised in some ways, fulfilling the "exchange" dimension of
articulation work described in Chapter 8.

499. The term population control denotes support of birth control (including
sterilization) as the direct means of controlling the quantity of certain
population groups, supposedly for the good of society as a whole;
neither individual, cultural, social or political self-determination are
concerns of population controllers (Gordon, 1976:xiv-xv).
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I begin this chapter with a brief overview of the means of

contraception available in the 1920s and the concept of changing

contraceptive advocacy patterns. I next analyze birth control worlds (lay,

medical and academic birth control movements) focusing on changes in

their political and contraceptive advocacy c1915-1940. Included here are

illustrations of birth controllers' pressures for contraceptive research on

reproductive researchers. Next is a full analysis of the three major

response strategies used by reproductive researchers with birth control

advocates: variations on the theme of arguments for basic research. Last, I

examine the quid pro quo achieved.

A. THE MEANS OF CONTRACEPTION:

A definitions of terms is necessary. The terms birth control and

contraception are used equivalently here, referring to active intervention to

prevent conception rather than chastity or coitus interruptus.”

Conceptually, the means of contraception must include both technical

methods and issues of access to them. Means available and in development

during the 1910-1940 period were limited. Their illegal status also severely

constrained access to them.

1. The Illegal Status of Birth Control;

The Comstock Act (1873) made it illegal to put through the mails any

contraceptive advice, device or information, and the subject was then

omitted from new editions of books in which it had appeared.” The
*----------

500. Contraception generally excludes abortion while birth control generally
includes it; since abortion is tangential to my point, I ignore this
distinction.

501. The Act defined "the prevention of conception" as obscene and the law
prohibited the mailing of obscene matter (Reed, 1984:37).
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government prosecuted some physicians under the Act, but mostly used it

against commercial vice.” Historian Reed (1984:113) notes, "It is

difficult...to estimate just how large an impact Comstockery had on medical

behavior."

In addition to the federal postal law, state and local statutes

prohibited distribution of contraceptive information. Birth controllers

mounted challenges to such laws. In New York in 1919, a court decision

permitted contraceptive advice by a physician, but only "to cure or prevent

disease" (Reed, 1984:118). The major legal change did not occur until 1936,

when Judge Augustus Hand of a federal appeals court gave doctors the

right to advise and prescribe under federal law. State and local statutes

remained to be dealt with later and impaired physicians' prescription of

diaphragms and other means of contraception well into the 1960s (Reed,

1984:131).50s

2. The Technical Status of Birth Control:

There are many alternative paths to contraception. In my own

analysis, they can be characterized fairly accurately as falling within two

main categories: "simple" and "scientific." The "simple" category includes

spermicides (jellies, creams, foams, etc.), barrier methods (condoms,

diaphragms, cervical caps, vaginal pessaries), douches, the rhythm or "safe

502. In 1874, J. Marion Sims, then President of the AMA tried to counter
Comstockery with a proposal for a national system of regulation of
prostitution and control of venereal disease. His effort lost badly
(Reed, 1984:36).

503. This case dealt with seized imported diaphragms destined for a birth
control clinic. Hand ruled that while the language of the Comstock
Act was uncompromising with regard to contraceptive devices and
information, if Congress had available in 1873 the clinical data on the
dangers of pregnancy and the safety of contraceptive practice that
were available in 1936, birth control would not have been classified as
an obscenity (Reed, 1984:123).
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period" methods,” testicular "heat" methods, and herbal treatments
(Langley, 1973). These are basically low-technology means of

contraception.* The means of their control are basically in the hands of

the user: they can be used or not at the time of a given intercourse; they

are fairly simple to use; their effects tend to be local to the reproductive

system and non-systemic; application does not require a medical or

paramedical education; and they can generally be distributed "over the

counter.” Virtually all of these simple methods existed by 1915-1920.

Their availability was, however, quite limited (Gordon, 1976).

The second major category of birth control I term "scientific" means

of contraception including birth control pills, intrauterine devices (IUDs),

surgical or radiation sterilization, spermatoxins and injectable hormonal

contraceptives (e.g. depo-provera) (Langley, 1973). These are high

technology methods: hormonal methods (pills and injectables) are systemic;

sterilization was then and must still be considered permanent and involves

major (fully anaesthesized) surgery for the female; IUDs must be specially

inserted by trained personnel. All require medical technique for initiation

and/or monitoring for safety. All derive from extensive "basic" research.

None can be distributed safely "over the counter." Of these high-technology

"scientific" methods, only sterilization, spermatoxins and IUDs were

504. Information on these were notoriously erroneous until well into the
1920s/1930s. See Gordon (1976:63), Hartman (1936), Knauss (1934) and
Langley (1973:96-132).

505. Simple means do involve some science to formulate, test and produce.
However this is generally limited to applied industrial chemistry and
rubber technology, with animal testing. While using "safe period"
techniques does not require scientifically-based products, determinin
the safe period with precision was a matter of basic research (e.g.
Hartman, 1933, 1936, 1937, 1962).

506. Diaphragms and cervical caps require "fitting" by trained personnel.
Physicians are not necessary and there is debate as to the degree of
training required (e.g. Holmes, et al., 1980).

t
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available prior to c1960, and then on only a very limited basis (Langley,

1973; Gordon, 1976; Reed, 1984).

3. Patterns of Contraceptive Advocacy:

I specifically use the term contraceptive advocacy (Berkman, 1980) to

refer to the means of contraception advocated. Both contraceptive

advocacy of extant means and contraceptive research advocacy of new

and/or improved methods occur and may vary.

Different constituencies within birth control and reproductive

research worlds preferred and advocated different means of contraception,

at different times, for different categories of users, and for a wide variety

of reasons. The types of contraception advocated reflected underlying

ideologies (e.g. Strauss et al., 1961) of constituents.

The means of contraception sought by birth controllers during the

1920s were largely "simple": improved barrier and local chemical

(spermicidal) methods. Such methods did not, however, generally pose

attractive or "appropriately" scientific problems for reproductive

researchers (Borell, 1986). Nor were they attractive to physician dispensers

of birth control (Reed, 1984).

Means of contraception especially attractive to interested biologists

and physicians by the 1930s were the more "scientific" IUDs, sterilization,

immunological approaches and possible endocrinological interventions in

the fertility cycle.” The coalescence of the reproductive research

enterprise around endocrinology made hormonal alternatives were more

interesting to "basic" reproductive researchers as appropriate scientific

problems and not mere "technical" or "applied" problems.

507. See the February, 1937, issue of the Journal of Contraception for
summaries on these means.
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Due to fundamental changes in the birth control movements (Gordon,

1976; Reed, 1984), such "scientific" means of contraception became much

more attractive to birth controllers by World War II. Shortly after the War,

proposals for systemic endocrinological methods made by birth controllers

were seriously acted upon by marginal members of the reproductive

research enterprise (McLaughlin, 1982; Pincus, 1965; Pramik, 1978; Reed,

1984). In the late 1950s, more sophisticated IUDs based on plastics

technology were pioneered (Langley, 1973:336-396; Reed, 1984:305-6). Such

means "fit" the scientific reproductive research model predominant in

biology and medicine and offered researchers an expanding line of

appropriately scientific biomedical work. With increased funding by

private foundations and the federal government, more "main line"

reproductive researchers were drawn into contraceptive and contraception

related research (Greep, et al., 1976).

B. THE MARKETS: CONTRACEPTIVE ADVOCACY IN A SHIFTING

REPRODUCTIVE POLICY ARENA

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the fundamental shifts

within the birth control movements clº 15-1940, shifts which made

"scientific" means of contraception more attractive to birth controllers and

which became the foundation of the quid pro quo between birth controllers
and reproductive researchers. The social history of birth control has

become a major scholarly endeavor over the past twenty years. The

literature basically consists of histories of social movements,” key

individuals,” key professions,” and specific techniques.” Historiansy

508. These include birth control, neo-malthusianism, eugenics and
population control. See Banks and Banks (1964), Dienes (1972), Gordon
(1974, 1975, 1976, 1977), Gould (1981), Haller (1963), Harrison (1981),
Ledbetter (1976), Ludmerer (1972), Maas (1974, 1977), McLaren (1978),
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have also engaged in considerable debate on key issues.” The role of

reproductive researchers in this arena has barely begun to be examined

(Borell, 1985, 1986; Gordon, 1975).” Bluntly, a major piece has been

missing from this historical puzzle; this chapter attempts to fill the gap.

I focus here primarily on birth control and reproductive policy in the

United States.” During the period c1915-1940, the reproductive policy

arena was initially composed of often overlapping, conflicting and fuzzily

bounded social worlds and movements: the lay and medical birth control

movements and the academic movements for eugenics and neo

malthusianism.

The fundamental shifts in the reproductive policy arena between

1915-1940 were from progressive reform to conservative control, from birth

control as a means of individual self-determination to population control,

from an individual choice to a social control focus (Borell, 1986), from

Michaelson (1981), Petchesky (1984), Reed (1983), Searle (1981), Shapiro
(1984), Soloway (1982), Wood and Suitters (1970).

509. These include Sanger, Dickinson, Gamble, Besant, Stopes and others.
See, for example, Chandrasekhar (1981); Kennedy (1977), Reed (1984),
Williams and Williams (1978).

510. These include medicine, law and science. See Borell (1985, 1986),
Dienes (1972), Gordon (1975), and Reed (1979, 1983).

511. These include the Pill, IUD, condoms and diaphragms. See for
example, Bulloch (1981), Djerassi (1981), McLaughlin (1982), Merkin
(1976), National Science Foundation (1968, 1969, 1973), Pramik (1978),
Southam (1965), Tietze (1962), and Vaughn (1970).

512. See for example, Fee and Wallace (1979), Reed (1984), and Ryan (1979).

513. In this chapter I draw extensively on both the secondary histories of
contraception noted above and primarily archival materials for my
data.

514. There were, however, deep and significant links between the salient
British and American movements and between British and American
reproductive researchers which are clarified throughout the chapter.
For accounts of the British movements, see Banks and Banks (1964),
Borell (1986), Chandrasekhar (1981), Harrison (1981), Ledbetter (1976),
McLaren (1978), Searle (1981), Soloway (1982), Wood and Suitters
(1970).
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quality of individuals to quantities of population, and from user control to

professional control over the means of contraception.

All of these shifts had crucial implications for the kinds of

contraception sought by the birth control/population control movements by

1940. This in turn had major consequences for relations between birth

control advocates and reproductive researchers who were struggling

primarily for the legitimacy, autonomy and social and scientific authority

of their enterprise.

1. The Lay Birth Control Movements:

The birth control movement of the first half of this century became

an organized phenomenon, composed of many movements c1915,515

Initially, decentralized groups appeared on the grass-roots level in many

areas of the country, mostly deriving from progressive labor or socialist

groups. A liberal group, the National Birth Control League, formed in 1915

in New York, excluded both illegal tactics and progressives such as

Margaret Sanger and Emma Goldman; it shortly changed its name to the

Voluntary Parenthood League but lasted only until 1927 (Gordon, 1976:226,

292).

Through her birth control clinic, arrests and speaking tours, Margaret

Sanger became a major leader in the birth control movement c1915-1920,

founding the American Birth Control League with colleagues in 1921

(Gordon, 1976:238).” From this point, birth control became an

increasingly liberal and centralized cause.”

515. For nineteenth century predecessors, see especially Gordon (1976),
Chandrasekhar (1981), Himes (1936) and Reed (1984).

516. Reproductive researcher Raymond Pearl was a member of the advisory
committee. Dickinson/Pearl correspondence, April, 1927. RAC BSH
SIII-2 B7 F173.

517. world War I also gave birth control a boost through inadvertent
massive distribution of contraceptive information and condoms (Reed,
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During the 1920s, professionals of two major varieties were actively

recruited into the birth control movement: physicians and academic

eugenists (Gordon, 1976). Physician supporters saw birth control as a

health--often a public health--issue and hence directly within their domain

of jurisdiction. Pro-birth control eugenists saw contraception as a means

toward eugenic social progress.” Sanger began to emphasize the societal

rather than individual benefits of birth control practice (Borell, 1986).

Ultimately, the increased role of professionals was mirrored by the

shrinking importance advocates placed on female reproductive autonomy

after WWI (Gordon, 1976).

During the 1930s, two additional professional groups developed

commitments to birth control: (Protestant and Jewish) clergy and social

workers. Clergy focused on keeping marriages and families together

through improved sex relations (Kennedy, 1970:170; Reed, 1984:Ch.2).

Social workers were won over during the Depression when the economic

burdens of unwanted children were vivid. At this time Sanger frequently

reiterated her argument of the 1920s that birth control could have

prevented "relief babies" supported by taxpayers and that widespread access

to birth control would reduce the numbers of inferior people (Gordon,

1976:256,304; Sanger, 1920).

Ironically, the Depression challenged traditional economic (and

eugenic) theory since even those of "good stock" found themselves thrust

into poverty. Birth control theory shifted emphasis from reducing the

population of the inferior to helping the poor (including the "new" poor) to

plan their families with birth control. This shift fit well with medical,

clerical and social work ideologies.

1984). In a Baltimore study, prewar sales of condoms were estimated at
2-3 million per year; postwar (mid-1920s) sales were about 6.5 million
(Gordon, 1976:206).

518. I discuss physicians, eugenicists and birth control below in more detail.
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The ABCL began to argue that birth control provided a flexible tool

offering greater choice for all. Birth control clinics began offering

infertility therapy as well as contraception (McLaughlin, 1982). Their

rhetoric changed to "child spacing" or "family planning" rather than smaller

families (Gordon, 1976:Ch.11). Reflecting these changes, advocates founded

the Birth Control Federation of America in 1939 as the new central

organized framework for the movement, and changed its name in 1942 to

Planned Parenthood Federation of America.”

In sum, by c1945, the ideology and rhetoric of birth control

emphasizing freedom to enjoy sexuality and women's rights had seriously

shifted to one of family planning which directly addressed family

economics, tacitly including men in its appeal. Moreover, the new rhetoric

offered the possibility of applying the Taylorist "scientific planning" of the

marketplace, which allowed greater control, to the "private" family sphere.

The expansion of services to include problems of infertility and sterility

provided something for everyone--even Catholics (e.g. McLaughlin, 1982).

There was extensive appeal to reproductive scientists as well and

professional societies with journals focusing on these problems were

founded in both the United States and Great Britain.” Obviously, such a
shift was widely socially beneficial. This aura of social beneficence clung

to the birth control movement through its next shift to a population control

rhetoric during the decades 1945-1965. The fertility/infertility/sterility

focus and rhetoric was the segue between two radically different
In OVernents.

519. Eugenists in the birth control movement were strong advocates of this
new name (Gordon, 1976:344). But Sanger hated it and resented the
euphemism; she also speci■ ically rejected encouraging the middle and
upper classes to have more children (positive eugenics) (Reed,
1984:122).

520. See Chapter 5 for a list.
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Lay Birth Controllers' Changing Contraceptive Advocacy:

The lay birth control movements clº 15-1930 sought contraceptive

access for all, especially for women as a source of self-determination. Lay

and medical birth controllers sought concrete improvements in

contraceptive technologies from reproductive researchers. Over time, the

nature of the new and improved means of contraception they sought

changed considerably.

Lay birth controllers initially sought woman-controlled rather than

male methods, to enhance women's bodily autonomy.” Their contraceptive

advocacy focused on the doctor-fitted diaphragm with spermicides as the

most effective means of contraception. The Sanger-led birth control

movement introduced this method in the U.S. through their clinics (Gordon,

1976:Ch.10). In 1923, Sanger founded the Birth Control Clinical Research

Bureau as a department of the ABCL as the research arm of the lay birth

control movement” women physicians working in movement-sponsored
clinics did the pioneering (and illegal) American research on diaphragms

and other contraceptives (Kopp, 1933; Reed, 1984:106,114-5,124-6). Since

diaphragm effectiveness was increased when used with spermicides,

research and testing of spermicides was sought from reproductive

researchers; birth controllers also promoted government regulation of

currently available products (Borell, 1986; Gordon, 1976; Reed, 1984).

521. Modern "experts" on sexuality, to whom they turned for advice,
condemned coitus interruptus and periodic abstinence as unhealthy and
sexually repressive. Birth controllers agreed (Gordon, 1976:xiv).
Gordon also notes that female folk contraceptive practices were not
developed, perhaps because of this sexual liberation theory.

522. Four prominent American biologists served on the Advisory Board: C.C.
Little (President of the University of Maine and later of Michigan),
geneticist Edward M. East of Harvard, biometrician Raymond Pearl of
Johns Hopkins and Leon J. Cole, geneticist and authority on animal
breeding from the University of Wisconsin; both Little and East were
very active in American eugenics organizations (Borell, 1986). Of
these, only Cole could be considered to be a prominent reproductive
researcher.
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Yet ironically this contraceptive advocacy strategy gave prescription

power over birth control to physicians, not to women. The Voluntary
Parenthood League within the lay birth control movement objected strongly

if unsuccessfully to both the diaphragm-only and prescription-only ("doctors

only") contraceptive advocacy of Sanger and her associates (Gordon,

1976:292).””

By the 1930s and increasingly over that decade, lay birth controllers

sought easier-to-use and cheaper means of contraception for the masses of

women who had no access to a physician or clinic for diaphragm fitting

and prescription. Considerable debate ensued about what means of

contraception would be best for the "uneducated," "poor," "indigent," or

"lower social types.”

The ABCL (Sanger's group) held out for the diaphragm quite

ferociously in the face of multiple challenges (Gordon, 1976).” There
were two alternatives: new and improved "simple" methods (such as

spermicides) or improved "scientific" methods (such as sterilization by

radiation, IUDs, spermatoxins or hormonal approaches). Sanger's

industrialist husband, Noah Slee, ended up producing spermaticides to

assure quality and availability for the ABCL clinics (Reed, 1984:114). A

523. According to Reed (1984:101), Sanger felt that the price of medical
acceptance of contraception was formal recognition of a medical
monopoly on the new service; she also thought nothing could bring
greater prestige to contraception than to have it associated with the
triumphant magic of medical science.

524. Sanger noted in 1923: "I have come to realize that the more ignorant
classes, with whom we are chiefly concerned, are so liable to
misunderstand any written instruction that the Cause of Birth Control
would be harmed rather than helped by spreading unauthoritative
literature (Reed, 1984:134).

... "

525. Reed (1984:264) noted, "Most [ABCL) partisans wanted to see the birth
control movement absorbed into the voluntary health organization
establishment, confined to the safe role of clinical promotion of the
doctor-diaphragm regimen, and dissociated from any vestiges of
feminism, irregular medical practice or neo-Malthusianism."
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Canadian industrialist, Alvin Kaufman, began the Parents' Information

Bureau and promoted spermicides-only contraception for the poor (Reed,

1984:221):*

I claim that with the lower types of people there will be more
failures with the pessary [diaphragm) than with Jelly and Nozzle
because shiftless people cannot be bothered inserting the pessary and
apparently find Jelly and Nozzle less trouble...Intelligent people will
no doubt be in favor of the pessary, but I claim just the opposite
with careless people who are the ones who need birth control most. I
believe I can prevent at least twice as many babies per dollar in the
unfortunate classes by spreading the use of Jelly, Nozzle and
Condom.

By 1940, lay birth controllers actively sought more sophisticated and

scientific means of contraception specifically for the masses, both

nationally and internationally: "The future of Birth Control necessitates

the discovery of a method which is simple and effective and which does

not require the cooperation of the individual" (Baskin, 1934:94). And birth

controllers ultimately looked to reproductive researchers for scientific

solutions (Borell, 1986), seeking a "magic bullet" (Vaughn, 1970) or

"technological fix" (Reed, 1984) to protect against conception. A major

strategy lay birth controllers used to recruit biomedical researchers to their

cause was organizing national and international conferences on birth

control, neo-malthusianism, eugenics and population issues and inviting

leading scientists to attend and present (Borell, 1986; Gordon, 1976;

Kennedy, 1970; Pierpoint, 1922; Reed, 1984; Sanger, 1934, 1971; Sanger and

Stone, 1931).””

526. His goal was for public health authorities to take over distribution of
contraceptive information and supplies. In 1942, the US Public Health
Service ruled that funds allocated for local health services might be
used for family planning in the states. In 1963, however, only 15 state
health departments offered family planning services (Reed, 1984:268).

527. Birth controllers and sexuality researchers also attended the
International Congress for Sex Research in 1930, focused primarily on
reproductive biological research. See Carl Moore's statement on the
meeting, included in the Eighth Annual Report of the NRC/CRPS,
prepared by R.M. Yerkes, 1930. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F189.
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While Sanger and colleagues recruited some physicians into the lay

birth control movement, physicians also had their "own" birth control

movement and organizations important to the relations of the biomedical

reproductive research enterprise to contraception.

2. The Medical Birth Control Movements:

Physicians generally agreed that there should be a moral policy on

contraception and doctors should decide it (Gordon, 1976:178). From here,

their paths diverged into active supporters, active detractors and the

uncommitted. I focus on supporters in this section, primarily in the

National Committee on Maternal Health (NCMH).”

The NCMH was fundamentally a birth control organization by and

for practicing physicians but including both medical and biological

reproductive researchers.” The organization's goal was professional
medical control of contraceptive practice as part of prevention work.”

But the NCMH only represented some physicians’ position.

Prior to 1940, most physicians opposed birth control. Dr. Robert

Latou Dickinson, founder of the NCMH, published an article in 1924

("Conception: A Medical Review of the Situation") which marked the

beginning of informed, open discussion of contraception as clinical

technique in the leading medical journals (Reed, 1984:183).” He
----------

528. The NCMH was discussed earlier as a significant funding source of the
reproductive research enterprise during the 1920s and 1930s; see
Chapter 7.

529. Both Carl Hartman and Earl Engle were on the Board of the NCMH in
the 1930s in charge of research. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199.

530. See RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 Fl 199 and RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F172.

531. This article was read to the American Gynecological Society and
mailed to 3,000 physicians in defiance of the Comstock Act by the
NCMH. Reed (1984:184) notes that it established the subject as one
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essentially negotiated between the birth control movement and doctors.

Dickinson's research and promotion efforts revealed the deep

antagonism of his profession toward sexual reform and the barriers that

even a distinguished gynecologist faced in attempting to study

contraception.” I would argue further that physicians' opposition to birth

control was fundamentally based on their use of moral grounds on which to

develop, enhance and advance their profession.*

Physicians' relations to science are important here. When birth

control became more legitimate and "scientific," suited to medical science

and under its professional control, hostility ebbed. Reed (1984:165) points

out that tensions existed between the developing scientific medical

approach and the preventive and counselling roles advocated by the medical

birth control movement: "These pleas for enlargement of the healer's

role...sometimes ran against the growing utilization of more basic science in

diagnosis and treatment."
----------

"susceptible of handling as clean science, with dignity, decency and
directness."

532. There is some debate about the sources of medical opposition Reed's
(1979; 1984) analysis focuses on doctors' values. He found they
generally shared the concern of social conservatives over the low birth
rate among the middle classes (1984:143-4); believed they had to adhere
to highest standard of public morality (1984:43-5); were committed "to
the maintenance of the social order as they understood it" (1984:45);
found available means of contraception unscientific, messy and
awkward (1979:132) (discussed below); found clinics as the means of
delivery unacceptable as leading to socialized medicine (1984:122); and
feared birth control would "take away from the private physician
legitimate health services and the resultant income." (1984:254).
Gordon's earlier analysis (1975; 1976) notes the use of a moral (anti
birth control) stance in service of the profession. But she emphasizes
the importance to physicians (especially obstetricians and gynecologists)
of retaining and expanding their medical monopoly over women
patients as they competed with midwives and "irregular" healers for
medical business and the hostility of physicians to women's autonomy
and feminism (1976:160).

533. This was certainly the case with physician opposition to abortion in
the nineteenth century (Ehrenreich and English, 1976; Mohr, 1978).
That is, physicians used reproductive issues in their own collective
professional behalf.
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During the 1920s, the contraceptive advocacy of the NCMH was

mixed. It sponsored two lines of research: basic studies of reproductive

problems which might lead to improved contraception and studies of

chemical contraception -- spermicides.* At this time, the NCMH

approached the NRC/CRPS hoping to sponsor joint researches; their queries

were summarily repelled.* Due to the Comstock Act and the refusals of

reproductive researchers, the NCMH could not place the spermicides

research in American universities and therefore contracted with F.A.E.

Crew's Department of Research in Animal Breeding at University of

Edinburgh (Borell, 1986; Reed, 1984:242). The Bureau of Social Hygiene

funded the research.*

By the 1930s, the legitimacy and legality of birth control increased.

Professional medicine responded. With pressure from the NCMH, the AMA

created a Committee on Contraception in 1935 in part as a response to the

dangers of the totally unregulated contraceptive industry, about a $250

million per year business in 1930s (Reed, 1934:122).” In 1937, thanks to

considerable effort by the NCMH, the Committee recommended an AMA

sponsored study of techniques and standards, promotion of birth control

instruction in medical schools, and physician advice on contraception based

"largely on the judgment and wishes of individual patients" (Reed,

1984:123-4).
----------

534. For discussion of the basic research sponsored, see Chapter 7.

535. I discuss this in depth below.

536. I discuss this research more fully below. The Bureau was a
Rockefeller philanthropy (see Chapters 7 and 10). As early as 1924,
Raymond B. Fosdick had written to J.D. Rockefeller (Jr.), "I believe
that the problem of population constitutes one of the great perils of
the future...Scientists are pointing hopefully to such methods as Mrs.
Sanger and her associates are advocating" (Borell, 1986).

537. The estimates were about $200 million on douches, $38 million on
condoms, and $1 million on diaphragms (Reed, 1984:122).
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By this time, medical contraceptive advocacy was also changing.

Many opposing physicians such as Kosmak of the AMA asserted that birth

control did not reach those who needed it most--the indigent. The poor

lacked clinic access and in any case seemed incapable of learning "the birth

control habit" required for effective diaphragm use; other methods were

therefore needed (Reed, 1984:190). Debate in the NCMH specifically as

well as in the medical birth control movement generally focused on what

kinds of contraception these should be: "simple" or "scientific."

Many physician birth control supporters, like Dickinson, believed that

"major progress would have to wait for breakthroughs in basic science that

would provide methods requiring less motivation or skill from the user"

(Reed, 1984:212-4). At the core of these objections lay physicians’ dislike of

available methods of contraception. Reed (1979:132) notes that a medical

journal editor spoke for a good part of the general public as well as his

profession when he declared:*

Caustic self-analysis leads to only one honest conclusion: candid
physicians are ashamed of these messy makeshifts...there is a sense of
relative inadequacy...nourished by the contemplation of these
disreputable paraphernalia. The messy little gadgets, the pastes and
creams and jellies [were simply] an embarrassment to the scientific
mind.

Available means of contraception were not "scientific enough" for

acceptance within the new scientific medicine.”

Other NCMH physicians, notably R.L. Dickinson and Clarence

Gamble, argued for expanded research and application of "simpler"

methods. Reproductive researcher F.A.E. Crew of Edinburgh agreed, noting
-----------

538. Editorial, Western Journal of Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynecology 51
(September, 1943):381-383.

539. It was not, in fact, until birth control became "fully" scientific with
the pill and IUD as contraceptive alternatives cl260 that the vast
majority of physicians became birth control advocates (Reed, 1979).

º
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that for a country like China, contraceptives should be based on materials

available in coolies' pantries.**

Clarence Gamble, physician, philanthropist and active member of the

NCMH and other birth control groups, concentrated his efforts on non

diaphragm alternatives seeking a simple, cheap contraceptive that could be

distributed without the aid of highly trained personnel: doctor-free

contraception (Reed, 1984:226).” For Gamble, the medical monopoly on
birth control increased costs and he pioneered in paramedical distribution

(Reed, 1984:241). Contraception for the masses had to "harmonize nicely

with the dearth of funds available for contraceptive service" (Reed,

1984:251).

In 1934, Gamble's offer to fund a "Standards Program" for testing

contraceptive product effectiveness through the NCMH was accepted, and

became the second spermicides research project of the NCMH, including the

establishment of state and federal product regulations. Gamble established

the R.L. Dickinson Research Fellowship in Chemistry at New York

University in 1935. Held by Leo Shedlovsky, Ph.D., research focused on

measuring the physical and chemical properties of the more than 40

contraceptives on the market. This was the first laboratory study of

contraceptives in the U.S., notable here because it was done in a chemistry

rather than a biology or medicine department.”
----------

540. See File Memorandum RT (Ruth Topping), "Crew Study and Interview
with Dr. Crew. 12 sept 1932. BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

541. Ironically, Gamble was himself a lapsed medical researcher who
became interested in birth control after being asked to test
contraceptive jellies for spermicidal efficacy. See Reed
(1984:233,Ch.17) and Williams and Williams (1978). . .

542. Reprints of Shedlovsky's work were sent to 1500 teaching physicians as
part of NCMH effort to get the AMA Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry to issue reports on contraceptives as they already did on
other drugs, which succeeded in 1939 with a major report published in
1943 (Reed:245-6).
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In sum contraceptive advocacy strategies were a major focus of debate

in the NCMH, the physicians' birth control forum. Reproductive biomedical

researchers who participated fought long and hard through arguments for

basic research to redirect the focus of the NCMH toward "scientific"

reproductive research with potential contraceptive payoff, but strategists

for "simpler" methods also scored successes.

3. Academic Birth Control Movements: Eugenics,

Neo-Malthusianism and Population Research

I group these movements together because their significance for my

argument turns precisely on their status as academic and scientific

movements.” Moreover, by c1940, they had begun to merge with each
other and with the lay and medical birth control movements under the

banner of population research and control.

Eugenics was a social and intellectual movement begun in Great

Britain in the nineteenth century under the leadership of Sir Francis

Galton, and had strong ties to academia from the outset.* Many of the

quantitative and statistical methods eugenists such as Karl Pearson

developed became integral to demography and population studies spawned

by neo-malthusians and population experts (Kevles, 1981, 1984; MacKenzie,

1981). Eugenists were organized in both private societies and in academia,

especially biological and agricultural sciences (Haller, 1963; Kismet 1983;

Ludmerer, 1972).
-------ee---

543. For an analysis of social movements within professions, see Bucher
(1962) and Bucher and Strauss (1961).

544. There is an ambitious literature on eugenics. See especially Bajema
(1976), Haller (1963), Kevles (1984), Ludmerer (1972), Pickens (1968),
Searle (1981), Soloway (1982), Wersky (1978). For intensive analysis of
the relations between the eugenics and birth control movements, see
Gordon (1974, 1975, 1976, 1977).
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Eugenists sought to apply hereditarian principles of improved

breeding developed in agriculture to humans. They hoped to breed "better"

people through positive eugenic activities (increasing the reproduction of

persons deemed "Fit" or aristogenic) and negative eugenic activities

(decreasing the reproduction of persons deemed "Unfit" or cacogenic).

Eugenic conceptions of fitness were deeply class and race based; focus was

on increased reproduction among the white Anglo-Saxon upper classes and

decreased reproduction among the lower classes both white (especially in

England) and of color (e.g. Haller, 1963; Kevles, 1984).

Most eugenists initially opposed birth control for popular use during

this era, fearing that upper class women would use it more effectively than

people of other classes, thereby reducing the numbers of the "Fit" while the

"Unfit" multiplied unchecked (Ludmerer, 1972; Gordon, 1975). They then

viewed birth control solely as a technique for negative eugenics. Birth

controllers of all political stripes also advocated contraception on negative

eugenic grounds from the late nineteenth century on (Gordon, 1976; Sanger,

1920, 1971). The NCMH had even approached eugenists for joint

sponsorship of birth control research in the early 1920s, was initially

rebuffed and then received:*

Two attempts by correspondence to secure interest in our study from
the Eugenics group has [sic] met with no success so far. A paper
offered has been declined and it is intimated that we are outside
their field. (A recent program shows that birth control is now
included in Eugenic considerations. A letter from Dr. Davenport
just received says the subject has been excluded because of the
questionable activities of its backers, but may now be taken up.)

By 1940, most eugenists embraced birth control as a eugenic

alternative. Several eugenist strategists were early advocates. In 1925, E.M.

East, Harvard biologist and member of the Advisory Board of Sanger's

Clinical Research Bureau, persuaded Sanger not to publish an attack on

545. Committee on Maternal Health (C.M.H.], March, 1924. Researches. RAC
BSH SIII-2 B7 F1 75.
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eugenists in the BIRTH CONTROL REVIEW for failing to support

contraception. He argued that she needed them and they, in time, would

need her. East warned (Reed, 1894:135):

No matter what you say, birth control is only part of a eugenical
program. It is a secondary aspect of a larger whole, but it is the
key. The mere fact that so many eugenists have not been able to
think straight does not make the abstract subject itself any less
valued.

During the 1930s, eugenists and other social conservatives found

contraception more attractive as birth controllers began to exploit the issue

of skyrocketing welfare costs during the Depression. Birth control

advocates now talked less of women controlling their bodies and more of

the need to "democratize" contraceptive practice--spread it "down" from the

upper and middle classes to the lower classes (e.g. Himes, 1936; Pierpoint,

1922; Sanger, 1920).”

Since the middle classes clearly would not stop practicing

contraception, eugenists concerned over differential fertility between

classes believed that their best hope for altering dysgenic population trends

lay in birth control for the poor (Reed, 1979:122). The Committee on

Eugenics and Dysgenics of Birth Regulation of the Eugenics Committee of

the U.S.A. proposed a major book on the social, economic and ethical

aspects of birth control to put forward this new formulation.”

Under the influence of Fredrick Osborn, men who stressed heredity

less and environment more replaced the old leadership of the American

Eugenics Society in the 1930s. Osborn said in 1937 (Reed, 1984:213):
-----------

546. Similar processes have begun with contemporary reproductive
technologies, especially those aimed at diagnosis of fetal abnormalities.
Such pregnancies may now legally be aborted (e.g. Arditti et al., 1984;
Corea, 1985).

547. Members of the committee included Raymond Pearl (Hopkins
biometrician), John M. Cooper (physician associated with the ABCL),
William F. Ogburn (sociologist at New York University), E.G. Conklin
(Princeton biologist), W.B. Cannon (Harvard physiologist and member
of the NRC/CRPS), E.M. East (Harvard geneticist) and Roswell
Johnson. (See April, 1925: Source:RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199.

■

■
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The question I want light on is how the spread of contraception can
be carried on in such a way that it will give opportunities for
contraceptive practice to those families who shouldn't have children
without indoctrinating too much those families who should have
more children?

Ideally, eugenists would decide who should and who should not practice

contraception. Osborn was anxious to cooperate with birth controllers in

spreading contraception among the poor, but insisted greater emphasis be

placed on "positive" eugenics: "birth control" should be replaced by "family

planning" and encouragement of large families for those who could afford

them (Reed, 1984:136).

Eugenists' contraceptive advocacy had been focused since the turn of

the century on involuntary surgical sterilization of the "Unfit," with

institutionalized criminal, insane and "feebleminded" people as special

targets (Clarke, 1981; Kevles, 1984; Landman, 1932; Pickens, 1968;

Robitscher, 1973).” They put considerable effort into passing state laws
allowing such coerced or unknown sterilization.” Such laws met with

considerable opposition and many eugenists regarded them as an ineffective

strategy (Clarke, 1981; Robitscher, 1973; Landman, 1932). Still, Paul

Popenoe of the Human Betterment Foundation argued that about ten

million Americans should be sterilized based on I.Q. tests (Gordon,

1976:311).

Eugenics in its own name lost considerable status in the 1930s and

1940s on several grounds. The most widespread anti-eugenic sentiment

548. Sanger opposed eugenical sterilization "for the time being" (Reed,
1984:136).

549. The Bureau of Social Hygiene's Executive Secretary, Katherine Davis,
urged that H.H. Laughlin's "Model Eugenical Sterilization Law"
(reprinted in Bajema, 1976:138-145) be distributed in pamphlet form.
The NCMH opposed this. (See RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F177.) Davis also
served on the Advisory Board of the Eugenics Committee of the U.S.A.
c1924. (See RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F178.) But by 1932, applications from
Laughlin for eugenic activities were being turned down by the BSH as
"unscientific." (See RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F178.)
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derived from Nazi eugenic rhetoric as justification for a massive

sterilization program (focused on the disabled, retarded, insane and

homosexuals) and ultimately for the Holocaust (Finger, 1984; Haller, 1963).

In the U.S., the Committee of the American Neurological Association for

the Investigation of Eugenical Sterilization (1936) published a searing

critique of eugenic sterilization on medical grounds. Finally, a wide range

of scientists, but especially geneticists, grew increasingly critical of

eugenics as unscientific (Dunn, 1965; Ludmerer, 1972). F.A.E. Crew, animal

geneticist at Edinburgh University and birth control advocate, assailed Dr.

H.F. Osborn in this country and his "birth selection" ideas mainly because

in Crew's opinion it was "ridiculous" to talk about breeding in general

terms:*0

You can breed for height or blue eyes or other presumably
controllable traits but you cannot breed for fitness and all sorts of
abstract social qualities. It is only common sense to sterilize
feebleminded or grossly defective individuals because they are
obviously incapable of rearing their own offspring but it is absurd
to think that in doing so we shall breed out mental defectiveness or
crime. Feeblemindedness is scattered through the entire population
and cannot be breeded out by sterilizing the group that manifests it
in this particular generation.

Eugenists had not kept up with the new genetics and their scientific

leadership waned.”

Eugenists compromised on both negative and positive eugenic grounds

in accepting voluntary birth control as a eugenic strategy. Heredity of

dysgenic qualities was at that time impossible to address through

550. File Memorandum RT (Ruth Topping]. Subject: Crew Study and
Interview with Dr. Crew. 12 sept 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

551. The Carnegie Institution of Washington's Department of Embryology
Papers at Hopkins are filled with derogatory statements regarding
Charles B. Davenport, Director of the Institution's "Experiment Station"
at Cold Spring Harbor. George Streeter, Director of the Department of
Embryology, was apparently placed in charge of "managing"
Davenport's work during his final years to avoid embarrassment to the
Institution. (See JHA SP Davenport Files.)
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contraception.” Moreover, eugenists had to acknowledge the failure of

"positive" eugenics.

My own analysis of eugenics at this time is of a shift in focus from

the quality of individuals (heredity) to the quantities of people in different

social classes and races.” Eugenists accepted birth control and population
control because they in essence had no other activist choices at the time

which addressed their agenda.” Voluntarism rather than state compulsion

seemed more likely to reduce the numbers of the "Unfit."

Neo-malthusianism was the name used for the social and academic

movement of those concerned with overpopulation both numerically and

proportionately by social class early in the century who also supported birth

control.” By 1940, neo-Malthusians had moved into the scientific study of
population phenomena as an aspect of social policy promotion, developing

an elaborate institutional infrastructure (Ledbetter, 1976; Gordon,

1976:75).” The shift of this social movement's rhetoric was from

population research to population control.

552. Comparatively little was understood then in terms of genetic conditions
and heredity. Today an emerging professional occupation, that of
genetic counselling, focuses on these very problems (Duster,
forthcoming; Arditti et al., 1984).

553. See Reed (1984:197-210) for a discussion of the social science literature
on differential class population.

554. Recently there has been a renaissance of eugenics in its own name and
again focused on the quality of individuals (e.g. Bajema, 1976; Carter,
1983; Duster, 1985).

555. In fact, neo-Malthusianism was a term often used for contraception
(along with family limitation and conscious generation) prior to the
development of the term birth control by Sanger and her colleagues in
1915 (Sanger, 1971:108).

556. See Chapter 3 for description of this infrastructure.

.
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The period from 1920-1940 was the "emergence" era of the population

enterprise, which coalesced c1940-1965.” In the U.S., organizing efforts
focused on the academy and foundation worlds.” A number of

reproductive researchers actively participated in the emergence of the

population establishment.”

At the organizing meeting for the Population Association for the

United States, Dr. Henry Pratt Fairchild summed up its mission.”

...we are all convinced of the importance of having an association to
consolidate the population interests of this country...there is...a lack
of coordination in this field...we are in a position to take up the
phenomenon of population as one of the great factors of human
welfare to be rationally manipulated, just as we manipulate the
other factors in human relations.

Neo-malthusian population researchers were not in particular accord

on contraceptive advocacy. Their key concerns were effectiveness, costs

and accessibility (Gordon, 1976; Maas, 1975). Population scientists asserted

a direct correlation between socioeconomic status and the ability to nurture

557. The British movement was larger and stronger than that in the United
States during the 1920s; it focused predominantly on colonial
populations. British ruled India had the first government-sponsored
birth control clinic in the world, opened in 1930 (Maas, 1974:655).

558. U.S. possessions were also the focus of birth control/population control
programs; in 1937, a major program was established in Puerto Rico
focused on surgical sterilization (Maas, 1974:656). This program later
became the home base for the testing of the birth control pill prior to
its approval for U.S. distribution (Maas, 1975).

559. For example, participants in the World Population Conference of 1927
included Leon Cole (geneticist at Wisconsin), C.C. Little (biologist,
president of Michigan and birth control activist), Adolph Meyer
(Hopkins psychiatrist and member of the NRC/CRPS), Raymond Pearl
(Hopkins biometrician and birth control researcher), J. Whitridge
Williams (Hopkins gynecologist). (See RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F 190-1 AND
B10 F218.) Fellows and members of the Population Association of
America included Little, Pearl, R.L. Dickinson (NCMH), L.B. Dunham
(BSH), E.B. Wilson, Clark Wissler and R.M. Yerkes (both of the
NRC/CRPS). (See First Annual Meeting roster, April 22-3, 1932. RAC
BSH SIII-2 B9 F190.)

560. Minutes of the Preliminary Conference on a Population Association for
the United States. New York University, 15 dec 1930, with the
cooperation of the Milbank Memorial Fund. RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F 191.

&
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children; advocacates were also strongly racist (e.g. Gordon, 1976; Maas,

1974; Reed, 1984). Thus they targeted lower class and poor people and

racial minorities both in the U.S. and abroad for population control through

contraception.

4. Merger Under the Population Banner: A Synthesized Movement

Population research and its advocacy became the banner or umbrella

for an amalgam of birth control, eugenics, neo- malthusianism and

population/demographic movements and interests by about 1940, and was

fully articulated by about 1950 (Gordon, 1976:391). The "Population

Research and Control" banner provided an excellent symbolic rhetoric for

all of these groups on several grounds. First, "population studies" had

developed a considerable scholarly scientific reputation, along with its well

organized institutional infrastructure. Second, the term "population"

serviced as a rallying term. It deleted both sex and birth control; it

sounded objective and scientific; and it allowed international concerns

about race to be expressed "neutrally."

Population organizers had considered the merger since early in the

1930s. As Dr. Henry Pratt Fairchild, sociologist, demographer and eugenist,

said at the founding of the Population Association.”

When this idea [for a Population Association] first came into my
mind I was thinking about a possible merger of the Eugenics and
Birth Control interests in the country, but now it is seen as a much
bigger thing....It is feared by some that anything approaching
consolidation may lose us support. There are some people who
believe in eugenics, but not in birth control, and vice versa. We
might lose some support on both sides, but would get it back from
the united front we would present.

561. Minutes of the Preliminary Conference on a Population Association for
the United States. New York University, 15 dec 1930, with the
cooperation of the Milbank Memorial Fund. RAC BSH SIII-2 B9 F 191.
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By 1934, greater coordination of effort among the constituent segments was

already apparent.”
There is clear evidence [of] greater coordination in the work of the
[ABC] League, a sharper definition of program, and greater
cooperation with such organizations as the National Committee on
Maternal Health, the Human Betterment Foundation in California,
the National Committee on Federal Legislation [for Birth Control],
the Population Association of America, and the American Eugenics
Society.

Evidence of coordination and integration lies in the interlocking

memberships and directorates of the multiple population, birth control, neo

malthusian and eugenics organizations,” and in the new statements of
mission issued by these organizations.” By 1953, American foundations

had contributed over $3 million to the field of population study (Osborn,

1967:368), and this was prior to extensive government involvement and

sponsorship (Greep, et al., 1976).

Henry Pratt Fairchild, former President of the American Eugenics

Society, made another statement about the merger to the annual meeting of

the Birth Control Federation (successor to the ABCL) in 1940 (Gordon,

1975:273):

One of the outstanding features of the present conference is the
practically universal acceptance of the fact that these two great
movements (eugenics and birth control] have now come to such a
thorough understanding and have drawn so close together as to be
almost indistinguishable.

562. These were noted by Rockefeller philanthropies. See E.C. January 5
and 9, 1934. American Birth Control League (p. 92). RAC BSH SIII-2
B7 F163.

563. For example, the first Board of Directors of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America included former presidents of both the
American Eugenics Society and the Race Betterment Conference (Maas,
1974:656). Space does not allow for development of this here. See
Borell (1986), Gordon (1976), Kevles (1984), Maas (1974, 1975); Marks
(1982), Reed (1984), Shapiro (1984).

564. See for eugenics, Osborn (1951); for birth control excerpts in Gordon
(1976:349-53); for neo-malthusianism, Cook (1951).
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Within the birth control movement, the segments most supportive of

eugenics and population control became active around the International

Planned Parenthood Federation, housed with the Eugenics Society in

London. Those in the middle of the road were active in Planned

Parenthood U.S.A., focused on the incorporation of reproductive control

into state programs as a form of social planning and ultimately population

control (Gordon, 1976:342). Progressives seem to have left the birth

control/population control movement entirely at this time, finding it no

longer receptive to their views.

During the 1940s, pro-birth control eugenists and population

researchers argued the case for birth control with the government.* The

birth control movements now had powerful and legitimate allies as a result

of the intersection among birth control, eugenics, neo-malthusianism and

demography. Social arguments emphasizing the collective eugenic, racial

and population control advantages of contraception completely replaced the

individual and feminist arguments for birth control. The right of

individuals to decide the size of their families was deemphasized (Borell,

1986).

Sanger herself (1937:3-4) best captured the contraceptive advocacy of

the synthesized movement, arguing that: "...we should place the scientists

not only at the helm but on the bridge as captains to guide humanity."

5. Birth Control Promotion by Rockefeller Groups

In addition to all of the birth control organizations pushing

reproductive researchers to engage in contraceptive research, many funding

sources made similar advances. This was significant for reproductive

researchers because these same funding sources were often simultaneously

565. Osborn and Fairchild presented to a White House population meeting
in 1941 (Gordon, 1976:347).
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sponsoring their basic research. Reproductive scientists were obliged to

respond by their extant ties to such sponsors.

Some sponsors attempts to recruit reproductive researchers for

contraceptive research were focused on specific research projects while in

other situations sponsors sought to themselves provide liaison between birth

controllers and reproductive researchers. My focus here is on liaison

attempts made by Rockefeller philanthropies.**

The Bureau of Social Hygiene (BSH), funder of both the National

Research Council's Committee for Research on Problems of Sex and the

NCMH was quite active in terms of liaison. Katherine Davis made

numerous attempts during her tenure at the BSH.” When L.B. Dunham

took over as Director of the BSH, he was unsure regarding Rockefeller

commitment to the birth control cause:*

It seems to me that the project on spermatocides ...would lead to an
extremely controversial field and one that is surcharged with
theological politics. It seems to me that, necessary as that work is, it
ought to be carried out as part and parcel of a larger research
project by some medical center. Another course, it seems to me,
might expose the Bureau to a lot of publicity of a nature that would
lessen its general effectiveness.

Dunham was quickly put in his place as a birth control advocate by

Raymond Fosdick of the Rockefeller Foundation.”

I do not share your feeling of [not] getting the Bureau into the
controversial field of birth control. I think the Bureau ought to get
into this field, and as a matter of fact it is in, and so is Mr.
Rockefeller. Surveys of the type proposed by Dr. Dickinson [on

566. There were many other such attempts including that of the NCMH.
which, under Dickinson, hoped to serve as liaison between the
"scientific establishment" and the birth control movement (Reed,
1984:243). Attempts examined here derive from my research on
Rockefeller agency support of reproductive research.

567. See RAC BSH SIII-2 B7.

568. To Mr. Fosdick from L.B. Dunham 14 dec 1927. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7
F173.

569. #ºnse from Fosdick to Dunham, 22 dec 1927. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7173.
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spermatocides] are enormously important and the Bureau exists for
just that purpose.

Dunham then became a promoter of contraceptive research among

reproductive researchers, first seeking and receiving further support from

Max Mason of the RF for such efforts.”

The BSH was already funding contraceptive research, and hopefully

could expand it to include fresh efforts by reproductive researchers. Ruth

Topping of the BSH talked at length on several occasions with Carl

Hartman toward this goal; Hartman made numerous arguments for basic

reproductive research as leading ultimately to contraceptive research

(discussed in detail below). Topping wrote to Dunham in 1931:”

...might it not be possible to stimulate ...observation and
experimentation [leading to contraception) among workers who are
studying the reproductive cycle under grants from the [NRC/CRPS)?
If some of these scientists became especially interested in the search
for a contraceptive, the Bureau might later make supplemental
grantS...

As we shall see, the NRC/CRPS refused such overtures. But the importance

of such efforts by the BSH and RF is that they added the voice of a major

reproductive research funding source to the chorus of birth controllers

attempting to engage reproductive researchers in contraceptive research.

570. To Mr. Fosdick from L.B. Dunham, Subject: NRC/CRPS. 6 feb 1931.
RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F186. For example, Dunham set up a Conference
on Birth Control in 1931. Guests included reproductive researchers
Walter B. Cannon (Harvard Medical School and member of the
NRC/CRPS) and Charles Stockard (Cornell Medical School researcher
supported by the NRC/CRPS), as well as Henry Pratt Fairchild
(demographer and President of the American Eugenics Society). To Mr.
Fosdick from Mr. Dunham, Subject: Conference on Birth Control. 19
March 1931, pp. 1-3. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F166.

571. Memo to Mr. Dunham, 15 oct 1931; and see other documents in this
folder. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F166. Topping, a key BSH staff person,
became Executive Secretary of the ABCL in 1933, when the BSH
ceased functioning. See Topping to J. Kingsbury, Milbank Memorial
Fund. 21 jan 1933. RAC BSH SIII-2 B8 F187.
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C. REPRODUCTIVE RESEARCHERS’ RESPONSES: ARGUMENTS

FOR BASIC RESEARCH

The chorus of voices attempting to recruit reproductive researchers

into contraceptive research was very audible to those researchers, and they

used several strategies over the 1920-1940 period to deal with this audience.

It was eugenic arguments which first captured their interest in birth

control as a scientific problem (Borell, 1986), as many reproductive

researchers had intellectual and organizational commitments to eugenics.”

However, all of the initial voices were from the lay and medical birth
control movements. The initial strategic response of reproductive

researchers to this demanding but socially illegitimate audience was to turn

a deaf ear.

1. FIRST STRATEGY: Distinguishing Reproductive

Research from Contraceptive Research

Reproductive researchers initially focused on distancing their

enterprise from that of birth controllers and establishing a clear set of

distinctions between them (cf. Strauss, 1982). This strategy was, I believe,

selected due to both the general social illegitimacy of the birth control

movement (with its feminist overtones in the 1920s) and scientists’

designation of contraceptive research as applied work.

The NCMH approached the NRC/CRPS with requests to undertake

contraceptive research on several occasions. In 1923, Dickinson asked his

BSH liaison Katherine Davis to pass along their query.” Dickinson later

recounted the responses he received.”

572. The conclusions of the luncheon described above attest to this analysis.
573. 26 jul 1923. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F172.

574. Committee on Maternal Health [NCMH), March, 1924. Researches. RAC
BSH SIII-2 B7 F1 75.
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A year ago we [the NCMH) tried to get some of our borderline sex
problems, like sterility and information bearing on sex life in our
histories, taken up by [the NRC/CRPS) and received a written
answer that their Committee was only interested in animal research.
Several months later when sex life of human beings was included in
their studies we again tried to delimit our respective fields and
suggested the whole subject be a matter of conference and allotment.
Their meeting considered the matter and decided they need not
coordinate the work as the Committee on Maternal Health had only
to do with birth control.

Thus reproductive researchers in the NRC/CRPS rebuffed birth control

research and any other research that the NCMH might have sought. There

was, in fact, considerable overlap in researches sponsored by the two

organizations. But association with a birth control organization, even a

medical one, was not on the agenda of the NRC/CRPS. It is of interest

that the initial rebuff of the NCMH was on the grounds that the

NRC/CRPS did only animal research (despite NCMH interest in animal

research). In this way the NRC/CRPS portrayed its "basic" rather than

"clinical" research mission. Given some NRC/CRPS commitments to

research "on the human side,” the rebuff of the NCMH seems clearly an
anti-birth control movement strategy.

Both the NRC/CRPS and the NCMH received support from

Rockefeller philanthropies. In 1936, the NCMH asked for Rockefeller

funding for sterilization and other researches, including both simple and

scientific means of contraception the NRC/CRPS had refused to address.”

Warren Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation then wrote to Robert Yerkes,

Chairman of NRC/CRPS as he felt these projects "would appear to fall
-----------

575. See Chapter 10.

576. The NCMH was sponsoring a book on sterilization with Dr. Howard C.
Taylor of Columbia as primary author; other methods to be researched
included the IUD, clinical research on the safe period, sperm antigens
(inoculation or spermatoxins) and contraceptive jellies. See to Weaver
from Raymond Squier, NCMH. 21 jan 1936. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99
F 1199.
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within the scope of the NRC/CRPS..." yet "It is not clear to me whether

such topics would be [so] viewed by your committee...”
Yerkes' response to Weaver was the third rebuff of the NCMH and

such "human side" problems; he reasserted the NRC/CRPS' segregationist

research policy.”
...reference to [the NRC/CRPS]... is not clearly indicated. The
committee in question [the NCMH) is, like my own, composed of
reputable specialists whose judgments are trustworthy. In my
opinion, neither committee should be asked to advise concerning or
endorse the program of the other. Inasmuch as the Committee on
Maternal Health is concerned primarily with applied aspects of
research on sex and reproduction, whereas the N.R.C. Committee has
dealt almost exclusively with so-called fundamental problems in the
biology of these subjects, I doubt that the N.R.C. Committee would
favor support of such studies as are listed in your letter.

Finally, in 1939, the Rockefeller Foundation gave the NCMH funds for

research that the NRC/CRPS had successfully refused to undertake,

including studies of sperm morphology, spermatoxins, reproductive

endocrinology and sex cells (Reed, 1984:269).”

The second "distinguishing" strategy reproductive researchers used vis

a-vis their birth control market audience was refusing to participate in

research on simple means of contraception and condemning reproductive

researchers who did so. As noted earlier, the first two major studies of

Spermicides were undertaken in Great Britain because of the refusal of

American researchers to undertake the work, combined with the restrictions

of the Comstock Act. Cecil Voge (1933) did one study under the direction

of F.A.E. Crew of the Animal Breeding Research Department of the

University of Edinburgh.” John R. Baker (e.g. 1930a,b, 1931) of the

577. Weaver implied that if the NRC/CRPS would address the topics, their
budget might be expanded accordingly. Weaver to Yerkes. 28 feb
1936. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 Fl 199.

578. March 6, 1936. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199.

579. See Chapter 7 for a discussion of this research.

580. Crew's Department at Edinburgh was transformed in 1927-30 into the
Institute of Animal Genetics by a matching grant from the Rockefeller
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Department of Zoology at Oxford undertook the other. The outcomes of

both studies demonstrate my point.

Voge's work, sponsored by the NCMH and funded by the BSH,

focused on tests of extant spermicides to determine if there was a safe,

highly effective one that could also be a prophylactic against venereal

disease. The NCMH's contraceptive advocacy here was for an:*

easily available chemical in a form that should keep in good
condition over a long period of time and in all climates, and be so
easy to use that the most ignorant woman in the Orient, the tropics,
the rural outposts or the city slums might be protected.

The Voge study did not produce such a "magic bullet" or miracle

contraceptive, but the NCMH, the BSH and the RF still considered a great

research success.” Robert T. Frank and Carl Hartman, both reproductive
researchers, approved it for the Research Committee of the NCMH.” Max

Mason of the RF said it was "highly important and well done...on the

scientific side.” However, Dr. Crew had a very different reaction as

reported by Ruth Topping of the BSH staff:*

International Education Board providing an endowed chair, buildings
and equipment (Hogben, 1974:139).

581. From the Foreword to Voge's book (1933:12) by Dr. Robert L.
Dickinson of the NCMH. Dr. Robert T. Frank was the Director of
Research for the NCMH at this time and the manuscript was also
reviewed by Carl Hartman of Hopkins.

See File Memoranda: Crew Spermaticide Study. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7
F174.

See Voge, 1933:14, and File Memo: Crew Study. 29 jun 1932. RAC
BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

584. MM interviews. 23 may 1934. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99 F1199. Yet a
follow-up proposal from the NCMH to the BSH for funds to support
the NCMH as the organizational sponsor of a "Bureau of Birth Control
Standards" was not well received. This may have been due to the
phasing out of the BSH at this time and the absence of a "social action"
component in the RF amenable to applied research sponsorship. See To
LVH from HG, 25 may 1934. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

582.

583.

File Memorandum RT. Subject: Crew Study and Interview with Dr.585.
Crew. 12 Sept 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.
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Dr. Crew expressed regret that Dr. Voge had not experimented as
freely as was planned. On the other hand, he considers it was
necessary to test existing devices and chemicals for the purpose of
discovering under what conditions they succeeded or failed...he feels
that Dr. Voge became too interested in the application of his
findings. "He fell into the hands of Louise," meaning Louise
McIlroy, a prominent English obstetrician and gynecologist. "He has
been a traitor to science", Dr. Crew remarked.

Despite his Ph.D. in Immunology, Voge (1933:11) had somehow crossed the

invisible and shifting border into "applied" research, and become a "traitor"

to "basic" science. Crew then recommended that the NCMH cease to support

Voge's work as his future as a research chemist was being jeopardized;

Voge "fulfilled the worst fears of his colleagues" when he went into

business as a consulting industrial chemist (Reed, 1984:243).

The second spermicides study in Britain was sponsored by the Birth

Control Investigation Committee, part of the activist clinic movement. John

R. Baker at Oxford concentrated on the spermicidal value of pure

chemicals as well as testing extant means and vehicles used to convey them

vaginally (Baker, 1930a,b, 1931). According to one source, Baker assembled

at Oxford a "team" of scientists in zoology, chemistry, physiology and

bacteriology and related both clinical and laboratory findings.”

This work led to the development of a popular spermicides called

Volpar (Borell, 1986). Baker, however, was forced to leave the Department

of Zoology at Oxford when the director discovered the purpose of his

experiments, but was allowed to relocate in the Department of Pathology.

For Baker, contraceptive research in the 1920s was "permanently symbolized

in his recollection of assembling his apparatus and reagents on a handcart

and trundling this from department to department;" Baker remained in

586. Memo to Mr. Dunham from Ruth Topping, Subject: Contraceptive
Research, 30 sept 1931. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F166.
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academic chemistry, aided in 1938 by $1000 from the NCMH (Reed,

1984:243).”

In the U.S., the NCMH made at least one attempt to "piggyback"

applied spermicides research in through the back door of basic sperm

survival research. In 1938, the NCMH offered a grant to the Carnegie

Department of Embryology to study the transport and viability of

spermatozoa in the genital tracts of female dogs and monkeys.” The

Carnegie Institution agreed, "provided work is designed specifically for

study of the reproductive cycle and not for collateral problems of a social

type.” But in a personal letter to Carl Hartman of the Department of

Embryology, Dr. Raymond Squier who was Executive Secretary of the

NCMH tried to remind Hartman that Earl Engle (also of the NCMH) had

discussed this matter privately with Hartman; the NCMH thought they had

come to an understanding that spermicidal testing would be incorporated

into the research; Squier said he was sure that Hartman understood that the

NCMH could not afford to spend "$3000 simply on further study of the

estrous cycle of dogs or other work on monkeys having no relation at all to

possible practical applications for the control of human reproduction.”
-----------

587. Clarence Gamble funded a Research Fellowship in Chemistry at New
York University to "complete the work done by Voge and Baker" and
focus on spermicides available in the U.S. (Reed, 1984:245).

The NCMH would fund a researcher whom they would locate and some
expenses, and use the Department's primate colony. See to Dr. Merriam
from G. Streeter, 12 mar 1938. JHA CDoE SP (likely filed under
NCMH).

To George Streeter, Director of the Department of Embryology from
President Merriam of the Carnegie Institution. 4 jun 1938. JHA CDoE
SP (likely filed under NCMH).

To Hartman from Squier. 7 jul 38. JHA CDoE SP (likely filed under
NCMH).

588.

589.

590.

§
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Hartman's response is fully within the strategy of reproductive
researchers vis-a-vis their birth control audience. He wrote Streeter:”

I assured Squier that we could work on any phase of pure science
that we wished, leaving propaganda and "applications or social
implications" for organizations like his. As to effect of chemical or
physical agents on sperms--we don't propose to touch that subject
unless we get a new "lead" that justifies [it]...What we shall do is
study sperm survival under normal conditions--there will be littletime for anything else.

Even as Chairman for Research of the NCMH c1934-1937, Hartman would

not "bend the rules" of the Carnegie Department specifically or of the basic
reproductive research enterprise generally.”

Not only was undertaking contraceptive research a risky business for

reproductive researchers' careers, but so was working with birth control
organizations. Dickinson of the NCMH had tried for years to recruit a
reproductive researcher as head of the NCMH. In 1939, as the NCMH was
moving toward "pure" research, Earl T. Engle of the Medical School faculty

at Columbia considered taking this position, but hesitated about leaving
academia and assuredly "pure" research.” In 1941, Dickinson's dream of
hiring a medical researcher to head the NCMH came true when Clair E.

Folsome of the University of Michigan School of Medicine became
Executive Secretary of the NCMH; however, when research funds dried up

during World War II, Folsome left the NCMH to become Research Director
for Ortho Pharmaceuticals (Reed, 1984:270-1).

Dickinson of the NCMH felt that first-class scientists neglected
contraceptive research because of the belief that birth control was illegal or
associated with immorality and most young medical mºn could not afford

591. 13 jul 1938. JHA CDoE SP (likely filed under NCMH).

- 4592. See to Alan Gregg, RF, from Dr. Louise.F. Bryant, NCMH, 21 dec_1934.
Letter from ;: to Bryant as attachment 5 dec 1934. RAC RFRG1.1 S200A B99 F 1199.

593. Alan Gregg's diary: lunch with Dr. Engle. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A B99F 1202.
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association with a controversial issue (Reed, 1984). From the sagas above, it

is clear that the censure of colleagues for crossing the basic/applied
boundaries could be equally if not more consequential for one's career. The

minimum effect was marginalization within academia; maximally, careers
shifted to industrial settings.

But the academic vision of chemistry and biochemistry as essentially
applied industrial modes of research, handmaidens to "real" scientific work

at this point in history (Kohler, 1982) must also be taken into account. As

physiological problems increasingly involved chemistry, chemists were

imported into laboratories and programs under physiological or zoological
leadership, reinforcing the "handmaiden" image. It was the physiologists
and zoologists who set the problems on which the chemists were to work.

In spermicides research, the problems were also set "from without," and thus
were viewed as jeopardizing the autonomy of basic researchers.”

The overall strategy of clearly distinguishing reproductive research
from contraceptive research was successful. It was especially effective in
highlighting distinctions between applied and basic research. The career
trajectories of reproductive researchers who did undertake research on
simple contraceptives vividly demonstrated that there was an applied/basic
boundary that could not be crossed without consequences. Not only was

birth control research socially illegitimate but it was also scientifically

marginal or illegitimate--especially if it focused on simple--non-biological--
methods.

594. A statement from Crew, quoted below, arguing for basic researchfurther confirms this process.
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2. SECOND STRATEGY: Arguments for Basic Research
with Birth Control Advocates

A corollary strategy reproductive researchers used was the making of

arguments for basic research as both the prior requisite for and ultimate

source of improved means of contraception. Here reproductive researchers

essentially turned the tables and attempted to recruit birth controllers into

support of basic reproductive research. They were quite successful in the

long-run.

Carl Hartman of the Carnegie Department of Embryology at Hopkins

was a major reproductive researcher active in birth control worlds. He

articulated this strategy of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis contraceptive

research very clearly in a conversation reported by Ruth Topping of the

BSH (Borell, 1986:cf n76, emphasis added):

When I asked Dr. Hartman in what directions research for a better
contraceptive might most profitably be conducted, he recommended
an indirect rather than a direct approach to the problem. After
pointing out the vast amount of research being done in this country
in the physiology of reproduction, particularly in relation to
glandular activity, he expressed the opinion that if some of the
outstanding workers in this field could be persuaded to keep
contraceptive possibilities in mind in connection with their
observation of the reproductive process, some of them might discover
ways and means of interrupting the rocess at given points or under
given conditions. These #: might narrow the lines along
which specific research might then be carried on.”

Hartman further suggested that such work might well be carried on at

or in connection with agricultural experiment stations, attempting to place

it in a supposedly intrinsically applied setting.” Topping also reported a

595. Here Hartman was speculating on the possibility of hormonal
contraception, discussed further below.

596. To Mr. Dunham from Ruth Topping, Subject: Contraceptive Research.
15 oct 1931. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F166. The only pre-1940 example of
agricultural institution-based research on contraception I located was

s
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similar argument by Crew of Edinburgh:”

It is interesting to note that Dr. Crew's apparent belief that a
narrowly restricted search for a better contraceptive is less apt to
yield the desired results than a broadly exploratory process is in
general line with a suggestion made by Dr. Carl G. Hartman of
Carnegie Corporation [sic] some time ago when he recommended
having several of the many students of physiology of reproduction
keep in mind the significance of their observations in relation to the
possibility of the control of fertility. Dr. Lillie of Chicago suggested
in addition that the problem was one to be worked out jointly by a
laboratory man and a clinician.

In case Topping and other birth control advocates did not understand the

distinction between basic and applied research, Crew clarified it. Topping

reported:*

It should be stated, however, that Dr. Crew is no respecter of
"programs". In another connection he described his practice when
someone concerned with the money raising end of the Institute of
Animal Genetics would come to him for information about the
proposed activities for the year. "I would tell him", Dr. Crew
remarked, "to clear out; that we didn't know what we were going to
do. Then he would go away and make up a program of his own to
present to the Department of Health for fund-raising purposes. But
these “fudge programs' served that purpose only." It is impossible, in
Dr. Crew's opinion, to make definite programs in scientific research.
"The real scientist is not an employee", he said. "He starts out to
find something but may discover something on the way that changes
the whole course of his investigations. He can't have someone
pulling strings and keeping him to a course".

This is a classic argument for both basic research and for the autonomy of

the scientific enterprise.”
---------ee

Cole and Bunde (1937). Later (e.g. Menge et al., 1962) artificial
insemination research began to include immunological problems.

597. File Memorandum RT. Subject: Crew Study and Interview with Dr.
Crew. 12 Sept 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

598. File Memorandum RT. Subject: Crew Study and Interview with Dr.
Crew (punctuated as original). 12 Sept 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

599. Despite such rhetoric, Crew’s Institute sponsored a wide range of
"applied" undertakings including Voge's work noted above, the first
Pregnancy Diagnosis Laboratory in the United Kingdom and
investigations of artificial insemination; according to one biographer,
his own involvement in basic research ended prematurely with his
acceptance of applied administrative research positions (Hogben, 1974).

;
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Medical reproductive researchers made similar arguments for basic

research. "First-class investigators" like Earl Engle and Howard Taylor, Jr.,

both members of the Committee on Maternal Health and colleagues on the

Columbia Medical School faculty, believed real contraceptive progress

depended on fundamental advances in knowledge of human sexual

physiology and opposed experimentation by the NCMH with simple

methods. As Engle bluntly exclaimed, "We don't give a damn about

contraception. We want a study of basic factors in human reproduction"

(Reed, 1984:243). Taylor also complained that "...birth control was a banal

topic for the first-class clinician" (Reed, 1979:129).” Even a physician

birth controller like Dickinson believed that "major progress would have to

wait for breakthroughs in basic science that would provide methods

requiring less motivation or skill from the user" (Reed, 1984:214).

An integral part of reproductive researchers’ "arguments for basic

research" strategy vis-a-vis birth controllers was to provide them with

"token offerings" from basic research that were useful for contraception per

se or for contraceptive research. Many reproductive researchers in the

United States undertook basic research investigations with clear

contraceptive payoff potential, while they eschewed the spermicides studies

of their British brethren (Borell, 1986).

The classic investigations here focused on the timing of fertility in

women which allowed more precise knowledge of "the safe period" when

unprotected intercourse would not result in pregnancy. A wide range of

basic research problems intriguing to reproductive researchers were

involved in determining "the safe period," including the timing and

600. There may well have been an attempt by biomedical reproductive
researchers to redirect the mission of the NCMH toward basic research
parallel to that in the NRC/CRPS analyzed here in the previous
chapter. See discussion of the NCMH as a funding source of
reproductive research in Chapter 7.
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occurrence of ovulation in relation to menstruation, egg transport through

the Fallopian tube, fertilization, implantation, and sperm vitality and

motility. In 1922, participants in an International Neo-Malthusian and

Birth Control Conference lamented the lack of clarity about the timing of

fertility (Pierpoint, 1922:270). The next decade saw numerous efforts in

this direction.”

In the U.S., the leading worker on this problem was Carl Hartman of

the Carnegie Department of Embryology at Hopkins.” Hartman conducted

numerous non-human primate studies himself (e.g. 1939) and worked with

Hopkins colleagues on studies of humans (Pearl, 1932). The major

difficulty encountered by researchers was the range of variation of the

timing of fertility both among women as a group and within individual

women over time (Hartman, 1962:vii). As Hartman put it, "There are

almost no regularly menstruating women, any more than there are regularly

menstruating monkeys" (Sanger, 1934:53).

Hartman published "Catholic Advice on the “Safe Period" (1933) in a

birth control journal and his summary work was TIME OF OVULATION

IN WOMEN: A Study on the Fertile Period in the Menstrual Cycle (1936),

one of the books in the Medical Aspects of Fertility Series sponsored by the

NCMH (Borell, 1986:fn 77).” Birth control advocates such as the BSH also
publicized Hartman's studies.* This line of work generated considerable
----------

601. Erroneous scientific formulations of the safe period in the nineteenth
century and their consequences are discussed in Chapter 9.

602. Ongino (1924, 1930) was the leading Japanese contributor, writing in
German and Japanese. The leading German-speaking worker was
Knauss (1934) who had worked with British reproductive researchers.

603. Hartman returned to this topic at the end of his career in his
ambitious SCIENCE AND THE SAFE PERIOD (1962) which is actually
more of a text on human reproduction.

604. See To Miss Topping from L.B. Dunham, Subject: Research in Birth
Control. 15 nov 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F166.
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debate in the reproductive research world as it challenged numerous "taken

for granted" assumptions in reproductive physiology.”
In addition to Hartman, Charles Stockard and George Papanicolaou of

Cornell Medical Center were engaged in work sponsored by the NCMH on

the “safe period,’ attempting to discover a means of determining the day of

ovulation in women through vaginal smears (Papanicolaou, 1933) which

were excellent indicators in laboratory animals (Stockard and Papanicolaou,

1917).90° Edgar Allen and his colleagues (Allen, Pratt, Newell and Bland,

1928) also engaged in studies focused on the timing of ovulation and

surgically recovered live human ova from the Fallopian tubes, charting

their place in the cycle.

Research on the "safe period" offered immediate contraceptive

payoffs. But such "token offerings" from reproductive researchers were not
responsive to requests from birth controllers for investigations of simple

methods of birth control. However, reproductive researchers promoted

other kinds of basic research studies with potential for developing

"scientific" means of contraception.

3. THIRD STRATEGY: Redirecting Contraceptive Research
to Utilize Basic Research

The third strategy of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis their birth

control audience was to continue with their own basic research agendas and

claim that new means of contraception would eventually flow from this

work. Here reproductive researchers essentially redirected contraceptive
-----------

605. See discussion in Chapter 9 regarding menstruation without ovulation
and Hartman's comments in Sanger (1934:54-55). For a retrospective
overview of this work, see Hartman (1962:esp. 235-247).

606. To Mr. Raymond Fosdick from R.L. Dickinson. 19 may 1925. RAC BSH
SIII-2 B7 F1 72.
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research along new basic research lines and away from the "simple" means

initially sought by birth controllers. They did so by promoting four major

research directions: endocrinological, immunological, intra-uterine and

radiation.

My preliminary analysis here finds each direction associated with

different types of reproductive researchers: possibilities of endocrinological

intervention were most attractive to biologist investigators; intra-uterine

interventions particularly suited medical investigators; radiation research

drew medical investigators; and immunological interventions initially

attracted biologist investigators who were quickly followed by medical

researchers.”

a. Promoting Endocrinological Intervention:

Promoting endocrinological intervention can be analyzed as precursor

research to the Pill. Such possibilities were attractive to funding sources

and some researchers alike. Max Mason of the RF thought "The ultimate

solution of the problem [of birth control] may well lie in the studies of

endocrinology, particularly antihormones.” The overall endocrinological
strategy was to intervene in the monthly cycle of women to prevent

conception, or as Hartman put it, "to interrupt the process at given points or

under given conditions" (Borell, 1986:f n76). Crew of Edinburgh suggested

experimental work with hormone injections for the object of developing a
-----------

607. This generalization does not fit "tightly" and further research is
warranted, especially on spermatoxin and radiation sterilization
research during this era.

608. MM's diary, interview with Arthur W. Packard. 12 jun 1934. RAC RF
RG1.1 S200A B99 F 1 199.
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chemical combination that would prevent the ovum from entering the

uterus.”

Wary discussion of the possibilities of hormonal contraception

occurred in the birth control literature beginning about 1928.* The

fundamental requirements for such methods were a clear understanding of

the reproductive endocrinological cycle (e.g. Aberle, 1934; Allen, 1934) and

chemical isolation and production of pure hormones (Djerassi, 1981).

These were precisely the tasks that many if not most reproductive

researchers had set for themselves during the "heroic age of reproductive

endocrinology" c1925-1940 (Parkes, 1966b). In the U.S., researchers had

sustained fiscal support in this endeavor through the NRC/CRPS, which

Reed (1984:312-3) asserts "virtually paid for the development of

endocrinology...during the twenty-year period when the female sex

hormones were identified and clinicians began to use hormone extracts to

treat disease.”

In 1937, a summary of strategies was published by Ralph Kurzrok, a

Columbia endocrinologist: "The Prospects for Hormonal Sterilization." Here

he discussed (1937:27-29) about six alternative interventions in the female

hormonal cycle that would likely contracept, including estrogen injections

to inhibit ovulation (the subsequent basis of the Pill). He concluded, "The

potentialities of hormonal sterilization are tremendous. The problem is

609. File Memorandum RT. Subject: Crew Study and Interview with Dr.
Crew. 12 sep 1932. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F174.

610. See Cooper (1928:120), and several articles on the interruption of
pregnancy via administration of estrogens (Smith, 1926; Makepeace et
al., 1937; Parkes et al., 1938). H. Taylor reported on hormonal
contraceptive research at Edinburgh in 1930 (in Sanger and Stone,
1931:98-104). See also Dickinson (1931), Sanger (1934), Sanger and
Stone (1931).

611. See Chapter 5 for discussion of reproductive endocrinology as the core
activity of reproductive research.
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important enough to warrant extensive work on the human." All of

Kurzrok's fourteen citations were to basic reproductive researchers; most

were working with rats and rabbits at the time. But reproductive

researchers did not answer his call.”

Movement toward scientific contraception was not always smooth and

other contingencies intervened in the research "path" including debates

about and preferences for particular lines of research. For example, in

1938, Nicholas Eastman, a gynecologist at Johns Hopkins was studying

spermatoxins with NCMH sponsorship. He wanted to change "the direction

of his work...to hormonal means for avoiding pregnancy;" Earl T. Engle,

Research Director for the NCMH, decided, however, that "the hormonal

field is not very promising" and refused to sanction the change because the

drug company which provided Eastman's funds through the NCMH was

interested in spermatoxins and might withdraw the grant (Reed, 1984:270).

By 1945, Fuller Albright of Harvard was arguing in support of Kurzrok's

hormonal method (Reed, 1984:315).

But talk about developing hormonal means of contraception was

cheap. That is, reproductive researchers did not have to engage in applied

hormonal contraceptive research to make claims of future endocrinological

contraceptive payoffs from their work. As one historian noted (Johnson,

1977:77f 10) Sanger knew what she wanted from the scientists, knew what

their scientific research on contraception would likely produce, and was

unable to induce any scientist who could make a contribution to actually

engage in such work. In fact, researchers did not undertake this work in

basic research settings until as late as c 1960.

612. See Chapter 9 for a discussion of reproductive researchers intentional
avoidance of use of human materials.
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Briefly, Pill development was actually initiated and fiscally supported

by the lay birth control movement (Borell, 1986).” It was developed
through the efforts of several individuals all of whom, at the time, were

operating from institutional bases on the fringes of academia or in

industry. Specifically, Pincus and Chang were at the private Worcester

Institute of Experimental Biology which c1950 was fiscally dependent on

contract industrial research. Reed (1984:316) aptly calls Pincus "a refugee

from academic biology.” Marker and Djerassi's efforts were based in

Syntex, the industrial pharmaceutical company Marker had established

when he left academia in frustration (Djerassi, 1981; Pramik, 1978).

Pincus, Chang, Marker and Djerassi all left academia under different

conditions to pursue their work on their own terms. They may have

laughed at scholars’ rejection all the way to the bank, but most academic

reproductive researchers were still refusing to work on contraceptive

research. The four had, in fact, gone beyond the scholarly pale of their

era--more or less commercial.” It was not until well into the 1950s and

613. Gregory Pincus, one of the major researchers, received $14,500 from
the PPFA in 1948 and 1949 for work on the mammalian egg. In 1951,
he conferred with Sanger regarding hormonal contraception and then
reapplied to the PPFA for support of this line of research, and
received $3100 in 1951 and $3400 in 1952. In 1953, Katherine
McCormick, heir to the International Harvester fortune and long-time
suffragist and birth control advocate, accompanied Sanger on a visit to
Pincus at the WFEB. She promised Pincus $10,000/year on the spot; this
expanded to $150,000 per year and more during her life, and she left
the Foundation $1 million in her will (Reed, 1984:340).

614. While in academia at Harvard, Pincus had done research on
mammalian sexual physiology supported by both the NRC/CRPS and
the Macy Foundation (Reed, 1984:319-320). See Reed (1984:Ch.25-7) for
a fuller account of Pincus' career and his work with Chang on pill
development. See Pincus (1965) for his summary work on control of
fertility. Pincus did his undergraduate work at Cornell's School of
Agriculture focusing on biochemistry and animal breeding (Johnson,
1977:68).

615. This analysis differs from those of pill development done by the
National Science Foundation (1968/9, 1973) which offered an
individualist "technical scientific entrepreneur" account focused on
Pincus. Such accounts ignore both 120 years of activity by birth
control advocates (including their recruitment of scientists) and the
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1960s that "population" funding filtered into academia on a massive enough

scale to involve basic reproductive scientists in research work related,

directly and indirectly, to endocrinological contraception (Greep et al,

1976).

b. Promoting Intra-Uterine Intervention;

IUDs are objects made of various substances (silk coils, rubber, metal

and plastic after c1958) placed into the uterus through the cervix; they

probably contracept by creating a hostile uterine environment for

implantation; physicians have traditionally inserted them (Langley,

1973:336-7). Intra-uterine devices (IUDs) were in use by the nineteenth

century for contraceptive purposes and were patented devices; Dr. Robert L.

Dickinson of the medical birth control movement (NCMH) began promoting

such devices c1916 (Southam, 1965:3). IUDs were also discussed at the Fifth

International Conference on Birth Control in 1922 (Pierpoint, 1922:275-7).

The leading developer was Ernest Grafenberg, a German gynecologist,

who began experimenting with various types in 1909 (Reed, 1984:275), and

began publishing on it in 1928 (Langley, 1973:336).” Grafenberg reported
great success with the method in 1930 at the Seventh International Birth

Control Congress, and considerable experimentation followed with

"Grafenberg rings" (Reed, 1984:275). But IUDs also generated considerable

debate in the medical community with many physicians vehemently opposed

to their use largely on grounds of risk of infection.” It was even difficult

crucial structural positions of the major developers outside of the
academy.

616. For a good example of Grafenberg's work, see his 1931 article
reprinted in Langley (1973:340-356).

617. For examples and accounts of these debates, see Langley (1973:336-339,
357), Sanger and Stone (1931:33-71), Sanger (1934:86-93) and Tietze
(1962).
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to publish on the method in the United States where physician hostility was

strongest.*
As a "modern" means of contraception, Dr. Lazar Margulies of the

Obstetrics Department of Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York resurrected IUDs

in the U.S. c.1958-1960, with a new plastic variety (not requiring dilation of

the cervix).” Alan F. Guttmacher was Chief of this unit and a member of

the Medical Advisory Committee of the Population Council. At about the

same time, an Israeli, W. Oppenheimer, was also invited to the U.S. by the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists to discuss his use of

this method, since no American physicians had extensive experience (Tietze,

1962). The Population Council provided grants for development c 1962;

Tietze of the Council candidly stated (Reed, 1984:307, emphasis added):

It was a very exciting period...we were working with something that
had been absolutely rejected by the profession...There was such a
feeling of urgency among professional people, not among the masses,
but something had to be done. And this was something that you
could do to the people rather than something people could do for
themselves. So it made it very attractive to the doers.

In the development sagas of the Pill and the IUD, there seems to have

been competition between sponsoring organizations, and between physician

developers of the IUD versus the biologist-developers of hormonal

618. Dr. Mary Halton, Margaret Sanger's gynecologist, showed Dickinson
over 1000 case histories in 1924. Dickinson wanted a full investigation
of the method, but not until 1947 was there serious effort to publish
Halton's results. Then her "Contraception with an Intrauterine Silk
Coil" was rejected by the American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology. The NCMH refused to sponsor the paper; Earl Engle and
Howard Taylor, Jr., said "this was too hot to be [easily] cleared..." The
article was finally published in Human Fertility in 1948, the journal of
Sanger's Clinical Research Bureau, with editorial warnings. Ironically,
in 1964, Taylor hailed the IUD as a contribution to...the freedom of
mankind" (Reed, 1984:275-6).

619. Recent research has found exceptionally high rates of tubal infertility
among women using IUDs as contraception; the studies "confirm what
doctors have strongly suspected for years"--that the IUD causes
infections leading to infertility, especially in women who have not
borne children (Los Angeles Times, 1985).
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contraception.” For example, Gregory Pincus was "profoundly
uninterested" in participating in evaluation of conventional barrier

methods, and Reed (1984:375) also found that:

...the IUD remains the butt of jokes at the Worcester Foundation,
while representatives of the Population Council make vague
references to the ‘commercial interests’ that control distribution of
the Pill.

Thus there were competing interest groups in the field. Those who

developed means of contraception to be "done to" people, in Tietze's terms,

preferred different approaches drawing on different professional skills and

knowledge. But not all such efforts were as successful as the Pill and IUD.

In the next sections, I examine two means of contraception under extensive

investigation by reproductive researchers from biology and medicine during

the 1920s-1930s which failed.

c. Promoting Technical Intervention: Radiation
for Sterilization

Voluntary (instead of involuntary, state-ordered) sterilization began to

be seen as a viable means of contraception by birth controllers in the 1920s

(e.g. Dickinson and Gamble, 1950; Sanger, 1934:71). The usual means of

achieving sterilization were surgical.” But a "simpler" and less-invasive

method was seen as desirable, and research on sterilization via irradiation

of the ovaries or testes was undertaken. Radiation technology was the

current "magic bullet" for new approaches to old problems.”

620. This would make an interesting problem for historical sociological
research.

See Langley (1973:272-336) for an historical overview of surgical
approaches.

622. Whether the sterilizing potential of X-rays and roentgen rays were
discovered inadvertently is not clear; a text on fertility and sterility
(Reynolds and Macomber, 1924:128) notes, "A few years ago before the
nature of the Roentgen rays were understood, practically all x-ray
workers were sterile."

621.
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In 1922, Dr. Donald Hooker of Hopkins reported on his preliminary

investigations of sterilization by X-rays in the rat at the Fifth International

Birth Control Conference (Pierpoint, 1922:236-9).* Hooker's research

(described as "effects of x-radiation on reproduction) was subsequently

funded by the NRC/CRPS c1922-1925, which also briefly funded clinical

research on the effects of x-rays on sterility and fertility c1924-1927

(Aberle and Corner, 1953:93, 120).

In 1925, Dr. Robert Dickinson wrote to Katherine Davis of the BSH

that in order to get away from mechanical appliances, and "to suspend

temporarily or to arrest ovulation permanently irradiation of the ovaries

must be studied in animals, especially in monkeys.” The BSH then

offered Dickinson and the NCMH a matching grant for this research.”

After consulting with Hooker at Hopkins, Corner at Rochester and Stockard

at Cornell Medical School, the NCMH granted aid to Dr. Halsey J. Bagg and

Harold Bailey for a project using monkeys cosponsored by the Carnegie

Institution of Washington.*

By about 1930, investigations of radiation as a means of contraceptive

sterilization began to disappear from the literature. One German physician

opposed x-ray sterilization because she regarded the maintenance of the

endocrine organs (ovaries) as essential (for prevention of premature

menopause) (Sanger and Stone, 1931:118). In 1935, the NCMH program

623. He asserted that the "ideal method of Birth Control should be to
eliminate menstruation except when children were desired." This
research may have been supported by the NCMH (SEE CMH "Research
Problems." March, 1924. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F175).

624. RLD 17 June 1925. RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F172.

625. To Katherine Davis from R.L. Dickinson. 14 jan 1925. RAC BSH
SIII-2 B7 F172. Radiation sterilization research was part of the
NCMH's initial laboratory research program, c1923-1928, discussed
more fully in Chapter 7.

626. To Mr. C. Heydt, Treas. BSH, Inc. from R.L. Dickinson. 10 June 1925.
RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F1 72.
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statement notes, "Sterilization by radiation has still to be evaluated as a

measure for extended use.” In the late 1930s, the AMA's Council on

Pharmacy and Chemistry began reporting on contraceptives, finding that

the use of roentgen rays for contraception was "of no value" (Reed,

1984:245)--highly dangerous in terms of carcinogenesis and unreliably

effective to boot.

Radiation sterilization offered a promising line of investigation to

predominantly medical reproductive researchers, suitable both on scientific

research grounds and as fundable work through the medical birth control

movement. Medical researchers thus found scientific contraception

appropriate to them, regardless of the ultimate demise of this method.

d. Promoting Immunologic Intervention: Spermatoxins

It is very desirable to find a more fundamental, biological method of
contraception, less complicated and less mechanical than methods
now available, less dependent upon the technique of the users, and
affording a longer range protection against pregnancy.

In the search for biological contraception as opposed to local chemical

or mechanical means, reproductive researchers viewed immunology as a

logical research path and sought means of immunizing women against

pregnancy. The means of effecting immunity was subcutaneous injection

of the female with a serum or spermatoxin derived from fresh sperm of the

same or different species.”

Biologists found sperm research problems of classic physiological and

morphological interest. At this time as well, animal agricultural scientists

627. RAC RF RG1.1 S200A. B99 F1207.

628. Raymond Squier, memo on spermatoxins, 20 jan 1936. RAC RF RG1.1
S200A B99 F1199.

629. Mention was made of the possibilities of contraceptive autoimmunity
in the male, but as in the lay and medical birth control movements,
focus was much more fully on female means of contraception at that
time (Sanger and Stone, 1931:1 12-113).
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were quite interested in sperm studies especially in relation to the

development of artificial insemination techniques, highly desirable for

improved animal breeding (Herman, 1981). Both basic and clinical medical

researchers found spermatoxin research problems attractive especially in

relation to "classic" problems in immunology*

Initial work, done in Germany at the turn of the century, continued

in Germany (e.g. Ardelt, 1931) and in the U.S. by W.F. Guyer of the

Department of Zoology at Wisconsin working with rabbits and guinea pigs

(Cooper, 1928:115). The NCMH funded Guyer's endeavor,” and he was

soon joined by others such as Dr. J.L. McCartney (Cooper, 1928:268). That

is, initial biologist investigators were quickly followed by clinical medical

researchers. American biological researchers included Guyer, S. Mudd, and

W.T. Pommerenke; physician researchers included McCartney, S.J. Fogelson,

M.J. Baskin, W. Henle, J. Jarcho, and N. Hyde; reproductive researchers such

as Leon Cole of Wisconsin, Ralph Kurzrok of Columbia and Carl Hartman

of Carnegie/Hopkins were involved in discussions.”
As with some other methods of contraception, Russian researchers

were pioneers due to the legitimacy of birth control and contraceptive

research there: "To them it is a problem of scientific interest, worthy of

the same amount of study as any other problem of scientific research, such

as control of tuberculosis or cancer.” By the mid-1920s, research on

humans had begun: "...the Russians feel that the use of spermatoxins has

630. Borell (Personal communication, 1985) comments that most problems
are likely selected in relation to classical sets of problems which
characterize all sciences.

631. Summary of "Cooperative Laboratory Researches," NCMH. Sub
Committee on Research, Robert T. Frank, M.D. Chairman. 23 nov 1928.
RAC BSH SIII-2 B7 F1 73.

632. For a summary of efforts, see Baskin's report in Sanger (1934:94-112)
and Henle (1937).

633. See report of Dr. Anna Daniels in Sanger and Stone (1931:109).
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come out of the stage of pure theoretical research and has entered into the

field of practical experimentation.” Russians were faster in moving from

pure to applied contraceptive research and American birth controllers were

most interested.*

Debate focused internationally on whether same species sperm were

requisite or not; animal sperm would be more available and hence more

desirable for serum preparation. Stewart Mudd, microbiologist of the

Phipps Institute at the University of Pennsylvania and active birth

controller, in research with Emily Mudd, a sociologist on the Medical School

faculty, found in 1929 that in mammals there was both species and tissue

specificity (Reed, 1984:127, 231; Sanger and Stone, 1931:111). There was

also debate about how and where in the reproductive system spermatoxins

operated and possible "side-effects" (Sanger and Stone, 1931:1 14-5; Henle,

1937).

Two aspects of spermatoxin contraception were especially attractive--

its simplicity and its cost (Daniels in Sanger and Stone, 1931:ll 1, emphasis

added):

Think of how wonderful it would be if one could immunize a
patient by simple hypodermic injection once every six months, just
as we today immunize children against dyptheria. It will indeed be
a new and wonderful era in the practice of preventive gynecology.

Dr. McCartney commented (Sanger, 1934:111):

Devices are all very nice for those who can afford them. The poor
people with whom we are really concerned in this [Depression]
recovery program cannot afford them...it is quite necessary to be
concerned with something that can be applied very much more
cheaply. Spermatoxins...are one of the methods...

634. Dr. Abraham Stone provides an account of Russian researches in
Sanger (1934:105-8).

635. Marie Kopp, a clinical/epidemiological birth control researcher (Kopp,
1933), went to the USSR in 1932 to gather information on birth control
methods and reported back to American colleagues. RAC BSH SIII-2
B8 F183.
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Whether they would have actually been cheaper is debatable; they certainly

would have been more easily medically-controlled.

In the late 1930s, the NCMH again supported spermatoxin research

through grants from Squibb and Sons; the researchers' conclusions were the

(temporary) death knell of spermatoxin research (Eastman, Guttmacher and

Stewart, 1939:151):

When one compares...the fertility of the injected animals with the
controls, it appears that paraenteral injection of live sperm reduces
slightly the fertility of the recipients, but the reduction is neither of
significant degree nor of practical importance.

While contraceptive application seemed futile, spermatoxin research

had instigated considerable sperm research in humans. One product at the

time was a much greater understanding of male infertility and sterility,

issues of concern to the NCMH and other birth control organizations as

they shifted from woman-controlled birth control to "family planning"

approaches (e.g. Reynolds and Macomber, 1924; Weisman, 1941).

Spermatoxin research had proven to be of considerable interest to

biomedical researchers regardless of its association with birth control.

Again, the appeal of research on scientific means of contraception to

reproductive researchers had been demonstrated to birth controllers.”

Spermatoxin research was also at the intersection of biological,

medical and agricultural work, allowing considerable cross-fertilization as

well, a process very important to the development of the reproductive

research enterprise as a whole. In medicine, spermatoxin research was a

classic sociological example of the use of basic research to help protect the

636. Since c.1967, there has been a renaissance of interest in what is now
called "immunoreproduction," with considerable focus on finding a
male means of spermatoxic contraception. This research initiative was
led by Bulgarian scientists, echoing the Russian initiatives half a
century earlier (e.g. Edwards, 1969; Edwards and Johnson, 1976; Metz,
1979).
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emerging medical monopoly over reproduction.” The medical evaluation
of the scientific research was strongly linked to the welfare of that
monopoly.

D. TOWARD A QUID PRO QUO BETWEEN REPRODUCTIVE
RESEARCHERS AND BIRTH CONTROL ADVOCATES:

*Population" Problems and Funding

Through the relations and negotiations between birth controllers and

reproductive researchers clº20-1940, a congruence of interests was arrived
at which adequately "fit" the needs of the arena participants. The quid pro
quo achieved was based on compromises and tradeoffs. Reproductive
researchers had demonstrated that they would do "basic" research on

problems related to "scientific" means of contraception and publishable in
their "basic science" journals. In some such instances, they would also
accept fiscal support from the birth control movements. In turn, birth

controllers had learned to cease demanding reproductive scientists'

involvement in research on simple chemical and mechanical means of

contraception (such as spermicides) and found other avenues through which
such research could be pursued (such as academic chemistry and the

pharmaceutical industry). It is this quid pro quo that has bºº" the

fundamental basis for subsequent relations.

But this "fit" and quid pro quo could only have been achieved given
the shifts in the birth control movements clois-1940 from emphasis on

individual choice to social control, from quality of individuals to quantities

of populations, and from user control to professional control over the means
of contraception. It was these shifts which led birth controllers to seek the
"scientific" means of contraception which rely for effectiveness more on

637. See Chapter 2 for discussions of the monopoly.
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biological and medical research and expert control than on users'
motivations.

It has been my argument here that in the development of this quid
pro quo, reproductive researchers' struggle for professional legitimacy,
autonomy and authority for their enterprise was central. That is, the

driving force behind the development of "scientific" means of contraception
was and remains reproductive researchers' professional autonomy as "basic"

researchers. As Borell put it,” reproductive researchers continued to do

their "pure" or "basic" research, but they also provided a social product--the
technology of scientific biomedical contraception. Final development of

means of contraception using that technology was to be left to the
pharmaceutical industry and clinical practitioners.

The contraceptive pill, based on decades of reproductive
endocrinological and physiological research, and developed in marginal
and/or commercial institutions is the strongest demonstration of this
process. Academic reproductive researchers did the bulk of the "basic"
work, leaving it to lapsed scholars in quasi-industrial settings to push and

polish it into a final product. The fiscal ante provided by the birth control

and population control movements in the 1930s-1950s (then lacking

government support) was still too low (Greep, et al. 1976) for deeper

involvement of reproductive researchers to be worthwhile. Other resources

also existed for "basic" reproductive research.

Moreover, birth control and contraceptive research still bore the
stigma of illegitimacy. The coalescence of the various birth control

movements into a fully legitimate, middle class and professional
international population control establishment c1940-1965 was the

638. Personal communication, May, 1985.
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solution.” As Reed notes (1984:373), none of the three major concerns of

early birth controllers --autonomy for women, better sexual adjustment
within marriage, or differential fertility between classes-- commanded
enough allegiance from Americans to make the spread of contraceptive
practice a goal of government until the 1960s.

Then the publicity achieved by the population establishment claiming
a "population explosion" in the Third World was sufficient. "Social order

everywhere suddenly seemed threatened by human fertility" (Reed,

1984:373). Reproductive scientists agreed with these arguments (Djerassi,
1981; E.G. Pincus, 1965). During these years and after, reproductive

researchers were drawn ever more deeply into publicly funded research that

addressed "population problems"--basic research yielding clear and high
contraceptive payoffs. But their involvement was very much on the terms
of the quid pro quo negotiated with birth controllers before World War
II.640

E. CONCLUSIONS TO PART III: STRATEGIES FOR BUILDING

A LEGITIMATE AND AUTONOMOUS REPRODUCTIVE
RESEARCH ENTERPRISE

An enterprise must have organized markets--clients--to sustain

existence. Scientific researchers must satisfy a variety of audiences,
sponsors and consumers of their work to maintain and enhance their

enterprise as a going concern. Reproductive researchers confronted a wide
variety of applied, clinical and funding audiences. At these moments of

- - - -
lic639. The National Academy of Sciences Committee on Science and Pub

-Policy selected population problems as its focus in 1961 (NAS, 1979b.v.).
640. For examples, see Atkinson (1979), Greep and associates (1976, 1977)and Clark (1982).
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interface, researchers (whether in biology or medicine) asserted the

transposability of their findings and made arguments for basic research.

The offerings they made were of retrospective and prospective proofs of

the scientific pudding--the clinical and applied by-products of basic

research--and promises of future enlightenment. The arguments for basic

research and transpositions made by reproductive researchers enhanced the

legitimacy, autonomy and social and scientific authority of the enterprise.

They were highly effective market and sponsor management strategies.

The sociological significance and contribution offered in these

chapters is toward developing means of analysis at the organizational or

(less-bounded) enterprise level to better grasp the social nature of the

establishment, maintenance and enhancement of "going concerns" (Hughes,

1970). The fundamental social process is negotiation (Strauss, 1979) largely

composed of varieties of articulation work with emphasis on processes of

education, persuasion, exchange, manipulation and coercion (Strauss, in

progress). Scientific "going concerns" are especially in need of individual

case and comparative analyses which demonstrate and analyze their

embeddedness in specific market and resource networks.
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PART FOUR--CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER 12

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE

A. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:*

Not a single English-language book was published on reproductive

science until Marshall's PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION appeared in

Britain in 1910. Yet by 1940, reproductive research had both emerged and

coalesced as an established line of scientific work in biology, medicine and

agriculture in the United States and elsewhere.

This dissertation is an historical sociological analysis of the events

which composed the emergence and coalescence of the reproductive research

enterprise in the United States clº 10-1940. I have examined reproductive

research as a scientific social world and my goal has been to provide a

sociological portrait which captures its fundamental aspects.

1. Theoretical Approach and Methods:

The analytic perspective is based on the concept of social worlds as

applied to science. Focus is on the sociology of work, organizations and

professions with emphasis on the tasks and activities of the work itself

rather than incumbents of positions. Concern is with the level of work

organization in relation to lines of social action. This dissertation is thus

an effort not in the history of scientific problems and ideas but rather an

historical sociology of a line of scientific work and its organization.

641. I do not provide citations in this summary except for quotations. The
sections of this summary reflect the chapter organization. See chapters
for full citations.
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The social worlds of technical scientific work are, like other worlds,

historically embedded and specific. The work is done at a particular time,

in a particular place, in relation to particular other approaches, disciplines

and professions, and in larger societies. All of these contextual factors

shaped and impinged upon reproductive research.

The qualitative research method utilized was grounded theory as

developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967; Glaser, 1978; Strauss, 1985b), which

is especially amenable to historical sociological research. Data sources

included the small secondary literature on the history and sociology of

reproductive science in the United States and Great Britain; "insider"

histories (accounts of events and discoveries), biographies and

autobiographies written by reproductive researchers and considered primary

data; published journal reports and monographs; and archival research on

the major external funding sources of reproductive science and on three

major reproductive research centers active prior to World War II.

Background materials were found in the historical and sociological

literatures on biology (including genetics, embryology, and reproduction),

medicine (especially gynecology and obstetrics), agriculture (especially

animal science), and the history and sociology of science in the United

States. Interviews were also conducted with several reproductive scientists.

Historical scope has been limited to c1900-1940 with emphasis on

1910-1940 as these years mark the boundaries of the emergence and

coalescence of reproductive science in the United States. In terms of

definitional scope, the term reproduction refers to sexual reproduction of

predominantly mammalian species. The scope of research analyzed was

limited to basic research undertaken by workers in biology, medicine and

agriculture on aspects of mammalian reproduction. Clinical and applied

researches were specifically excluded.
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The term enterprise is used to capture and emphasize several

particular aspects of the reproductive research endeavor: that reproductive

research is commodity in a marketplace with producers, audiences, sponsors

and consumers; that the reproductive research endeavor, during the era

examined, became a "going concern;" and that the status of "going concern"

is achieved through collective commitments, actions and activities of

participants.

Reproductive research is analyzed as an intersection of efforts in

biological, medical and agricultural sciences. Intersections arise when two

or more lines of work come together--when a single activity or cluster of

closely related activities simultaneously comes to be part of two or more

lines of work. The intersection consisted of a system of negotiating
contexts in which resources flowed among the three social worlds.

2. Professional, Scientific and Institutional Contexts:

The turn of the century era, when modern reproductive research

emerged, was one of fundamental changes in the professions, academia and

the life sciences. The basic social processes characteristic of both the

changing contexts and the actual approaches used in the life sciences

during this period were those of industrialization -- rationalization,

professionalization and specialization in terms of market value and

effectiveness. The professions were consolidated as market-based

occupations. Universities were transformed into knowledge production

industries or corporations. The sciences were professionalized and

industrialized. Science qua institution became more akin to an industry
with specialized markets. The approaches scientists brought to bear on

their work were also rationalized.

At the turn of the century, professional biology was an emergent

discipline well on its way to becoming a new fundamental unit of
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American academia. Mechanisms by which prospective biological

disciplinarians succeeded included articulation of biology as a central

intellectual focus around which many related fields could be arrayed. This

structurally permitted emergent lines of work--new subfields and

specialties--to be included within and fall under the aegis of biology. After

the turn of the century, genetics was the first new specialty, followed

shortly by reproductive research. The development of a broad institutional

base in academia was the means for both diffusion of the ideas of the new

biology and support of those doing biological work.

Two intimately linked processes characterized professional medicine

at the turn of the century: the establishment of medical monopoly over

health care through professionalization and specialization and a shift to

scientific medicine. In relation to reproductive research, there were

extensive medical efforts to gain jurisdictional monopoly over the

reproductive realm. The shift to scientific medicine in gynecology and

obstetrics was from surgical anatomy to reproductive physiology. The

development of a functional understanding of reproductive systems

increased the diagnostic and therapeutic potential of this expanding

specialty.

Processes of industrialization, professionalization and the creation of

monopolies characteristic of turn of the century biology and medicine also

affected agriculture. Farming was transformed from a subsistence to a

commercial enterprise in the United States, firmly focused on increasing

production. The success of agricultural researchers and their large-scale

farmer constituencies at garnering federal support for their research

represents an early example of the socialization of the costs of research to

improve production.

As a specialty, animal agricultural science was organized by type of

animal (swine, poultry, sheep, dairying and beef cattle), and researchers
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specialized in one animal. Intellectually, the professional focus of animal

agriculture was on improved animal production. Gradually, during the

1910-1940 era, but mostly after 1925, this began to include reproductive

research and its applications to livestock breeding.

Industrialization processes also affected approaches taken to scientific

work. At the turn of the century, there were several broad shifts of
emphasis. First, natural historical (field study and classification) and

morphological (comparative anatomical) approaches and methods were

altered to include and ultimately focus upon physiological problem

structures and experimental methods. Second, physiology rapidly expanded

to include biochemical processes. Both shifts were related to the

industrialization of scientific research through the model of problem

decomposition and particulate analysis characteristic of reductionist

research strategies. Both shifts were vital to the construction of an

ambitious reproductive research enterprise over the next decades.

The major institutional context of reproductive research was the

university which became the primary locus of basic research. The key

factor in the industrialization of basic science research as university-based

was the development of laboratories--the requisite infrastructure for the

production of modern scientific research. Organizationally, laboratories

provide centralized, organized and rationalized access to research

instruments and materials necessary to and cost-effective for the production

of scientific knowledge. Research as an endeavor was increasingly

organized on the basis of market-oriented rationalization. Sources of

research support shifted dramatically from individual/private means to

collective/public means that were more closely tied to specific extra

scientific goals.

!
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3. Preconditions of the Emergence:

One of the striking features of reproductive physiology as a line of

scientific work is the lateness of its development in modern form compared

to the physiology of other major organ systems. The most common

explanatory theme is the illegitimacy of the topic of reproduction. Because

of its association with sexuality, reproduction was not a proper subject to

pursue in polite society --either socially or scientifically-- and scientists

therefore did not often pursue it.

Countervailing social and scientific forces were requisite for

reproductive research to be worth the risks involved for researchers and

their institutions. And altered social and scientific conditions did make

reproductive problems ripe for research.

Social forces included birth control, eugenics and neo-malthusian

movements which aided reproductive researchers initially by placing

reproductive topics at the center of public discussion--bringing them "out of

the closet" through the development of a public forum on human

reproductive issues between c1900-1920. Their goal was enhanced control

over human reproduction. The stature of many such advocates--elite groups

of scientists, physicians, and educated middle classes in other professions--

also served to legitimate reproductive topics, including reproductive science.

Gradually over the next decades these separate social movements

merged under a population research and control banner, accompanied by

the development of an academic population research establishment with an

ambitious institutional infrastructure. Subsequently these birth

control/population control worlds became powerful and well-funded

consumer markets or constituencies for the products of reproductive

■research in biology, medicine and agriculture.

§
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Economic conditions, especially in agriculture, were also becoming

supportive of research that would lead to improved food production for

growing urban populations. The first decades of this century saw the

beginnings of industrialized approaches to animal agricultural production,

requiring enhanced control over animal reproduction.

Both the birth control/population control movements and the animal

production industries were, then, at the forefront of articulation of goals of

control over reproduction throughout the "Chain of Being." The laws of

nature were to be replaced by the scientific ingenuity of humans as the

means and mechanisms of industrialization passed from the factory to

agricultural and social life. The fundamental feature of this

transformation was the shift of control over the means of reproduction

from nature to man [sic]. In the face of "progress," the illegitimacy of

reproduction as a social topic was thereby challenged, though far from

overcome. The means of control over reproduction were to be provided by

reproductive science.

Scientific conditions also altered in directions helpful to reproductive

research. In addition to the broad development of the "new biology" with

its physiological and biochemical approaches, there were two distinctive

developments in the natural sciences which promoted the emergence of

reproductive research as a distinctive line of scientific work. First was the

discovery of hormones as "chemical messengers" regulating bodily processes.

This led to the development of endocrinology as a line of scientific work.

The hormone theory challenged assumptions of neurological control of

bodily functions. It also made fairly immediate explanatory sense to

European investigators of reproductive phenomena.

Second, at the turn of the century, Darwinism had focused scientists’

attention directly on heredity, a considerably more legitimate set of

scientific problems than those posed by reproduction. The heredity enigma

s
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included a nexus of undifferentiated problems of the nature and

mechanisms of heredity, evolution, sex determination, fertilization and

development. Between 1900-1910, researchers decomposed this complexly

interwoven nexus of scientific problems into separate and distinctive

problem structures. This led to what I have called the trilateral

segmentation of subdisciplines within the biological sciences and the

emergence of newly-bounded lines of work in genetics, developmental

embryology and reproductive physiology.

The lateness of reproductive research was also due to the earlier

weakness of organized markets for that research. Reproductive medicine

had been focused on if not obsessed by gynecological and obstetric surgery

and was quite successful with it. Obstetricians and gynecologists had to be

convinced of the usefulness of reproductive research by emerging medical

scientists focused on reproduction. At the same time, biological and

agricultural scientists and their constituencies were focused on, if not

preoccupied by, problems of heredity and evolution due to the power of

Darwinism and the pressures of animal breeders. Reproductive problems

were subordinate. Not until the problem of heredity was substantially

resolved could other lines of work become interesting or pressing.

The turn of the century era was characterized by scientific

specialization (e.g. Geison, 1981; Reingold, 1979; Rosenberg, 1979). Frontier

territories were invaded by armies of brand new scientists bent on staking

claims and establishing jurisdiction over new problem areas. In each of the

three professional fields in which reproductive research developed

c1910-1940-biology, medicine and agriculture--the reproductive system had

been relatively unexplored (especially as compared to other organ systems)

and was therefore a new territory, a frontier for research. This open

territory factor offered such advantages that it too acted as a

countervailing force against the social and scientific illegitimacy of

s
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reproductive research. While it did not resolve the problem of illegitimacy,

a fresh and fertile field offered adequate rewards to compensate for the

struggles researchers had to mount in terms of the propriety of their work.

4. The Emergence of Reproductive Research in the U.S.:

The primary characteristic of reproductive research at the turn of the

century was its emergent status as a recognized area of scientific work.

Problems of reproduction had been addressed by researchers for hundreds

of years. But at the beginning of this century, reproductive problems began

to cohere, to become recognizable among scientists as a field of study, a

related set of scientific problems pertinent to workers in three major areas:

biology, medicine and agriculture.

The strongest contributions this century were made first in Great

Britain and later in the United States. British reproductive researchers

collectively offered a vision of a new scientific endeavor, explicitly

inviting scientists from biology, medicine and agriculture to share this

conception and join in the work. They also alerted practitioners in

medicine and agriculture to the marketable promise of the scientific study

of reproduction.

During the years after c1910, reproductive research in the United

States began to expand in biology and medicine. Agricultural efforts lagged

a few years behind. Marshall's (1910) statement of scope for the physiology

of reproduction served for the United States as well as Britain until Frank

R. Lillie presented "A Classification of Subjects in the Biology of Sex" to

the National Research Council's Committee for Research in Problems of Sex

in 1922 (Aberle and Corner, 1953), when it became that Committee's

agenda for research support.

The organization of the problem structure of reproductive research
across the three professions which addressed it varied. Problems in the life
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sciences can be conceived analytically, by organism, by organ system, by

location (e.g. biogeography), by environment (e.g. ecology) and so on.

Biologists tended to focus on analytic problems (sex determination, sex

differentiation, fertilization); physicians focused on the organ system

(reproductive system); and agricultural scientists focused on the

reproductive system in particular domestic organisms.

These comparative foci reflected the different audiences, sponsors and

consumers of the research produced by each profession. Biologists’ focus on

analytic problems reflected their commitments to developing and moving

through "basic" scientific problem structures. Their basic unit of analysis

was the species. Physicians’ focus on organ systems reflected the

established division of labor in medicine and its patterns of specialization

by organ system both in research and in delivery of clinical services. Their

units of analysis were both individual humans and human populations.

Agricultural scientists’ focus was also based on the extant division of labor

in animal agriculture which was based on type of organism; their unit of

analysis was populations of those organisms.

At the turn of the century, research problems of mammalian

reproduction were, from a current stance, a hodged-podged collection of

unknowns. Reproductive endocrinology could barely be said to exist; even

a vocabulary for many reproductive phenomena remained to be developed.

But reproductive problems began to be addressed, predominantly through

physiological approaches. The major problems addressed during the

1910-1925 era were fertilization, sex differentiation, the estrus and

menstrual cycles in females, ovarian function, and the corpus luteum. Both

medical and agricultural researchers focused on the estrus cycle. There

were also some beginnings of reproductive endocrinology as well, including

the discovery of estrogens.
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In Britain, initiatives toward reproductive research came largely from

researchers in medical and agricultural institutions, particularly prodded

along by developments in both reproductive and non-reproductive

endocrinology (Borell, 1985). In sharp contrast, initiatives in the United

States came from embryological workers in all three fields of biology,

medicine and agriculture.

For example, two key researches of this era were embryologically

based: investigations of the vaginal smear and of the freemartin.” Charles

Stockard and George N. Papanicolaou sought to improve one of their

controls for an embryology investigation by controlling the stage of estrus

at mating. They therefore studied cells in the guinea-pig vagina

throughout the estrus cycle to determine whether the stages of estrus could

be indicated by the changing composition of those cells over the cycle. The

answer was a clear yes. But the social and scientific meanings of this for

reproductive research reached far beyond their study:

The stages of the estrus cycle could be determined;
by examining smears of easily accessible cells
under the microscope;
without surgery and/or risking or sacrificing
the animal;
on a routine basis;
moreover, such cells could serve as indicators
of any changes from normal phasing:
due to removal of hypothesized hormone-producing
organs;
and/or transplantation of hormone-producing organs
and/or injection of hypothesized hormone extracts
into the animal;
and the indicator was not expensive to obtain;
nor were the animals.

:
7.

;

642. A freemartin, we now know, is a sterile female co-twin to a male, from
a separate egg, but whose placentas have merged in utero allowing
crossing of blood systems.
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Researchers could infer what was happening in the internal reproductive

organs without surgery, an extraordinarily powerful discovery. This

embryologically-driven vaginal smear work, then, because of its value as an

indicator, led many researchers in different fields to a flurry of parallel

and eminently "doable" studies of the estrus and menstrual cycle in other

animals. George Papanicolaou later refined the smear as a clinical

indicator in women of cervical and uterine abnormalities and cancer--the

Pap smear.

The second key initially-embryological investigation was of the

freemartin. Here, hormonal influences on sex differentiation in utero were

clearly demonstrated--the blood systems of the twins crossed and blood

borne chemicals (hormones) sterilized the female co-twin. Thus the

production of sex, a classic turn of the century biological problem, was not

only a genetic but also a physiological process, specifically endocrinological

in nature. This research served as the major introduction of American

investigators to problems of the nature, origin, and action of sex hormones.

Many of the embryologists who inadvertently and serendipitously

ended up having done reproductive researches then continued along this

new scientific path. Why? There were three reasons. First, as Ross

Harrison (1937), a leading embryologist testified, there was a slump in

developmental embryology c1910-1925. This line of scientific work, which

had been highly promising and productive at the turn of the century, had a

downswing in its development. Second, the illegitimacy of reproductive

research was being socially and scientifically challenged. Third, the

frontier nature of the reproductive research territory offered a fertile and

productive alternative. Research payoffs were immediate and high and,

after 1920, external funding became available. Fourth, scientifically

interesting developments in reproductive research were along increasingly
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attractive biochemical endocrinological paths. Both genetics and

reproductive science profited greatly from embryology's loss at this time.

By 1925, then, reproductive research was fully initiated as a modern

line of scientific work in biology, medicine and agriculture. But it

remained a relatively minor endeavor with only a handful of researchers,

despite its broad applicability. The "cutting edge" in reproductive research

at this time was focused on sex hormones--shifting from classic

physiological work to a biochemical endocrinological focus of effort. In

the next fifteen years, the scientific world of reproductive research would

coalesce around this new focus and become a full-fledged scientific

enterprise.

5. Coalescence of the Enterprise:

While the period 1910-1925 was one of articulation of a field of

reproductive science and the beginnings of research investment in that

field, the period 1925-1940 was one of deepening investments and the

consolidation of an enterprise. It was during this period that U.S.

supremacy in reproductive science began, though researchers from many

other nations continued such work.

Reproductive endocrinology became the "model work" and core

activity of the reproductive research enterprise. Guy Marrian (Parkes,

1966b:xx) called the years c1926-1940 the "heroic age of reproductive

endocrinology," while Alan Parkes (1962a:72) termed it the "endocrinological

gold rush." They did so because during this period, the chief naturally

occurring estrogens, androgens and progesterone were isolated and

characterized, and the anterior pituitary, placental and endometrial

gonadotropins were also discovered.

But endocrinology did not become the core activity of reproductive

researchers cl925-1940 solely because these major hormones were implicated
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in reproductive phenomena and there■ ore pursued and discovered. This

was also a social phenomenon and deserves a sociological explanation.
Placing endocrinology at the center of the reproductive research enterprise

involved a series of choices and commitments by researchers from many

countries. Developments could have been otherwise or emphases different.

It is my assertion that endocrinology as the centerpiece of

reproductive research provided the emerging enterprise with a series of

structural and strategic advantages for entrepreneurial development and

coalescence. These included:

O a core research activity that was widely socially and
professionally recognizable;

O a core research activity that was very distant from
sexuality and reproduction;

O scientific legitimacy and fashionableness via
association with one of the most promising emergent
new areas of research in the life sciences--general
endocrinology;

O a sophisticated biochemical instead of a merely
physiological thrust and strong working alliances
with biochemists;

O eminently "doable" research;

O a common denominator and common language across the
intersecting disciplines, fields and professions of
the enterprise--in biology, medicine and agriculture.

The endocrinological focus thus brought scientific legitimacy to the

enterprise vis-a-vis scientific audiences. The distance it created between

reproductive research and matters of sexuality, reproduction and birth

control enhanced social legitimacy. Biochemistry is "sexy" only to scientists.

A major landmark in the history of reproductive research in the

United States was the publication of SEX AND INTERNAL SECRETIONS

(Allen, 1934). Both the book and the research on which it was based were

sponsored by the National Research Council's Committee for Research on

Problems of Sex, funded by Rockefeller organizations. Its publication
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signaled the transfer of preeminence in reproductive research from

European centers to the United States.

Reproductive endocrinology was physiologically linked to general

endocrinology through the anterior pituitary gland which produces both

reproductive and non-reproductive hormones. Sociological links were

achieved through shared professional associations and publications,

especially with general endocrinologists. One if the historical conundrums

in this field is the fact that there was no professional organization in

medicine, biology, or agriculture, nor an interdisciplinary organization,

focused broadly and explicitly on reproductive phenomena until 1967.

This, I argue, was largely due to the continuous problem of the illegitimacy

of reproductive science. It remained advantageous for reproductive

researchers to associate and publish their work with general

endocrinological and other professional societies. Not until population

issues and scientific contraception were matters of public policy and

federal support did broadly reproduction-focused scientific organizations

come into being.

What then did reproductive research do for biology, medicine and

agriculture? Reproductive research provided multiple benefits to each

profession, establishing each as an appropriate academic science and

providing each with offerings attractive to their audiences and markets.

Reproductive science provided biologists with a new line of research as

they sought to expand their discipline. It provided medicine with a wide

array of non-surgical diagnostics and therapeutics for functional

reproductive problems. It provided agriculture with revolutionary

reproductive technologies that drastically improved animal production.

Last but not least, it provided a fundable set of research problems for

scientists in all three professions.
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6. Issues in the Development of Reproductive Research:

In the course of the thirty years of development of reproductive

science in the United States examined here, several issues were common to

both the emergence and coalescence eras. Some have also continued to

characterize the enterprise.

The illegitimacy of reproductive research is one such issue. Judicial

efforts to understand the social mechanisms of racial and sexual

discrimination in the United States have utilized a concept which captures

interactive processes--the notion of "chilling effects." Such "chilling effects"

are also experienced by natural and social science researchers in their

problem selection processes. Consequences of "inappropriate" selections may

be experienced throughout individual careers. "Chilling effects" can also

surround whole lines of work such as reproductive research.

The continuous illegitimacy of reproductive research had a variety of

negative consequences for development of the enterprise. These included

lack of scholarly recognition with awards and special lectureships and the

lack of a Nobel Prize award for any of the pioneering reproductive

research discoveries--even in reproductive endocrinology. But during the

1910-1940 era, the particular burden of illegitimacy for reproductive

researchers was the social construction of reproductive phenomena as

scientific problems, thereby adequately "respectable" as the focus of a

research enterprise.

One factor which helped to counter the problem of illegitimacy was

the structure of the reproductive research enterprise as an intersection of

efforts among biology, medicine and agriculture. A key sociological
question here is, "What made such an intimate intersection possible?" This

intersection was effective because each field was sufficiently established

with its own special audiences, sponsors and consumers bound to them by
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tradition and interest. They intersected to create a broader, stronger and

more legitimate endeavor while simultaneously retaining their particular

institutional and general professional independence and autonomy. For each

group during this period, the social structure of the intersection made the

others allies more often than competitors.

A significant outcome of the endocrinological focus of the coalescence

era was the drawing together of the intersection of biology, medicine and

agriculture around a shared problem structure. A core activity is necessary

for the development of an enterprise as a recognizable social world.

Reproductive endocrinology provided such a core activity, allowing the

reproductive research enterprise to cohere quite quickly as a cross

professional intersectional scientific enterprise. Major breakthroughs in

reproductive endocrinology were made in all three fields.

A third issue in the development of reproductive research concerned

the salience of morphology (anatomy) to the research. Due to the nature of

both the reproductive system and the approaches used to study it,

morphology was integral to reproductive research throughout the emergence

and coalescence eras. Histological and cytological morphology promoted

both reproductive physiology and endocrinology.

Reproductive research c1925-1940 essentially was reproductive

endocrinology, in spirit if not in fact. Yet a minority research tradition

also developed. Some researchers continued to pursue what came to be

called biological or physiological (as opposed to purely endocrinological)

problems. Gradually tensions developed between a broad biological

perspective on reproduction and a narrower biochemical perspective. In the

former, morphological and comparative work were consistently valued along
with endocrinological efforts; in the latter, only biochemical work was seen

as genuinely valuable. Tensions within the field of reproductive research

over the past fifty years have centered around these issues which deserve
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further research. An important aspect of needed research concerns the

division of labor among biology, medicine and agriculture by type of

research materials used and their relation to the "missions" of the

professions. I suspect that what was a "happy marriage" during the

1910-1940 period --a productive, exciting and peaceful intersection-- may

subsequently have become increasingly contentious over fundamental

differences and funding as the new frontier of reproductive research

became a settled field.

7. Funding the Reproductive Research Enterprise:

Both the stature and extent of the funding of reproductive research

during its emergence and coalescence were significant in enabling this line

of research work to establish itself as a "going concern," a recognized,

viable scientific enterprise. Reproductive scientists were quite successful in

obtaining external funding for their research prior to World War II, despite

illegitimacy problems. A variety of funding sources were available, most of

them highly prestigious and well within the mainstream of the biomedical

research community. Agricultural research was supported, as it had been

since the nineteenth century, by the United States Department of

Agriculture and the land-grant acts.

Major external fiscal support for reproductive research during the

1910-1940 era was provided by two committees of the National Research

Council: the NRC Committee for Research on Problems of Sex (1921-1962)

and the NRC Committee on Endocrine Research (1936-1950). These

committees were themselves funded by the Rockefeller, Macy and Markle

Foundations. The NRC Committee on Infectious Abortion (in cattle) also

funded some agriculturally-based research, and the NRC Grants-In-Aid

Program provided some support to individual researchers.
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The most elusive funding source and sponsor of reproductive research

is industry. A wide variety of industries contributed funds and materials

to university-based reproductive research efforts. The pharmaceutical

industry in the United States and Europe also directly sponsored some

reproductive research. Industry funding and contributions of materials was

generally done by direct arrangements with universities or reproductive

researchers themselves.

Private agencies also provided fiscal support. Notable here was the

National Committee on Maternal Health (1923-1967), an organization of

physicians seeking medical control over contraception which attempted to

recruit reproductive researchers into contraceptive research. The

foundations noted above and others also provided direct support of

reproductive research. The longest-lived example of direct foundation

funding of a center of reproductive research is the Carnegie Institution of

Washington's establishment of its Department of Embryology at Johns

Hopkins Medical School in 1913 which continues today.

External reproductive research expenditures in the U.S., 1922-1940 (in

1976 dollars) have been estimated at $1,295,900 (Greep et al., 1976:371).*

Actual external support figures are undeterminable, but likely nearly twice

this figure. After World War II, funding increased gradually until the

federal government wholeheartedly entered the population research scene in

the 1960s, after which funding skyrocketed.

643. Included here are expenditures made by the National Research
Council's Committee on Research in Problems of Sex and Committee on
Research in Endocrinology, and the private National Committee on
Maternal Health. The Carnegie Institution's Department is not
included, nor is U.S. Department of Agriculture funding.
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8. Strategies for Enterprise Building: Articulation Work

Sociologically, enterprise building is the struggle to establish a line (or

set of lines) of work as a recognized, institutionalized endeavor. As in all

enterprises, reproductive researchers' efforts comprised two basic kinds of

work: production work and articulation work. Both general types of work

are socially constructed in dynamic and on-going relation to one another.

Both types of work occur at all levels of scale of work organization

(Gerson, 1983a). In science this ranges roughly from the single experiment,

to projects (sets of related experiments), to programs (long-term problem

structures as sets of related projects), to lines of work (subdisciplines or

specialties), to social worlds (disciplines or professions).

Production work at all levels is closely related to the core work of the

social world or subworld. The actual reproductive research and its

distribution essentially constituted the enterprise's production work. The

tasks and activities, of course, vary from level to level.

Articulation work is more complex. It is fundamentally the

conceptualization of all of the tasks involved and specification of the

relations of specific actors to concrete tasks in the division of labor in

order that everything actually gets done that needs doing. Articulation

work too occurs at all levels of scale of work organization. The tasks and

activities of articulation work also vary across the levels of scale of work

organization.

Reproductive researchers' articulation work strategies for their

enterprise vis-a-vis other worlds emphasized a politics of legitimation,

autonomy and social and scientific authority. Legitimacy involved

establishing reproductive research as a fully scientific enterprise, a new

subworld or specialty area of life science but fully within its mission and

purview--in biology, medicine and agriculture. Autonomy is relative

*
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control over setting the definitions, conditions, problem structure and

content of the work of reproductive research. Social and scientific

authority require recognition of the jurisdictional boundaries of the field

and researchers’ expertise within it.

The final chapters of this dissertation focused on the articulation

work done by reproductive researchers in building their line of work or

subdiscipline into a successful enterprise. They therefore focus on these

politics in relations between reproductive researchers and the audiences and

consumer markets of the reproductive research enterprise. These included

their disciplines (zoology, animal science, gynecology, anatomy and

physiology), their wider professions (biology, medicine and agriculture),

sponsors (generally foundations) and consumers (eugenists, birth control and

population control advocates).

The main goal of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis their disciplines

and professions was to put reproductive research "on the map" as a fully

scientific, appropriately experimental, and appropriately physiological (and

later biochemical) endeavor. Reigning paradigms and standards of

scientific research had to be applied in full, systematically and routinely,

in reproductive research to earn it stature as a fully scientific field of

endeavor.

The goals of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis external funding

sources were not only short-term research funding, but also the

establishment of long-term relationships, recognition as legitimate scientific

enterprise, and integration into the larger networks and infrastructures

supporting scientific research.

The goals of reproductive researchers vis-a-vis birth control advocates

were complex and diverse. First and foremost, reproductive researchers

sought a separate and distinct public identity from that of birth controllers.

They sought identities as scientists rather than moral reformers.
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Reproductive researchers also sought an exceedingly polite yet firmly

bounded distance from birth controllers and contraceptive research.

Prior to World War II, reproductive scientists used three major

enterprise-building strategies toward enhancement of the legitimacy,

autonomy and social and scientific authority of the reproductive research

endeavor. On the broadest, most fundamental level, they sought legitimacy

through a focus on reproductive endocrinological research, enhancing and

highlighting linkages between this work and the field of general

endocrinology. The other two strategies were 1) assertions of the

transposability of research findings from one species to another; and 2)

arguments for the primacy of basic research over all other types of research

on reproductive phenomena. Both are analyzed here as socially constructed

claims-making activities.

9. Strategic Assertions of Transposability of Research Results

Assertions of transposability of research results from animals to

humans were used despite extant scientific canons against such

generalizations across species. Three historical uses in reproductive

research were articulation work strategies for enhancing the legitimacy,

autonomy and authority of the enterprise vis-a-vis audiences, sponsors and

CODSummerS.

First, through transpositions, reproductive researcher made concrete

research offerings to obstetricians, gynecologists and animal agriculturalists.

Such offerings were demonstrations of the retrospective and prospective

clinical and applied value and usefulness of reproductive research.

Examples from the research literature from biologists and medical scientists

to gynecologists centered on the nature of the menstrual cycle and the

timing of fertility in relation to menstruation.

>
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Second, strategic assertions of the transposability of research results

were used with sponsors to gain funding for primate research colonies.

Here the ultimate value of primate research for ameliorating the human

condition was asserted to reflect the ultimate moral worth of reproductive

research. Support for expensive primate materials was a major focus of

medical scientists' and others' requests from external funding sources.

Third, assertions of transposability were justifications for

experimental research with animal materials rather than clinical research

with human materials as the fundamental approach to reproductive

research. Here researchers demonstrated their full adherence to the

reigning physiological and endocrinological paradigms in the life sciences

and to the emergent standards of basic research. Use of appropriate non

human materials was an important facet in developing basic reproductive

science and distinguishing it as a line of work distinctive from other

emergent lines of research around reproduction, including sexuality and

contraceptive researches.

10. Strategic Arguments for Basic Research in the
National Research Council's Committee for

Research on Problems of Sex

The second major audience management strategy to enhance the

legitimacy and autonomy of the reproductive research enterprise concerned

the nature of the research that fell within the parameters of the enterprise.

Potential clinical and applied uses of reproductive research were manifold.

Reproductive scientists were frequently and powerfully confronted with

demands from various audiences, including funding sources, that they
engage in work which they saw as either unscientific, beyond the scope of

their envisioned enterprise, or threatening to their autonomy over their
work.
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The main strategy developed to manage such audience demands was

the making of arguments for basic research. Researchers asserted that

"basic" research should have priority over clinical and applied efforts--that

it should be done first and foremost-- under biological, medical or

agricultural institutional auspices. A corollary was that from basic research

all the clinical and applied needs and desires of their various audiences,

sponsors and consumers would ultimately be met. Such arguments were

used to develop long-term institutional arrangements to benefit the larger

enterprise. Such activities may be particularly characteristic of the early

stages of the construction of a scientific enterprise.

Researchers involved in the National Research Council's Committee

for Research on Problems of Sex (NRC/CRPS) redirected the initial social

action mission of the NRC/CRPS as framed by its funding source, the

Rockefeller-sponsored Bureau of Social Hygiene. The initial mission was to

promote, coordinate and systematize research on sex problems toward a

better understanding of human sexuality with the use of methods employed

in physiology, psychology, anthropology, and related sciences. The mission

was successfully redirected to basic reproductive research with a major

emphasis on reproductive endocrinology. Further, this redirection was

recognized in 1931 by a shift of ultimate sponsor funding from a social

action agency (the Bureau of Social Hygiene) to a biomedical research

agency (the Rockefeller Foundation's Division of Natural Sciences).

Actors in this drama lined up as advocates of either the "human side"

of sex research or the "biological side." The fact that the CRPS was under

the auspices of the NRC lent strong support to "biological side" advocates.

The major effort of "human side" advocates--to create an independent

agency to handle both human and biological sides of sex research--failed

dismally.
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By 1940, alternative funding sources for basic reproductive research

had emerged and the glamour of reproductive endocrinology was fading.

Earlier "human side" proposals by some members of the Committee were

restated and the Rockefeller Foundation agreed to continue funding of the

Committee if its mission was again redirected, this time toward original

goals of improved understanding of human sexuality. Shortly after 1940,

the Committee became the primary funding source and scientific supporter

of Alfred Kinsey's research on human sexuality.

"Biological side" advocates succeeded in capturing the bulk of

NRC/CRPS funds between 1921-1940+, the vulnerable period of the

emergence and coalescence of the reproductive research enterprise. During

this period, a total of $1,087,322 was provided to the NRC/CRPS by the

Bureau of Social Hygiene and the Rockefeller Foundation (Aberle and

Corner, 1953:113). The NRC/CRPS also allowed some reproductive

researchers to forge direct relationships with the Rockefeller Foundation

which led to direct Foundation funding of several reproductive research

CenterS.

But the success of the strategy of arguing for basic research was not

limited to funding. In addition, the redirection of the mission of the

NRC/CRPS also gave the NRC/CRPS identity as a "basic" research agency,

distinguishing it c1921-1940 quite vividly from sexuality and contraceptive

research. This "basic" research stature was conferred by association upon

investigators sponsored by the Committee. The NRC/CRPS also gave

tremendous momentum to the reproductive research enterprise itself,

allowing the development of further commitments and entrenchment at the

various centers it supported. The enterprise was cloaked in a mantle of

unquestionable scientific legitimacy through its association with the

NRC/CRPS.
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Moreover, that basic reproductive researchers had their own agenda

and followed it with clear and sustaining NRC/CRPS support gave them

considerable autonomy vis-a-vis multiple audiences, sponsors and consumer

markets of their work. Such legitimacy and autonomy are in a sense

cumulative, adhering to an enterprise over time.

11. Strategic Arguments for Basic Research in

Negotiations with Birth Control Advocates

From the inception of the reproductive research enterprise, birth

control advocates were a major audience and a demanding potential

consumer market of reproductive science. During the 1920s and 1930s,

reproductive researchers successfully avoided the demands of this audience

for contraceptive research by strategically arguing instead for basic

reproductive research. From this basic research, they promised, applied

means of contraception would ultimately flow.

In the almost half century since 1940, "scientific" (mostly

endocrinological and intrauterine) contraceptive research has become the

heart of the population research enterprise, with reproductive researchers

contributing the "basic" research on which such means of contraception are

based. But it was prior to 1940 that the nature of "scientific contraceptive

research" was initially negotiated between reproductive researchers and the

many varieties of birth control advocates.

During this era basic reproductive researchers ultimately captured

definitional capacity over what would constitute "scientific contraceptive

research." That is, reproductive researchers agreed to play the

contraceptive research game but only on their own "basic" research terms.

To recruit scientists into the birth control/population research arena, birth
control had to be made scientific.
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Reproductive researchers used several strategies to achieve this. First,

they carefully distinguished reproductive research from contraceptive

research and refused to participate in studies of "simple" contraceptives

(such as spermicides, douches and diaphragms), making any reproductive

researchers who did so marginal within the profession. Second, they argued

with birth controllers for basic research as the source of contraception and

made token offerings from their "basic" research work. Third, they

redirected contraceptive research toward advanced 'scientif ic" methods

which would utilize basic reproductive research (hormonal contraception,

spermatoxins,”“IUDs and sterilization by radiation). Reproductive

researchers thereby protected and promoted the legitimacy, autonomy and

"basic" nature of their work, gained considerable funding, and ultimately

established a quid pro quo between reproductive research and birth control
worlds.

Importantly, the birth control arena was very much in flux during

this period. There were three major lines of social action: 1) the lay birth

control movements; 2) the medical birth control movement; and 3) academic

birth control movements: eugenics (initially focused on better people

through better breeding), neo-malthusianism (focused on over-population)

and population research/demography. By c.1940, all of these had essentially

merged into a synthesized movement under a population banner.

The quid pro quo between birth control advocates and reproductive

researchers could only have been achieved given shifts within the birth

control movements c 1915-1940 from individual choice to social control over

reproduction, from a focus on qualities of individuals to quantities of
-----------

644. Spermatoxins were a means of contraception sought for immunization
against pregnancy by female inoculation with male semen to produce
antibodies to sperm. They were sought along with hormonal
interventions as "biologic method■ s) of sterilization," an approach
involving considerable "basic" animal research.
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populations, and from user control to professional medical control over the

means of contraception. It was these shifts which led birth controllers

themselves to seek "scientific" means of contraception which rely on

biological and medical research for their effectiveness more than on users.

Through negotiations between birth controllers and reproductive

researchers clº20-1940, a congruence of interests was arrived at which

adequately "fit" the needs of participants in this reproductive policy arena.

The quid pro quo achieved was based on compromises and tradeoffs.

Reproductive researchers demonstrated that they would do "basic" research

on problems related to "scientific" means of contraception and publishable

in their "basic science" journals. In some such instances, they would also

accept fiscal support from the birth control movements. In turn, birth

controllers learned to cease demanding reproductive researchers'

involvement in research on "simple" means of contraception (such as

spermicides) and found other avenues through which that research could be

pursued (academic chemistry and the pharmaceutical industry).

In the development of this quid pro quo, reproductive researchers'

struggle for professional legitimacy, autonomy and social and scientific

authority for their enterprise was central. The driving force behind the

development of "scientific" means of contraception was and remains

reproductive researchers’ professional autonomy as "basic" researchers.

Reproductive researchers thus continued to do their "pure" or "basic"

research, but they also provided a social product--the technology necessary

for the development of scientific biomedical contraception. Final

development of means of contraception using that technology was left to

marginal researchers, the pharmaceutical industry and clinical practitioners.

However, the problem of the illegitimacy of birth control and

contraceptive research remained to be solved. The coalescence of the

various birth control movements into a fully legitimate international
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population control establishment c1940-1965 was the solution. None of the

three major concerns of early birth controllers--autonomy for women, better

sexual adjustment within marriage, or differential fertility between

classes--commanded enough allegiance from Americans to make the spread

of contraceptive practice a goal of government until the 1960s. Then the

publicity achieved by the population establishment for a "population

explosion" in the Third World was sufficient. And it was during and after

these years that reproductive researchers were drawn ever more deeply into

research that would address "population problems," basic research yielding

clear and high contraceptive payoffs. The quid pro quo achieved between
birth control advocates and reproductive researchers between 1920-1940 has

been the fundamental basis for their subsequent relations.

& Q & Q & Q & ©

The emergence and coalescence of reproductive research as a viable

and legitimate scientific enterprise was embedded within and dependent

upon both social and scientific forces and changes. At the heart of these

were industrialization processes which fundamentally sought enhanced

control over nature -- including social life. The reproductive research

enterprise was the means of gaining control over the means of reproduction.

In 1934, Warren Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation asked (Kohler,

1976:291):

Can man gain an intelligent control of his own power? Can we
develop so sound and extensive a genetics that we can hope to breed,
in the future, superior men? Can we obtain enough knowledge of
physiology and psychobiology of sex so that men can bring this
pervasive, highly important, and dangerous aspect of life under
rational control?

-

Extensive foundation support was provided to secure an affirmative
3. In SWer.
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The reproductive research enterprise has become, since 1940, a major

line of work in biology, medicine and agriculture. Basic research on

reproductive processes is the major beneficiary of the extensive federal

funding of "population" research--to the extent today of well over $60

million per year (Atkinson, 1979; Clark, 1982). The Tables on the following

page demonstrate the success of basic reproductive researchers in

establishing preeminence vis-a-vis other sciences concerned with

reproductive phenomena.
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This success, I have argued, was due to the many activities of the first

generations of reproductive scientists in the United States examined in this

dissertation. Clearly this success was based not only on the production

work of reproductive research, but also on the articulation work done by

entrepreneurial investigators building a new line of scientific research in a

society increasingly amenable to the entry of science into its most private

parts.

B. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE:

The major contributions of this dissertation to the sociology of science

lie in the following areas:

O as a study of the emergence of a new discipline;

O attention to its embeddedness in multiple contexts and
linkages with broad processes of industrialization and
market relations;

O concern with the social mechanisms of actor networks;

O development of classical Chicago school concerns with
sociology of work and social worlds applied to science;

O analysis of a line of work composed of an intersection
of three distinctive professional worlds;

O analysis of articulation work at the level of a
scientific enterprise or a line of scientific work;

O analysis of a scientific world at multiple levels of
its organization and activities; and

O several innovative substantive analyses.

Social scientists focused on the natural sciences have developed an

ambitious literature on the emergence of new disciplines.* A wide array

645. Included here are Chubin (1976); Farber (1982); Geison (1978, 1981,
1983); Gerson (1983b); Graham and associates (1983); Kohler (1982);
Law (1976a,b); Lemaine and associates (1976); Rosenberg (1979); Star
(1983a) and Volberg (1983a).

■

*
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of sociological issues is raised in this literature, which has tended to focus

either on internal cognitive dimensions or external institutional dimensions.

My contribution consists in not only attending to both but attempting to

reveal the intimacy of their relations.

Specifically, I paid extensive attention to the embeddedness of

reproductive science in multiple professional, scientific, institutional and

social contexts during both its emergence and coalescence eras. A clear

understanding of these contexts is necessary to grasp the linkages of the

emergence of a new line of scientific work in the twentieth century with

broad processes of industrialization and market relations. Reproductive

science provides an excellent substantive illustration of these processes.

In recent sociology of science, considerable concern has focused on the

social mechanisms of actor networks (e.g. Latour, 1984, in preparation; Law,

Callon and Rip, in press), including the enlistment and mobilization of

allies. Historian of science Farber (1982:132) emphasizes the emergent

quality of "definable coherence" requisite for establishing a discipline. My

analysis of the reproductive research enterprise as an intersection of efforts

among biological, medical and agricultural scientists contributes to an

understanding of actor networks in science in relation to the emergence Of

"definable coherence." The structural analysis of what made the

reproductive research intersection possible and harmonious during the era

examined illuminates these sociological problems.

Given my own theoretical commitments and tradition, I see my

development of classical Chicago school concerns with the sociology of

work and social worlds analyses applied to science as a major contribution

of this dissertation. The substantive analyses presented were at multiple

levels of scale of work organization--from the social and scientific

implications of single experiments to the organization of problem structures
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to disciplinary, professional and cross-professional levels of collective

action in building a "going concern" (Hughes, 1971).

My specific contribution to social worlds analyses is development of

the concept of intersection.* The cross-professional intersection I

examined sheds analytic light on structural aspects of joint endeavors and

the likely not uncommon nature of such relations as shaped by both

production and market consumption patterns. The institutional and

professional independence of participants in the intersection I examined

may, through comparative work, be determined to be characteristic of

harmonious intersections and/or characteristic of the frontier stages of

disciplinary or problem-area development.

There are several distinctive substantive innovations in this

dissertation. First is the analysis of the trilateral segmentation at the turn

of the century which gave rise to reproductive science as well as genetics

and developmental embryology. Social scientists who have examined this

era, including the emergence of new disciplines, had ignored the

development of reproductive research.

Second is the emergence of reproductive science in the United States

from embryological origins. In Britain, the other major center of

reproductive research during the early twentieth century, its origins lay in

medical and agricultural sciences (Borell, 1986). Given research on the
-

embryological origins of other lines of scientific work which emerged at

the turn of the century in the United States such as genetics (Gilbert, 1978),

this points to the need for further research on the centrality of embryology

to turn of the century biological work in this country. 2.

Third, while it has been widely accepted that reproductive science

centered on reproductive endocrinology after 1925, there had been no
----------- ■ º

646. See Chapter 1 for a technical definition.
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sociological analysis of this phenomenon. My work on reproductive
endocrinology as model research, linking reproductive science to the more
legitimate and socially and scientifically "hot" field of general
endocrinology offers a fresh approach. The broader analysis of the

importance to researchers of developing legitimacy for reproductive science

is a substantive contribution and has broader sociological implications for

processes of problem selection in both the social and natural sciences.

Last, social studies of science have often assumed that scientific work

somehow differs from other types of work. My analysis explicitly relates

the emergence of a cross-professional discipline to its potential and actual

audiences, sponsors and consumer markets both within and outside the

academy. It illuminates scientists' attempts to organize those markets to fit

their own varying professional goals. In sum, the analysis places scientific
work where it properly belongs in the twentieth century--in the
marketplace.
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APPENDIX A

METHODS AND DATA SOURCES

1. METHODOLOGY

The Grounded Theory Method

This method, also discussed in Chapter 1, was developed by Glaser
and Strauss (Glaser and Strauss, 1968; Glaser, 1978; Strauss, 1985b). One of
its major dictums is to "study the unstudied," which I did. Here I offer a
brief overview of the method; in the next section I discuss specifically how
I worked with grounded theory on this historical sociological project.

In the grounded theory method, the data are coded for major
variables, densified and ultimately integrated into an analysis of the
substantive area. Distinctively, analysis is on-going throughout the
research; periods in the field are followed by intensive analytic work.
Subsequent data gathering is then guided by earlier work, and by sampling
for highest ranges of variation of specific phenomena; negative cases are
sought for comparative purposes. More formal sociological theory may
subsequently be generated through comparative analysis across substantive
a■ CaS.

Grounded Theory and Historical Research

The grounded theory method for qualitative data analysis is highly
applicable in historical research (Clarke, 1985; Gerson, 1982, 1983b; Star,
1983a,b, 1984, 1985). The following roughly summarizes how I proceeded,
including an account of problematic aspects.

The materials collected in the bibliographic and archival searches
were copied where appropriate, abstracted, summarized, and indexed (at
times in computer files and at times by hand). Careful indexing and filing
were requisite for both the analytic and historical aspects, as data
abounded. In addition to usual identifying data, materials were also
indexed with respect to analytic and historical categories: variables,
properties, sites, events, tasks and routine activities. As explanatory
variables emerged from the work, materials were often re-read and re
indexed and referenced by these categories as well. This developed a dense
system of cross-referenced analytic codes and historical data. Data
collection and analysis proceeded in tandem throughout the course of the
study.

As materials were reviewed, a series of memos was written. These
were initially of three main types in this historical sociological study. The
first type focused on chronological accounts of particular events and
developments, and were essentially "who, what, where, when and how"
memos. New data sources focused on particular events or sites were added
as expansions to memos. Gaps and contradictions in information were
noted for further attention.

The second type of memo was analytic and methodological. These
identified and defined variables, specified points which required further
study, suggested relationships between variables, identified new variables,
and discussed methodological problems as they arose.

The third type of memo contained abstracts and data from my
archival research. Here, after considerable trial and error, I finally
composed memos on materials from specific archival papers, essentially one
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set at a time. While these memos were themselves organized both topically
and analytically, all the data were referenced to the original materials
allowing direct retrieval which, as it turned out, was often necessary.

All types of memos were reviewed regularly, and consolidated around
common points of interest. As the study progressed, memos became more
abstract, detailed and comprehensive. Analytic and historical memos were
sometimes integrated. My goal was to develop the theoretical work of the
study inductively around the chronological flow of events. As Anselm
Strauss would say, I wanted to "tell the story" of the emergence of the
reproductive research enterprise. Analytic and chronological points can be
traced back through a series of memos to the original data. A total of c150
memos were written. An index of memos with key words of contents was
also maintained on computer, allowing easy searches when writing.

Despite the best laid plans, however, I did not always follow them,
usually to my regret. Some archival materials collected remain
unabstracted; summaries done early in the research were often understood
to be inadequate later; promising paths dead ended, and so on. These
problems can basically be distilled into the dilemma of exquisite data
collection and analysis versus actual production of new knowledge. I
finally opted for the latter. Further research will be done using the
unanalyzed materials, including case studies of three centers of
reproductive research at Chicago, Carnegie/Hopkins and Davis.

In an historical sociological study, the challenge lies in presenting
both chronological events and analyses of them coherently. This can be
done through integrating the two aspects (e.g. Gerson, 1983b; Star, 1983a;
Volberg, 1983) or through highlighting analytic aspects in separate sections
from the historical (e.g. Latour, 1984). In my own work here and elsewhere
(Clarke, 1985a), I have used both strategies.

2. DATA SOURCES:

My data sources included archival materials, "insider" histories,
scientific literatures, interviews and secondary literatures:

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH:

Archival research was conducted at the following institutions:

1) The Regenstein Library: University of Chicago
2) The Chesney Archives: Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions
3) The Rockefeller Archives Center
4) Special Collections: University of California, Davis

1) The Regenstein Library: University of Chicago
Papers consulted at the Special Collections, Regenstein Library of the

University of Chicago are as follows (with abbreviations used in the text
noted):

PP1 UChia President's Papers I Collection: 1889-1925
PP2 UChia President's Papers II Collection: 1925-191945
COWP UChia Charles Otis Whitman Papers
FRLP

UChia Frank Ratray Lillie Papers
ZDP UChia Zoology Department Papers
BTM UChia Board of Trustees Minutes
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2) The Chesney Archives: Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions

Papers consulted at the Chesney Archives included (with
abbreviations used in the text):

HLP JHMI Hunterian Laboratory Papers
JHH JHMI Johns Hopkins Hospital

Department of Gynecology
Women's Clinic

LFB JHMI Lewellys F. Barker Papers
HAK JHMI Howard A. Kelly Papers
JWW JHMI J. Whitridge Williams Papers
TSC JHMI Thomas S. Cullen Papers
AM JHMI Adolph Meyer Papers
CIW DoE EC JHMI Carnegie Institution of Washington,

Department of Embryology at Hopkins
Papers on the Embryo Collection

CIW DoE JHMI Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Department of Embryology at Hopkins
Franklin P. Mall Papers
George Streeter Papers"

3) The Rockefeller Archives Center

Thanks to a research grant from the Rockefeller University, I had
access to the following papers:

Bureau of Social Hygiene Papers:
Birth Control
Committee for Research on Problems of Sex
Department of Venereal Disease at Johns Hopkins
Eugenics and Sterilization
Carl Hartman Correspondence
National Committee on Maternal Health
Population Organizations and Conferences
Marie Kopp Correspondence

Rockefeller Foundation Papers:
National Committee on Maternal Health
National Research Council Papers on the Committee

for Research on Problems of Sex
University of California, Sex Research
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Department of

Embryology at Johns Hopkins Medical School
University of Chicago, Biological Sciences
University of Iowa, Emil Witschi
University of Rochester, Sex Research
University of Wisconsin, Endocrinology
Columbia University, Sex Research
Columbia University, Embryology
University of Missouri, Lactation Studies

1. At the time of my research, the Chesney Archives had just obtained the
Mall and Streeter Papers. They were thus only partially catalogued when
I examined them. Textual references give the names of the
correspondents and/or other likely file names.
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University of Missouri, Zoology
Johns Hopkins University, Obstetrical Records
Harvard University, Endocrinology
Veterinary Survey, 1930-1939
Yale University, Endocrinology
Yale University, Experimental Embryology
Yale University, Anthropoid Research
Cornell University, Anatomy
National Research Council, Genetics Stocks

In the text, I refer to these papers by their archival source data, followed
by RAC, denoting Rockefeller Archives Center.

4) Special Collections: University of California, Davis

At Davis, my archival research was confined to the recently gathered
Papers of the Animal Sciences Department, which were as yet uncatalogued.
References to them therefore simply state the date and nature of the
document, followed by ASDP UCD, denoting the Special Collections at
Davis.

In addition, the Davis campus has actively participated in a Regional
Oral History Project, based at the Bancroft Library of the University of
California, Berkeley. I reviewed the following oral histories available in
Special Collections at Davis:

Albaugh, Reuben: "The College Cowboy." 1977.
Cole, Harold H.: "Adventurer in Animal Science." 1977.
Erdman, Henry E.: "Agricultural Economics: Teaching,

Research and Writing , University of California
Berkeley, 1922-1969." 1971.

Hutchinson, Claude B.: "The College of Agriculture,
University of California, 1922-1952," 1961.

Kleiber, Max: "An Old Professor Ruminates." 1976.
Mrak, Emil: "A Journey Through Three Epochs." 1974.
Storer, Tracy I.: "From Observation to Experimentation." 1975.

References to these materials in the text are by author.

"INSIDER" HISTORIES:

I routinely used a number of "insider" histories in my research. By
insider histories I mean accounts written by researchers themselves of
various events, usually key discoveries or eras in the field. There is a long
tradition, especially in biology and medicine, of researchers undertaking
such tasks. Problems of using such histories as data are discussed below.

The major insider histories used included Aberle and Corner (1953);
Allen (1970), Amoroso (1963), Asdell (1977), Corner (1951, 1958, 1963, 1965,
1981), Dale (1963), Dodds (1941), Fulton and Wilson (1966), Greep (1967),
Greep et.al. (1976, 1977), Hamblen (1939), Lisser (1967), Marian (1967),
Maisel (1965), McCance (1977), Medvei (1982), Parkes (1962a,b, 1963,
1966a,b), Short (1977), Young (1970), Zondek (1941), and Zuckerman (1970,
1978). In addition, many researchers began review articles with historical
overviews of research on given topics (e.g. Allen, 1932), which were also
used. All insider histories were considered as primary data.
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SCIENTIFIC LITERATURES:

I referred extensively to the publications of reproductive researchers
and other life scientists. These are cited by author.

INTERVIEWS:

A number of reproductive researchers and people associated with such
work were kind enough to grant me interviews. Respondents willing to be
cited for the record included: Andrew Nalbandov (University of Illinois),
Neena Schwartz (Northwestern University), Larry Ewing (Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions), George Stabenfelt (University of California, Davis),
Reuben Albaugh (University of California, Davis), Perry T. Cupps
(University of California, Davis), and Hubert Heitman (University of
California, Davis).

I used the interviews to explore ideas I had about the emergence of
reproductive research, to gain knowledge of the hands-on aspects of the
research, and to seek respondents' views on its historical development and
practice. Their assistance was invaluable.

SECONDARY LITERATURES:

There is no secondary literature on reproductive physiology after
c1910. Two historians have addressed general and reproductive
endocrinology after c1910, notably Borell (1976a,b,c, 1978; 1985; 1986) and
Hall (1974; 1976). Both of these authors emphasis is, however, on British
work. Borell's work, with its careful attention to the social and scientific
contexts of the development of reproductive research, has been especially
valuable to my own.

Medvei (1982) offers a far-ranging history of endocrinology with
special attention to reproductive research; he is himself an endocrinologist
rather than a historian. Studer and Chubin (1976) focused on reproductive
endocrinology on the American scene, primarily through citation analyses.
Theirs is the only other historical sociological effort in this area, and was
most helpful.

Thus secondary data and analyses of reproductive research were very
limited. Secondary resources were much more plentiful on the years before
1910 (e.g. Farley, 1982; Maienschein, 1984), and on the history of biological
research in which reproductive research was embedded. These literatures
are cited in the text.

3. ISSUES CONCERNING THE DATA:

Problems with "Insider" Histories as Data:

"Insider" histories were among the most valuable data available to me,
constituting as they did scientists' talk about their work, rather than
presentations of the work per se. It was, for example, through such
histories and similar documents that the seriousness of the problem of the
illegitimacy of reproductive science for researchers was brought home to
me. Illegitimacy certainly was not discussed in the actual research.

Yet, insider histories were also highly problematic on several counts.
First, given that such articles were written as "sidelines" to the "real" work
of reproductive researchers, there were often problems of inaccuracy or an
emphasis on the narrative rather than precision of dates and citations.

Second, insider histories also generally focus on key discoveries, with
goals of "setting the record straight" once and for all. They rarely take the

;

s
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perspective that whatever truth exists must be derived from the intersection
of multiple accounts of events and their circumstances. Strauss' (1982)
work on legitimation processes also sheds light here. He states (1982:178-9)
that certain activities are central to legitimating the work of a social
world--especially an emergent one--as ways and means of generating a
collective memory;

First there is the rewriting of SW [social world] and SSW [sub-social
world] history. Famous personages and also periods in the history of
the parent SW may be reassessed, some being demoted and others
being raised up or even discovered. The historians of a SW, if they
exist, play a major part in this process, but distributors...and
practitioners themselves in some SSWs find and evaluate their
predecessors. Some are found worthless, stale; others provide
stimulating ideas and even technology which can be built on. Some
of those eras and ancestors may be discovered outside the parent SW
itself, but they are genuine relatives: their ideas and work are more
"relevant"--not merely more useful or suggestive--than that of many
contemporaries. Physically dead or not, those ancestors are authentic
members of today's SSW. No matter that the ancestors might be
turning uncomfortably in their graves if they knew how their lives
and works were reinterpreted and selectively used: they make
contemporary contributions to the ongoing texture of their avowed
descendants legitimate activities. They are rewarded--and so are
their descendants--by plaques and speechmaking at their birthplaces,
awards named after them, and so on....Thus the SSW gets a
continuous perspective on its technological, organizational and
intersectional relationships.

Insider histories are thus constructions of a social world's history which in
part serve to legitimate it. They must therefore be handled as highly
political and politicized documents. That is, within all worlds there are
schisms and rifts--competing perspectives on that world, what it is, was and
should be. Insider histories intrinsically hold some perspective or other
within the world's internal politics.

Studer and Chubin (1976:5) capture this by calling the
researcher/writers of such histories "protagonists of the unfolding scientific
drama." They also (1976:6) raise a third problem which I too confronted:
certain events tend to be stressed and certain orientations seem to be
singled out by the historian which provide a particular view or model of
development of the field. This "reductionist" retrospective mode■ tends to
track only or mostly lines of work which ultimately contributed to the
overall "progress" of the field and its potential for broad scientific and
even social change.” Provine (1980:401) describes this as a "chronological
logical" approach which leaves much to be desired in terms of historical
accuracy. Dead ends, side tracks and borderline problems are not
represented in these streamlined accounts.

2. See, for example, Gieryn (1985b), Graham etal. (1983); Maienschein
(1985a) on problems of "insider" histories. See Klein (1963) for an
impressive critique of such problems by an insider. I am indebted to
Studer and Chubin for calling my attention to his work.

3. See Star (1983b) for further dimensions of simplification in scientific
work that appear as well in insider histories.

º
Y
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My sociological approach of structural interactionism served me well
in handling these inherent problems of insider histories as data. I was
concerned neither with particular discoveries or individual primacy of
discovery--the usual battlegrounds or areas of contention. My focus was
instead on the development of sustained problem structures within the
field--sets of problems attended to over time--and the approaches the
scientists brought to bear upon their work. Through direct investigation of
the research literatures, I was also able to address lines of work which were
ultimately not productive (especially in Chapter 11).

Coping with "model" histories was both more complex and difficult.
There is "truth" to the models! There was a fundamental shift from
reproductive physiological to endocrinological research c1925. The
discoveries of gonadotropic hormones produced by the anterior pituitary
gland did change the face of reproductive research. My approach was to
address these as sociological problems as well as products of scientific
work.” That is, I sought sociological explanations of the models provided
in the insider histories. Here, as in many other areas, I was drawn to the
contexts and conditions of the work as explanatory.

In the structural interactionist tradition, the analyst assumes
conflicted relations and consistently seeks ranges of variation and negative
cases. In terms of the historical "model" problem, this approach led me to
discover the development of a minority research tradition in reproductive
science that continued to emphasize broader biological and physiological
approaches rather than join the reproductive endocrinology bandwagon.”
Like the problem of illegitimacy, the minority tradition was not explicitly
discussed in research publications. Rather scientists' talk about their work
had to be researched and analyzed.

Problems of insider histories as data are not, then, insurmountable,
but they must be addressed directly and with considerable care.

Issues of Agricultural Science:

I have not fully developed an analysis of the contribution of
agricultural science in the United States to the reproductive enterprise in
this country. There are several reasons for this. First, there is a very
limited though excellent secondary literature on the history and sociology
of agricultural research in the U.S. in general” However, none of these
authors has focused on reproductive research--or even animal science, and I
found no such sources. Second, there are also few "insider" histories which
usually provide key entree into such worlds.”

Third, I have fundamental theoretic concerns about the identities of
reproductive researchers who worked in agricultural institutions c1910-1940.
That is, preliminary investigations reveal that many of the claimed
"fathers" of reproductive agricultural research were not themselves trained

4. See especially Chapters 4 and 5.

5. See Chapter 7.

6. See Busch (1981, 1982); Busch and Lacey (1983); Kismet (1983); Rosenberg
(1967, 1976, 1979b); Rossiter (1975, 1976, 1979).

7. The only one I have located to date is Cole's oral history (1977). Schwabe
(1984) offers a general orientation only. Other may well be located in
institutional archives.

º
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in agriculture or agricultural institutions but rather in zoology or biology at
traditional universities (Cravens, 1978; Rosenberg, 1967).” Should their
work be characterized as agricultural? Should it be so characterized by the
main focus of the larger institutions in which they worked such as colleges
and universities known as agricultural including the major land-grant
institutions of Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and so on? Or rather should it be
characterized by the specific departments in which they taught?

Fourth, agricultural research was the only area of scientific research
to receive extensive governmental support during this era. While this factor
might provide data resources to grasp the nature of agricultural research on
reproduction, they are not very accessible. Archival research would be
necessary as many of the commonly available USDA documents (e.g. USDA,
1962) are relatively useless for such purposes. Fifth, reproductive research
within agriculture was undertaken in both animal science and veterinary
departments, programs and schools (Schwabe, 1984), adding further
complexity.

In sum, developing a precise historical sociology of reproductive
agricultural research falls beyond the scope of this dissertation and raises
thorny theoretical issues. This is a project highly deserving of further
research which should include several in-depth case studies of agricultural
centers of reproductive research and extensive archival efforts across the
U.S. The transfer of agricultural reproductive technologies to humans since
c1960 should make such a project attractive.

8. My interview with Andrew Nalbandov raised these issues.

*

º
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APPENDIX B

Item 1

A CLASSIFICATION of SUBJECTs
IN THE BIOLOGY OF SEx *

Memorandum Prepared in 1922 by Frank R. Lillie

I. The Genetics of Sex.
A.
B.

The inheritance of sex and of sex-linked characters.
Cytological (sex chromosomes).

II. Determination of Sex.
A.

C.

Genetic or zygotic factors in the determination of sex.
The literature in this field has been more thoroughly ex
plored, probably, than any other in the biology of sex.
Presumably, therefore, not so much in need of support as
other parts of the subject.
Problem for investigation: If sex is determined by two
Finds of spermatozoa, Tº any process of selection pos
sible by which one or the other kind may predominate?
Environmental ■ ectors in the determination of sex. There
is a large literature dating from early times on this sub
ject, mostly outlived. In addition, there are some still
vital problems, e.g., (1) Toes the time of conception in
the oestrous cycle of the female influence the sex ration
How? (2) May zygotic factors be overbalanced by envi
ronmental conditions? e.g., Are females ever transformed
into males? At what time in the life cycle, etc.? (Evi
dence from some invertebrates, fish, etc.) (3) Do condi
tions of nutrition play any part in the determination of
the sex ratio?
The interpretation of sex ratios with reference to sex
determining factors.

III. Sex Development; Differentiation of Sex.
A. Descriptive, normal (including bermaphroditism).

(Aberle and

1. Embryonic-Fairly well known.
2. Juvenile [We need here especially a complete
3. Adult histological picture of gonads, etc.,
4. Senescent I at all ages. The knowledge on this

ubject is singularly incomplete.

Corner, 1953: 102-4)

sº

º
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A CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTs In THE BIOLOGY OF SEX

* The problem of sex bomones. The influence of the homol
°sous and heterologous hormones at all stages of the life
history on anatomy, physiology, psyche and Physiological
age.

1. Histological.
(*) The embryonic history of interstitial cells.

*Portant for understanding embryonic sex
differentiation.

-

(b) The interstitial cells of the nomal and experi
sentally modified ovary and testis – the data
for the ovary are especially obscure and con
flicting.

(c) The seasonal cycle of interstitial cells in
various vertebrates.

2. Experimental.
-

(a) The influence of the homologous and heterolo
gous hormones in embryonic life. To what
extent are sex characters reversible?

(b) Sex modifications in stero by other hormones
or by antibodies.

(e) Semual modification after birth by hormones;
and development: Castration, homologous and
heterologous grafting, sex gland extracts, etc.,
including structure, function, psyche.

(d) Effect of similar experiments (as in c) on age
and rejuvenation.

(e) To what extent are sex hormones species
specific?

3. Chemical. It will be the work of the biologist to
test the nature and limits of hormone action, as in
1 and 2 above, and to discover proper criteria and
indicators. It will be the province of the chemist
to endeavor to identify, isolate and ultimately
synthesize the sex hormones. The possibility of
an ultimate ready control of sex characters and
behavior within the limits discovered to be pos
sible by the biologist must depend on the chemist
working in close cooperation with the biologist.

C. The study of other factors, e.g., other internal secretions
on the development of sex..

IV. The Problem of Sex Inter-relations.
So far as these problems are human, they will be included in the
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physiological, psychological and sociological division of the work of
the Committee. But the biological aspect of this subject, so exten
sive and so controllable, offers a field of great promise.
V. Sex Functions.

This heading trespasses on the physiological division of the work
of the Committee, but no line can be drawn between the biological
and the physiological. It is impossible to carry out the Program under
III without attacking certain parts of this field. The subjects closest
to the biological field are the following:

A. Variation of sex glands ander experimental conditions:
1. Transplantation
2. Vasectomy
3. X-rays and other radiations
4. Antibody injections
5. Vital staining
6. General physiology of the sex glands

B. Sterility:
1. Incompatibility of gametes
2. Other causes
3. Experimentally produced sterility

VI. Systematics of Sex in Animals and Plants.
The comparative anatomy, neurology, physiology and pathology of

primary and secondary sex organs and sex characters in animals and
plants. The evolution of sex, hermaphroditism, normal and accidental,
in its various forms, sex dimorphism, organs of sex recognition, stimu
lation and realization (special sense organs, songs, ornamental char
acters, sex odors, organs of attack, etc.), brooding and placental
structures, adaptations and habits, etc.
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Itsm 2

LIST OF MEMBER5 QF THE NATIQNAL RESEARCH COUNCIL”.5
COMMITTEE FOR RESEARCH QN PROBLEMS QF SEX, 1921-1949*

CANNON, Walter B. 11/21-post 1940
Professor of Physiology, Harvard Medical School

CONKLIN, E. G. 1 1/21-7/22
Professor of 2Cology, Princeton University

CORNER, George W. 9/34-post 1940
Professor of Anatomy, University of Rochester
Director, Department of Embryology, Carnegie
Institution of Washington

DAVIS, Katherine Bement 1/22-5/28
General Secretary, Bureau of Social Hygiene

LASHLEY, Karl S. 9/34-post 1940
Professor of Psychology, University of Chicago
Professor of Psychology, Harvard University

LILLIE, Frank R. 1 / 22-4/37
Professor of Zoology, University of Chicago

MEYER, Adolph 12/28-post 1940
Professor of Psychiatry, Johns Hopkins University

MOORE, Carl R. 6/38-post 1940
Professor of Zoology, University of Chicago

OGBURN, William F. 5/25-5/28
Professor of 5ociology, Columbia University
Professor of Sociology, University of Chicago

SALMON, Thomas W. 1/22-8/27
Professor of Psychiatry, Columbia University

WISSLER, Clark 6/25-4/36
Curator, Anthropology, American Museum of
Natural History
Professor, Human Relations, Yale University

YERKES, Robert M. 11/21-post 1940
Chairman of the Committee
Research Information Service, NRC
Professor of Psychology, Yale University
Professor of Psychobiology, Yale University
Director, Yale Laboratories of Primate Biology

2INN, Earl F. 1 1/21 - 1 1/29
Executive Secretary of the Committee

* Based on information presented in Aberle and Corner
(1953: 1.O5-6).
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Item 3
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APPENDIX B 48l.

Item 4

THE NRC COMMITTEE FOR RESEARCH ON PROBLEM5 OF SEX:
PROGRAM AND CENTERS, 1922 – 1941

* * 1922 – 1926 s is

RESEARCH F OCI :

the female cycle ; ovarian hormones; pituitary sex hormones:
role of vitamins in reproduction; hormonal isolation:
effects of x-rays on the reproductive system : reproductive
histology and physiology; sex psychology and behavior:
anthropology of reproduction.

MAJOR CENTERS:

Frank R. Lillie at Chicago; Charles R. 5tockard at Cornell
Medical School : Herbert M. Evans at Berkeley.

* * 1927 – 1932 * *

RESEARCH F OCI :

the female cycle and ovarian hormones: sex differentiation
through endocrine activity: pituitary / gonada l endocrine
relations: adren a 1 / gonadal endocrine relations: ovulation
and indicatcrs of pregnancy; men struation and blood
chemistry: nutrition and reproduction; avian physiology of
reproduction and effects of light; sex behavior and
psychology in animals and humans: anthropology of
reproduction.

MAJOR CENTERS:
Frank R. Lil lie at Chicago; Charles R. Stockard at Cornell
Medical School : Herbert M. Evans at Berkeley; R. M. Yerkes at
Yale and Orange Park: P. E. Smith at Columbia; F. L. Hisaw at
Wisconsin: E. Witsch i at Iowa; Edgar Allen at Missouri; E.
Koch at Chicago; and L. M. Term an at Stanford.
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* * 1932–1937 is is

RESEARCH F OCI :
chemistry of the ovarian, pituitary and adrenal reproductive
hormones; qualitative analysis of the action of the
pituitary hormones; sex behavior in animals; nutritional
factors in reproduction; the reproductive cycle; sex
determination and sexual dimorphism : embryology of twinning;
fertilization and development of the mammalian egg:
psychobiology of sex; reproductive neuroendocrinology; sex
behavior.

MAJOR CENTERS:

Frank R. Lil lie at Chicago; Charles R. 5tockard at Cornell
Medical School; Herbert M. Evans at Berkeley: P. E. Smith at
Columbia: E. Allen and R. M. Yerkes at Yale and Orange Park;
E. Witschi at Iowa: P. Bard at Hopkins; and L. Terman at
Stanford.

* * 1937 – 1942 * *

RESEARCH F OCI :
ovarian and testicular endocrinology ( chemistry and
metabolism ) : clinical and physic logical applications of
reproductive endocrinology; ovulation; sex development and
maturation: uterine physiology and menstruation: sex
behavior and psychology; reproductive neuroendocrinology.

MAJOR CENTERS:
P. E. 5mith at Columbia: E. Allen and Yerkes at Yale and
Orange Park: E. Witschi at Iowa: P. Bard at Johns Hopkins;
F. A. Beach at the American Museum of Natural History; and C.
Lend is at the New York State Psychiatric Institute. 1
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